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4 The problem of the study was to analyze and exolain

the decision-making process and its impact i n a medium-sized

American city. Significant considerations were to (1)

describe and understand decision-making dynamics in a

community by focusing on (a) both individuals and grouos in

te;:-ns of their relative importance to each other as concerns

bargaining and negotiations, and (b) the dynamics of

internal and external interaction in terms of where it

occurred, the resources used, and coalition formation; (2)

analyze the behavior of malor actors as associated with

wie
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dimensions; (3) identify the conditions for different kinds

of outcomes in terms of whose interests are served most and

whose interests were served least; and (4) comment on the

validity of relevant propositions and hypotheses drawn from

the urban politics and policy literature. Essentiallv, the

aims were to examine the New Redevelopment Phase as a

response to community problems and assess the validitv and

usefulness of pluralism as a policv-mak inq theory.

Expectations were the city's redevelooment policies would be

shaped by its environmental setting, policy-makinq would not

*be a single-minded focus on governmental institutions; and

various private interests along with the oublic sector

influence the allocation and re-allocation of resources in

the community, often benefitting in the process.

The focus of the dissertation was on urban

redevelopment politics and policy makinq in Columbus, Ohio,

with a specific analysis of the planninq and implementation

of the Ohio Center project. Data for the study was derived

from personal interviews, newsoaper s, per iod icals, and

various reports and documents from ind ividuals and

organizations in the public and private sectors.

The author concluded (1) The qreater the economic

stakes, the more business and financial interests J.n

Columbus are compelled to compete for and control the

rewards of political action; (2) Only a small number of
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persons in Columbus have much direct influence, in the sense

that they successfully initiate- or veto proposals for

redevelopment policies; (3) Columbus city qovernment's

relations with national, state, and county governments are a

dimension of governmental structure that has profound

implications for the resources and policy options available

to city officials; (4) The pattern of political activity

represented by lack of orqanization, distorted perception,

interests in symbolic reassurance, ritualistic experiences,

and quiescence is a key element in the ability of business

interests in Columbus to use political agencies in order to

make good their claims on tangible resources and -ower, thus

continuing the threat to the disorganized; (5) Those in

Columbus who establish the public agenda also exercise

important power throuqh their canacitv to prevent issues

from entering the political system, and (6) the policy

orocess in Columbus is slow, but it tends to have a

cumulative bias favorinq orimarilv business interests that

enjoy close associations with city government officials;

minority and small business interests do not benefit in the

redevelopment oolicy process in Columbus.
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INTRODUCTION

To understand a proverb and a figure, the words of
the wise and their riddles.

Proverbs 1: 6

Problem and Literature

Since World War II, the fortunes of many of the

nation's cities have seen a disheartening decline. That

situation has led scholars in a variety of fields to label

this plight the urban "crisis."1 Shrinking Populations, job

losses, and fiscal weakness are common day phenomena in many

cities. In many areas, factories in the central cities are

being abandoned as firms build closer to suburban freeways.

In 1948, the suburbs accounted for one-third of metropolitan

employment. In the late 1970s, they now account for more

than one-half. The Sunbelt has also qained Prominence as

new businesses have chosen to locate there rather than in

more traditional areas of economic concentration. One

1 See Stephen M. David and Paul E. Peterson, eds., Urban
Politics and Public Policy: The City in Crisis, 2nd-e.
(New York: Praeger Publishers, 1976), op. ti-18 and
David M. Gordon, ed., Problems in Political Economv: An
Urban Perspective (Lexington: D.C. Reath and Conpanv,
1971), pp. xii-xiv; for historical perspectives on how
the crisis develooed. Also see Roqer J. Vaughan, An-
thony R. Pascal, and Mary E. Vaiana, The Urban Impacts
of Federal Policies: Vol 1, Overview (Santa onica:
Rand7,T90]),t --. an-2, for speciflcs on the prob-
lem statement.

°1
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consequence is that the most distressed cities, measured by

qemployment and per capita income trends, are now heavily

concentrated in New Enqland, the Middle Atlantic states, and

the East North Central states -- the old center of

manufacturing. Also in many central cities, there is a

growing concentration of the poor as affluent households

move into the sprawling suburbs. To illustrate, between

1950 and 1975, 44 of the largest American cities lost at

least 10 percent of their population. And, in that same

period, central cities lost approximately 3.4 million white

inhabitants while gaining nearly 1.2 million nonwhites.

Nonwhites now constitute a quarter of all city residents.

To add to the predicament, the average state, nonfederal

taxes absorbed 13 percent of personal income by 1975 in

contrast to only about 8 percent in 1953.

Given these conditions it is reasonable to assume

that people who live in a declininq city are aware of the

urban problem. Many families pay rising propertv taxes,

while their children attend deteriorating schools. While

crime rates are also high in some areas, firms continue to

operate in old buildings, often have trouble finding skilled

labor, and suffer from inadequate transportation services.

And public officials who must respond are often caught in a

dilemma. Tax bases are declining, while demands are

increasing for public services.

Ii



There are other social and economic liabilities. For

example, fifteen percent of the population in many cities is

on Aid to Families with Dependent Children. With crime

proliferating in Detroit, nearly one in ten Black males can

expect to be robbed in the course of a year. Education is

an important value in most communities, but vandalism in

qschools now costs about $600 million a year. In many of the

downtowns, a decreased demand for traditional city functions

has devalued property. To add, the cost of paving public

workers, meeting pension obligations, and maintaining public

capital must no doubt now often fall on a decreasing number

of residents in the central city. And even with risinq
taxes the quality of schools and public safety slide

downward, pushing all but the most immobilized out.

One paramount problem according to several

perspectives is governance. Many consider governments in

urban areas as fragmented, power disPersed, and with

authority so decentralized among a host of competing

agencies and jurisdictions that political institutions lack

the capability to solve the common problems of the

community. A second debility is cities have lacked

financial resources necessary to solve enormously complex

problems which have amassed over time. Finally, a third
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perspective is that ordinary citizens, particularly the less

financially able and the more dependent upon governmental

services, are unable to influence public policy.

In 1949, Congress passed the National Housing Act to

provide cities with means to overcome political and economic

barriers to the urban restoration. The extensive urban

redevelopment projects that have been instituted since 1949

have resulted in dramatic and often major chanqes in many

American cities.2 But the "urban crisis" is still with us

today. Every major city has had at least one extensive

renewal project, and several smaller and medium-sized

communities have also been "made over". The urban renewal

program has been and continues to be a controversial

subject.

Urban renewal was the result of a series of

amendments made in 1954 to the 1949 Housing Act. 3 Actually,

the concept of urban renewal or redevelopment was conceived

in the Housing Act of 1937, but over time has changed in

terms of scope, emphasis, and significance. The 1.937 Act

2 For a thorough, insiqhtful analysis of the politics
associated with the history of these develooments see
Jewell Bellush and Murray Hausknecht, eds., Urban
Renewal: People, Politics, and Planning (Garden City:
Doubledav7 67).

3Robert L. Lineberry and Ira Sharkanskv, Urban Politics
and Public Policy, 2nd ed. (New York: Harper and Row
Publishers, 1974), pp. 299-322.

"I
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was enacted to provide public housing for the poor under the

auspices of public authorities. But for various reasons,

new legislation was enacted in 1949 to extend the focus of

activity from the public to the private sector. The 1949

legislation established the principal of federal subsidies

for private interests involved in -:um clearance proqrams.

Change continued in 1954 when various amendments were passed

to rectify flaws which stemmed from the 1954 Act. In

contrast to the 1937 Act which prescribed that all of the

redeveloped area be used for residential development, the

1954 Act and subsequent amendments alLowed up to 30 percent,

of the federal grants to be used for nonresidential or
commercial purposes. The intention of the 1949 Act was to

provide adequate and decent housinq for millions of

Americans who lacked it. In addition, the leqislation

authorized the use of federal funds to redevelop or build

additional housing in areas from which substandard housinq

had been eliminated bv the program. This was the beginninq

of the "site clearance" approach to urban redevelopment,

which eliminated blight and deterioration bv physically

removing substandard housing. qubseauent leq is la tion,

though, emphasized the renewal asDect. Buildings and

housing that could be utilized if improved were to be

preserved rather than run over with a bulldozer. 1ecause

the riverfront areas of many cities were the first to be
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settled and thus the first to be affected by out-miqration,I
many of the most blighted areas were in close Proximitv to

the riverfront and often included substantial oarts of

downtown business districts. The urban renewal legislation

also coincided with the buildinq of metropolitan freeways to

make the commute from home to office faster and increase

decentralization of businesses and emplovyment from the

central cities. Thus in the 1950s, slum clearance through

urban renewal was proposed both as the means bv which the

Central Business District (CBD) would be protected and as a

means to rid the city of the social patholoqies of inner

city neighborhoods. But in the 1960s, the trend toward

disintegration continued in many communities, and housing

problems multiplied.

There has been and continues to be controversy over

the utility of the urban renewal program for improving the

quality of urban life. Liberal critics arque most urban

renewal projects didn't replace the units destroyed with low

cost housing, and in fact, business interests were the only

ones in the community to profit from renewal. Moreover,

they contended, urban renewal was in reality a less than

subtle attempt to remove Black and low-income residents and

to restore upper-income qroups to areas they had Dreviouslv

dominated. These critics also pointed out Planners tended

-q to ignore the social aspects of life, concentrating solely

,A
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on the physical aspects. And finally, because such programs

were devised in steps and different areas of the city, they

often resulted in more rapid deterioration of al.readv

marginal neighborhoods.

Opposition by conservatives, such as Martin Anderson,

contended such ends could have been better met bv private

q intervention.4 To him, government interposition cost more

than the benefits in material and social terms. His

arguments included loss of tax revenues durinq the

implementation stage of the pro iect, questionable

assumptions about whether business could meet the actual

demands for new construction, acquiring of private orooertv

for profits in the name of the public, and not reolacinq old

neighborhoods with low cost housing.

Later, a more complex strategy was devised, when in

the 1960s coalitions of interests in many cities sought

federal urban programs in order to cope with the still

growing problems of social control in central cities.5 For

by the mid-1960s, it had became apparent that national

economic growth would not eradicate the swelling pockets of

4Martin Anderson, The Federal Bulldozer (Cambridge: The
M.I.T. Press, 1964).
5Dennis R. Judd, The Politics of American Cities:
Private Power and Public Policy (Boston: Little, Brown
and Company, 1979), 99. 360-62, and Vaughan and Others
The Urban Impacts of Federal Policies, pp. 1-3.



urban poverty and decay and new ways must be found to

counter the forces of urban decay. Large metropolitan areas

had ceased to grow, and the disparity between the affluent,

white suburbs and poor, Black central cities became an

important political question. The federal policy response

was to conduct an all out war on poverty; one to he fought

on several fronts. Programs were aimed at imorovinq social

services and education and training, combatinq

discrimination, and, later, increased transfer oavments. As

these policies were "urban" (many economically disadvantaqed

people lived in cities and would benefit), other urban

problems such as declining urban economies - the need for

capital, infrastructure, and market access qot little

attention. The programs would help the poor. Public

housing was built in central cities; urban areas were able

to offer more training programs, social services, and public

transportation subsidies; and city governments actively

hired minorities. One result was that economically

disadvantaged people were encouraged to move or to remain in

central cities. Local officials were well aware, though,

that city budgets were neither large enouqh nor flexible

enough to attack the social patholoqies of the qhetto. Thus

motivated, they sought federally funded oroqrams such as

community action, Model Cities, job training, and rent

supplements to buy peace in the black qhetto.

4i
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This federal role in the 1960s was complicated and

consisted of three main purooses. Some programs were

designed to help promote downtown development throuqh slum-

clearance, a secori purpose was to attempt to solve the

social disorder of the ciLies, and finally some federal

programs were addressed to the revenwe problems of biq city

mayors--this being especially the case with revenue sharing

and the block-grant programs of the 1170s. Thus toward the

end of the 1960s, programs to ungrade the tangible capital

stock of cities would gain renewed orominence. Model. Cities

funds would come in the wake to clear areas of dilapidated

housing near central business dlistricts, and then build

commercial structures and, sometimes middle-income housing,

as would federally funded inner-city industrial. oarks. Rut,

these programs were too small to have much impact on most

cities' massive economic problems.

Then came the 1970s and the Nixon Administration's

New Federalism which attempted to shift responsibilitv for

problem-solving back to local government. New oroqrams

included the Comprehensive Emplovment and Traininq Act

(CETA), Community Development Block Grants, and General

Revenue Sharing. In response, local decision makers would

use part of their newly acquired resources - which came
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directly to and not, as before, through state channels - to

relieve burdens on local taxpayers. Future uses of federal

funds would make it clear that fiscal problems had become a

dominant concern among local officials.

As a summarv point, over 30 years ago, central-city

neighborhoods were cleared downtown for urban renewal

purposes and highways were built to uoqrade the tanqible

capital stock of cities. With urban governments basing land

policies on the idea that land should be used at its

"highest and best use," cities would begin to destroy viable

residential neighborhoods and replace them with convention

centers, hotels, stadiums, and other public facilities. Yet

despite the urban renewal projects, many American cities

underwent a series of changes that are continually viewed as

deterioration. The middle class fled to suburbia. Tax

bases eroded, while cities desperately needed funds to deal

with their problems. And even with the social programs of

the 1960s, the picture in many central cities today includes

increasing crime rates, deteriorating schools, cutbacks in

public services, inadequate housing, and risinq welfare

roles. But after the swirl and the salvo of the l60s, a

new Administration would proclaim a new calm. ;ocial.

problems, of course, remained. But after one set of

responses had failed, a more conservative reflex was the

* follow-on.

I
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With many cities continually facinq problems, they

now find themselves ensconced in a politics of economic

growth. 6 While the politics of exclusion has characterizeA

the suburbs, the central cities are not in an exclusionary

mode. Cities must compete with the suburbs and with other

cities for a share of the nation's economic growth,

otherwise they are plunged deeper Lnto economic and social

crisis. Many older cities, handicappei by technoloqical and

market factors which include the need for transportation

improvements and new production t.echniques requirinq larqe

land space, congestion, and cheap suburban land, also face

social problems such as increasinq levels of poverty and

crime, vandalism, and other social oatholoqies. Often,

where this analysis of the urban crisis has been accepted,

government officials and private leaders have formulated

policies to ameliorate these conditions, usually resultinq

in large-scale, highly noticeable revival or rehabilitation

of commercial and/or residential districts and olanninq and

building freeways. Thus the policv response to citv

problems today in many cities is what is now called the "New

Redevelopment Phase."7

6Judd, The Politics of American Cities, o. 359.

7 Ibid., p. 383.
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To implement new redevelopment policies, cities have

( launched new programs. And an important facet of these

programs in many areas has been an attempt to capitalize

upon the tourism and convention trade reflecting the

changing economic funtions of cities and the need to meet

the challenges expressed above. In manv cities, convention

complexes have risen in attempts to revitalize the downtown

and the city as well. Examples are the Renaissance Center

in Detroit and Crown Center in Kansas Citv.

The "New Redevelopment" phase has also promoted

criticism from both the political left and riqht. Those

with a more liberal view raise the basic question: can

revitalization solve the social problems of the central

cities. Thev see new development as attractinq tourists and

suburbanities to the cities, and hence not solving problems

of poverty, low incomes, or bad housing. In addition, they

see a sharp contrast between the new redevelooment phase and

that of urban renewal in the 1950s and the 1960s: they

contend that whereas the new phase is usually directed

toward the affluent, urban renewal projects were

statuatorily obligated to have other purposes as well.A

A more conservative response has been to challenqe

these developments on their own merits. Considerinq the

8Ibid., op. 383-85.

.. ... I,., ,,,, - ,, ,,, ~ o , o em m n n d llnl nld l nIl l
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long history of clearance and new construction under urban

renewal programs, many fear the cities will lose the

cultural uniqueness which has characterized them in the

past, and become new suburbs downtown. These critics also

see clearance as being less fashionable in the lq70 s :

restoration and renovation is the new style of

revitalization.

The "New Redevelopment Phase" of the 1970s has

required local governments participating in such activitv to

need a period of time for policy formulation in order to

develop and implement strategies to cope with urban decline.

It is this period of policy formulation in Columbus, Ohio,

1969-1979, that is the focus of investigation for this

research. The New Redeveloament Phase in Columbus gained

its essential meaning as policy durinq this oeriod of time.

Policy in this context refers to the Qovernment s

authoritative statements about its qoals and planned actions

in dealing with perceived problems in urban redevelopment

activity.

There is much literature on urban renewal, policy

making, and policy evaluation:
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.Rossi and Dentler's intensive case study of one

major project in Chicago. 9

.Dahl's study of community power in New Haven which

uses urban renewal policy formulation and leqitimation to

test hypotheses about influence and power relations in that

city.10

.Harold Kaplan's Urban Renewal Politics: q Ium

Clearance in Newark, a longitudinal, comprehensive study of

urban renewal policy development. 1

.Martin Anderson's The Federal Bulldozer which

provides a macro-level critique of the national urban

renewal program. Using aggregate data derived from all

renewal projects, Anderson focuses on the economic and

physical impacts of urban renewal. J Anderson, an

economist, wasn't concerned with political processes nor

policy conflict, however.

Since the New Redevelopment Phase beqan in the eariv

1970s, there have been few studies written. One of the few

9 P.H. Rossi and R.H. Dentler, The Politics of Urban
Renewal: The Chicago Findings (New York: The Free Press
of Glencoe, Inc., 1961).
10 Robert A. Dahl, Who Governs' (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1962).

!iHarold Kaplan, Urban Renewal Politics: Slum Clearance
in Newark (New York: Columbia University Press, 1963).

12Anderson, The Federal Bulldozer.
I
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is Chester Hartmanos Yerba Buena: Land Grab and Community

Resistance in San Francisco (San Francisco: G1. ie

Publications, 1974) cited by Dennis Judd. 1 3 The study was a

long itudinal, comprehensive assessment of political

processes and conflict associated with the Yerba Buena

Center in San Francisco. However, the writer couldn~t

locate a copy of Rartman's work in aa attemot to identifv

his study's research model.

The events of a decade past furnish the materials for

this analysis. As related Kaplan's work is contributive in

that it is a longitudinal study of !0 years of urban renewal

policy making. It also encompasses a broad ranqe of

policy-related topics. Rut Kaplan had an agency perspective

(He was at the hub of Newark's Metropolitan Rousinq

Authority), and "clearance activitv" was seen as the main

policy effect of urban renewal.

Because of a oaucitv of resaarch done on the New

Redevelopment Phase, the author will relr on a model.

developed by Randall B. Rinlev in ?atterson, Davidson, and

Ripley: A More Perfect Union: Introduction to American

Government 14 to provide cateqories useful for qatherinq

13Judd, The Politics of American Cities, o. 166.

14Samuel C. Patterson, Roger H. oavidson, and Randall
3. Ripley, A More Perfect Union: Introduction to Amer-
ican Government (Romewood: Fhe Dor7ev Press, lq7)-.
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data to form the framework of the research model for this

study. The model possesses the same range of oolicv-related

topics as described for Kaplans model above, but it doesn t

assume administrative goals to be the sole measure of policy

effects.

The first category of the model is agenda-setting.

Topics of downtown redevelopment policy had to become a item

to which the government devoted its attention to become on

the agenda of government. Once becoming an item on the

agenda of government, downtown redevelopment topics had to

remain on the agenda long enough for action to he taken on

them. To remain on the agenda the topics must interest a

large enough number of people to be visible, could not he

perceived as threatening to a large majority of the

population, and must win the attention and support of some

individuals in important institutional positions (e.q., as

the Mayor, some member of the City Council, and leaders of

business, unions, and other community interests). Principal

activities that take place durinq aqenda-settinq include the

perception and definition of problems and the mobilization

of support for including problems on the agenda or chanqinq

their relative priority. Many actors, both inside and

outside government, compete for the attention of different

governmental institutions and actors in creating the agenda
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of government. Entering the New Redevelopment Phase, in the

early 1970s, governmental and community leaders in Columbus

must adopt broad goals for achievement.

The second dimension of the model is policy and

program formulation and leqitimation. To achieve new

redevelopment goals, Columbus qoverni,.nt must say what it

would do. This involved the formulation of alternative

goals and of alternative methods for achieving those qoal.s.

It also involved decisions about which goals and methods

would be ratified - the leqitimation of some qoals and

programs. To achieve new redevelopment goals in the city,

alternatives had to be developed for what should be done and

alternatives had to be adopted or ratified and nossibly

amended. As the reader will note in Chapters two through

six, the process of formulation and legitimation are

intermingled: as various alternatives surface during the

formulation phase, their immediate legitimation or

nonlegitimation may take place. These Chapters also show

that during the stage of formulation and legitimation, four

activities take place. First, information collection,

analysis, and dissemination involve a search for information

on the scope of the problem identified for Qovernment action

and or possible approaches to dealing with it. qecondlv,

during the development and selection of alternatives, the

leaders focus on a few possible solutions. Next, in the
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advocacy stage, when only one or a few alternatives remain

as candidates for adoption, amendment, or rejection, the

supporters of those solutions make their respective case

where they will have the most oavoff. Finally, a decision

is made. One alternative may be adopted. No alternative

may prove to have enough support to win legitimation, and so

the decision maybe not to do anything. Sometimes a decision

is made that is meant to be only symbolic. To conclude,

legitimated policy statements have both a general goal

dimension and specific means for achieving the goal.4

Program implementation, or the concrete actions

governmental and community leaders take to achieve

redevelopment goals is the third category for organizing and

selecting data. Implementing actions inc lude the

disbursement of money in the form of expenditures, qrants,

and loans; the assignment of personnel; the issuance of

directives; the enforcement of those directives; the

collection and dissemination of information; the writinq and

signing of contracts; and the establishing of organizational

subunits, such as field offices, coordinating committees,

and task forces. Chapters six through eight deal with this

aspect of the research model.

Finallv, the evaluation of policies that have been

formulated, legitimated, and implemented are the fourth

aspect of the model. All aspects of such oolicies and

.. ..4. ., .= ., . l l l l I i= l l ... .
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q programs are candidates for evaluation - processes, content,

the nature and quality of their implementation, and the

nature and quality of their impact on society.

In summary, policy is made in response to problems

that have been seen and defined. The degree of support

mobilized conditions the response made to the problem, i.e.,

getting it on the agenda or changing oriorities. Downtown

redevelopment policy, then, ir the formulation and

legitimation of activities through the mobilization of

support to the extent necessary to revitalize the central

business district.

The implementation of policy in Columbus has required

the acquisition of necessary resources, interpretation of

statues, organization of bureaucratic units to carry out the

work load, and provision of benefits to intended recipients.

The federal system is also important in the context in which

policy decisions are implemented. And althouqh the ooint of

the most important policy implementation is at the local

level, many people and groups get a chance to influence how

programs are carried out. Oftentimes, given the limited

powers of American local government, temoorary coalitions

and quasi-public structures must he eet in the midst of the

general flow of policy actions.

Once government has decided what problems to Pav

attention to, said what it would -io about a problem after
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assessing alternatives, and begun steps to transform policv

statements into action, a period of trial and error begins.

?actors affecting implementation include the kind of

communications between those responsible for implementation,

* the kind of actions taken to ensure that qoals are met, the

types of agencies responsible for follow throuqh, and

general political, economic, and social conditions.

q The final aspect of the redevelopment process in

Columbus, is one in which the authoritative statements of

intention made by the government for dealing with perceived

problems represent clear and well defined goals. Most

governments act on matters that are widely viewed as

problems and as proper subjects for action. Next, they

attempt to be Prompt, efficient, and effective. Finally,

they show respect and fairness and use fair, open, and

efficient procedures.

But the stages of the policy Process do not

necessarily mesh easily in a smooth, inexorable seauence of

steps. A varietv of factors may limit attainment of desired

policy impacts. These include flawed implementati-on,

unclear goals, inadequate resources, the lengthy time period

that is required to achieve measurable impacts, and the

presence of factors beyond the control of imolementers that

can affect impact. The policy process is continuous and

complex.

4,mimlm mmm. mmml m mmm i m m ml mm ..
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Pluralism in American Politics

The goal expressed above is to reveal the New

Redevelopment Phase as a response to community Problems.

This study extends beyond that. .i second aim is to assess

the validity and usefulness of a policy-making theory used

by government officials and political scientists to explain

and justify policy processes in the Unirted States since the

late 1950s and early 1960s. The sources of pluralism, too

numerous to mention in their entiretv inclueie Rdward C.

Banfield, Political Influence (Glencoe, Ill: Free Press,

1961); Robert A. Dahl, Who Governs? (New Haven: Yale

University Press, 1961); and Nelson W. Polsbv, Community
WI'

Power and Political Theory (New Haven: Yale University

Press, 1963).

A qood explanation of pluralism as the overatinq

principle of American qovernment is found in Clarence N.

Stone, Robert K. Whelan, and William J. Murin, Urban Policy

and Politics: In a Bureaucratic A_e (Enqlewood Cliffs:

Prentice Hall, 1979), chapter 13, in their analysis of

policy making. This chapter summarizes the assumptions,

techniques of practice and the weakness of oluralism as a

theoretical model.

The authors point out that the theorv of qrouo

politics popularized by Banfield, Dahl, 'olshv and others,

is accorded doctrinaire status bv its orooonents. To many it
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has become a public philosophy of American government.

Pluralist theory contains six basic principles:

1. All major segments of the community are united
by a common consensus on the basic features of the
political, social, and economic order.

2. Public officials, who are the most important
community leaders, engage in an unending effort to
maximize their popular support.

3. Politically important resources are widely
distributed.

4. There is "slack in the political system that
can be taken up bv dissatisfied qroups when they
believe an important issue is at stake.

5. Influence is specialized, with each qroun
having the greatest impact on those decisions
relevant to its most highly valued interests.

6. Policy decisions follow the maxim of "mutual
accommodations"-that is, decisions tend to
accommodate those groups most directly affected bv
the particular decisions, and in cases of
conflict, decisions are based on compromises
between contending groups.

In challenging the main lines of pluralist theorv,

the authors offer several basic tenets of a revisionist

theory that has begun to take shape. These include:

1. Official decision makers are not held tiqhtlv
accountable by their constituents.

I. Political structures have consistent biases,
and official decision makers are not neutral
resolvers of interest qroup conflict (that is,
they may be advocates rather than brokers.)

3. Political resources are distributed in a
highly unequal way, so that some groups are able
to work in close collaboration with decision
makers while other groups enjoy no such favored
position.
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4. Mobilizing slack resources, esDeciallv to
maintain pressure over tir e, is a rIifficu'.c
process, and disadvanted qrouns seldom achieve
more than token victories of temporary duration.

5. Though often made incrementally, policy tends
to have a cumulative bias-aarticularlv in favor of
those groups that enjoy close associations with
official decision makers.

The authors challenge the utility of pluralism as a

normative model of policy develooment in our urban

communities. Pluralism, for example had no ready

explanations for the turmoil sweepinq throuqh our urban

communities when the 1960s laid bare the problems of race

and poverty. These critics argue that even thouqh no one

group exercises complete control and patterns of influence

do change, powerful groups are able to entrench themselves

in such a way to pertuate a favorable position. And as a

consequence "Powerful interests could use their resources to

modify or reinforce certain values, beliefs, and procedures,

and in that way keep some issues off the decision-making

agenda."

While the authors deny that anyone is all-powerful,

they argue that some groups gain and others lose by reason

of significant, substantial, and perisitent imbalances of

power. They present arguments to show that oublic officials

operate with significant latitude - a view that oluralists

basically agree with. Sut unlike the pluralists believe,

they contend officials are free to, and Ao, in fact,
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associate themselves much more closely with the interests of

some groups than with the interest of others. Factors which

limit the accountability of officials to citizens are the

consensus that prevails among American citizens is so

generalized that any of a larqe number of disparate actions

could be justified as being in accord with its precepts, the

scarcity of reliable and complete information, and the

electoral Process itself. According to the latter it is

arqued competitive elections are not a quarantee of balanced

representation. As policy making has become more complex,

the means of achieving representation have not developed

accordingly. This sliopage in accountability to the voter

they view as a serious matter because it permits

officeholders to plav a role other than that of broker or

central arbiter. Specific variables abetting slipoacge are

election procedures, prevailing norms and fol kwavs,

recruitment processes, and decision-makinq structures and

practices. These result in some grouos having more say in

local government than oLhers. As a conseguence once in such

a position,

groups use their resources not only to influence
the outcomes of soecific decisions but also to

* shape the processes throuqh which decisions are
made. A favorable Position in the qovernmental
process-that is, a system bias-becomes a resource
that can be used to influence decisions and
peroetuate bias. The most tellinq influence,
after all, is not the ability to bring oressure on
a given decision hut rather the abilitv to move

I
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into close alliance with public officials and
become an associate in forming and overseeing
public policy.

The point of importance to the authors isn't whether

most or only a few groups have political resources since

most groups do. But they continue few groups have

sufficient influence to open and continual access to the top

level, official decision makers. For example, business most

commonly, although not exclusively, usually has this kind of

special leverage to consistently exert extraordinary

influence on a fairly wide range of issues. Other qroups

such as the poor, minorities, and nonaffluent neiqhborhoods

tend to operate from a position of political disadvantage

and seldom have a lasting influence on policy.

While business may not be a large voting bloc, the

authors point to a number of incentives and array of

resources business can bring to hear ort local qovernment:

business is a major source of carmDaiqn funds; business is

well organized to recruit candidates, ?enerate issues, ant

wage a campaign; business leaders have good access to the

news media. However, they also note "i.he tangible political

resources of business seem less important than an intanqible

community of interest local officials frequently fell with

business." This intangible communitv of interest is measured

as follows: keeping up the tax base; protecting propertv

values, especially in commercial districts; oromotinq
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economic growth; creating a favorable climate for business

activity; and debt servicing, or ivate investment, and

direct participation in large-scale develooment or

redevelopment project which recuire active business

involvement. These activities array and result in the

tendency for officials to bring business into formulatinq,

legitimating, and implementing major projects in the new

urban redevelopment phase. Local government officials, they

continue, are also handicapped by a lack of prestiqe. To

compensate for the lack of civic legitimacy of actions of

local government, city ooliticians tend to consult major

business figures and recruit them for advisory committees

and boards. Business influence, it is arqued, "comes not so

much from the capacity of business to overwhelm or

intimidate all opposition as from its power to meet stronqlv

felt needs of public officials."

The authors, by pointinq to a number of obstacles

that may confront groups attempting to mobilize stack

resources for political purposes, arque that among the

nonaffluent, feelings of powerlessness may be especiatlv

pronounced. In short, nonaffluent people are unaccustomed

4 to making an imprint on the affairs of the wider community,

since they live within a tradition of subordination, are

hard to organize, have few resources, no tradition of

4 political action, depend heavily on the efforts and enerqies

4
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of a few leaders. In addition they seldom have a systematic

method of recruitinq new leaders. People will make an

organized if the threat is qreat enouqh, since fear of

large-scale clearance and disruption arouses considerabl.e

anxiety and can provoke collective action. But once such a

threat subsides or defeat is irminent, partic ipatton

declines.

In summary, the authors arque it is not easy to

mobilize slack resources and brinq about collective action

and sustain it in a lower socio-economic status population.

Neighborhood disruption may produce ad hoc responses, but

such responses do not shape policy, often havina a

temporary, dilatory effect instead. This is not creating

policy. For as they note

To have an impact on the overall direction of
something as complex as development policy, a
fundamental reguirement is to exert influence over
a long period of time. T;usiness is often able to
do this. Poor, minority, and neighborhood grouns
seldom do.

The authors argue there is little evidence to show

that these qrouos have substantial intluence. Rave not

groups have sometimes used protest. To influence public

officials, these croups need (1) active supporters amona the

aggrieved qroup, (2) new media coveraqe, (3) allies with

money, supplies, legal talent, ploanninq expertise, and other

skills and resources, and (4) a svmpathetic mass audience
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expressing the kind of indiqnation that will pressure

officials into acting. Protest however is se Id om

successful. Since officials are by no means passive taroets

of pressure - "they can and do manipulate their responses

for maximum public relations effect." Moreover "Concessions

to vocal minorities, according to these arguments are

limited not only bv the counternressures of majorities hut

also by the attitudes and predisposit ions of leaders

themselves. "

Tn their final assessment, stone, Whelan and Murin

concluAe "communitv- 1 evel influence is exerted most

successfully by those qroups that have multiple resources

and few liabilities." Along that line "some groups qain and

others lose by reason of significant, substantial, and

persistent imbalances of power." This is because public

officials operate with siqnificant latitude and are free to,

and do, in fact associate themselves much more closelv with

the interests of some qroups than with the interests of

others. Also elections are imperfect channels of influence

and do not quarantee power to a concerned or dissatisfied

group nor guarantee balanced representation. As a

conseauence of these cir'umstances "as policy makinq has

become more complex, means of achievina representation have

not developed accord ing 1v." Nnd aenerall v, local

qovernments are conducive to a probusiness, antinoor hias.
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In many imoortant ways the concern expressed bv

Stone, Whelan, and Murin for the viabilitv of American

policv-makinq processes and their critique of the oluralist

model. find expression in this sttuv of redevelonment

policies in Columbus. The authors have turned to a qrowing

body of literature that provides a more satisfactory

explanation for the place of qrouos and social strata in a

communitvs politics. 15 While they don't suscribe to the

view that a group's place in the structure of influence is

determined by its economic position, thev do think it

noteworthy that revenue production and economic growth are

ever-present concerns of local officials. These are

concerns that predispose officials to have a Drobusiness

bias. While officials in declining communities are

15Additional insights can he qleaned from some cri-
tiques of pluralism. See Peter Bachrach, The Theorv of
Democratic Elitism: A Critiaue (Boston: Litte, Brown,
1967): Thomas R. Dve an L.Rarmon Zeiqler, The Irony
of Democracy (Belmont, Calif.- Wdsworth, 1.97-i; Peter
B-achrach and Morton q. Baratz, Power and Poverty:
Theory and Practice (New York: Oxfo-re- 1-1); Jewell
Bulush and Stephen M. David, eds., Race and Politics in
New York City (New York: Praeqer, 1971): steohe-nM. Da-
vid and Paul E. Peterson, eds., Urban Politics and
Public Policy: The City in Crisis (New York: Praeger,

Q73) ; J. Davil Greenstone ad -1aul E. Peterson, pace
and Authority in Urban Politics: Cv'imunitv Participa-
tion and the War on Poverty (New Ycrk: 'age, 1.97);
Henry Kariel, The Declinef Americani Pluralism (stan-
ford: Stanford, T96l); Grant McConnel, Private Property
and American Democray (New York: Kneef, l966); and
various selections contained in William E. Connoll.v,
ed., The Bias of Pluralism (New York: Atherton, 196q).
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concerned about holdinq onto the businesses they have, those

in growinq cities are concerned about attractinq new

businesses. In either case, they are eaqer to maintain a

favorable climate for business, they appear more inclined to

cut business taxes than to raise them. Whereas the

pluralist conclude that official leaders and the citizenry

govern toqether, each restraininq ana influencinq the other,

Stone, Whelan, and Murin suqqest, as do the results of

downtown policy developments in Columbus in the 1970s that

official leaders and select qrouos qovern toqether -

sometimes in uneasy alliance but more often in fairlv close

and comfortable association.

The development of downtown redevelopment policy is
S

the primary focus of this research. It seeks to identify

the events and activities which led to the incentives to

develop the Ohio Center and to analyze their importance for

the outcome of the urban redevelopment policv process in

Columbus. Also, qiven that Stone, Whelan, and Murin arque

that often policy shows a cumulative bias favorable to those!

groups that are well positioned, the final chaoter attempts

to reveal some of the cumulative effects of urhan

redevelopment policy in Columbus durinq the l-70 decade.

Methodoloqv

An eclectic approach was used in this studv comhini-na

traditional and behavioral research techniues. qince the

I
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study covered a broad ranqe of events and activities in the

project over avoroximatelv a ten year period, flexibil.itv

and a willingness to experiment with various sources of data

was essential.

The data for this dissertation was derived from

newspapers, Periodicals, various reoorts and documents from

public and private organizations, and oersonal interviews.

Newspapers and these various document served as invaLuable

chronicles of events for the period under investiqation.

They were especially helpful in aidinq the researcher to

accurately record the events that have occurred over the

years. For what was found was no actor or combination of

actors recalled with complete accuracy the events of vast

years, especially when he/she may have Darticioated

sometimes in a limited or brief fashion. Major newspapers

used in the study are all on microfilm at the Columhus

Public Library and the Ohio Historical 5ocietv. The Ohio

qtate University School. of Journalism's librarv also

provided a valuable resource repository for some very

relevant periodicals.

As mentioned, personal interviews served as a major

source of information. And while sufferinc mainl.v from cost

in money and time, and interviewer bias, they can and aiA

contribute, 'mportantly to the research. First, and as T

found, some interviews were very lenqthv, lastina sometimes
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several hours as some people seemed to enjov beinq

interviewed. But, in addition, interviews enabled the

writer to cross-check information obtained from other

sources to increase the report's validity. Also, the

interview method allowed the writer to probe for further

information on underlying details.

In short this researcher found the interviewinq phase

of this research the most en-ovable aspoect of the

enterprise: the method was useful in that it was a flexible

means of obtaininq data, the identity of the respondent was

known, nonresponses were qenerallv low, and the Aistribution

of the sample was controllable in many resoects. A

purposive "snowball," "cobweb," or "chain referral"

nonrandom sampling technique was used to identifv the

sample.

Three questionnaires were desiqned to accomplish the

research (Appendices A, B, C). The nature of the desin was

to include participants, close observers of the process and

non-participants as well in order to obtain as varied a

collection of groups and individuals as oossible.

Interviews were conducted between January and Ma" of 197Q, a

period which preceded the City's orimarv elections (h is

period was selected out of necessjtv, not bv resianl.

Briefly the personal interview research was carrier out as

follows:
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1. Five persons in the community were selected to

initiate the chain referral technique, pretest the oriqinal

questionnaire (to eliminate confusion on the Part of

respondents about what questions/cateqories meant and to

revise the questionnaire), and qenerate a list of experts.

The five people selected were pres;ned to be qenerallv

representative of the community and t'. have some knowledqe

of the affairs by virtue of their positions. They included

the followini:

a. Political Party Official. A hiqh rankin

party official was selected on the basis of his presumed

knowledge and involvement in city electoral politics,

knowledge of the issues, and Party involvement in the

distribution of rewards.

b. Public Official. '"he indiividual selected

occupied a relatively hiqh position in the city bureaucracy

and had considerable experience in city covernment prior to

his Present position in the citvs personnel system. As

major participants in the citv~s oolitical life, members of

the bureaucracy have a special oosition in the politica.

process. They initiate small and qreat Drooosals for the

formal siqnatures of officials, ane in carrvinq out these

and other policies and decisions they ordinarily possess
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great discretionary power. Their aqreement is usually

essential to the qoals of other maior participants that

reauire qovernmental action.

c. Federal Judqe. This individual was selected

because judges occupy the posture of impartial referees, and

insofar as tenure may be a factor in the capacitv of

I officials to iqnore pressures from sources, the federal

judges are in the strongest position; they stay on while

elected officials, and many appointed ones, come and qo.

d. City Businessman. A high rankinq official

in the private sector was selected as the fourth initial.

participant. This individual had previously been a city

official, was widely known in the community, and was capable

of providinq valuable insiqht from experiences in both the

public and private sectors.

*e. President, Nonqovernmental Civic Group. mhe

official from this organization was selected because it was

presumed the group represented a wide ranqe of citizen

interests. In manv communities this orqanization had

previously been observed to have a record of continual

intervention in the formulation of loolit ical and

4 governmental decisions and would thereby be likely to have a

greater impact on a larger number of qovernmental. decisions

than any sinqle group in the city.

I

I
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Rasicallv, then, these oeople were presumed to be

qenerally representative of the communitv and to have some

knowledQe of public affairs by virtue of their Positions and

roles. As the research progressed, thouh, the Public

Official and the Citv Businessman scored highest on both

points as concerns this project--a fact not meant to he

derogatory toward the other participants.

2. The experts generated from the earv Phase of

research, were interviewed to provide detailed information

as well as to identi.fy other exoerts, influentials, and

other organizations involved or noninvolved in the political

process. In general, the experts were asked to discuss the

history and response to urban redevelopment in Columbus,

discuss and explain various aspects of the decision-makinq

Process associated with the Project, and suqqest siqnificant

trends.

3. The third Phase of the interview schedule

reauired interviewing influentials (identified on the basis

of knowledge, reoutation, and involvement in the decision

process), who had participated in the process as well as

leaders of various communitv orQanlzations (iAentifieA on

the basis of questions asked to earlier respondents

concerning which orqanizatlons were involveA and not

involved in the process). Thev were asked to discuss and

explain the history of urban redevelopment in Columbus, the
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nature of their involvement/noninvolvement in the arocess,

the involvement of others, specific issues and problem

areas, and to project significant trends. To secure the

participation of influentials, a letter was sent to each

prospective interviewee requestinq consent and appointment

for an interview. To secure participation by community

organization leaders, phone calls were made for

appointments, and nearly all consented to be interviewed.

While some persons could not oarticipate because of

the pressinq demands of busy schedules and time constraints,

a total of 68 were interviewed. The averaqe lenath of each

interview was 90 minutes, the shortest 45 minutes, and the

longest 4 hours. A taoe recorder was used in each interview

session to insure data accuracy for later description and

analysis. Respondents were quaranteed that their anonymity

would be protected, and insured that in no way would they he

associated with comments made in the study. Because of the

commitment to protect the identity of the participants,

then, major sources of information will not be revealed in

the case description.

All in all, the field research was an excitinq new

adventure for the writer into the "real" world of oolitics.

Few major oroblems were experienced other than those

encountered bv most novices on their first venture--one

never really knows how to do research until one does it.

.. .....4 - i d i l l l l l i l l
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Like the city political leader who must concert activity for

influence, a dissertation writer must gather and come to

grips with an enormous amount of data.

Lj



Chapter One

COM4MUNITY REDEVELOPMENT IN COLUMBUS:
THE REGIONAL CENTER

immense agqregations of capital outrun the
imagination in the magnitude of their
undertaking...

kInon

Redevelopment kctivitv 1971-78

In Columbus in lq79, the cadence was that of

development activity, and with the rap~id march of the last

10 years it was expected to continue or cruicken durinq the

1980s.1  Significant develotoment of Downtown Columbus

according to Columbus' Department of TDeve.1onment, beqan with

the 1970s and has Produced a downtown development oroqram as

a partnership of government, business, and the citizenrv.

At this writinq, the program had realized between 1470-78

over S585 million in public/ibrivate investment with an

overall total of at least one billion dollars iorolected

through 1984 ($392 million to I-e invested in the d~owntown

between 1978 and 1984, with $209 mil~ljon of that targeted

for the Capital qquare Sou th redevelopment Proiect).

1Columbus Dispatch, 25 June 1978, and City of
Columbus, Department of Development, Downtown Columbus
(June 1978). The statistics anti facts on the next
several pages come from this newspaper and oublic docu-
men t.

38
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Although the figures look impressive, they should he

tempered by the fact that the dollaros value had AecreaseA

over the last 10 years. The construction cost index for

February 1978 for example, showed that the 1979 dollar

bought only 40 percent of what it would buy in 1q67.

Despite the inflation and regardie"s of how exact the

figures are, however, the investment in and vitalitv of the

Downtown are vigorous. By comoarisor, between 1q60 and

1970, a total of $145 million was invested in the citv's

150-acre central business district (TABLE 1), includinq

facilities for Rural Farm Insurance, Huntinqton Rank

Complex, Columbus Center, Midland Insurance, and several

State Office Buildings. Forty-three million dol.lars of this

investment were associated with the Market Mohawk Urban

Renewal Project. This prolect produced facilities for

Galbreath Mortaqe, Grevhound Lines, Grant Roso ita I,

Franklin Universitv, and several apartment complexes.

Between 1971-78, however in an astoundinq period of

investment development, and in a oeriod of national

construction declines, $585 million dollars of develooment

took place in a period concurrent with the oresent city

administration (TABLE 2). New buiildinqs arisinq have

included Borden's National Headauarters, the new Federal

Office Buildinq, Motorists Mutual, the State Office Tower,

the Banc Ohio Plaza and Galleria complex, the Franklin
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TABLE 

1

-)IIT-111% 30l'14" l t:1: , AP I rl y.|.pe,'N f".[

APPROX I HATE
LHPLMIE4TAT1.,i FU!MIIG SOURCS IflIZSr0iT

CAT(JSY i'TIVLTf SCHDI;A F PRIVATE CITY STAl'E FEDERAL TOTALS

'larkett4heawk LAM ACQUISITION, CLEAANCE .
Urban Renel l AILOCATfO L9260-64 S.2r) S2.46M ;7.86 $10.52M

Project PIULIC 1IPlOVDIENTS L962-66 1.62 L.b2
0ltCg

1. Credit 911496% of Coilubus 1964-f5 .54 .56

2. Columbus kard oft Raltors 1966-67 .44 .4

3. TownSizth Corporation 1966-67 .45 .45

4. Liawere Title Insurance Co. 1966-67 .40 .40

S. Colubbus Tuberc~ulosis
society 1966-67 .18 .1d

6. IMCO 1966-47 .53 .53

7. TuLiy & iHobbs 1164-69 .51 i5

8. Office Detvlopman . Tn. I9--69 .521 S2

9. Publtc Employees Rectre-
sent Svcm l',9 2.10 2.10

10. John Hancock Insurance C;o. Lq14 .87 .87

11. arket Mohawk Cetcer Co. 1969-70 .4 .64

12. C. V. Perry 1969-7n .38 38
13. Citizens Flnancil Corp. 1969-7n .68 .68

L4. CHEF Credit Union 1969-70 .35 .35

15. Galbrtath ,ortmage Ca. 147O--t1 1.8q L.49

16. Gliberc Shoo C. oj'}60-', .49 .41

17. A & P Store 1966 '7 .37 .0
IL. Gulf Oi. Company L9g' .22 -1

19. 'reyhound Lines rvrminal In
0
,9-M 2.26

121ST) TrUT? INA[.
20. I, L, i.utheran ciliucrh 1(65-. .27 27

21. ^rant oapital Sch.,1 cr

luring I h, 1. )7 3. 11
22. Columbus Fire Station L4A-68 .37 .37

23. Grant Hospital Solith 1467-68 .,19 .99
24. St. Joeoph'A Church &

Schoril 19h, .;c 'In .41,

25. FranklLn Univeritc' 9l6-hl, 1.91 j.940
RgSIDZNTIAL
26. Holidav Inn 194-63 2.2 2.20
27. Towns Square Apartment& I6% M, .21 .21
28. 4azereen Tower AparcmenLAI "nA6( M 1 fl' 2.60
29. Jaycee Arm Apartments (i70)-7t 4.70 1.?
PARKING
3n. Central Preahvta i.n (:l,r. , IIh5 .2 02
31. National Craph1 :q l1,' .10 10
32. Grant Hospital ,araige

Copiex 1069o-1 ( 30I I Ii
Pblic 431.011 S4.45i , $c 6hM 74 I. 1639
flcprcvemancs 33. Avent,* if the FIE up 9-60 S...

'low .. Sherecnn Hotel 1961-1., 13.o0l1 53.6%61
Facility 31. Christopher Inn 194, 62 3..n 1.40
c.inscruct ion 16. State Houl Underioro,mld

37. Ohio Tranaportation l) pt 146 -014 5. i . J(n
38. Ohio Employment iervices 1963-64 4. .3 4. Sol
39. Rural Farm Insurin., Co 1461-4,. j5.N 15. 1
40..C. .umbus Center I16, A. 1 3,1 18. n
41. Huntindton Trust 1 .mpiex L 1'4 1 i•n 11. i,
42. Ohio Federal aivtnRf' & Lon ( .A4-A" 71 .71
41. Ohio Edlsitional isnt.:. 1444 A' L.' 1.10
44. CTI - Rhodes Hail I40;
45. Jack Sc midt Oldmhfle 1968-AQ. 4,

46. Ildland Insurance renaplex 104 71 7, 51.
,.7. I.e's Rwitantrant I01 144 .2

S62 464 , SJ 7. d;'!*7,T'

facility 48. 4st1inwide nfil~c \sle% 191,4 -S, S7 SV*I 7 *f
Rnc.acIon, 49. Buckeye Federal Savings S
letXanston Loan 0965-7 L.5 1 25

5,1. LaVeque Tower 19f-.' i 0 nr,

51. CTI - EltlitnR Hall lQ,,H .,. 2 -R
12. CTI - Adminisqtrtion bli 1'61 5B .R
51. InternaL Revenue arvLcv LAR 5.) 50
54. Union Department Store 1968 v, .I0
55. Hall Houo s 40tor Ha(tel L9h1 2.10 . 337
5, chio Theacre 196-4 2.40 Z. SO
57 Sver-iler:z .arate 197n 50 .50
)
8
. "2aterurk$ qeataurint 19711-'! 13

7.'iR -: (Icy 4 Ccilumbus, * 73r.trime- or .31 p I.c 3 .1,mvnt . 'ont-~ lnc 1 _,~mu rtg-3res. ire In

irlti ,no .7( joilirs ior ,/e* tI , t L np em nt :, c.1, lcI/ o

....... .... . .I ,. , .,., -,,= i m O nil m l alll
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TABLE 2

APPR()XCLATE

:~ftI.3t)~ u'~ SOURCES IiIVESfl.tT

CAr~r,,:R
1  

%Ce~rtvtry SCIDUIC 'LVATF LITY cOMrrY STATE FEDEP.L TOTAL$

P-tbl& t, Town/Xain One ::av Paiir 0
Improvement* Convalsiofi 197 DO.0

2. Rivartronc Aup~itheatre 1973-74 .33 .26 .9
~Rtvarfrant Biksxwav 1971-74 D09.9

4Iound Street Bridit 47-5 1
Recontruction 1.7-5.0.10

S. Downtownl Traffic

6,. Broad Street Trot 117 .0 .111 06

7. ItounWd/Sildusky 70
Entarchan~e 1ou7'67 .85 .135 15.30 170

A. Clete Center-1Second
ConnetSor 1975 . .35

4. Ricentotnnial Riverfront 9571. -Fr
Park .9575.0'3 .t j.5nl

L0. Franklin Common$ 1975-76 30.3

3.1. Front/'lfrcofii Connector 1976-7'!.
1.?. capital Square LiPhtinit 1976-77 .23

L3. Downtown South Li'Itinst 1977 .04. *n

14. ASrch Park IQ 7A-7 Is .5 1

nevelon'a.nt 1.5. Fourth/,Itound ltd.
rr'V:SOffrice Iuilding 1,171-7^ 3.46 7..

16. tolt Itftc* Complex 11"71-73 74

17. 'tarket !1oawk :ledical
(.enter 03.2i16 1.16

ig. Blue Croes ilead'1urtcr. ',971-74 ~ 1.:- 3.72

L9, .Aericans Apartmeento 1074-71 4.17 4.07

20, !;albreath 'lemorial "Irp '071 .05

21, Salvation rnv 1971-7,1 1.'" Oi.0 222

7 IMr"1 74WHTE.'J Agf.l

21. O)hio Center

C. Convention .ctlvitv 14.34

0. CaLbreatli !lor"I 1948-91 1

~14 . FrL~ )fWeB 11)7 JR 01.6

27 Itnal cl
.1 .or itv Po rf Park7~ 32.

2. Ictn ear c 'ndl

1R. 'u5err-I ;'3.'nlSv.4 52.2

.CIan d Iicionito R.4

Crab~ra Center 1978-R

ji. State Office ThuworA5

14.. Franklin Untnrqit.-
Pirkina 117 L-,-$.

l.cnunr, 1,aene A~~' ~ 2

)7. Itordof' 1)fiit-e iLde. 117!.,

*omrea00-~..
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APPROXIIIAT

Z1W T1E N n STAOU11S U:,N5-11ENT
CAThGnRy ACTVTY SCHEDULE PRIVATE CITY COUNTY STATE FEDERAL TOTALS

39. Columbus College of
Art and Demign 1973-75 2.00 2.00

40'. CTt Health and
Academic building L973-75 4.07

41. Central Savings & Loan 1974-75 1.80 1.30
42. County Services Rldx. 1974-75 3.60 3.60
43. bencOhio Plaza &

Galleria Complex 1974-76 25.00 25.00
44. Buckeye Federal

Paring Garage 197'-76 4.10 4.1.0
45. C Buslnes &

Automotive Bldg. 1971-77 3.40 3..0
46, Jack Schmidt Bodynhop 1976-?

"  
.40 .40

47. Columbus Mator Car Sales 1977 .25 .23
48. Electric Company Parking

Garage Complex 1977-78 3.50 3.50
49. hnicipal Courthouse 1977-78 19.55 3.45 23.00
50. Casto Orgmization

Office Building 1978 2.00 2.00
51. County Parking rarae

& WaLkvay 1918-70 6.00 6.00
52. Columbus Schools

Food Service 1978-79 1.60 1.60
53. Grant Nospital

Parking Garage 1978-7q 3.20 3.-0
54. Russell Corporation

office building L978-70 1.00 1.00
5141.4 t $20..5M 523.53 $43.92M S279.03M

Facility 55. Federal Courthouse 1971-74 2.50 2.50
Renovation 56. Seneca Towers 1972 t.50 1.50
expansion 57. Columbus Gift Mare 1972-;4 3.1r 3.00

58. Columbus Art GalLery 1972-74 2.50 2.50
59. Grant Hospital

South Addltion 1973-7: 3.40 3.40
60. Center of Science &

Industry 1973-74 1.20 1.20
61. Yerk* Mortgage Company 1973-74 .40 .40
62. Marconi Building )l73-7' 4.50 4. V1
63. Buckeye Federal Savints

& Loan 1974 1..0 1.00
64. Columbus Mutual Life

Insurance 1074 1.2n 1.20
AS, qtate Automobile

Mutual Insurance 1 7 - 1.' 1.70
66. southern Hotel 1974-71,
67. Vorys. Sater, Sevnur

& Pese, Attornevs 197 .Sn . Srv
68. County Annex 197-7A .94 .94
in. Columbus rnsticuce fr

Contemporary Arcs 1976 .21 .21
70. Arsenal Cultural Arts

Center 1976-78 .30 1.44 1.74
71. Holidav Inn 197' .80 so
72. arconi Office Building 1977-7R 4.00 4.no
73. Y.M.C.A. 1977-7.9 .40 .02 .42
74. Beacon Building 197-Ps 2.20 2.20
75. Wlvandotto Office Bldg. 1979-7 1  .80 L.R0
76. 4etropolitan Scho I 197 .60 .60
77. Huntington Miarket

Exchange Bank 107R .35 
r

7R. Kelton Properties
Rehabilitation 197- 12 .4, 3

70. State Teachers
Retirement System t97T-7Q .65 .65

q0. licentennial Rlverfrnnt
Perk Stes 197P-70 .1•

W68M S.94M6^1.96M 14. f,965j

1971-7F S45.82lf 972.4841 S24.9711 i95.49Mt 545.-;n'iS"46

SIRC"I Citc of Columbus. Denartmont 
7 

vo, , -t. 0o'mto.n CoLumbus (sn. 1978). . 13.

-q

1 4 J ' m l.mmdi liilii j l jij m
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County Hall of Justice, the Nationwide Plaza, and the

Municipal Courthouse. At the same time public parks and

facilities have received comprehensive develooment. These

included Bicentennial Park, Riverfront AmDhitheatre and

bikeways, Franklin Commons, and the new Naqhten Boulevard.

Known investment dollars projcted from 1979 until

1999 include another $394 million (TkBLE 31. These monies

are planned for access to the Downtown, Ohio Center and the

Capitol South project, an Urban Activitv Center olanned f1or

the south of Caoitol Sauare. One of the keys in rlumbus'

qrowth is private investment For example, or inc i.al

financial institutions have staved Downtown and, expanded.

In addition, several corporate headouarters have been

constructed by Nationwide Insurance, Borden, Motorists

Mutual Insurance, Ohio Bell, and Ohio National Bank. An

excellent transportation network, qreater availability of

emplovees, and an enhanced corporate image have been cited

as reasons for buildinq Downtown. A measure of the orivate

sector's commitment can be seen in the $342 million dollar

private investment in expansion, renovation, and

construction durinq the 1970s (TABLES 4 and 5).

To coordinate major redevelopment and to snur

additional vroiectti, the City of Columbus heqan its Downtown

Redevelooment Proqrani in the earlv iA70; when a series of

Action Projects were deniigned to brina tocether oublic and
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TABLE 3
'L'2IBU" n r': CAPITAL 11ET~7

19.79 1Q9

APFPOXXMATE

?9.flPO'SP0 FMnD IG :,0LRCFS VVESTMET
CATE'30R"! \crIMY T1'!1,r ?RIVATE CITYe STA'r FEDFILAL 73ALS

"tibl I 1 . Niorth Portal Park S 7alkwavm 1979-Nof &.00 4,.00
Tmprovementq 2. 1-670ftrinerbelftl pridir. 197Q-46( .15 .13 21.70 .00

3. Broad Street rmprvrent 1Q80 1. r)( I .0-
4. 1-670 6 3unwav Conneorm'rs L990.-93 2.25 2.25 41.530 .6.00
S. fiverfront Developmenr L98n-8S
('. State Street tmciovemeris 199(1-q5
7 . (.&tV StCoet tMProNV,,MeoCS 003
11. Riverfront Esplanade 1495-01

Q. Civic Center StraiAhtening iq !9q
1 0. 4ound Street tmorovaments 1185-on
11. 1-71/1-70 Inrerfrang-

improvements 159
12'. Th'dn/'fein one Wav -.xtcnei,n 1~"-n5
13. rrant/14ashinitr 'nk "iv

Conversion Qnq
n.401,1 S2.(X4 $44. -0 S54.90'i

loint 14. CAPITOL S0hIT1O

Pr; qB. .'rban Center 'u'..Frair, j"7-- .95
r. Parking Garaz,,

D. 'AC~r 'uim 'Intel i7q-il O.Y' .0.00

E, T.ard Acnit'.it in "rln ('Lt% 19'-,V S,)1 is.no

F. Four Aid-Rie' 4 5.- WI"f. 4-1 05.1

.LJi 04 I . I. . f.t. 'Ir

3II. Nlo-! 6.bunil
1 . Pednvrorwlan' GW ri t iQ7'il- (I 1(i 2A

4. ipee cmen Criff.q I* o? I n.)

P ~ ~ -- o 'xrers Nu 5.

1176 x-1ic~ Sit 4 'i'
I I v111,3 STRUT

A.Evrmetairr2s

;5 3,t l I.a f

C.Ijn i ;7 ; ',

') pca Umrn1
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TABLE 3
AIPPR021ZHAE

FRt'P11SE -UND :;r. SOURCES [.4Vt~hVI
CAr T 114 %TT TtIMN;. FRTV 'Tr CITY STATE FEDERAL T)TALS

16. 1ETVERSONI CtOTER
A. Public impovefhnts 197Q-A0 .04 .04

S. Residsntial Relwbiliatiott 1974-,3504

A. State Oronertv Renovatton 11nA
6. Public Improvements l"34. 33 .J3
C. Residential ftehabilleati'mn 14!4-li

18. 0OHIO CCNTFR.A11A 
3

A. 3fultl-Uso DeveLopqent 4.;-Qol
1. Indoor Sports ArsqWI 4 I

Parking 4j 16.22
C. Mass Transport at to" I.-c~tor U-

[0 COLX'tBUS rTcICIUCAL E*ISTtrJTE
A. Campus Expansion

Develonstent 8.28 8.2d.2

Connector '-l
C. Are3 a Weveopmoeat

2nl. INDUISTRIAL CORR19R~.s.S 82
A. SI-315 Connector w/

Reconstructed Sprit-,'

3I. Area Development '"

veciit 21. WIJRLIIS FAIR

2 4. riry E'Vtle Conrer ) ~ 2f.f .. 1
Z.,.tverfrunt R*.%tdqcti1"99,

25. (".re 19Ia'I1 MA .140
148.)6.

Lof~vt~n/ 27. ()td Pomt Iffic-! n"

-Vatto -,S qccA.uo
.41"! ?

9!rj .,)9; I'l .4
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TABLE 4

DOWNTOWN INVESTMENT BY
SOURCE, DOLLAR AMOUNT, AND PERCENT

1971 - 1978

SOURCE OF INVESTMENT DOLLAR AMOUNT PERCENT OF INVEStmENT

Private .......... ... $342* 59%

City ..... ......... 72 13

County .... ........ 25 4

State ......... ... 96 16

Federal ........ ... 46 8

TOTAL $S81 100%

*Millions of $s

SOURCE: Adapted from City of Columbus, Department of
Development, Downtown Columbus (June 1978), p. 17.

I

. . . . . .. I-,,,u .. mm n m ~ m l l I. .
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TABLE 5

DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM OVERVIEW

1971 - 1999

SOURCE OF FUNDING APPROXIMATE
DEVELOPMENT PHASE INVESTM4ENT

PRIVATE CITY COUNTY STATE FEDERAL TOTAL

Completed ........ 249 10 is 95 40 409

Underway ....... 93 62 9 - S 169

Proposed ....... 176 69 - 42 105 392

TOTAL 518 141 24 137 iSO 970
Numbers in
millions of $s

SOURCE: Adapted from City of Columbus, Department of Development,
Downtown Columbus (June 1978), p. 17.
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private efforts into a continuinq develooment

infrastructure. But the qenesis of current Downtown

activity as a potential aqenda item for qovernment

apDarently occurred in the sprinq of lqf8. 2 After months of

study, representatives of three private consultinq firms

presented publicly a program for the continued

revitalization of Downtown Columbus. In that report, the

planners considered Columbus to be faced with three

immediate problems: economic growth, access and mobility,

and environment. As is usually the case, planners often

enqaqe in efforts to identify the correct qoals of the city,

determine resources available to reach these qoals, and

specifv constraints on achievinq them. To enhance economic

growth, the Planners recommended Columbus implement a

selective rather than massive redevelopment arowth ool'cv.

A larqe portion of the downtown section was considered sound

and did not need to be replaced. The planners also felt

downtown redevelopment was necessary i.f it was to retain its

role as the focus of central Ohio. In order to compete with

the environmental qualitv of suburban shoopinq centers,

plans and programs must be develooed to rid the downtown of

pockets of bliqhted and deteriorated structures. To enhance

2"Downtown Master Plan Presented," Columbus Rusiness
Forum (Aoril 1968): 8, 32.

...IJi- ,rm enn .n o ilNilip,~ ...
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access and mobility, Downtown traffic concestion was to be

relieved and internal circulation with in the Downtown

improved. To improve overall environmental conditions, the

Scioto riverfront would be made an attractive asset, the

State House's features amplified and made more visible, and

pedestrian amenities such as oarks and ooen space provided.

To improve the Downtown, ten major projects were

orooosed to absorb the Droiected demand for clowntown uses

between 1968 and 1q75, and all would he linked to achievina

strateqic downtown goals. The projects and ampliFvina

details are as follows:

1. NEW CONVENTION CENTER - to be located in the area

bounded by High, Town, Third, and Rich. contain 80,000

square feet of exhibit space, meeting rooms, stores; orovide

1,200 parking spaces, and an 800-room hotel to front on Righ

Street.

2. NEW STATE OFFICE BUILDING - to be located near the State

House to create a comoact qrouoinq of state offices. Phase

one called for a single office buildina of about 1.4 mitlion

square feet makinq it 7.arqer than any existing buildina

within the Downtown. To be located on the northwest corner

of High and State streets.
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3. ELEVATED TRANSIT LINE- a minirail or similar system to

operate within the alley between Hiqh ind Front qtreets,

extendinq from State Rtreet on the south to Naqhten Street

on the north. To connect the state office comolex, Lazarus'

Department Store, the Fashion, and the Convention Center to

a fringe parkinq on the north side of Downtown.

4. 4,000 PARKING SPACES - A facility would be located in

the northern fringe area or Union station area and be

constructed through public action. Half of the total could

be provided by 1975 to be used primarily bv city and state

emplovees.

5. MULTI-LEVEL COMPLEX - To be built with private funds on

land now held by a few owners and largelv open, the comalex

would include offices, stores, apartments, a motor hotel and

parkinq. To be known as the Hiqh River development and he

tied into the elevated mini-svstem at Hiqh qtreet. Also,

would include a second level walkway extendinq from Riqh

across Front to an east-west terrace runninc to the river.

Also, to include a below terrace level parking aaraqe for

3,500 cars. Office and apartment towers would stimulate

development of the entire northern Portion of Downtown.

6. NEW CITY OFFICE BUILDING - This structure would adjoin

the Present City Hall and include a plaza alona the river
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which would be part of a new open space system to orovide a

green setting for new and existinq buildings.

7. RIVERFRONT SOUTH - An urban renewal prooosal, to he

located on a 30-acre site west of Front Street between Rich

and Mound, then deteriorated and in mixed use, which would

q be cleared for low-and moderate-income housinq, including

housing for the elderly. Nearly 1,000 dwelling units would

be provided for unskilled and semi-skilled workers emoloved

primarily in Reqional Center businesses and industries.

8. EXPANDED COUNTY COMPLEX - On south High Street, a new

complex would be built to include a new Hall of Justice and
• new jail to adjoin the County Court House. To he located

between Riverfront South, the complex would revitalize the

southern part of the Regional Center as well as stabilize

land values in that area.

9. REDEVELOPMENT OF EAST STATE qTREET - The area between

High and Third would be entirely redevelooed, and while the

Hartman and the Fashion would remain, some buildincs would

be replaced by two new theatres, a motor hotel, offices,

retail stores, parkinq and entertainment uses. An overhead

walkway connection was proposed to ormit direct oedestrian

access from the Convention Center to the new comolex.
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10. EXTENSION OF HIGH RIVER TERRACE - This orooosed new

development called for two office towers about 12 stories

hiqh, with retail space, and narkinq in the area bounded bv

High, Spring, Front, and Chestnut Streets. To reiterate,

the development strategy would be intensive rather than

extensive to aive the Downtown a soecial, unique character,

with major emphasis on a compact, concentrated Downtown.

Other comlementinq features of the Prooosal inclureA

• effective internal transit within the CBD to
reduce automobile traffice;

• expanded office space mainly within a compact
core concentrated north of Broad and West of Front
Street;

" intensified retail frontaqe along Hiqh Street;

• rehabilitation of brick structures for middle-
and low-income residential use in the southeast
quadrant south of Broad qtreet;

. Upgrading the whole southeast corner of
Regional Center with the comoletion of the
Market-Mohawk Project as an imoetus;

• stabilizinq the northeast quadrant with the
Columbus Art Gallerv and Columbus Technical
Institute as halancinq forces in an area for
distribution, offices, and liqht industry;

. deferred action in the area west of the Scioto
because of dollars allocated elsewhere;

.develoninq the industrial and railroad area on
the northside, through orivate investment, into a
major emplovment center to Orov ide iohs for
thousand;

* locating a reqional soorts arena in the
potential future at the UnLon qtation site;

. .. . . .. ,-.,.I..i - n i ' idl m i p lm
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long-range goals of a mid-city airport, a space
and technoloqy park, and a complex for the 11q2
World's Fair.

Thus in the spring of 1968, a master olanninq effort had

outlined the potential and future aqenda of qovernment in

the area of redevelopment policy.

But there are problems in tr&.slatinq master Plans

into reality. For one, differ inq qro.-ps may have competinq

goals which inhibit overall goal setting. As related, much

of this proposed development was olanned to take place in

the south of the Downtown satisfyinq interests there. When

an item is of concern to only a handful of people it is not

likely to be on the governmental. agenda. But most

importantly, plans are not self-imolementinq, and Planners

are qenerally lacking in resources and power to enfore their

plans. Further, the activities that take place durinq

agenda-setting include not only the perception and

definition of problems, but also the mobilization of support

for including problems on the aqenda or chanqinq their

relative priority. A commitment amonq business and city

officials would not come until the early 1970s.

At the beginninq of the I470s, the city had no

continuous planning process, and its levelonment department
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long-range goals of a mid-city airport, a space
and technology park, and a complex for the 1992
World's Fair.

Thus in the spring of 1968, a master planning effort had

outlined the potential and future agenda of government in

the area of redevelopment policy.

But there are problems in translating master plans

into reality. For one, differing groups may have competing

goals which inhibit overall goal setting. As related, much

of this proposed development was planned to take place in

the south of the Downtown satisfying interests there. When

an item is of concern to only a handful of people it is not

likely to be on the governmental agenda. But most

importantly, plans are not self-implementing, and planners

are generally lacking in resources and power to enfore their

plans. Further, the activities that take place during

agenda-setting include not only the perception and

definition of problems, but also the mobilization of support

for including problems on the agenda or changing their

relative priority. A commitment among business and city

officials would not come until the early 1970s.

At the beginning of the 1970s, the city had no

continuous planning process, and its development department
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r allegedly produced proposals that did nothinq but collect

dust on shelves. Often, the proposals were not "doable."

Also little or no follow-up attention was qiven to those

that were. The existence of orofessional skills in city

government relevant to these city problems was not vet on

the scene. Consequently, downtown ecc:.omic interests rare'v

took the proposals seriously. And mrst of the development

that did occur in the Downtown area was the result of

private enterprise workinq bv itself. Business interests,

paid for much of the redevelopment activity in the 1960s and

had their community-centered energies quite well orqanizecl.

But then, international planner Vincent Ponte was brouqht in
to make recommendations to revitalize the core area at a

cost of $94,800.4 The 1973 study "Action Program for

Downtown Columbus," done by Vincent Ponte, was the vlanninq

document around which business and city officials woulA
5

later decide to make a commitment.

The innovative function of the Proqressive reform

qroups has larqelv been taken over bv the orofessional. Wor

technical criteria Plav a far greater role than hefore in

determining choices, and the specification of alternatives

3 Columhus Dispatch, 25 June 1Q78.

Columbus Citizen-Journal, 5 December 1974.

5 Columbus Dispatch, 25 June 1978.
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is likewise a function of the technician who, often alone,

knows what is possible in setting the aqenda for action.

Ponte, who won international repute for his planninq in

Montreal, fulfilled a year-lonq contract with Columbus in

1973. According to a city planner, Ponte, brouqht to the

citvs attention bv the Chamber of Commerce, became the

"rallying point" for redevelooment policy formultion.6 With

the support and stimulus of downtown business beinq an

essential element to such decisions in the citv, Ponte's

* success laid with his ability to cain acceptance. "He had

some new ideas and he repeated some old proposals, but he

was able to command attention with his international.

reputation." Ponte's work, "became the master olan for the

central business district (CBD) and "is still the quidinq

light." "His proposals set the framework and structure for

the Downtown for decades...it will take 1.0 or 20 years to

implement all of the proposals." The City Department of

Development would later establish a Comprehensive Downtown

4 Plan in 1976 to provide oolicv guidelines for fu tu re

dev e lopme n t. 7

6 Ibid.

7 Department of Development, Downtown Columbus, o. 10.

4'' ~.. malia amm n Bl
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Many of Ponte-s proposals were revealed in late 1974

by the city's department of development director. 8 Ponte's

proposals called for

. constructing two, four-acre, twin trianqular
riverfront oarks Downtown on the east bank of the
Scioto River as by-products of makinq Marconi
Boulevard, Civic Center Drive, and Second .treet a
one-way south feeder parallel to northbound Front
Street;

. extending the one-way west status of Town
Street and one-east status of Main Street east
from its terminus at Fourth Street to Parson
Avenue, a move which would rec.uire redesiqned
access ramps to and from the North Innerhelt;

. "thoroughfare improvements" which included a
proposal for a tree-lined ?4aqhten Boulevard as a
major east-west artery, convertinq existinq
Naghten Street and Mt. Vernon Avenue to a one-way

vi' pair, extending Mt. Vernon west from Fifth Istreet
to High Street, where both thorouqhfares would be
extended throuqh the Nationwide comolex, along the
path of Randolph Street and throuqh the Ohio
Penitentiary site to Hanover and Cozzens Streets,
connecting Naghten Street at its eastern terminus
to tang Street via Grant Avenue and an arc for new
construction across Columbus Technical Institute
property to link Mt. Vernon Avenue to Washington
Street and Spring Street;

. 1-71 and Olentangy Freeway connectors to the
Ohio Center area as part of a Droposed 1-670
connector to the airport;

8 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 5 December 1Q74.
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.A Mound Street interchange on 1-70 and
relocation of Civic Center Drive;

* a greenbelt look to Broad Street from the
Scioto River east to the innerbelt, featurina a
tree-lined, landscaped median;

"Portal Parks" as gateways to the Downtown
consisting of small green areas located at the
Hall of Justice complex on South Hiqh qtreet, Ohio
Center area on North Hiqh Street, Veterans
Memorial on West Broad Street, and the Columbus
Gallery of Fine Arts on West Broad Street (medium
range projects to be implemented between 1976-80);

conversion of the High Street main artery to a
public transitway, pedestrian-oriented and limited
to buses, taxis, and delivery truck s--limit inq
curb-loads to buses (1974 target date) and right-
turning vehicles during rush hours and
establishing the public transitwav from Sprinq to
Main Streets (1980 target date) ;

* developing small "ioocket parks" to surround
Capitol Square to qo in vacated portions of Wall
Street adjacent to its State Office Tower on Broad
Street, the Ohio Theatre on State Street, On
Capital Street between the new Ohio National Plaza
and Dispatch Printing Companv on Third Street, and
between the Neil House and Huntington Bank on Righ
Street;

constructing a Lvnn-Wall Streets elevated
walkway network to carry pedestrians at second-
story level through the heart of Downtown (1.480
implementation target) ; and

. putting parkinq where it belonged.

Ponte's proposals have been evaluated as sound,

rational and the kind needed for Columbus in the 1470s from

the orientation of the city's development department. 9 This

9 Ibid.

I
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evaluation was based on the view that Ponte's clans inspireA

the entire Nationwide Plaza complex, Battelle's decision to

come up with an Ohio Center plan, location of a new fey' .. ral

building at Spring and Hiqh streets, and the decision of

Buckeye Savings to build the Long Street parkinq qaraqe.

Indeed, in the summer of 1978, many of Pontes proposals had

been accomplished. I 0 In the summer of 1978, the $900,000

Bicentennial Park, the $600,000 South Portal Park (County

Plaza), the $500,000 Marconi-Front connector streets, the

1400,000 Civic Center Drive and Second qtreet improvements,

and a $60,000 tree-plantinq along Broad Street, had been

completed. The Naghten Street conversion into a boulevard

and construction of a North Portal Park at Riqh Street and

Naghten Boulevard were in the beqinning staqes. Other

proposals under study included Hiqh Rtreet improvements,

another riverfront park, a Broad Street median, an Fast

Portal Park, an Olentagy Freeway connector to the convention

center, and a series of walkways. Overhead walkwavs as

parts of the Banco Ohio/Ohio National Bank Plaza, the

Nationwide complex, the convention center, the county

compex, and Columbus Technical. Institute, were buil.t or

under construction. Also a skvwalk to connect the Lazarus

store to the Capitol South project was planned. A point of

10 Columbus Dispatch, 25 June 1Q78.
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interest though is that the walkways being constructed were

not exactly the system intended by Ponte. The Ponte

suggestion to build walkways down the length of Lynn and

Wall Alleys from the Lazarus store to the LeVecue-Lincoln

Tower to the Borden building was scraooed because of the

expense and the feeling the city shouldn't have walkwavs

down alleys. According to planners, the public improvements

suggested by Ponte plans, combined with the orivate sector.s

commitment to invest extensively in the Downtown had

resulted in a Public-private partnership that was a trend

that should serve the city well in the future. it As one

planner put it
1 2

The big orientation will be on joint development.
You get economies of scale, and you have the
opportunity to anchor private development with
public improvements. We've learned a lot from
Minneapolis and Cincinnati, where such continuous
and joint planning has resulted in successful
downtowns. It took Cincinnati 20 years to out all
the pieces together, and it will take many years
to do it here. About half of Ponte's proposals
have been implemented or are being worked on, and
of that 50 percent (left) we have the potential to
implement about 90 percent.

Planners in Columbus today are heloing articulate and

specify the problems and alternative courses for CBT)

development. For todav, the City has in olace a

1 lIbid.
1 2 Ibid.

.
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comprehensive process desiqned to maximize the success of

Downtown develooment activity. 13 To support these

initiatives, the City, reportedly, olans and orovides

technical assistance, continually, to sustain the evolvtnq

public/private partnership which has been instrumental to

coordinate public and private investment throuqh ioint

development, multi-use projects. In the 1960s and early

1970s the evolving emphasis was primarily on construction of

office structures. BV 1978 larqe scale complexes had become

the focus of develooment, with the Ohio Center (.7 acres)

and Nationwide Plaza (5 acres) known toqether as the Riqh-

Naghten area, and Capitol South (16 acres) at the oloosite

end of Downtown, including multi-use functional Aesiqn.

The extensive involvement of institutions, business,

and government in the revitalization of Downtown Columbus is

expected to continue at a hiqh level and steady vace over

the next 15-20 years. 1 4 To upqrade the environmental qualitv

of the Downtown, the Columbus Civic Center, alonq with a

major public Dark, and residential units, are olanned to be

constructed along the Sciote riverfront; in the north sector

of Downtown, another public open sDace, the North Portal

Park, and a major boulevard wil enhance the environmental

1 3Department of Development, Downtown Columbus, o. 10.
14 1bid., p. 16.
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quality for the High/Naghten Area, and expenditures for

public improvements and amenities which had accelerated

rapidly between 1971-78 is expected to continue through the

1980s to maintain a qualitv infrastructure for development.

In summary, Columbus's downtown skyline has taken on

new dimensions over the Past several years. 1 5 In August

1976, the look of Columbus was sinewy. While the rest of

the country was recovering from recession, inflation, and

unemployment, the situation in Columbus was steel and

hardhats, rolled out blue prints, and rolled up sleeves. 9v

Spring 1978, the Downtown was underqoinq a building boom

unparalled in the citv's 144 vears. 16 In an eight year

period, there had been S363.7 million in new building

projects, $56.8 million in expansions, and $237.5 million

planned for new projects. In the Downtown area alone, new

office construction in that period added 6 million square

feet of space to accommodate 20,000 more workers. A few of

15Julia Osborne, "Big for Sprinq: Construction,"
Columbus Monthly (April tq76): 44, 45.
1 6 "We Don't Go Through the TrouGhs," Mid American
Outlook (Spring 1978) :9-11.

ee
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the major commercial and industrial and development orolects

underway in the city that were planned, underway or

completed in the late 1970s, follows: 1 7

Anheuser-Busch - $11.5 million expansion.

Banc Ohio National Plaza - $25 million downtown 20-

story cluster of six-connected towe "s, office-commercial

complex, with a connectinq three-story Galleria of retail.

shops and restaurants.

Buckeye Federal Parking Garage - $4 million, 730 car

parking garage, and a planned adjacent 21 story hotel in

Downtown.

Capitol Square South - Joint public/private

redevelopment project to be located in south end of

Downtown. Initial plans included expansion of the historic

Ohio Theatre, extension of retail facilities from the

Lazarus Department Store. Site clearance projects to

include Plazas, a hotel, office buildings, oarkinq and

residential facilities.

Columbus Technical Institute - Four Phased $40

million expansion program.

County Complex - A S23 million municipal lq-story

court building, located adjacent to the Hall of Justice to

1 7 Unless otherwise annotated, project information comes
from "Profile...Columbus Ohio," (n.p.,n.d.), op. 24,
29.
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house Municipal Courts, Clerk of Courts, and police

prosecuter's division of the city attorney's office.

Federal Office Building - $18 million, 8 story,

490,000 square feet government building, included a 500-car

parking garage, located in Hiqh/Naghten area.

Grange Mutual Companies - Twelve million dollar 12

story home office building near German Villaqe in the

southern portion of downtown Columbus.

1-670 Freeway - Proposed 5.7 mile expressway linking

the Downtown to Northeastern Franklin County, estimated to

cost between $223-315 million.18

Metal Container Corporation - Aneheuser-Busch Inc,

subsidiary - $25 million can manufacturing plan on east side

of Columbus.

Mt. Vernon Plaza - Thirteen million dollar, 26-acre

urban renewal project to include a modern shopping center

and residential dwellings in the Rlack community on

Columbus' near east side. 1 9

Nationwide Plaza - $77 million complex in

High/Naghten area. Includes a 40-story skvscraper with

1.325 million square feet of office space, a 5-story

pavilion covering one acre, a 400 seat octagon shaped

18 Columbus Dispatch, April 1978.

19 Columbus Dispatch, 22 April 1979.
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auditorium connected to a pavilion, and a 1,600 car parking

qarage, with total investment estimated at S180 million.

Also, a Nationwide affilitate, the Nationwide Development

Company, was developing a 14 block area surrounding the

Nationwide Plaza building.

Ohio Center - $75 million convz:ntion center adjacent

to Nationwide Plaza.

Urban Renewal - Columbus initiated 12 separate urban

renewal projects since 1958 funded at $35.5 million by the

federal government. The only remaininq proiect, the Mt.

Vernon Plaza Redevelopment Project was dedicated bv the

President of the United States in 1978.

Port Columbus International Airport - Fiftv-three

million dollar airport expansion to begin in 1979 and be

financed through $55 million voter aoroved bond issue. 290

As a brief diversion, at least four of these projects

have sparked considerable public controversv in the planning

and/or implementation Process. These include the Canitol

Square South Redevelooment project, the proposed 1-670

freeway, the Mt. Vernon Plaza, and the Ohio Center. (The

Ohio Center project will be discussed and analvzed in Part

ITT of the dissertation). In 1q72 the mayor appointed a

task force to study the future of the land immediately south

20 Columbus Dispatch, 2 March 197q.

EI
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of the Capitol Square. 21 Later a Public development

corporation was formed and City Council committed S18

million (The company was obligated to make lease paymentS to

the city covering all principal and interest due on

municipal obliqations.) to purchase land in the three block

area bounded by High, State, 'Third, and Main Streets. since

its planning began, tenants and property owners in the area

have complained about the abuse of the citvs power of

eminent domain and unfair compensation, while some members

of Columbus' Board of Education have been concerned about

the impact on school financinq caused by tax abatements

qranted to developers in the area.22 The project, over time,

has in addition to the aforementioned oyOposit ion,

experienced a lack of firm commitment from develoners and

cash flow problems. Rut with an urban activitv center

already underway, the John W. Galbreath Comanv announced in

June 1979 it would develop a luxury hotel in the area at

Third and State Streets.23 And bv early July 1q79, the city

of Columbus was olanning to lend up to $3 million to the

project to help it solve its short-term cash flow oroblems.

21 Ohio State Lantern, 6 April 1978; and Herb Cook,

"The Race to Revitalize Downtown," Columbus Monthly
(March 1977): 36-43.

22 Ohio State Lantern, 7 April 1978.

23 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 26 June 1979.
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The 1-670 project has experienced equally rancorous debate,

but has not vet gotten off the ground. Transportation

planning in Columbus dates back to the 1950s, and other

seeds for the 1-670 project were sown in the earl.v lq70s,

but in 1975, the Mid-Ohio Regional Planninq Commission

(MORPC) recommended that an interst;!te hiqhwav system be

built in the Leonard Avenue area to connect Port Columbus

and the Downtown.24 Implementation of thiis "missinq link" in

the Columbus freeway system would provide better access and

safer neighborhoods, create construction jobs, increase

economic development, facilitate development of rapid

transit, and relieve traffic loads on 1-71. Rut on the

other hand imple-4ntation of the freeway proposal would

displace as many as 800 people and physically alter the

immediate environment of residents. 8lack citizens who will

experience neighborhood disruption in the area have

organized in opposition and participated in meetings with

local, state, and federal officials. The project has been

studied extensively, but city and state officials have not

yet made the decision to build. Perhaps this is a

nondecision. Those who will make the decision do not have

24William C. Habiq, "Benefits of Comoletinq 1-670 - The
Missing Link in Our Freeway System" For The Transrorta-
tion Committee of the Columbus Area Chamber of Com-
merce, Columbus, Ohio, 26 June 197q.
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to participate in the deliberations, vet their actions will

influence decisively the active decision makers.25 Perhaps

also, the decision to build was made a lonq time before the

planners went to work. 26 Given that the funds are available,

it might be under certain conditions that the project will

go ahead and public officials will bare the heat. But

perhaps it might not. A Downtown influential businessman

informed the writer

there's a stigma against highway construction. It
is an organized effort to keep it from qoing on,
and I'm not sure how many more major projects that
involve dislocation are qoing to be pull.ed off.

But an individual who has been described as having his hands

in most redevelopment projects in the city during the 1-990s

and 1960s stated

Basically, there is a core crouD of people who
don t want anything built. And they have the
false conception that things are qoinq to stay the
way they are. And that won't hanpen. It lust
will not happen. Things don't stay the way they
are any more.

Blacks in the community are caught on a double-edged sword:

most abhor the disruptive effects the 1-670 freeway will

bring, but some feel it will enhance opportunitv for

economic development benefitting Mt. Vernon Plaza. One of

* those involved in the Mt. Vernon Proiect anticipated "bus

2 5 Bachrach and Baratz, "Two Faces of Power."

26 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 6 March 1978.

U
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loads of tourists headed to the convention center would stop

off and shop at the plaza. " In explanation the Mt. Vernon

Plaza project is intended to serve as an economic anchor and

catalyst for further development in the predominantelv

Black, near-east side of Columbus, which was essentially cut

off by the freeway system built in the 1960s and 1970s. Tn

order to develop Black control of business within their

neighborhood through the viqorous application of oublic

resources, Blacks established the Neinhborhood Develoment

Corporation (NDC) in November 1970 as a private, non-arofit

organization to sour redevelopment in the area. 27 While the

project had its ups-and-downs over the years, qround was

broken in April 1976 and President Carter dedicated the

complex on 23 September 1978 comparinq it to the Camp David

accords which he had forge" as a new basis for Pgvptian-

Israeli peace efforts. 28 In April 1979, the complex was

expected to default and its developer was charqed with

mismanagement and conflicts of interest. 29 The citv's

response was to restructure the corporation's board, and the

area U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (RUD)

office was prepared to cancel NDC's S13.1 million mortqaqe

27 Columbus Dispatch, 22 April 1979.

28 ibid .

2 9 1bid"
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guarantee. 30 The Black communitv rallied behind the plaza's

developers, but the future of the venture was in cruestion.

Given the interests involved and due to the nearness of the

Plaza to the Downtown, it may well serve the need for an

inner city commercial shopping plaza for middle-class

citizens who return to reside in the central city. Rut as

related to the 1-670 auestion one of the city's Black
q 31

influentials has said, concerning Mt. Vernon's success,

I've personally been associated with that oroiect
for 20 years. 1-670, if you want to be
charitable, can produce a helpful linkage to the
north for not only Mt. Vernon Plaza but,
hopefully, St. Anthony's Hospital. But the
success of neither is totally dependent upon I-
670. Mt. Vernon Plaza, like any commerical
undertaking, will succeed or fail, based upon what
is in the facility and how it's operated.

Coalition Building

Before digressing the emphasis was on the Downtown's

success. If one were to sum at this point, however, one

could attribute that success to the citv's annexation

strategy, its stable and healthy economy, nlanning policies,

3 0 1bid.

3 1 .How Many of You Have Ever Had to Move a Home or
Business Because of Some Government Plan)" Columbus
Business Forum (March 1977): 21.
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and the public/private partnership. The last factor

deserves further elaboration. For, while there is that

"loose coalition" of interests present, the CBD has not

always operated with a united front.

In January 1976, a number of business and civic

leaders expressed opinions about Columbus' growth. 3 2 And

there appeared a unanimous consensus that the city had

tremendous assets. But assessments varied over the citv's

image, or lack of one, as projected by its assets. The men,

who represented public and private development interests,

voiced degrees of concern over the pattern of develoPment in

Columbus after returninq from a trip to Kansas City. k
readily apparent asset of Columbus was the citvs Quick oace

of develooment, which led some to view it as beinq on the

threshhold of becominq one of America's qreat cities.

Reasons given for such optimism included many discussed

earlier in the dissertation: a diversified economy, a qood

annexation policy, low unemolovment, Downtown development,

good government, and a "high quality of life." Despite such

high marks, however, some felt Columbus' assets were plaved

down to the extent that it had a small town imaqe despite

its growth from a medium-sized city to a metropolitan area.

32 Columbus Dispatch, 11 Januarv 176; Columbus
Dispatch, 25 January 1976.
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As background, in October 1975 the leaders visited Kansas

City to learn how that city coordinated efforts to gain

itself not only national but international attention. One

of several phenomena observed was that business, civic and

governmental leaders in Kansas City had mapped out

priorities. A predominant worry of the Columbusites was

that no one could confidently point out the direction the

city was taking as it grew. As a orominent member of City

Council stated:

We are on the threshhold of becoming one of
America's great cities. As we enter the
Bicentennial year, however, one is struck bv the
lack of community consensus as to the orooer oath
for Columbus to take in its future development.
This absence of a common consensus, which is most
strikinq when comparing Kansas City and Columbus,
is not necessarily the result of a lack of civic
leadership or talent in one Columbus area.
Development in Columbus remains subject to the
conflicting jurisdictions of several public and
private organizations.

At that time the referent oroanizations included the

Columbus Area Chamber of Commerce (CACC), Development

Committee for Greater Columbus (DCGC), Battelle Commons Co.

(BCC), Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission (MORPC) , the

Columbus Department of Develooment, Capitol Routh Community

Urban Redevelopment Corp (CSCURC), and Citizens Research

Inc. The CACC had a 39-member Downtown Action Committee.

Its role was to supoort oublic and orivate dievelooment in

the central city. DCGC, a private, nonorofit oovernment

I
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study agency with more than 200 members; qoverned bv a

steering committee which assiqned study projects to various

task forces; with a yearly budget of about S75,000 in mostly

private donations; served nrincivallv in an advisory

capacity. Citizens Research Inc., also a nonprofit qrouo,

studied local government, had nc formal powers, and was

funded mostly by private donations of about S#3, 000

annually. 13CC had been formed with a $36.5 million grant

from Battelle Memorial Institute and was then charqed with

building the Columbus Convention Center. MORPC, with an

annual budget of $1.2 million conducted planning and

development research and reviewed applications for federal

and state grants. It was funded primarily from political

subdivisions in the county and from local, county, state anti

federal sources. The department of development controlled

growth through the enforcement of regulations coverinq

building and zoninq. CSCURC, incoroorated in l74, was

authorized by the mayor and City Council to redevelop three

square blocks south of the Statehouse. While each qrouo

performed worthwhile tasks and influenced development, the

Councilmember argued further,

But nobody is coordinatinq all these elements.
This fact often disperses the development of
policies and projects and inhibits the public and
private support necessary to carry them throuqh.
The only time you see this kind of support in
Columbus is when a bond issue is on the hallet.
(Otherwise) we just take thinqs in stride here.
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While several of the Columbusites reflected on the

coordination problem, most favored, however, a concept of

centralized direction, and called for a unified approach and

the setting out of aoals and objectives. Where there is

inability of one organization to control the behavior of

several others in urban politics, there usually will be a

call for some degree of centralization. And sometimes,

questions of trust lead to a politics of administration--in

this instance centralization. For as Banfield states, there

must be a cooperative svstem of activity to aet anvthino

done. 3 3 In Columbus, several orojects had started at this

time but oerhaps they were all headed in different

directions. Or in other words, the broad oolicv agenda for

redevelopment had been set and implementation was underwav

as 1976 began, but no consensus on goals had been reached,

nor had decisions about which goals and methods to pursue

been ratified by all.

Commenting on these arguments, the mayor took a

position in the oress later in the soring of 1976. 3 4 He

believed that Columbus could be a better olace to live and

was confident that this would take olace through the

coooerative efforts of orivate enterprise, novernment, and

3 1 Banfield, Political Influence.

Columbus Disoatch, 14 March lq7f.
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the public. Citing cooperation as evident in the

coordinated planning of Nationwide Plaza, Columbus

convention center, (Ohio Center) and the federal cieneral

services buildinq on the Downtown northern edqe, he

disagreed with civic observers who believed that planninq in

Columbus was not coordinated enouqh. Fis comments were:

I don't think we fail to coordinate efforts. If
you want to think of coordination as havint al.
the ducks lined up with the same aqenda, then we
don't have it. The only time .ou have that is
when you have a dictatorship. (Public or private
groups in Columbus involved in civic olanninq
have) a considerable amount of self-interest and
there is nothing wronq with that. Rut we d o have
a considerable degree of coordination. Civic
planning cannot be as coordinated as some
officials would like because you cannot coordinate
opposites. A lot of people want to see Columbus
grow and prosoer...and others say we don't want
Columbus to become a Chicago or New York. What we
need is a slighter degree of more trust in each
other (especially amonq private interests). There
is an increasinq awareness that you Aon't have a
monopoly on your customers to do qood business.
This awareness will make it possible for both ends
of Downtown to benefit. There is a deqree of
competition between the north and south but it i.s
healthy and needed. I think it would be Qreat to
coordinate Hiqh Street from the ccnvention center
to the county complex all. at the same time. Rut
there are a lot of small nrooertv owners alona the
way who don't want to cooperate. The American
free enterprise system hasn't thrived on
coordination. It has thrived on competition
(which doesn't have to thwart coordinationi.

In terms of puhlicitv, the mayor Felt the city would benefit

from increased oromotion because it needed to oublicize the

convention center. However, he believed that the CACC had

been subjected to nonobjective critici3m by those who

' -] --; --..,,,*,, ,'-.iiii a l l i iaDlii ml i ll i- ..... .
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believed it should be more aqqressive in promotinq the citv:

The chamber deserves more credit than some of its
detractors would give it although the chamber and
the other (civic) organizations could do a better
job. The chamber must be discrete when trvinq to
attract some businesses to Columbus because word
of a comnanv's deoarture from a citv can cause
public unrest and labor problems.

The mayor concluded it was easv to become frustrated over

the slow pace at which develonment goals are attained,

savinq "But proqress is made by inches, not miles."

The mayor of a city assumes a variety of roles, one

of them beinq umpire or "arbiter of conflictinq interests."

Where political realities make it impossible sometimes to be

a strong leader, he may oot for this role. Where the mayor

casts his role as one who is partial to the case of noIw
particular interest or aroun but is instead a peacemaker,

ecually aevoted to all objectives of constituents, he has no

easy position: it requires painstakinq familiaritv with the

language and strategic qoals of the citv's constituents; nor

is it very ponular--the neutral in a situation in which

discussion of the city is currently framed in the lanauaqe

not of moderation but of crisis. The umpire role is quite

conqruent with pluralist democracy, i.e., the puhic

decision maker (mayor) acting as neutral halancina point of

the forces articulated by groups and oowerful incliviluals

who oull ac him. Sut such a olurali.st mav find himself

uncelebrated and unre-elected, This l3it ooin-, wasn't ame
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at the mayor of Columbus in this instance. Far from the

overall tone of his statement it is clear he was at the

center of PolicY formulation and mobilizinq support for

development of the entire CBD. As related, and one ooint

that hasn't been mentioned in this chanter thus far is that

the mayor came to office in 1972, a point in time

conspicuously near the beqinninq of tha multi-milli.on dollar

investment in the CBD. And despite the mavor's apparent

disdain of "coordination," Robert qalishurv woulA arque that

it was he (the mavor) who was at the oeak of the coalition

(however loose it was) of interests that dominated the urban

scene.35

Perhaps another orqanization which should have been

included in the communitvs develooment orqanizations, but

without formal power (and seekinQ a voice) is the Canitol.

Scuare Commission 36 Created in I.,2, the commission's status

has been described as that of a "naner tiqer." Bs for

example, in early 1977, the only principal authority the

commission had was to review siqns on buildinas in its

control area, bounded by EIm, Walnut, and Younq streets and

35Robert H. Salisbury, "Urban Politics: The New ronver-
qence of Power," in PersPectives on Ur'an Poitics: .av
S. Goodman, ed. (Boston: Allvn and Racon, lc70), on.
38-60.

36 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 25 Februarv 1.7'.
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the Scioto River. At that time, the commission became

concerned, though, about its inability as a downtown

advisory qroup to do anvthin but advise propertv owners and

businessmen and hope its recommendations were followed,

since its authority wasn't binding. Expanded from five to

eleven members, the group beqan to enhance its control by

developing a new, more authoritative character. The new

character developed as the commission approved plans

submitted for a new front to a buildinc on Hiqh Street iust

north of Broad Street. If the qrouo had voted no, nothinq

would have happened. There being no variance from builAin

or zoninq regulations recuired, the developer was entitled

to a buildinq permit regardless of the commission's action.

Had there been a negative vote, a simple "No" would, have

been recorded on the permit and nothinq else woulA have

happened. At issue was whether the commission should iust

serve in an advisory capacitv or seek to regulate and

coordinate development activity in CaDitol qauare throuqh

the ability to applvserious standards and riqhts of review

as well as enforce provisions. As related to this problem,

a group of small businessmen, oropertv owners and residents

from the south end of Downtown reauested commission status

from the city in January 1.976.37 The Downtown south area to

37 Columbus Dispatch, 27 January 1976.
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( be represented, included 40 church, business and residents'

orQanizations in the areas bounded by Town Street on the

north, the Scioto River on the west, and "he Innerbelt on

the south and east. The Downtown South organization was an

offshoot of the Main Street Merchants Association. f)owntown

South also included the old Market-.'.hawk area, which had

been described as a major qrowth area for residential

development in the Downtown area. The leader of the

organization felt that, if development were olanned

properlv, this area would comolement che nowntown business

district and the German Villaqe residential. area. "'he

commission was necessary so the interests he represented

could "control --- their destinv." Tnterestinqlv a small.

area included in Downtown South, hounded by 3rd, Main, Hiqh,

and Town Streets, was already in the Caoitol RQuare Routh

Commission area.

A year later in 1977, the Columbus City Council

refused to commission the proposed Downtown qouth

orqanization, 38 in a 3-3 vote with one ahstention.

Businessmen recruestinq the commission arqued for the need to

encourage coooeration among other businessmen in cleanina uo

the area, and that the oropose( commission would have no

power to set huildinq standards or force comoliance with

Columbus Dispatch, 18 January I.Q77.
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other rules it might adopt. Council's oooosition was the

commission would divide the Downtown and create red tape for

potential developers. A representative from the Capitol

Square Commission further opposed on the qrounds "the last

th inq the Downtown needs is a mul.tiolicitv of area

commissions" and argued further, there should be lust one

commission for the entire Downtown area, while suqqesting

however, the Capitol Square Commission and Downtown South

Commission could be subcommittees of the larqer commission.

The Downtown South coalition continued efforts to qet

the city to do something about its area, when later in 1977,

it criticized the city's development department and the CACC

for failinq to contribute to the betterment of the

Downtown. Of principal concern was to have the CACC

establish a working relationship with the Downtown south

Task Force and other orqanizations in the Downtown to form a

joint effort for improving the area. The task force also

Passed a resolution urqinq the mayor and CDOD director to

appoint two full-time staffers to enforce building, housing

and environmental code provisions in the area on a year-

round basis and with a dozen personnel.

In a related development, the mayor of the city

expressed suvport of the small businessman in a speech to

Columbus Dispatch, 15 September 1977,
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the annual conference of the National Council for Urban

Economic Development in November 1978.40 He stated in the

speech that the small businessman deserved more attention in

downtown revitalization efforts. Further, that in the

effort toward big urban develooment projects, too many

cities were "quietlv iqnorinq the real hearts" of Aowntown

areas - the small businessmen. And their reaction miqht be

to move to the suburbs rather than fiqht city officials. Re

arqued that Downtowns have been rediscovered but that about

three-fourths of the iobs available, for example, in the

Capitol South area would be "entry level" jobs. These would

be suitable for the vounq and those with few skills. Riq

companies, such as Borden, for example, and while not

wantinq them to return to New York, had not provided iohs to

those who need them, even thouqh they had helped huild the

city's base. The mayor made repeated references to major

projects in Columbus. He concluded bv urqinq the officials

to "help make a few small strides for a few small

businesses, because that's where economic development

opportunity really is." Perhaps, the point of analvsis as

concerns the small businessmen in the Igouth of Downtown is

that the small businessman, a seeminq 3nachronism in our a~e

40 Columbus Dispatch, 15 November 1978.
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of mass production and mass marketinq is oarticularlv

vulnerable and likely to be a spillover effect of urban

redevelopment.

On the issue of coordination, though, some still

encourage a centralized planninq concept. And this time it

was the city administration. In early 1979, a oroposal was

advanced to consider the possibility of creatinq a citv-wite

development corporation to help finance commercial and

residential revitalization projects in Columbus.41 One of

the first urban development corporations (UDC) was created

in New York in 1968 to identify and redeveloo target urban

areas.42 Given $1 billion in bondinq authority, complete

authority to develoo a project from planninq to completion,

eminent domain powers and authority to override local zoninq

and buildinq controls, this UDC emerged as a state

enterprise beyond the control of either the local electorate

or local nublic officials. Considered to have qreat

potential for dealing with urban housinq oroblems in New

York City, it defaulted on a bond issue in I979. Rtate

enablinq legislation in 1972 allowed Columbus to create such

organizations. And althouqh Columbus has never had a

41 Columbus Dispatch, I March 1979.

42Joh J. Harrigan, Political Chanqe in the Metrooolis
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, .Q76), pp. 313-24.

4
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citvwide development corporation, it has such develooment

corporations. Three such entities are the CqCURC, which

aims to revitalize the three square blocks south of the

statehouse; 8CC, builder of Ohio Center; and the

Neighborhood Development CorP. (NDC), which built Mt. Vernon

Plaza on the East Side.

The model examined by Columbu3 officials had been

operatinq in Dayton since 1972, when the city of Davton

extended a $3.75 million qrant to the corooration. The

Dayton corporation had its allocations increased annually,

and the money formed a revolvinq fund used to Promote

commercial, industrial, and residential revital ization

projects. Run by a 28-member board of trustees, most of

whom were aPpointed by the Dayton City Commission, the

Dayton UDC served principally as a short term lender for

revitalization projects that would have difficulty obtainina

private financinq. The corporation didn't comoete aqainst

private lenders or businesses and undertook prolects that

often entailed risks that the Private sector usually didn't

want. Loans issued by the corporation were for five years

or less, less than $250,000, and all orojects financed also

must by necessity be within the citv's corooration limits.

The corooration had helped finance maior downtown

development projects, and also ourchased and rehabilitated

vacant residential oroperties then offered them for sale and
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made loans to homeowners for housing improvements. Rates of

investment were comparable to market rates, and the

organization depended on its investments returns to maintain

operations. The feeling of the Columbus communitv

development administrator who studied the Dayton corporation

was that endless Possibilities for such an organization

existed in Columbus using Potential federal and local

funding.

As concerninq promotional as well as financing

prospects, several of the city leaders who took the trip to

Kansas City, praised the efforts of the old Metrooolitan

Committee as being the last qroup in Columbus to

aqgressivelv Promote civic improvements. 4 3 Pledqing itself

to "Insisting upon coordinated and orderly development of

community-wide Planninq," over the years the qrouD sDonsored

a series of bond issues which totaled hundreds of millions

of dollars benefitting the city and county.

That the city's business sector may not he adecuatelv

orqanized was a major and continuing prohlem to other in the

city. In a 1977 speech to the Rotary Club, the citv's

development director made several points in this reqarl. A4

43 Columbus Dispatch, 1i January 1976. Also see no. 596
below for details on the Metropolitan Committee.

44 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 2 August 1977.

Mad
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He arqued that while Private business was responsible for

establishinq and maintaininq most of the downtown, only a

few had carried the load. In his view, business had not

been doinq a qood job. While oraisinq Nationwide Plaza and

the Ohio National Bank Plaza, the director criticized

private owners for allowinq deterioration, meetinq only

minimum code requirements, and not carrvinq out their

responsibility for improvements. He also stated that while

the CACC's Downtown Action Committee was a qood monitor of

developments, it lacked the necessary influence to

coordinate downtown activities. Believinq business was

failing to take advantage of new leqislation makino

07 redeveopment attractive, he chared that private commitment

to the Capitol South laqqed. Finally, he sucqested the

private and public sectors should be workin toqether around

the clock, if necessary, to complete such developments as

the 1-670 freeway "before we are robbed of these

opportunities by inflation and comolacencv." To assist

owners in the area his development deoartment would urqe the

formation of a downtown property owners association in

association with the Hiqh Street standards study. qervice

clubs like the Rotary while primarily businessmen's

orqanizations are usually not explicitlv colitical..4 5 On the

4 5 William A. qchulze, Urban and Community Politics,
(North Scituate: Duxburv, IQ74), o. 117.
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other hand, while usually politically active, it is not

unusual for such orqanizations to be tapped for particular

causes.

One of the problems which illustrates the director's

concern, was the difficulty in develovinq the center of the

Downtown, Broad and High Streets, the most important

intersection in Columbus accordinq to s * 46 Parti.cularl.v,

on the northwest corner, sat a varkinq lot, formeriv

occupied by the Deshler hotel; on the southwest sat three

small buildinqs; and on the northeast, a jewelrv store and a

restaurant--three privately held corners--the northwest by

the Deshler heirs, the southwest by Runtinqton Bank, and the

northeast by an attorney and a pharmacist. While some miqht 5

contend that the center of town was at Third and 1RroaA, or

others Fourth and Broad, many considered it to he Broad and

High Streets. Additionally some of the principals and some

other people broadly concerned with the future of downtown

were saying it was time for somethinq to happen at Broad and

High. In mid 1978, the Downtown High Street Task Force

heard a proposal to landscape the northwest corner with a

4

46Herb Cook, Jr., "Broad and Hiqh: Past, Present...and
a Suggestion for the Future," Columbus Monthly (AuGust
1978): 82-94..4
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sunken plaza with fountains containing retail shoos and

restaurants. 4 7 A unique asDect to the proposal was that the

city would extend Lynn Alley Mall under N. Hiqh Rtreet, the

theory being that private firms would be eaqer to develop

the corner if the area were tied in with the mall. The

development department began costinq an estimate to extend

the mall. Perhaps, more promisinq, though, was that in early

1979, prior to the writer's departinq Columbus, the Hardy

Shoe Store, the Orange Bar, and Planters Peanut store, on

the southwest owned by the Huntington National Tiank were

razed to make way for a small park to consist of several

benches and possibly a fountain. As to the importance of

Broad and Hiqh Streets, a hiqh-rankinq city planninq

administrator told the writer

You can never forqet that initial orientation of
Broad and High. And they still continue to be
magnets, but of a different kind. They once were
the transportation magnets, but whereas that's
been removed, they still have that magnetism of
nostalgia, the qood address, Prestiqe; whatever
you want to call it. An orientation.

Returning to our overall ooint of discussion o!

developing a centralized effort, it is usually the case that

the deqree of organization in the business community is a

function of the Chamber of Commerce. Where business

interests aren't oganized the Chamber of Commerce is usually

47 Columbus Citizen--journal, 4 July 1q78.
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divided. In early 1978, CACC leaders began onenlv

discussing the whole purpose and structure of the

orqanization.48 Amid rumblinqs of discontent, some key

members of the CACC's board and executive committee began to

suggest the Chamber's organization become restructured to

become more aggressive. At that time the mavor's position

was one of discretion. Earlier in a displav of neutrality

he opined that the CACC had been unfairly criticized by some

officials who believed it could be more agqressive in

promoting the city, 4 9 But on the other hand, he stated "The

Chamber deserves more credit than some of its distractors

would give it although the chamber and other civic

organizations could do a better iob." Chamber Presitlent

Kline L. Roberts was in the center of the controversv.S 0

Non-contentious and non-controversial, he had quided the

CACC for the past 15 years. In defense of Roberts,

supporters cited that he was in the unenviable Position of

trying to please widely diverse qroups of members who could

not agree among themselves on what the Chamber ought to he

or not. Some believed the CACC's sole role should be in the

area of economic development; others, deeply in social

48 "Kline Roberts," Columbus Monthly (April 1.q78).

Columbus Dispatch, 14 March 1976.
50"Kline Roberts," April 1978." pil17
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problems, e.g., schools, housinq, poverty, and race

relations, of the communitv; other's the CACC's role should

change with chanqiinq situations. Where Chambers are

divided, they often fiqht to deadlock and inaction. Another

factor influencinq the criticism was a chanqe in direction

as provided by the top leaders of ti'e organization, whose

new chairman of the board was a Avnamnlc, aqaressive leader.

Also the Chamber was criticized for Aoinq a ooor iob in

image buildinq. While in the Process of developinq a

quarter of a million dollar proqram to promote Columbus as a

good place to locate business, an oft-heard criticism of the

Chamber was that it was underfunded - it was comoetinq for

new business against cities with far larqer budqets.

Chamber President Kline Roberts, in defense stated "We don't

have large industrial facilities - those People who produce

wealth, who are the foundation of the Chamber in some other

cities." The new Chamber board chairman aqreed that the

Columbus Chamber's budget was somewhat less than ideal, hut

said also, "We don't need as biq a budqet as some other

cities. We've got a better product to sell." The Columbus

Chamber had an operatinq budcet then of S680,000, plus

another $140,000 that came from the affiliated organizations

such as the Advertising Federation and Safetv Council. The

total for fiscal year 1(77 was S820,000. Columbus MqA

population was 1.00 million. Indianapolis, in comparison, -
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three notches above Columbus with an 5SMA poulation of 1.14

million - had a 1977 Chamber budqet of only about $700,000.

But in Cincinnati - 25th larqest SMSA with 1.37 million

people - the Chamber that year planned to spend S955,000 for

operations and another S244,000 from a special economic

development fund, plus about $500,000 for its magazine, for

a total of nearly SI.8 million. If the Columbus Chamber was

able to finance its proposed auarter-million dollar economic

development promotional campaiqn, it would be in a better

competitive position, at least in relation to its nearest

major rivals, some felt.

In November 1978, United Way 1rxecutive Director

Alfred S. Dietzel was named the new president to succeed

Roberts.5 I Quickly endorsed by the local press, the new

chief was described as a dynamic person who was acceDtina

not only the challenge to formulate olans for the arowth of

Columbus but its environs, as well. 5 2 At an earlier period,

the CACC had also appointed a dynamic person in John W.

Kessler as the new chairman of the board. 53 Dietzel,

particularly enthusiastic about Columbus' downtown

51 Columbus Dispatch, 28 November 1978.

52 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 29 November l978; and

Columbus Dispatch, 30 November 1978.

53 Columbus Dispatch, 18 Februarv 1979.
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redevelopment Program was lookinq forward to involvement in

it and also intended to re-enerqize it by makinq it more

aggressive, streamlined and action-oriented. 5 4 One of his

first challenqes though was to qain community support for an

aggressive area promotional camoaiqn. In late I977, 5 5 the

chamber began considerinq a $400,00^ promotional hI.itz to

q enhance the national reputation of 77olumbus and Franklin

County and promote community oride. 3isiness contributions

had qrown to $150,000 at the time of his appointment. The

proposal, however, had incurred oanosit ion from C~olumbus

City Council and Franklin County commissioners. Both had

balked at appropriating $125,000 a piece for the campaiqn.

However, the two bodies agreed it was necessary to have

representation on a chamber-citv-countv joint planninq

board. The development of alternatives for what should be

done and the ratification and possible amendment of these

choices involves many actors and is often a long and

difficult process. By June 1979, however, the promotional

plan was gettinq under way.56 Members of the rhamheros

Central Ohio Economic Development Council (COEDC) were

startinq a two pronged attack, to start that fall, to sell

54 Columbus Dispatch, 28 November 1.978.

55 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 16 Novemher 1977.

56 Columbus Dispatch, 1 June 1979.
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central Ohio to central Ohioans, nationallv, and to targeted

industries as a qood place to locate. As part of the

effort, a professor in O8U's political science department

would randomly survey about 500 Ohioans on the communitvs

assets and liabilities, the area's quality of life, cultural

activities, political scene, and economic progress. After

the results were tallied, COEDC would develoo the

promotional campaign, to cost about $300,000 to positivelv

sell the city. Phase One of the campaiqn, with multi-media

advertising, would be launched from September through

December 1979. Phase Two was anticipated for a January IQ80

start. Its aim was to retain local businesses in central

Ohio and to attract out-of-town businesses to the city. The 0

campaign was anticipated to have multiple effects on the

local economy. New businesses woulA reduce unemployment and

increase the tax base. To coordinate efforts, the citv's

development department, the Columbus Convention Sureau, and

the CACC would be merged to allow for better communication.

4 Thus, Columbus is well on its way towards improving

its image under new leadership. One who has served ci

numerous public boards, commissions, and task forces in the

city over the last 20 years, as well as heina an

entrepreneur himself, remarked

... Columbus grew sufficientlv raa id lv and
successfully following World War II that orobabiv
most of the business interests here were fairlv

--eu - mnm n u ,nn n l lm I *
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surprised with the success. And, therefore,

Columbus did not become a typical rah-rah booster
promoter type city. It had a low Profile chamber
of commerce...a service of goodwill to applicants.
But the chamber did have vitality and vigor in
giving leadership to internal community conflict
resolutions - always very active in school levy
issues, very active in promoting a humane and
sensible discussion of any malor controversy that
came about. But I say a very suprisinq role for
the chamber, but one which obviou.slv fit the mood
of the city. The business leaders of the city
control the chamber of commerce. hev'd of gotten
rid of the director if they wanted him to Ao
something else. go in a sense Columbus was
surprised by its successes of growth so that most
of the growth promoters-business types, the banks,
the radio stations, the newspapers, the
retailers-the People that benefit from members,
were reasonably satisfied and therefore, they, i-n
a sense, concentrated on the accommodation of
growth and interest group interaction that kept us
reasonably happy and reasonably qoverned. In a
sense, the business leadership, if you look
through the chamber over the past 20 years, was
largely a constructive force in this community for
clean government, good government, and humane
airing of our principal problems. Oddly enough, I
think that has ended. Notice that the chamber has
recently permitted its director to retire. Kline
Roberts was the leader of this character of the
chamber, and gradually what has happened is the
business community has obviously wanted to get a
rah-rah promoter...now I think that the reason for
that is Columbus growth has slowed tremendously.
Whereas in the 1950s and the early 60s the growth
was so good it was surprising and everybody was
happy, by the late 1970s, Columbus' growth had
slowed dramatically. That's be-cause state
government is not a growth industry. And given
Proposition 13, 1 don't think it ever will be
again. Universities are not a growth industry.
We can expect declining enrollment and orobablv
declining at OSU over the next decade as in
contrast to what has happened in the last two
decades. Research in a sense is not a growth
industry anymore. The great space age out the man

- on the moon...R and D effort of the late 50s ant
60s which helped create Batelle's present size is
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over. They've struggling for competitive little
contracts now. So Columbus' growth, although it's
still positive and still of a good quality no
longer has those great big engines of growth that
make it look so good before.

As concerns the development of a coordinated and

selling approach to city development, by now, then Colunbus

had made some positive steps. In consonance with the

concerns raised by civic leaders after the 1975 Kansas Cityq
trips, the city government for the first time in the history

of Columbus, took an active leadership role in the economic

development of the city. 5 7 Beginning in the Spring of 1975

and gaining considerable momentum in 1976, through sustained

and coordinated efforts of the private sector and leadership

of city government, a Mayor's Economic Development Plan was

written and a Mayor's Economic Development Council

established. Realizinq the considerable impacts of

Columbus' continued growth and the need to initiate

coordinated efforts, and despite his earlier announcements

on centralized coordination, Mayor Tom Moody appointed a

4 20-member Economic Development Council in 1976 to (1.)

recommend policies for stable growth, and (2) provide

direction for future development efforts. Those on the

council included bankers, industrial developers, minority

groups, and business and labor leaders. All had vital

57 Columbus Dispatch, 5 April 197q.
4
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interests in the local economy. The council was considered

uniqu* since hardly any other city in the United States

organized one. The council was desiqned for the ourpose of

establishing a clear working relationship between the

private and public sectors to promote the citv's economy.

Coalitions must be built if formul.:-ed policies are to be

leg it ima ted.

The plan's origins and subsequent achievements are of

interest. In 1975, the Columbus city qovernment filed

application for a 302-A Planninq Grant, under the Public

Works Act of 1q67, with the Economic Development

Administration (EDA). Thereafter the city was awarded an

initial grant to develop a plan which eventually led to the

overall plan. As a necessary condition, the Council was

established to involve the community (the Private sector)

with the city (public sector) in creating a plan. As a

consequence, many diverse oroups in the community interacted

to soecify economic development qoals and strateqies for the

city. That year, as a city seekinq to solve its future

socioeconomic Problems, Columbus also qualified for federal

local public works proqrams. This was not related to

existing unemployment or related Problems, however. In

November 1976, EDA aproved the plan. A local public works

project for $3.4 million was anolied for and funded,

reportedly due to the quality of the overall. develooment
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plan. In 1977, federal officials met with the mayor and

other Columbus officials, the staff of the Department of

Development, to praise the effort and the plan, and the city

received a number of the grants listed earlier. Later, in

1977, the Washington Post focusing on the development of

Columbus" Cultural Arts Center, pointed out the success of

g the effort and asked why other cities had not done so well.

Other benefits were as follows: the plan was the key to

additional federal qrant avplications, such as S2.5 million

for the Mount Vernon Plaza; and, in 1978, it served as the

basis for helping the Federal Glass Comoanv apply for a loan

from EDA. To round Out the compliments, the National

Council for Urban Economic Development, cited Columbus in

1978, as one of three cities in the nation (Chicago and Los

Angeles being the other two) in which the mayor's office

provided a significant leadership role in economic

development.

As with many oolicv events, the oroceedinqs

*associated with the plan's develooment brouoht about some

controversy. In July 1976, the Mayor's Council for Economic

Development met and adooted five qeneral qoals Columbus and

Franklin County. 5 8 The develooment council., which had met

58 Columbus Dispatch, 30 July 1q76.
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earlier to formulate the goals, approved revised versions at

the meeting. The five Qoals were to

-Maintain a positive qrowth rate for Columbus and
Franklin County.

-Maintain the economic vitality of the Columbus
Downtown area.

-Establish programs to reduce unemolovment in
q Columbus and Franklin County.

-Increase the economic vitality of the Inner City
and minority participation in the economic qrowth
of Columbus and Franklin County.

-Determine, develop and sustain a six-year
economic development and program.

In that meeting, however, considerable debate over

the language used to state the goals supported earlier

predictions that controversv would arise when specific

programs were considered. This was not to be unexpected

though, for typically, the claritv of goals for programs to

be enacted suffers because the process by which PolicY

statements get formulated and leo itimated is so complicated

and so slow. Clear goals are rare because the different

supporters of a program have different goals for it. Thus,

in order to build a winning coalition, very vague and broad

goals are often stated. The goals stated will also be

general enough to encompass a variety of more specific goals

and to keep the partners in a coalition from Aefectinq. ror

each set of actors in the winning coalition is responding to

its own vision of the problems to which the programs w.11
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respond. This means virtually no major proqrams enacted

have unambiguous goals that will be widely aqreed on. The

council, authorized to formulate an overall economic

development plan for Columbus, questioned whether it should

set the goals for the city, the county, or the five-county

metropolitan area. Eventually compromise was reached and

the members agreed that, although the mayor had appointed

the council to set goals for Columbus, the city's economic

development affected the county and the entire metrooolitan

4 area. Hence, goals would be aimed at "Columbus and 1ranklin

County." In so doing, the council also decided to "maintain

a positive growth rate" rather than one in excess of the

growth rates of Ohio's and the nation's since they were

considered undesirable. In addition it broadened the fourth

goal to include economic development amonq minorities on the

county level as well as in the Inner City. Opting to

develop a six-year plan rather than the oriqinallv pronosei

10-year plan, the council was influenced bv the fact that

the U. S. Department of Commerce's Economic Development

Administration, which funded the city oroqram, operated the

federal program on a six-vear schedule.

" Ibh -,J, h immm m.. ln N i g d g t H ...
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By September 1976, the Mavor's Council for 1Mconomic

Development had adopted a list of strategies to attain the

five previously approved goals outlined above.59 At that

time, the mayor responded he was pleased with the qroup*s

work and said it was the beqinninq to 'orovide a needed

sense of direction" for the city. On the heels of the

approval of the strateqies came an announcement that the

department of development would file applications to fund

two projects: $600,000 for the pedestrian mall project on

Lynn and Pearl Streets behind the State Office Tower, and

$235,000 for the Capitol Square liqhtinq project. These

grants would cover 100 percent of the costs of the aroiects

if approved.

The citvs development goals, formulated and

legitimated in 1976 are as follows:
60

GOAL: To maintain a Positive Growth Rate for
Col-umbus/Franklin County.

OBJECTIVES: To encourage a policv of selective growth in

employment that:

1. maintains manufacturing's share of total emplovment;

2. increases the expansion of the private, non-
manufacturing, service sector (i.e., financial, insurance,
real estate, business, personal, and professional services,
wholesale and retail trade);

59 Columbus Dispatch, 28 September 1976.
60"Profile...Columbus Ohio," pp. 44, 45.
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3. increases public sector employment consistent with need,
Cand

4. emphasizes Columbus" favorable qeoqraphic location in
expanding its role as a warehouse/distribution center.

.To provide a more effective basis for coordinated efforts
to retain existing firms and to attract new firms to
Columbus and Franklin County.

.To increase per capita income in Columbus/Franklin County.

.To maintain a positive annexation policy consistent with
Columbus' role as the economic center of an expand in
metropolitan region.

.To maintain the fiscal strength and responsibility of the
City of Columbus relative to increased public service

4 demands generated by growth.

GOAL: To maintain the Economic vitality of Downtown
Columbus:

OBJECTIVES:

.To increase the development, location, and expansion of
those uses in the downtown area (such as office
headquarters, hotels, convention centers, orofessional
sports facilities, etc. ) which will attract dollars
generated outside the region into the local economy.

.To increase the development, location, and expansion of
public facilities (such as city, state, and federal offices,
a civic center complex, and a major cultural facilities) in
the downtown.

A .To provide and encourage those activities which contribute
to the development and use of the downtown on a 16-hour oer
day basis.

.To encourage the inclusion of housing in multi-ouroose
projects in the central business district to supoOrt
downtown activities.

.To reduce downtown land use incompatibility.

.To improve accessibilitv to downtown.

4
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GOAL: To Establish Programs to Reduce Unemployment in
Columbus/Franklin County.

OBJECTIVES:

.To provide, encourage and promote Proqrams to reduce
unemployment among groups or sectors experiencing relatively
high rates of unemployment.

.To provide, encourage and primoute traininq proqrams
involving local businesses and industries to develop a more
skilled labor force.

.To improve accessibility to employment centers.

GOAL: To Determine, Develop, and Sustain a Six-Year Mconomic
Development Plan and Program.

OBJECTIVES:

.To develop a comprehensive information base containinq
current and historical data and relevant references.

.To provide a focal Point for the coordination of economic
development efforts.

.To provide economic data, economic information, and
professional assistance to Columbus-based firms, small
businessmen, public and private agencies, the Mavor's
Economic Develooment Council, and to other interested
parties, including outside firms, in order to improve the
quality of public and private decision-makinq.

.To encourage planning to insure that the adecuate
provision of public services is accoml..shed relative to
expanded business, industrial, and residential develooment,
in accordance with the qrowth qoals of the communitv.

.To examine the implications of the metropolitanization of
the region and its public services.

GOAL: To Increase the Economic Vitalitv of the Columbus
Inner City and Minority Participation n the Economic Growth
of Columbus/Franklin County.

OBJECTIVES:

.To insure access to new employment opportunities for inner
city residents.
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.To increase the number of minor itv-owned business
establishments and thereby increase the qross receipts,
career job opportunities and payrolls of minority
businesses.

.To increase the capability of minoritv businesses
headquartered in the city to do business with the
government.

.To encourage the generation of venture capital financial
assistance, and improved bonding and insurance to minority
businesses.

.To develop the Mount Vernon-Long Street neiqhborhood.

Bountiful praise and ain had been the results of the

Mayor*s Council by 1979.61 The EDA, the chief source of

funds, has not only publicly praised the efforts of the

council in specifying qoals and strategies, but has also

become an important source of federal funds for impro-inq

the social overhead capital in the city. Within two years,

the plan generated nearly $15 million in federal qrants to

the city. The qrants have included

.$3.4 million for projects such as Lynn and Pearl alleys,
the development of the Cultural Arts Center, recreation
centers and neighborhood lighting.

.$3.7 million for the development of Capitol Square South.

.S5 million for the Fort Hayes Career Center, Shepherd
Library on East Sth Avenue, Capitol Scuare lichtinq and
other street lighting.

.$2.5 million applied to the Mount Vernon Plaza.

61 Columbus Dispatch, 5 April 1979.

4
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.Approximately $100,000 per year for four years for
administrative salaries of the EDA staff within the citvs
Department of Development.

.A minority business development program set up to
encourage the purchase of more goods and services from
minority vendors.
Other cities adopting Columbus' plan as a model have

included Cincinnati, Long Beach, Calif., and Fort

Lauderdale, Fla. Lastly a Soviet representative flew from

the Soviet Embassy in Washinqton, D.C. , to Columbus to oick

up a copy for his country. In 1979, also the clan was beinq

updated, and when comoleted, it would provide Columbus with

an even more up-to-date set of goals and strateqies based.

Perhaps though the plan had even qreater siqnificance

politically. When the mayor came to office in 1972, there

was no such plan, and community redevelooment oolicv was a

fledgling on the political agenda. The putting together of

the plan would also mean that a broad policy framework had

been formulated and legitimated over the four years between

1972-76. During that initial four veaL period, one can

speculate that critical aspects of the oolicys formulation

and legitimation had been discussed. Presumably the scope

of the oroblem had been identified for qovernent action as

well as possible aoproaches to deal with it. klso,

possibly, alternatives were selected and develooed. Then tn

the spring of 1975, shortly before the mayor's reelection, a

special committee was appointed to beqin winnowing out the
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details. Iii the fall of lq75, advocacy was further cfained

when leaders from the city visited Kansas City. 'he

legitimation of the Plan in the summer of 1q76 showed a

decision had been reached to coordinate efforts of the

private and public sectors as qeneral qoals and specific

means for achieving them were now ennunciated publicly. In

other words, a coalition must have been achieved by this

point in time. And as Salisbury would arque, the mayor was

probably at the peak of it.
6 2

In 1978, the Mayor's council recommended the

establishment of a Division of Economic Development in the

Columbus Department of Development, the Business Services,

Office. 6 3 Principal functions of the new office were to

retain existing business in Columbus, and enhance

cooperation between private businesses and local qovernment.

In the future, the council will respond to such issues as

population and employment chanqes in central Ohio, the

development of central. Ohio's research potential, the

significance of historic preservation in the city, the role

of the citv's annexation oroqram, and the importance of

cultural and sports facilities in order to qive Policy

6 2Salisbury, "New Converqence of Power."

63 Columbus Dispatch, 5 April 1979.
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recommendations necessary to deal with issues vital to shave

the nature and character of the citys economic and social

well-being.

The Division of Economic Develooment in the

developmert department was created in July 1q78.64 At the

time a dozen employees were at work ind six new emolovees,

including a $26,520 administrator, were to be hired by

January 1979. Funding for the new divisionos $300,000

annual budget would come from the develoonent department's

existing budget. The new division, in addition to functions

listed above would, recommend economic development Plans for

the city and develop programs for attractinq new businesses.

The division was also granted authority to intensifv its

work with several federal economic and develooment programs.

Summary

In closing this chapter, we will pause for a few

brief moments to reflect on city government or the public

sector, which as the evidence in this and the orevious

chapter indicate, is heavily involved in redevelooment

policy efforts. The image of city qovernment can be

classified as an instrument of city qrowth, Provider of

life's amenities, caretaker, or arbiter of conflictinq

interests. Where the city governmen t's imaqe is an

64 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 5 July 178.
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"Instrument of City Growth," the central orioritv will be

population and economic qrowth. As an instrument of qrowth,

it will usually be supported by bankers, local businessmen,

newspapers, utilities, the city bureaucracy, planners, and

large property owners. And in this instance the preferred

policies will usually be rezonino of land for industrial

use, extension of sewer and water lines to potential factoryI
sites, low taxes on land zoned industrially and on new

plants, annexation policies, advertisement of the city's

advantages as a potential industrial, home office, or

development site. Where government is seen as "Provider of

Life's Amenities," the central priority is that the city

should be a desirable residence. Supporters of this

position are homeowner's associations and residential rea4

estate brokers. Preferred policies will be exclusionaty

zoning; land use control; industrial parks with liqht

industry; and heavy investment in parks, recreation and

educational facilities. As for the third cateqorv, where

city government is seen as "Caretaker," the central priority

is that the city should provide only essential services and

keep taxes low. Common adherents of this view are the

philosophical, conservative, retired, or marqinal

homeowners. And preferable policy positions are to oppose

most proposals requiring additional taxes or bond issues.

Finally, where city qovernment is seen as "Arbiter of
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Conflicting Interests," there will be no substantive central

priority. Governments exist to settle disputes in

accordance with principles of equity and justice. Common

supporters are minority groups, or others that have

relinquished the desire to govern in terms of their

preferred image. And preferred policies are ooen housinq

and equal job opportunity.

Based on what is going up in Downtown Columbus and

city governments role in the effort, Columbus qovernment in

the past decade is an instrument of city qrowth. One has

only to reread the five goals ocstulated by the Mavor's

Economic Development Council to understand this. The

broadest policy guidelines have been ennunciated in that

direction, and since 1972, a coalition of major locally-

based businesses, the city bureaucracy, the mavor, and

perhaps in some important ways, citizenrv support, have all

coalesced for this purpose. And once broad oolicv has been

outlined specific means or programs for achieving the qoals

prescribed in the policy statements will be developed and

implemented. One major policy goal for Columbus is to

maintain the economic vitality of Downtown Col.umbus. One of

the means Prescribed to accomplish this was to develop a

convention center to attract dollars qenerated outside the

region or city into the local economy. The activitv of the

city in this direction would consume much of the city's

efforts in the 1970s.



Chapter Two

MAYOR GEORGE J. KARB'S DREAM

Politics is the science of who gets what, when,
and why.

Sidney Hillman: Political Primer for All
Americans, 1944

Resource Acquisition

A mayor in Columbus once had a dream. L That dream was

of a convention center, one which would brinq people to

Columbus to stimulate the local economy. The center would

mean the city would no longer be compelled to beq for

conventions. Upon its completion, the mayor said of the

center, "they will come knocking at our door. Itos the

biggest thing ever put across in Columbus." The

contemporary, fireproof structure would seat 10,000 persons.

Floor space would total 75,000 square feet. At the time

only Chicago's Coliseum and New York's Madison Scuare Garden

would be larger. The mayor who made this announcement was

not Columbus' present mayor but Mayor Georqe J. Karb in

1916. The dream was not fulfilled at the time, but of

course, would be a recurring one. To enhance economic

1 Columbus Dispatch, 19 June 1977.

4 108
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vitality in a community is a broad policy goal. Goodwill

and symbolic statements alone, do not translate ideas into

reality, however.

When the Columbus Convention Bureau first endorsed

long-range planning for a convention center in 1961, few

people recalled that once before: in 1945, Franklin County

voters approved a bond issue to build a magnificent memorial

building to make Columbus more attractive to

conventioneers.2  That facility, The Veterans Memorial

Auditorium, would take 11 years to build, as officials

squabbled over plans and muddled through to allow postwar

inflation to take its toll of the funds and thereby produce

an inadequate facility. Upon the 1961 endorsement, few

people thought the city needed or could afford another

facility so soon. Little action was taken until 1968, when

the idea again appeared upon the recommendation of planners.

Consequently an ad hoc group, formed in 1969, visited

convention facilities in several other cities, paid for

feasibility studies of the local convention market, and

deliberated among several possible sites in the downtown

area. Afterwards quiet but intense competition occurred

between interests in the northern Downtown versus those in

the south to determine the center's location.

2Cook, "The Race to Revitalize Downtown," p. 38.
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Planners in 1968 recommended the center be located in

the southern Downtown. A former city administrator who

participated in the site selection process informed the

writer

We really went into depth with all the different
criteria, not only cost, but numbers of owners,
location relative to the transportation
system... all kinds of factors were used to

qevaluate each site...It was located where the
transportation system had great potential
development and future expansion.

And an elected city official remarked

In many respects, the fact that there was a
problem is what led to the creation of the Ohio
Center as a solution. The problem is a major
railway facility with its great area cutting
across the northern part of the Downtown area and
effectively reducing...even though it is a
viaduct...reducing easy passage from one place to
the other...so it was a problem site. And a major
part of the genius of the committee was to try to
address two problems in one situation: one an
ugly railroad yard, underutilized, an ugly
railroad station underutilized, cutting across the
town, and the other the absence of a truly good
convention center facility. And maybe a third
problem: the prospect for that railroad station

4 was nothing but downhill...So it is not the
easiest place to build a convention center, but on
the other hand the decision to build is there and
to do so knowingly and in appreciation of the
difficulties of the site...it seems to me as an
urban improvement.

Thus, in the compromise, Union Station was chosen as the

site for the Ohio Center. Southern Downtown interests were

compensated by a city supported effort to redevelop the

three square blocks bordered by Statc Itreet on the north,

4
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High Street on the west, Main Street on the south, and Third

Street on the east. Site selection was agreed upon in 1971.

But what occurs between the announcement of intentions and

program completion is sometimes rougher than many

anticipate.

In the spring of 1971, the Ohio Center Commission

formulated and articulated initial plans for construction of

the Ohio Convention Center for authoritative consideration.3

In a report to the community on 18 May 1971 at Columbus City

Hall, the commission recommended the following:
4

1. That the City of Columbus buy from the Penn
Central Transportation Company, the Union Depot
property and adjacent land totaling about 27.5
acres for approximately $6 million,

2. That a joint city-county authority be
established to build and operate

. an exhibit hall - minimum 150,000 square feet
of exhibit space plus an additional 75,000 square
feed of meeting space.

a sports arena - minimum 15,000 seats;

.on site facilities - minimum 3,000 cars;

• A terminal for rail, transit bus and rapid
transit passengers;

Also to provide for the private development of

.at least one hotel-motel - minimum 1,000 rooms;

3 "The Ohio Center - Commission's Report Tells How It

Can Come About," Columbus Forum, (June 1971): 8, 9.
4 Ibid.
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.additional parking facilities;

stores, shops, offices;

and to investigate the possibility of cooperating with the

Central Ohio Transit Authority in establishing

* shuttle bus service between the Ohio Center and
the downtown core; and

.an eventual upper level rapid transit loop in
Wall and Lazelle alleys extending from the Ohio
Center through the downtown core to the Court
House complies.

With respect to specific implementation features, the
5

following conditions were constraining. First, in terms of

site acquisition, the Union Station property was available

and Penn Central Station was anxious to sell it at $5.00 a

square foot - a low figure based on Downtown property

valuations then. And although financial resources are

usually always a problem in capital construction projects,

the city according to the commission earmarked for capital

improvements. To finance the property cost, the city would

issue capital improvement bonds to be retired later with

receipts from the income tax. The bond issue would be one

of the items Columbus residents would vote on in the

upcoming November 1971 elections. It is usually the case

that the electorate must make certain broad choices

51bid.
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directly, such as voting on bond issues or tax rates, even

though they haven't demanded them. The vote was reqUired

because the city charter required a vote on each proposed

capital improvement project. The Union Depot package was

but one of a number of capital improvement projects the city

would submit in November

Another condition that prevail ed incident to the

purchase was that the Ohio Center Commission then currently

held an option to purchase the property. But due to faults

in the railroad's title, the city must condemn the property

and acquire it by eminent domain. The commission estimated

) it would take about a year and a haLf for the railroad to

complete the corporate proceedings required to obtain

federal court approval for closure of the transaction.

Since policy implementation also requires the

establishment of organizational structures to translate

intent into action, the commission recommended further that

a joint city-county authority be created to bring the

proposed center into being. Ohio enabling legislation

provided for such an authority. The Ohio Center Comission,

itself, could not proceed to implement its proposals since

it had no authority to do so. Formed earlier to study the

need for the center and to make recommendations, it had

completed these tasks. The recommended procedure was that

the city establish Ohio Center Authority through a council
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resolution. Many times councils play supportive roles in a

comunity's decision-making process. City Council action

would be followed by similar action by the Franklin County

Commission, and such legislation was already in progress.

The Ohio Center Commission further recommended that one the

authority was established, it hire a full time executive

director, and begin contracting for feasibility studies,

architectural and engineering reports, and final plans.

Additional aspects of the proposal concerned
I

finances. Bricks and mortar are not made out of garbage or

good intentions. City income tax money could be used to

acquire the land but it would not build the complex, nor

could it operate the facilities once they were built. The

commission recommended this money come from secondary

sources, such as parking lot revenues, mortgage revenue

bonds, space rentals of the exhibit hall or sports arena,

sale of air rights for private development, property and

hotel taxes, and federal funds available for transit

development.

In summary, the commission in its planning proposal

had defined the basic implementation actions or the problem

to get the center built. There wculd be acquiring and

disbursements of money, assignment of personnel, writing and

signing of contracts, and the establishment of

organizational subunits to follow, The Franklin County

.. . .... .. ..... ..4- "" -''',' ,,., -. ,.,,w,,m m m, ,o . a a i ..
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Building Commission would plan, design, and build the

center, and the Ohio Center Authority would operate and

maintain it after it was completed.

One of the items the commission made clear was that

the $6 million would be only sufficient to acquire the land

q from the Penn Central Railroad. And as pointed out

previously, money to build the convencion center would have

to come from other sources. However as a result of the

wording of the bond issue proposal on the ballot, and

somewhat misleading media campaign, the electorate would

think upon approving the bond issue in November 1971, it was

vi, buying bricks and mortar as well as ldnd. 6 For the wording
7on the ballot was as follows: Immediately after "Purpose"

the ballot read "For acquiring real estate...and to

redevelop said real estate as a transportation, assembly and

activity center, including facilities for mass transit,

parking, and exhibition hall complex, a sports arena and

other related or compatible uses." Very often when bvond

issues must be voted on, it will involve "selling the

public" on the desirability of the proposal. They usually

have not demanded it, and often have no strong

predispositions one way or another except perhaps for a

6Cook, "The Race to Revitalize Downtown," p. 38.

Columbus Dispatch, 19 June 1977.
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class-related bias on public expenditures. When this

approval is required, and in anticipating the limits of

tolerance, key decision makers usually carefully tailor

their proposals. This kind of influence, exercised by

generalized constituency sentiment is generally less than

positive. The impact of this decision would later impede

implementation progress.

In 1973, City Council appropriated the $6 million to

buy the Union Station site and not coincidentally; later the

same year, the Nationwide Insurance organization announced

plans for a $50 million complex, and the U. S. General

Services Administration approved plans for a $17 million

federal office building near the Union Station tract. 8 By

1974, however, after three years of sensitive and

frustrating negotiations with the railroad and the heirs of

those who had sold their land to the railroad with

"reverter" clauses in the deeds, the city of Columbus

assembled the 27-acre tract. Attesting to the difficulties

involved in site acquisition, one who participated in that

process informed the writer

The owner, unfortunately being a bankrupt railroad
wasn't the easiest thing in the world. We started
in... to acquire that property... the city of
Columbus...and June we were ready to go...exactly
the way the attorneys who represented the railroad

8 Ibid.
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told us to do it. And it was acceptable to
Judge...in a federal court in Philadelphia. And
then I went on vacation. I came back and I went
into the guy who was doing this here, and I asked
him how are you doing? And he said they changed
legal counsel. And we had to do the whole thing
over. And so it was a year from September, that
we got it back to wbere we had it in June.

In late spring 1973, Warren Cremean, executive

director of the Franklin County Building Commission,

announced plans to increase the acreage of 27.5 acre site in

a meeting of the Ohio Center Authority. Cremean's proposal

came in response to remarks by the authority~s president,

who said ownership of a particular parcel was essential if

the convention center was to be developed properly. The

property was owned by Bogen, Bogen, and Bogen at 490 N. High

Street. Numerous actors get involved in implementation

including those outside officially established structures.

The slightly more than 2 acres of land was surrounded on all

but the west side by the real estate the city was acquiring.

Cremean remarked "negotiations have to be started. I'm sure

it can be acquired." The authority president expressed

concern the agreement with Penn Central for purchase of the

center acres did not include purchase of rights-of-way along

railroad tracks that radiate from that area throughout

Franklin County. Also the Central Chio Transportation

9 Columbus Dispatch, 18 May 1973.
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Authority (COTA) had proposed that the r ights-of-way

eventually be used to carry a mass transit system.

Apparently the purchase of rights-of-way was not in the

agreement because the railroad did not want to encumber

itself with a sale before an agency had a definite plan to

develop the rights-of-way. The mayor said the purchase

would have to be made by the city, county or COTA, and he

would contact the city attorney, county commissioners and

COTA representatives to determine which entity should pursue

the matter. Cremean said the railroad was willing to

consider any kind of arrangement, including leasing the

rights-of-way or sharing them. He also reported that the

Convention Center Building Commission would determine within

two weeks the respective functions of a contract consultant

and construction manager. An architect could begin land use

planning in 35 to 45 days after that and "things will move

rapidly then," he said. The authority adopted a code of

regulations and elected its temporary officers to official

terms.

In early October 1973, the Convention Center Building

Commission began struggling to come up with the funds to

construct the center. 10 While several possibilities,

including but not limited to, general obligation and revenue

10 Columbus Dispatch, 4 October 1973.

4
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bonds, were explored, one likely source identified was the

hotel-motel tax that generated more than $5 million annually

for the city. County commissioners had authority to enact

such a tax countywide by eliminating the city tax which went

into the city's general fund. A portion of the revenues

could then be earmarked for debt service on the new

convention center. The tax would be intended to help

convention business in Columbus Cremean argued, there was no

convention hall in the U.S. that could pay its operating

expenses, maintenance costs and debt service from its

operating revenue alone." "You have to give too much away to

get the business in," he noted. In other business, the

commission also planned to sign contracts for construction,

contracts for construction manager, and contract consultant.

These would enable a master plan to be drawn during the next

two months, preparations necessary for schematic design

financing. The commission's 1974 budget would be about

$350,000, with most of the money going to consultants. As

related to financing the center's building, the County

commissioners, who were also members of the building

commission, asked the county prosecuting attorney's office

to research the question. Cremean s--aid a countywide tax

would produce about $100,000 more a year than the city tax.

One County commissioner said the entire county would benefit

from the business ac:ivlty that would be generated by the
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center. If policy can be couched in distributive terms,

implementation is likely to proceed smoother. Where the

benefits are distributive, everyone involved stands to gain

something tangible, so everyone has an incentive to achieve

the specified objectives without delay. Other members of

the commission, commenting, felt the financing of the

facility must be unique to be competitive with other cities,

as one county commissioned added, "We donot have palm trees

or an ocean, so we need a facility better than others." At

* that time also, the Chicago firm of C. F. Murphy and

Associates, previously designated as general architect for

the project, recommended Prindle & Patrick of Columbus as

its local associate. The commission members, wanting Murphy 0

and Associates to remain the prime contractor, would sign a

contract with that firm under the condition that Murphy

worked out a satisfactory relationship with the Columbus

firm.

Before the year was over, the commission - headed by

former Columbus Service Director Cremean - signed contracts

with a construction manager, an architect and a contract

consultant, and in November, unveiled a master plan for the

site. II The facility would be an action center for Columbus

people as well as a convention center for out-of-town

11 Columbus Disoatch, 19 June 1977.
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organizations. This concept, embodied in the master plan

for the Ohio Center, would include in its development a hug*

exhibit hall and meeting rooms, a 500-700 room hotel,

extensive food services, retail areas and 3,000 to 4,000

parking spaces. The center would be the scene of year-round

24-hour activity. Long-range planning called for the center

to become the transit hub for the Zclumbus Metropolitan

Region. It would be built over the Union Depot, and

railroad tracks would radiate out from underneath the

facility like spokes of a wheel in many directions. To the

south of the site, Nationwide Insu:_ance was beginning its

major commercial development, and the federal office

building was planned just south of the Nationwide site. The

Center was planned to connect with those projects physically

and visually, according to the designers. The concept also

complemented several major actions which had been taken

toward improving downtown Columbus, to include restoring

Broad Street as a landscaped boulevard and gradually

improving High Street as a two-way route for mass transit.

According to Murphy and Associates, the design was very

flexible and could be easily changed during construction to

conform to changing priorities. Also envisioned was a ring

of retail stores around the circumference of the facility.

Cremean at the unveiling of the plan at the Neil House, said

a fire station would be a part of the complex, but its exact
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location had not been decided. The Center would be

developed in two phases. First would be the convention

center and a 1,500 car parking facility. The hotel would be

part of Phase II, with space for 1,500 to 2,500, in addition

to the 1,500 car Phase I parking.

Unfortunately, as things would turn out later, the

plan proposed covering a section of the railroad tracks with

a building and utilizing a small portion of land which later

was to become involved in a yet-to-be resolved litigation.

But more importantly, the project threatened to self-

destruct, for the Building Commission still had no money to

build a meeting hall, a hotel, a sports arena or anything
l12

else.1 Cremean, described as perenially optimistic engineer

with an extensive background in highway construction and

contract administration, was universally liked and respected

by the city's business and political leaders, but they

didn't like the message he conveyed: The convention center

could not be built without a massive commitment of new

capital. National politics were on peoples' minds, and

central Ohio voters were turning down tax proposals. To add

to the dilemma a previous decision was now having impact:

many people couldn't understand why the Cleveland Cavaliers

weren't already dribbling in the sports arena they perceived

12Cook, "Race to Revitalize Downtown," . 39.
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they had bought three years earlier. In general, one of the

initial problems to occur in public works and capital

construction projects is going to be resource problems for

city and urban administrators. A resource strategy will be

necessary to deal with them. Columbus didn*t have one--at

least to construct the convention ce.ter. And the politics

of resource problems involve a politics of allocation-either

distributive (the whole community will benefit from the

activity) or redistributive (one set of interests in the

community will benefit at the expense of others).

In early 1974, the Convention Center building

commission announced it would propose a $16 million bond

issue as construction of the facility, then estimated to

cost $47 million, could begin by year's end. 1 3 The proposed

bond issue, to be supported by real estate taxes, would be

placed on the November 1974 ballot throughout Franklin

County. The amount of the issues would depend on how much

could be raised from other sources, such as feCeral grants,

revenue-supported bonds, hotel and motel taxes, and rentals.

With the design completed, commission members were now ready

to build, as one commission membei and also a Franklin

County commissioner, said, "We are at. a point where we are

ready to go." "It looks to me as if there is only one way

13 Columbus Dispatch, 7 April 1974.
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({ to go. You can't raise that kind of money without a bond

issue. It will be up to the people if they want it." To

raise that kind of money ($46 million), city land owners

would be assessed 1.6766 mills each; of if the entire county

served as the base, 1.0622 mills each. The commissioner

felt if a decision was made to assess the county, a .75 mill

assessment would be sufficient. The county auditor's office

had reported a .75 mill would bring in $2.55 million a year,

and the .75 mill assessment would be sufficient to pay off
I

the bonds in less than 23 years. Other commission members

agreed it was time to make a move but didn't know where the

resources would come from. Cremean, urging them on, said

the demolition of existing buildings, site preparation, and

the installation of utilities could be startee rather

quickly once a means of financing the complex was decided.

Commission members had publicly agreed that a bond issue

campaign was probable in the future and that they should

begin amassing support. Cremean also said he had a few

firms now interested in building the hotel and would name

them during the next commission meeting. In the present

4 meeting legal expertise had been soliticited as an attorney

from a Cleveland bonding firm told the commission that his

most optimistic estimate was $31.3 million from sources

4 other than voted bonds. Warning the commission he doubted

that much could be raised, he liste, possible financina

---4 i .. ii m liili mllll l I ill a l i ilm e ....
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alternatives. A bond counsel specializing in public

financing, the attorney, had already told commission members

that alternatives for raising $47 million included the sale

of Veterans Memorial, federal grants, revenue bonds and a

bond issue voted on by either county or city voters. He

informed them they had "a whale of ai Problem", noting also

"Convention centers around the countrj are not great money

makers. They are not designed to make money. They are

designed to bring people into the community." Saying it

would be difficult to market revenue bonds on the project,

he added a maximum total of $31.3 million might be raised

with a combination of money-gathering techniques. The

following were amounts the attorney felt might ideally be

derived from possible financing alternatives: Four million

dollars from the sale of Veterans Memorial (which one

commission member felt would quickly bring opposition);

$2.27 million in revenue bonds financed for ground rental to

a hotel; $2.9 million in revenue bonds on a parking

facility; $3.37 million in federal nighway grants; $1.2

million in retail space rentals; a $9.5 million federal

grant for the parking garage; a $7.L million bond supported

by motel tax money from the county and city (if the city and

county wanted to give that money to the convention center

project) ; and about $1 million in funds on utilities.

Totalled, that left about $16 million needed to reach the
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$47 million estimated for the project; making the only otherI
alternative a voted bond issue. In his proposal, the

attorney outlined minimal and maximal bond issue plans to

the commission to explain tax requirements. One was a $10

million issue and the other a $46 million issue, both for 23

years at 5.5 percent interest and financed by property

q taxes. To raise $10 million, city property owners would be

assessed .3644 mills each. If voted, countywide property

owners would be assessed .2309 mills each.

With the commission reaching the limits of its

endurance, Columbus Mayor, Tom Moody, would make no

commitment on backing the bond issue to finance the center

14
until he saw a report on how to pay for it. Moody felt the

center was needed, but printed out the city already had

invested $6 million to buy the site for it. And if he

endorsed a bond issue, he would work to get the proposal

backed by other top city and county officials so a unified

campaign could be put on. Without consensus, there would be

no money. Without money, there would be no convention

center.

14
1Columbus Dispatch, 9 April 1974.
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By the beginning of summer 1974, Cremean told

coission members that Phase I of the Convention Center

could be completed without any new taxes. 15 Financial

consultants had completed a study on revenue projections

showing the feasibility of buildinc the exhibition hall and

a first parking garage of the center. But, in

contradistinction he added it still might be necessary to

put an issue on the ballot so voters could approve the

financing methods for the first phase of the center plan.

With election rules and procedures becoming another possible

impediment, his position was that iof the issue was to be

voted on that November, a request must be made to the

Franklin County Board of Election by July 16. He also said

if this was done, construction could begin in early 1975 and

the Exhibition Hall would be available for use before the

end of 1977, but that time schedule depended to a great

extent on several corollary projects that were in the

planning stages. Cremean had asked the city service

director to report on the anticipated schedule for these

several projects. They included:

.A proposal by Penn Central to change
the alignment of railroad trac'-s between Front
Street and Fourth Street--a preccndition necessary
to reconstructing the North High Street viaduct.

15 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 14 June 1974.
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.Whether or not the proposed Naghten
Street thoroughfare plans would be changed from
the present profile.

Policymaking and policy administration are intertwined.

Implementors often try to anticipate changes in the

formulated and legitimated activity before the changes occur

or while they are being debated. This often means that

q several different sets of objectives are being pursued

simultaneously, and sometimes they may or may not be

compatible with one another.

Cremean also wanted to know the priorities the city

gave to a connection between the convention center and 1-71

and the proposed 1-670 that would link the convention center

with Port Columbus. In his view, the connection between the

center and the airport had considerable potent ial for

generating state and federal funds for the transportation

elements of the convention center. He noted the Ohio

Department of Transportation was receptive to the project

and would expedite processing any proposals made by the

city. Cremean said if it was not possible to determine the

answers to most of the questions and to prepare a ballot

issue in the next few weeks, "We will have to make major

changes in our proposed master plan to proceed on schedule."

Three weeks later, Cremean was still pondering the

property tax hike when he announced he would inform the

Convention Center Building Commission .t a one half mill
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property tax levy on the November ballot would be the best

way to finance the proposed Convention Center.16 Cremean

would say, "They asked me to explore all the possibilities.

It appears to me this is the only feasible one." The levy

would be for 15 years. Wanting a decision from the

Commission, because the levy must be ,,rtified by July 18 to

get it on the November ballot, Cremean said, the levy money

would be augmented by revenues from the exhibition hall and

parking garages planned for the facilities. Lease money

proposed for the site and federal and state grants could

also help pay for the facility. Further, grants would

probably be available from federal highway funds and from

the Urban Mass Transit Administration (UMTA). However, he

said, "if we wait until we tied down all potential grants,

that would be a year or two away and meanwhile construction

costs are growing." A response from the Deputy Franklin

County Auditor revealed a one-half mill county levy would

bring in $1.7 million a year. The levy would collect 50

cents on every $1,000 in property valuation. If the levy

was passed in November the construction could begin in the

early spring of 1975 with the exhibition hall being

completed about 30 months later. Cremean said that the

one-half mill levy would mean no new taxes for the people of

16 Columbus Dispatch, 9 July 1974.
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Franklin County. His strategy was deft. That year several

levies on the tax duplicate were expiring and the new levy

could replace them. However response from the county's

deputy auditor came quickly when he replied that all levies

that expired in the near future would probably be renewed.

These included a .75 mill levy for mental health and

retardation, a .5 mill levy for children services, and a .5

mill levy for the TB hospital, all scheduled to expire in

1975. A .35 mill levy to finance the County Hall of Justice

* and jail would expire in 1976, and then nothing else would

expire until 1980. Cremean's response was that additional

financing funds could be obtained by investing money from

the tax levy, and not all of the tax money would be needed

immediately. He also would not rule out a county or city

hotel-motel tax to help with financing.

* Thus the proposed convention center for downtown

Columbus began scuffling with various contenders for a

ha~l-mill tax levy that coming November. 17 Cremean's

6| position was that the convention center could be financed

only through imposition of property tax. In his defense,

the Commission's bond counsel explored other alternatives,

but recommended this method as being most feasible. In

Cremean's view, the half mill would not "be a new tax since

17 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 10 July 1974.
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we would be replacing an expiring levy." But the county and

other interests opposed. Although the county had closed the

"B hospital, it still supported a clinic and facilities in

)ther hospitals for TB patients, and renewal of that levy

would be sought. Various other groups had asked that the

half mill be spent for sundry purposes, ranging from aid to

welfare families to helping pay for a new municipal courts

building. Cremean said the half mill levy would run 23

years to finance the $46 million complex. At then present

property values, a half mill would produce about $1.7

million a year. The bond counsel previously suggested the

bonding level of all political subdivisions be frozen, and

the available bonding between those levels and the legal

limit be absorbed by the convention center.

Although little immediate reaction came publicly,

some officials said such a move wouli not be politically

popular with elected office holders. The bond counsel also

suggested a city and county hotel-motel tax to help pay for

the convention center. However, the county prosecutor said

the county couldn't use such a tax, without a change in

state law. In addition to funds raised by such a levy,

Cremean said other money would be produced by income from

garages, lease of space for a 600 room hotel, rental fees

from the exhibition hall, plus federal and state grants.

Cremean at this time also announced three hotel developers
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were interested in the center site. A Cambridge, Ohio

developer wanted to get construction started that year. He

would either operate the hotel or build it as a Holiday Inn.

The Holiday Inn firm from Memphis was also interested, as

was a Columbus and Florida builder, who was then building a

Hilton hotel on the city's east side. If the latter was

q selected for the convention center, his hotel would be a

Hilton, Cremean said. But the hotel wasn't the issue here.

Often in the heat of controversy, urban administrators will

adopt symbolic expressions of commitment and a crusading

posture to ameliorate the troubling conditions. Cremean

also warned that delays in funding could only increase

costs, noting high interest rates and escalating building

costs. His conservative estimate at the time was that each

yearAs delay in the plan would add $1 million to its cost.

Also, the $46 million estimate did not include site

preparation, utilities or construction supsrvision costs.

As the problem worsened, a decision was made. Prior

to the deadline for filing the bond issue, the commission
18

voted not to ask for a spot on the November ballot. The

initial explanation was a new alternate construction plan

had been revealed which could save as much as $15 million.

With the deadline for filing for the election at hand, the

18 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 12 July 1974.
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Commission was faced with the choice of delaying the entire

project or considering the lower cost option. But the

problems in this instance would not go away with delay or

devolution. The original plan called for construction of

the exhibition hall on stilts, sparning the railroad tracks

that bisected the Union Station sjie. Cremean said the

stilted construction would cost an aaodiitional $10 million,

and would have benefitted the riiilroad and COTA at

convention center expense. Meanwhile the Mayor told the

commission the city could not yet detail its planned

improvements in the area, and that a delay by the commission

until city and private development plans were firmed up

would be costly. He noted

"the history around the U. S. of these kinds of
projects is that they are never funded
sufficiently, and then additional funding must be
tacked on the end. "There are a lot of people who
believed that $6 million approved for land
acquisition two years ago was going to build the
whole thing, sports arena and all.."

The mayor vowed to see if the city could immediately begin

acquisition of the two parcels of land at the northern part

of the site, so construction would not meet a further delay.

City capital improvement funds, now in investments, could be

used to buy the land, with the underw-anding the commission

would repay Columbus, once the voters approved construction

costs. The needed land now contained a heating constructing

firm and a service station. This land would be necessary,
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if the conversion chose to follow the alternate plan,

unveiled, which would place the exhibition hall north of the

railroad tracks. The alternate plan called for construction

of a high-rise notel between the tracks and Naghten Street.

The two facilities would be connected via enclosed

pedestrian malls. Cremean said it was too early to say what

the alternate plan might cost, but estimated it would be

between $32 and $35 million.

What really may have caused the change though was the

prevailing mood of the voters at the time. While voters had

supported the $6 million bond issue three years earlier,

they would not be asked to support the new proposal. This

was a reversal. The policy response would be not to go to

the voters. The voters would have an indirect i .fluence,

for in anticipation of the limits of tolerance, it was

decided not to seek voter approval. And while city-county

political officials had an economic problem, they did not

wish it to become one of trust.

For as it was announced later, the sudden change in

plans and the temperment of the Franklin County voters

caused the Convention Center Building Commission to decide

against placing the money issue to finance the Ohio Center

complex on the November ballot. Commission members did not

express their assessment of voter temperment publicly but

they had said privately that the aura r Watergate and the
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a bond issue wouldn't pass. The commission publicly decided

iot to seek money in November because of the sudden proposal

to drastically change the construction plan for the complex.

After many months of planning, C'emean had unveiled an

alternate plan for the center. The conmissioners decided

they needed to study the alternate pl n, and accordingly it

would be too soon to go to the voters in November.

CremeanAs alternate plan would leave tt-e railroad tracks

open through the site. The original and primary plan called

for building over the tracks with a train terminal within

the complex. The alternate plan would move the exhibition

hall north of the railroad and the parking garage and hotel

south of the railroad. Cremean said the alternate plan

should be studied for the following reasons: the savings in

cost and because proposed improvements in the North High

Street area near the center site cculd delay or adjust

construction if the original plan was followed. One of the

projects mentioned that could delay the center was the

planned reconstruction of the High Street viaduct. Cremean

had written Columbus city officials for timetables and

designs on the improvement projects. The mayor and his

service director attending the commission meeting, responded

they did not yet have answers to Cremean's questions. The

Commission asked the mayor and his setvice director to begin
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negotiations to acquire the two tracts, and said further it

would reimburse the city for the purchase of the tracts. The

construction cost on the primary plan for the complex was

now estimated at $46 million to $48 million. The cost of

the alternate plan was estimated at $32 million to $35

million.

More troubling, however, the commission, was flat

broke. To many in the community at that time the convention

center was being written off as a failed dream. Rising

construction costs, lack of financing, and the collapse of

the early 1970s building boom were quite visible. And the

business leaders who had met earlier to decide the site of

the center a few years earlier were convinced they had

wasted their energy.

In these early planning stages for the convention

center, there was controversy in Columbus. The visible

problem was financial resources. The public arguments were

that Cremean's strategy had failed mainly because of the

presumed potential impact constituency sentiment would have

at the polls in 1974. This writer would argue differently.

Perhaps potential voter impact was a partial factor. But

this was not the issue. More commonly, controversy arises

in response to the maintenance and enhancement needs of

large formal organizations. The two organizations involved

here, one can speculate, were city ar county governments.
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Cremean executive director of the Franklin County Building

Commission, set up to acquire resources for and to build the

convention center, had proposed (1) a county-wide tax levy,

(2) the use of expiring county levies to finance

construction, and perhaps (3) use of the hotel/motel tax.

But which community would a conventiot center to be built in

the northern end of the Downtown serve - the city or the

larger-scale county? Whose interests would be enhanced.

The county had control of Veterans Memorial, the existing

convention facility. The city of Columbus had no convention

center. The county opposed the tax levy and the use of

expiring tax levies. Columbus city officials, wanting the

center to be built, had invested $6 million to purchase the

land, but the county could not or would not raise funds

sufficient to pay for a facility that would benefit whom?

The city? county? or state and regional concerns?

Essentially, then, the issue was cver the definition of a

collective good, one which often arises in the politics of

Returning to the notion of whether business leaders

had given up on the center, perhaps not. For back in 1973,

while some downtown businesses consiti,!ed the were center a

castle in the sky, others were qu,.&eLy maneuvering through

the Ohio General Assembly a bill which eventually became

Chapter 1728 of the Ohio Revised Code, titled "Community
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( Redevelopment Corporations." 19 This chapter would permit

private developers to receive substantial real estate tax

abatements on new projects in blighted or deteriorating

irban areas. And they could do so for up to 20 years on

commercial developments and 30 years on residential

developments. Downtown interests have access to a variety

q f important policymakers. Such a tax advantage could

attract private investment back Downtown. In 1974 and 1975,

Battelle Commons and Capitol South were created as community

urban redevelopment corporations, to take advantage of this

enabling legislation. Battelle Commonso entry onto the

scene to develop the Ohio Center developer was accompanied

by $36.5 million from Battelle Memorial Institute. A new

hope had appeared. While Cremean had been pursuing a public

strategy of public financing for the facility, others were

pursuing a different strategy, quietly, and behind the

scenes. The history is quite interesting. The activities

began four years prior to the state enabling legislation

which produced Chapter 1728 of the Ohio Revised Code.

The Creation of a Bureaucratic Aubunit

In 1969, Franklin County Probate Judge Richard Metcalf, the

Ohio Attorney General, and eventually, the Franklin County

Prosecuting Attorney began filing a series of legal actions

4 19Cook, "Race to Revitalize Downtown," 1. 38.
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to force the Battelle Memorial Institute to give up much of

its accumulated wealth - estimated at the time at up to $300
20

million. Years of litigation and negotiation followed.

And by the summer of 1974, Battelle, Metcalf and the state

attorney general were on the verge of a settlement which

would require Battelle to give up ibout $80 million for

charitable purposes.
21

The episode began according to Metcalf, one day when

two Internal Revenue Service (IRS) agents walked into his

office in 1969 to discuss Gordon Battelle. 22 The IRS had

been engaged in an extended dispute with Battelle. The

government was challeng ingq certain B attelle exemptions. As

Metcalf would say, 2

They asked me why, if it was a trust, we didn't
take an interest. I couldn't believe it had gone
on for so long - the will was probated the year I
was born- without litigation. I checked the
Common Pleas Court, the federal courts. We
couldn't find anything. We went to the newspaper
morgues. It didn't take long for the newspaper
people to figure out who was doing the looking and
what we were looking for.

20 Columbus Dispatch, 12 March 1969.

Columbus Citizen-Journal, 2 Sectember 19741 and

Columbus Dispatch, 2 September 1974.

22Ad r ienne Bosworth, "Why Everybody's Nice to Dick

Metcalfe," Columbus Monthly (November 1978): 60.

2 Ibid.
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Metcalf's investigation into the Battelle will would appear

on the front page of the Columbus Dispatch on 12 March 1969.

Later, he would file a lawsuit in his court against

Battelle. Often, legality is a policy response to bring

other actors into the policy process to acquire certain

needed resources.

Although Battelle officials have refused to

speculate on the reasons behind Metcalf's investigation,

their comments imply that the investigation was more
4 24

involved. Supporters of Battelle have theorized that local

financial and political powers were antagonized by

Battelle's failure to fit into the accepted corporate mold

25 0off corporate citizenship. Tantalized by the vast resources

of the institute, some may have felt the organization should

keep its money and investments in central Ohio. But, in

fact, there is no hard evidence to support this contention.

But also, perhaps the explanation is plausible. For

commonly, where large absentee-owned firms have tended to

withdraw from local participation, there has been cleavage

in the business community. Battelle is an international

research organization with muultinational ho]ldings and

interests. And except in rare instances in which local

24Ibid.

Ibid.
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decisions could conceivably prove significant to their

well-being, absentee-owned firms usually stay "neutral" on

local issues. Battelle had been "neutral" but eventually

they would be brought into city politics, if not as a

recipient in the sweepstakes, a benefactor. A local public

official who observed and participatad in the decision to

divest Battelle of the resources infotmed the writer

The building commission explored various ways to
build an appropriate facility, and they conducted
feasibility studies about what kind of facility to
attract the proper market. The size, then they
costed it, then they found out the cost was rather
staggering. And they were in the process of
deliberation on how to raise those funds when a
miracle occurred. They weren't making much
progress because they were unwilling to take it to
a vote of the people thinking that the people
would turn it down. The size of the levy would
have been substantial. And I think that they were
probably right in the decision at the time. Then
the miracle occurred and Battelle in settlement of
a lawsuit, having nothing do with anything that
we've talked about, decided to give $36 million
toward the convention center construction. So it
was an interesting decision-raking process that
was proceeded, logically, if anything in the
political area is logical. When the process was
in effect aborted by an outside force that
provided the funds to do what had been
contemplated as the final result of that political
process.

In this person's view, Battelle's funding of the center

occurred by "chance," not by design. The writer will trace

the events to let the reader make his own decision.
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Getting back to Metcalf though, he depicted himself

as the underdog in the Battelle case not the upholder of

justice:

I didn't get a call to go to lunch or an
invitation for a speaking engagement, and I
usually got a lot of them, when this thing broke.
You know, when you kick the big man (Battelle)
everyone else in the bar gets under the table.

While Metcalf's case was being appealed in higher courts,

the state's attorney general office entered Common Please
26

Court with a case of its own. The attorney general was

authorized by state law to regulate charitable trusts.

Eventually the actual settlement would be negotiated between

the attorney general's office and Battelle, not Metcalf.

But his approval would be required in order to terminate

litigation in other courts.
27

What are the specifics of the case? In the spring of

1969, then Ohio Attorney General Paul W. Brown along with

Franklin County Probate Court Judge Richard B. Metcalf

began to examine BMI. Metcalf had asked Brown, in the

attorney general's capacity as overseer of charitable trust

funds, to determine if the internationally operating

Battelle had met its obligation for "charitable

contributions" and whether its operations had exceeded the

26 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 2 September, 1974.

27 Columbus Dispatch, 3 September 1974.
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scope of the 49-year-old bequest which began it. Thus

instrumentalities of the county and state governments, not

'he city, would institute proceedings which would shake the

foundations of the mul,ti-million-dollar research giant,

headquartered in Columbus. A larqe number of organizations

may get involved in the implementatio.i of a policy program.

4ore specifically in this instance, judicial or legal

institutions often get involved when certain kinds of

activities are to be required or prohibited. And perhaps of

equal importance, while city government was not visibly

involved, perhaps its influence was manifest through its

Wrelations with actors at not only the county, but the state

level as well.

From Battelle filings in Probate Court, there was

nothing indicating any charitable contribution made by the

institute since it opened in 1929. In his investigation,

Metcalf discovered that Battelle had made no financial

filing for 1968. He also found there had been no settlement

hearing for 1967, or any preceding year, as required by law.

As a consequence, the judge invited Battelle to a conference

to discuss a suitable hearing date. Metcalf's view was

Battelle had a duty to establish that its accounting

conformed with the directions of the iill which established

the memorial institute. Battelle's brief financial

statements showed "no distributions to charities as such,"
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and the judge wanted evidence that the institute's

:operations had stayed within the limitations of the will.

Attorney General Brown, a party by law to such hearings,

wasn't certain at this time of any irregularities, stating,

"they may have some detailed accounts to submit. But we

need to know what has transpired over the past 45 years and

whether the purposes of the will have been fulfilled." The

balance sheet filed by Battelle with the court for the year

ending December 31, 1967, listed total assets of

$150,080,357 and a total net worth of $144,655,978. The

firm's income statement filed for the same period, listed:

Income from Trust, $37,788,248. Research operations -

Balance for Facilities, $1,673,273, was subtracted and the

$36,111,975 balance listed as "provision for scientific and

educational purposes of Battelle Will." Net expenditure for

land, buildings and equipment was listed at $12,357,003.

As background, Gordon Battelle, a leading Columbus

industrialist, who died in 1923, bequeathed a $1.7 million

trust fund to establish the institute. His mother, at her

death in 1925, willed an additional $2 million to the fund.

Metcalf had discovered the charitable stipulation in

Battelle's will:
28

28 Columbus Dispatch, 12 March 1969.
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Whenever at the close of any calendar year the
income from BMI shall result in a profit of over
20 percent on the principal of this legacy, that
said Board of Trustees shall distribute in the
name of BMI, the amount of such earning to such
charitable institutions, needy enterprises or
persons and in such manner and amounts as in their
judgment will do the greatest good for
humanity...If at any time said Board of Trustees
shall be satisfied that said Battelle Memorial
Institute has been built equio-ed and provided
with such lands, tablets, memorials, buildings,
plants, equipment, experts, employees and funds so
as to amply insure the purposes for which it was
founded and intended...All of the profits over and
above the operating expenses...shall be
distributed by (the trustees) ... to worthy
charitable objects and enterprises in the same
manner as herein before indicated.

The 1920 will also established a six member board of

V # trustees. It had authority to file any subsequent vacancy

on the board by a majority vote. One of the first board

members was Warren G. Harding, then President of the United

States. The Ohio State Supreme Court earlier ruled in 1947,

that Battelle had to pay Franklin County real estate taxes

since its property was not used exclusively for charitable

purposes. The court's decision upheld that of the county

auditor and the State Board of Tax Appeals. The 1947

decision ruled that, in 19 years, from 1925 to 1944, the

institute had a gross income from sponsored research and

other sources of more than $8.9 million plus an endowment

income of more than $3.9 million. It ruled the county then

was eligible to collect more than $33,000 in current and

delinquent taxes. Metcalf's investigation also revealed
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that Gordon Battelleos will may have outlined a more limited

purpose for the institute than its then present worldwide

operations. The heir to his father's $1.5 million plus

fortune, directed institute trustees to locate it "in or

near the City of Columbus, Ohio," to "education in

connection with and the encouragement of creative and

research work and the making of discoveries and inventions

in connection with the metallurgy of coal, iron, steel, zinc

and their allied industries." The industrialist's will

ceferred only to a "site", not sites, for the institute.

But Battelle had also written that the institute*s purpose

should be the discovery of new and advanced metallurgical or

other processes and the better education of men for

employment in connection with any phase of the work of the

coal, iron, steel, zinc and their allied industries.

With vast real estate holdings in the Ohio State

University area, Battelle operations in 1969 included other

major research centers not only in Columbus, but in Battelle

Northwest labs; Frankfurt-Main, Germany; and Geneva,

Switzerland. The firm also had a million-dollar nuclear

research facility in Columbus, marine research laboratories

and a nuclear research center near Daytona Beach, Florida,

and operated laboratories at Duxbury, Massachusetts.

Ranging through more than 20 free world countries, Battelle

had offices in such cities as Lo, 'en, Madrid, Milan,
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Washington, D.C., Seattle, Washington, and Los Angeles,

California. Battelle was delving into materials technology,

the life sciences, marine technology, nuclear technology,

economics, the social sciences, and information research.

At the time, it was suggested also that Battelle may

be in for scrutiny from the Internal -avenue Service. Also,q
Congress had began hearings on Battrlle-like foundations.

Local officials also have access tc officials in the federal

government.

At the time of the revelation, Battelle s president

29was "out of town traveling." An available official did

V4 express surprise: "They've never said anything to us

before...Why has this suddenly come up?" Battelle had

donated recently to the Columbus Symphony ($100,000) and the

Center of Science and Industry ($.60,000) , and a Battelle

board member felt those donations met the will's charity

provisions. He responded also that the IRS had submitted no

bill for any income taxes, and Battelle had received no

notification it would be involved in the congressional

foundation investigation.

As related to the preceding, and five years after

Metcalf initiated legal proceedings, Battelle, during the

2Ibid.
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summer of 1974, held a series of unpublicized meetings with

community leaders and presented the "Battelle alternate" to

levelop a convention facility in Columbus. 30 The plan,

]eveloped primarily by Clyde R. Tipton, Jr., then Battelle's

vice president for communications, proposed that Battelle,

as part of a legal settlement, give up to S36 million to a

new corporation whose sole purpose would be to build and

operate a convention center. In turn, Battelle would

control three of the nine seats on the new corporation's

board, and Tipton himself would be its chief executive.

Tipton, a close personal friend and longtime professional

associate of Battelle's President Sherwood Fawcett, publicly

acknowledged he developed the strategy for the beleaguered

31corporation, worked on the plan, put it together. And,

yes, at the very outset, I did say that I would like very

much to be the president of this company." The civic

leaders, in response, with 27 acres of weeds, quickly

accepted Battelle's offer. Tipton had been the public

relations' voice for Battelle, had served on various charity

boards and run a successful United Way campaign. And as one

bank executive said, "it seemed natural that if Battelle put

30 Cook, "Rush to Revitalize Downtown," p. 39.

31 Columbus Dispatch, 19 June 1977.

4
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up the money, Battelle would call the shots." 32 By Labor

Day, 1974, the public knew that Battelle would fund

construction of the Ohio Center.

In terms of specifics, BMI in the fall or 1974

offered primary funding of $35.6 million for the $73.2

million convention center project. The gift was dependent,

however, on a favorable ruling from Franklin County Common

Pleas Court that the donation would meet the terms of the

will. Under the proposal, the money would be presented to

the Community Redevelopment Corporation. Battelle would ask

the court to determine if the corporation qualified as a

4 recipient. It would be a nonprofit corporation with the net

income going to regular charity. This ruling was necessary

because Battelle was involved in the two law suits, one

filed by the county; the other filed by the state.

Battelleos president said the decision to offer the basic

funding was reinforced when the Ohio Center Commission

decided not to place the issue of financing the center on

the November 1974 ballot. He said Battelle developed the

alternate approach to financing as well as an alternate to

actual construction. The institute retained Naramose, Bain,

32Cook, "Rush to Revitalize Downtown," p. 39.

Columbus Citizen-Journal, 2 September 1974; and
Columbus Dispatch, 2 September 1974.



Brady and Johanson Architects of Seattle to design it. The

firm had designed the Academy for Contemporary Problems and

other buildings for Battelle. Costing $30,000, the design

called for bridging the railroad tracks of Penn Central and

retaining the colonnade (for historical significance) of

Union Station, although the main portion of the building

would be torn down. The $35.6 million gift called for the

gift to be placed in escrow and draw interest to cover any

inflation cost caused by technical or legal delays. In

addition to Battelle's contribution, another $14.3 million

would come from federal, state, county and city funds, and

an additional $23.3 million from private developers. Thus,

even with a favorable judgment from the court, a number of

questions and problems remained. Agreement was needed with

the city that it would sell or lease its present holdings at

the Union Station to the proposed Community Redevelopment

Corporation and acquire the Bogen, Bogen, and Bogen property

adjacent to it. Arrangements must also be made with the

city and or county for long term operation of the center

after it had been constructed. The president also said

commitments from the U. S. Department of Transportation for

$9.8 million in matching grants for a parking lot and

transportation, were necessary. Finally, arrangements were

necessary with private developers to construct the 600-room

hotel, cinema, and power plan.
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Some new and exciting design concepts for the complex
34

were also revealed. Clyde Tipton, vice president of

Communications for BMI, said that a number of things could

be done for local residents to include an ice hockey rink, a

show case for Ohio manufactured products, and possibly a

television gallery for production of ii.cjor television shows.

The highlight of the complex would be a Commons building

with a 300 foot, pillar-free span that could house

exhibitions, trade shows, and possibly a national political

convention. The hotel would be unique in that it would have

a skylight that would allow landscaping with trees,

shrubbery and flowers in the lobby. Access would be

available from escalators on High Street at the colonnade

location or from a portal park at Naghten and High Streets.

A concourse tying all the various elements would connect

with the Nationwide Plaze on High Street and could be tied

into an overhead walkway if second 7evel sidewalks were ever

constructed. The complex would have a twin theater on two

separate levels seating 500 on each. It could also be

converted into a single 1,000 seat theater through a moving

wall. Cubical meeting rooms would be on the outside of the

commons and would be convertible into different sizes

depending on need. There would also be an outdoor cafe and

34 Ibid.
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( parking for 1200 cars or an underground garage as well as

another 800 spaces above ground. Platforms for both bus and

train riders would be constructed. Provisions had also been

made for development of retail shops and stores within the

complex. Plans called for additional access from the

innerbelt and Third Street. One of the primary criteria for

lq the project was that it met the standard of being a general

benefit to the whole community and would not upset any

segment of the community. Battelle's new design was totally

different from the plan drafted for the Convention Center

Building Commission. The commission's plan called for a $47

million facility. The complex, as envisioned by Battelle,

would include a transportation center, meeting and

exhibition facilities, shops, a hotel, a theater and

underground and surface parking.

As a brief refresher, the legal battle over terms of

the Battelle will started in the Franklin County Probate

Court and now was in the Common Pleas Court because of a
i 35suit filed there. A court ruling on the suit would be

whether Battelle must turn over millions to charity

immediately. A reported $175 million was involved.
I

Battelle and the attorney general had been negotiatinq

issues since legal action started in 1969. When asked if

Ibid.

4
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the gifts were an attempt to appease the court, Battelle's

president said he hoped the gesture would improve Battelle's

Dosition but, "it's not directly tied to that." The

Battelle Commons Company, in addition to constructing and

operating the facility in its beginning would spend its

money for land acquisition, sight pcaparation, a parking

garage, transportation center and the convention center and

plaza. When the center became viable, it would be

transferred to an agency of local government, to the city or

the county, which one hadn't been decided yet. A summary of

the specific problems facing implementation efforts

included:36

1) An agreement with Columbus to sell or lose its
present holdings at the Union Station site to the
proposed community redevelopment corporation and
provision for acquisition of the property
contiguous to the city-owned site ncw owned by the
Bogen, Bogen, and Bogen Company.

2) Arrangements with the city or county to assure
the long-term operation of the Ohio Center after
it had been constructed and its viability was
demonstrated.

3) Appropriate action by the city and county to
establish the future role of the Ohio Center
Building Commission and the Ohio Center Authority.

4) Commitments from the U. S, Department of
Transportation for $9.8 million in federal grants
for parking and transportation.

36 Ibd.
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5) Agreements from the state, county and city to
provide the local share of funds for utilities and
access to the center which was estimated at $4.5
million.

6) Agreements for construction of the hotel,
cinema, and power plant by private developers,
involving an estimated $23.32 million.

If the court approved the plan, Battelle's $36.5

million would be available immediately to draw interest for

the complex. The Battelle proposal almost coincided with

the institute's 50th anniversary. In response, state and

county officials supported Battelle Memorial Institute's

"Alternate" while reviewing how such a gift benefitted

"charitable" institutions, needy enterprises, or persons." 37

The firm under the conditions of the will was required to

annually distribute to charity all profits in excess of

$340,000 - 20 percent of the founding trust, to "such

charitable institutions, needy enterprises or persons and in

such manner and amounts as in their judgment will do the

greatest good for mankind." Battelle now needed an initial

court clearance to qualify the Battelle Commons Company as a

nonprofit, charitable endeavor eligible to receive gifts

from the parent institute. Both State Attorney General

William J. Brown and Franklin County Probate Judge Richard

Metcalf who began looking at the legal problems inherent in

Columbus Dispatch, 3 September 1974.
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creation of the Battelle Commons Company had jurisdiction

over the litigation. A 1970 state complaint against

Battelle was still pending in Franklin County Common Pleas

Court while Metcalf had conducted his own ini2-tigation of

the institute since 1969. The attorney general accepted

Battelle's convention center plans "1" principle" but wanted

to look at the legal details. Batteile~s announced plans,

however, to eventually turn the center over to the city or

county could be a problem if it denied other charities the

benefits of convention center revenues. Both Metcalf and

Brown's assistant said Battelle's announced plans were only

one element in establishing overall compliance with the

charitable intentions of the will. Other response was quite

favorable. Mayor Tom Moody was "absolutely delighted" and

considered the offer a "good solution to the financing of

the convention center." He also thought Battelle's design

concept was a "very good one." Battelle's offer, Moody

commented, "Is a commitment to the quality of living in

Columbus...and an expression of confidence in the community,

both where it is and where it is going." Moreover, the

facility would be more than a convention center for use by

out-of-towners. It would be a "real asset to the citizens

of Columbus." A Franklin County Commissioner said "We are

very pleased that Battelle came forth with the offer," and

he saw no problems with the county and Battelle agreeing on

-0
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the project. He also noted, he had known for a couple of

months that Battelle was thinking about offering to help

build the center. Warren Cremean, executive director of the

Convention Center Building Commission, said he didn't have

any details on Battelle's proposal. He added, however, that

"Any possible development that could build the convention

center without going to the taxpayer would be an attractive

feature." The director of the Columbus Department of

Development was "simply overwhelmed" calling Battelle's

proposal a "tremendous expression of confidence in the City

of Columbus."

A few days after the proposal was announced, BMI

filed a motion in Common Pleas Court seeking approval of the •
38

proposal. The motion, which was directed to Judge William

Gillies who had been assigned to the case involving the

investigation spurred by Ohio Attorney General William J.

Brown, asked Judge Gillie to find whether the support of

nonprofit organization for community development was a

proper recipient of money earned by Battelle under the will.

This ruling was necessary before other matters in the case

could be disposed of. The limited question in the motion

was whether the development, construction, maintenance and

ooeration of a major public facility in Columbus met the

38 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 7 September 1974.
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requirements of the language in the will. It pointed out

the center would be developed and located in a blighted area

of the near North Side and would become a multi-purpose

community center and a transportation hub. In asking for

the court~s approval, the motion quoted an earlier court

ruling that said "chairity" includez. not only gifts for the

benefit of the poor, but endowments tor the advancement of

learning, or institutions for the encouragement of science

and art, or for any other useful and public purpose.

Further

It is obvious from the nature of the project that
many problems need yet to be solved and that both

*the city and the county must take actions to
* implement the project. However, the very first

step and the one essential to permitting this
project to proceed is the determination by this
court that the proposed nonprofit corporation is a
qualified distrubutee under Gordon Battelle's
will. We believe that, after appropriate

*, consideration by this court, this motion should be
sustained.

Earlier the same day, the Franklin County prosecutor

asked Probate Court Judge Richard B. Metcalf to rule on

whether trustees of BMI had been legally appointed and were

serving legally as required by a 1932 state law.39 The

method of selecting the trustees was set up by the late

Gordon Battelle in 1925. The prosecutor said, however, that

a revision of the state law in 1932 required that the naming

39 Ibid.
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of trustees be approved by the Probate Court, and the court
I

had never made such approval. He wanted to know if the

trustees were serving legally so he could decide whether

Battelle's offer was legal. An attorney and investigator

for Probate Court, charged earlier in the year trustees were

not legally appointed. Meanwhile, investigation into the

Suse of funds by Battelle was scheduled to begin 1 October

1974 in Probate Court unless it was blocked by the Ohio

Supreme Court. Battelle attorneys maintained that only the

Ohio attorney general had the authority to investigate the

trust established by Battelle.

During this period the gift proposal picked up

supporters, as a newspaper editor endorsed the idea as a big •

push for the center:
40

The more you study Battelle Memorial Institute s
offer to pay nearly half the cost of a convention
center at Union Station the more appealing the
proposal becomes. It is an exciting offer - one
that could benefit the Central Ohio community
immeasurably in both he short and the long term
run. It certainly deserves serious consideration
and action by all concerned. Overall, reaction to
Battelle's unique offer has been favorable, as it
should be. But there appears to be some feeling
that the proposal carries with it a 'quid pro quo'
- that in exchange for its gift Battelle would be
relieved of additional donations to charity that
may be required under terms of Gordon Battelle's
will. Actually there is no basis for such a
feeling. In fact, in discussing the proposed gift
for the convention center, Dr. Sherwood L.

40 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 7 September, 1974.
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Fawcett, president of Battelle, said: 'Battelle
believes it is most appropriate because of the
importance of the project to Columbus' future and
because of the large number of residents from all
walks of life who will benefit from the center.
The fact that the center, as Battelle envisions
it, will be a major continuing benefit to the City
of Columbus enhances its value as a living, long-
term charitable asset to the community.' These
considerations have been important in Battelle's
decision concerning the center, and they will
weigh heavily in any future la:'-e charitable or
community-benefit projects that Battelle elects to
spearhead.

By late September 1974, the Ohio Attorney General

announced support of the proposal providing the court order

spelled out the following specific restrictions:
41

.If it provides that articles of incorporation
for the proposed nonprofit community urban
development corporation make it a charitable trust
subject to continuing supervision by the attorney
general.

.If the proposed corporation obtains federal
income tax exemption and a ruling it is not a
private foundation from the Internal Revenue
Service.

If articles of incorporation insure no part of
the proposed firm's earnings benefit or be
distributed to trustees, officers, and members of
the firm of Battelle.

.If the incorporation articles require the
proposed firm's trustees to manage the proposed
convention center in perpetu*ty and, in the event
the corporation dissolves, to distribute all
assets to charitable causes irn the Columbus area
subject to court approval.

41 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 20 September 1974.
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The attorney general's motion maintained the above

restrictions and others were "absolutely essential for such

a corporation to qualify as a possible distributee" under

the Gordon Battelle will. In his motion, the attorney

general also said wh!le he would support a court finding the

convention center proposal would be an eligible recipient of

funds, he would oppose a ruling now in favor of any grant

Battelle would make to the project. The motion stated:

The attorney general believes it would be entirely
inappropriate for the court to decide at this time
whether a specific grant to such corporation would
qualify.

It also stated much more information from Battelle regarding

the proposal was needed and the attorney general would

insist on completely reviewing the idea before a specific

grant should be considered. The motion raised numerous

questions about the proposal, including assurances that

funds would be forthcoming from government sources and

private developers to complete the project, the date to

which costs proposed are valid, and who would bear the

additional costs if overruns occur.

By early November 1974, however, Franklin County

Common Pleas Court Judge William T. Gillie issued a ruling

that a nonprofit corporation to build a convention center

4 .. m,.m .h ~mhii -lm tH H i ..
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with the Battelle gift was proper under the terms of Gordon

Battelle's will.4 2 Gillie, however, reserved for the court's

approval, the details of the corporation. He noted, too,

:hat the corporation must satisfy the conditions laid down

by Ohio Attorney General William J. Brown. With this news,

BMI officials announced the start oi meetings to plan for

the nonprofit corporation. Clyde R. T4pton, Jr., then still

Battelle Vice President for Communications, said trustees of

the commons company would be "substantially independent" of

the institute. We don't know the exact number, but if there

turns out to be nine trustees, six will be from outside

Battelle. Also at this time Columbus' City Attorney said

the present Convention Center Building Authority would

probably be disbanded if responsibility for building the

convention center went to the commons company. At the time,

Tipton said it was not clear who would operate the center,

and BMI officials refused to speculate on when the commons

corporation may come into existence and when progress toward

the center would be visible. It was also at about this time

that citizenb learned that while the commons company would

build the center and take the city off the financial hook

for center construction, Columbus city government might

still have to spend up to $35 million for improved roads,

42 Columbus Dispatch, 5 November 1974.
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street lights, sewers, and other capitol improvements in the

Union Depot area. The estimate was made in a City Council

meeting by the city service director who informed council

that construction of the Nationwide Insurance Company's

skyscraper complex near North High and Chestnut Streets

would also require city capital expenditures.

By mid-November, Battelle Commons officials had no

idea when construction of the center could be started with

four primary reasons as to why not:
43

.Battelle must first negotiate with the city to
acquire the Union Station site where the center
was to be built;

.Some commitment w,-s needed from the federal
government to assist in financing the other half
of the center;

.Battelle Commons must acquire private hotel and
theater builders; and

.It must negotiate with railroad officials about
when they could begin construction.

As mentioned above, the convention center issue had come up

again in the previous week when Common Pleas Judge William

Gillie ruled it was legal for Battelle to giv. $36.5 million

to the nonprofit corporation, but the state's attorney

general had still not consented. 2i.pton's response was

"Judge Gillie's decision that our gift to the nonprofit

4 Ohio State University Lantern, .2 November 1974.
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corporation which we are forming is in accordance with the

will. " He also stated Gillie would closely observe and set

guidelines on how the corporation would handle these funds.

The corporation, called "Battelle Commons Company for

Community Development," would d_r'ct construction of the

center, manage it once it was comp!Lted and direct future

community development projects. At the time, Tipton also

provided four reasons why Battelle was interested in

investing so much money in the convention center project:

.The project, a massive capital investment, would
create 1,000 new jobs;

.It would infuse $50 million in cash-flow into
the city's economy;

.IL would provide a needed cormunity facility;
and

.,-.ll of the net profits from the center would go
toward further community development.

Before Battelle decided to form this community

development corporation and before Judge Gillie's decision,

two city organizations directed the Convention Center

project: the Convention Center Building Commission (Franklin

County Building Commission) and th'e (rio Center Authority.
44

The Columbus City Attorney said because Battelle would soon

take over the convention center project, the Building

44Ibid.
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Commission and Center Authority would be dissolved. At the

City Council meeting on 4 November, he said, "I honestly

believe most of what weave put together for the last few

years will have to be dismantled." Building Commission

President Warren Cremean's response was the commission had

already spent $75,000 in planning the center, and Battelle

would find these plans beneficial and useful. Tipton's

reply was Battelle had no use for these plans, and "We

already have our own plan setup. " The attorney said the

money the Building Commission spent on the center research

"is not wasted; much of the information gained by the

commission will be useful to many city government

departments as well as private interests." Tiptonos future 0

projections were that once "procedural differences" between

Battelle and the state attorney general's office were worked

out, the Battelle Company for Community Development would

have some idea when construction would begin. These

differences were not considered serious, and he hooed they

would be decided in the near future. Meanwhile, funding

sources for the remaining $35.8 million remained unknown,

and Tipton said federal, state, city, and private funds

would probably be acquired. Asked why Battelle did not just

give the money they were donating to the city and let them

handle it, Tipton said, "We want to see this thing built.

We are forming a nonprofit corporatio and giving them the
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money so we can control the center and give its profits to

community development." This issue of control, as we will

see, would become a major stumbling block causing future

delays in the project's implementation.

While the center negotiations continued, COTA

unveiled in late November, a massive zransportation program

that would be developed in conjunction with the $72 million
45

convention center at old Union Station. The plan, which

would include an ultramodern transportation center capable

of handling all methods of transportation from pedestrian

traffic to a high speed shuttle train, was explained to

Columbus business and government officials in a series of

seminars. COTA officials hoped to drum up local support for

the proposal before they went to Washington in search of

federal money to finance it. While neither dollar figures

nor exact timetables had been revealed, COTA officials were

talking in terms of seeking a property tax of up to five

mills or a sales tax of up to 1 1/2 percent after 1976 to

help finance the project. COTA would eventually have to

generate some local money to get matching federal funds.

Much of the federal money would probably come from $23.6

million available over the next six years under the newly

adopted federal transportation bill. The bill allowed

Columbus Dispatch, 22 November 1974.
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communities to use federal funds for operating and capital

improvement expenses for transit systems. The

transportation center would serve as the traffic hub for the

convention center, The Battelle Commons hotel project, the

Nationwide Insurance Company complex, and most of the

Downtown core, explained COTA's board president. The plan

included highways, bus loops, parking areas, pedestrian

walks and access to trains. In his presentation to Columbus

and suburban officials, the board president outlined short-

range plans that included improvements to streets around

Union Station, possible construction of a ramp to Third

Street from Goodale Street, and access routes from the North

Innerbelt to other freeways. He said medium-range

improvements should include completion of bus loops Downtown

and development of the 1-670 freeway that would linkI
Downtown to Port Columbus. Also, improvement of the North

Innerbelt to bring it up to current freeway standards and

development of pedestrian facilities along High Street,

should receive medium-range priority rating. In his view,

the initiative was a bold program to allow the city to

proceed with long-range plans to include a state-wide,

high-speed rail service, parks along the transit route and a

people shuttle within the pedestrian area along High Street.

The mayor quickly pledged support at a luncheon

neeting with city and county official from "all the forces

...4 - .--. -- .rn- ' I S mm l m i m . . .. .
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of the administration" to help COTA develop its massive

transportation center at the Battelle Commons convention

center project. 4 6 COTA's board president, who had earlier

outlined ideas for the facility, which would become the

juncture for rail, bus, and rapid transit, also pointed out

that the convergence of rail right-oCE-way with High Street,

the main stay of the COTA bus system, at the Union Station

site plus the close proximity of the freeway system made it

the logical site for a transportation center. Preliminary

plans drawn by the Seattle ar'hitectual firm employed by

Battelle, called for preservation of the historic Union

Station colonnade as an entrance way to the transit center.

Links to the facility from the future pedestrian oriented

High Street would come by overhead walkway from Nationwide

Plaza at the northwest corner of Naghten and High Streets

and the northern terminus of a downtown loop shuttle bus

service the president said. The concourse level would

include home offices for COTA and AMTRAK as well as

ticketing facilities for all modes of transport, including

airlines whicb would be linked by rapid transit service.

Among necessary traffic pattern improvements, would be

completion of the proposed Naghten Boulevard project,

widening of Goodale Street, modification of Third Street at

46 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 22 November 1974.
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the Innerbelt intersection, and completion of proposed east

wnd west connectors to the 1-670 project. COTA's board

oresident told the officials, "We know of no region with

this opportunity and we would be remiss if we did nothing to

make it a reality. We must seize this chance or lose it

E rever." The mayor responded, "This plan will be regarded

by many as bold and beyond the reach of the community. I

feel it is not beyond the reach of the city." In comments

after the meeting, City Council President Portman pledged

support of the legislative body to meet that of the mayor

for the proposal: "Whatever we can do to expedite it, we

will." Also lending support were the County Commission

Chairman and Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission Director. S

The latter, whose agency did COTA's planning, said, "We feel

it's such a unique idea that it will open up all kinds of

federal funds to which we'd not have been entitled before."

In mid December 1974, it was announced the Board of

Trustees of BMI would meet to consider approving

establishment of a corporation to build the $73.2 million

47
convention.center complex. At the time Clyde Tipton told

the Convention Center Building Commission that the board's

agenda included a proposal to establish the corporation to

Columbus Citizen-Journal, 12 December 1974; and
Columbus Dispatch, 12 December 1974.
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oversee the building of the center. The corporation would

be steered by a nine-member board of trustees: three to

represent Battelle and six others outside Battelle but

appointed by Battelle. Tipton recommended that the

commission stay in business until the corporation reached an

qagreement with the city and possibjly until construction

contracts were signed. Earlier that week, the Convention

Center Building Commission had met and announced intentions

to continue at least a skeleton operation until BMI~s

proposal became a reality. Commissicon members agreed they

should not be too hasty to dissolve the commission in light

U) i of unanswered legal and organizational problems still facing

the memorial institute. Commission Executive Director

Warren J. Cremean said that should something happen to

prevent Battelle from carrying through its plan, "the

building commission would have to step in once more. I0

this had been dissolved, there would be some problem

reorganizing and taking over. He also noted the commission

had a contract of intent with the city to build the center

which would continue until such time as Columbus City

Council approved a superseding agreement with Battelle.

"Presumably, any legislation that conforms with the proposal

made by Battelle would rescind all former legislation and

presumably, there would be a point beyond which the

commission could decide whether to dissolve itself," Cremean
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said. He added that commission work toward building a

center during its three-year existence had not been wasted

and that Battelle was taking advantage of everything

accomplished. Mayor Tom Moody agreed and called for a

skeleton organization, saying, "It would be foolish for us

to step down right now and deprive Battelle of this service

and then possibly have to start all over again." The mayor

said he would not recommend "something to the City Council

that this commission would not approve." One commission

member, one of Columbus' most influential bussinessmen,

asked how the building commission could be assured that what

it wants built will be built and "not just what Battelle

wants." Another commission member also suggested that it 6

might be a good idea to have someone outside Battelle,

perhaps the mayor, make some of the appointments to the

board of the convention center corporation. Citing

unanswered legal questions regarding Battelle, the County

Prosecutor termed dissolution of the commission "premature."

Early on a problem of trust was occurring. Tipton's

response was that hopefully, Battelle would form the

corporation sometime after the first of the year, name

trustees and get moving, but he was unable to provide any

concrete timetable. He said negotiations were continuing on

several stipulations regarding mechanics of the corporation,

sought by the Ohio Attorney General, and required to be

I0
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resolved by Common Pleas Court. Tipton added Battelle's

board of trustees would vote on authorization for the

institute to proceed with the project once legal questions

were resolved. The firm guaranteed the city 50 percent of

all gross receipts and a minimum income of $750 per month,

while stating it would take sole -'sponsibility for any

necessary improvements. Earlier, Battelle proposed that the

corporation buy the 27 acres owned b, the city at the Union

Station site. Tipton said now the corporation might lease

the :and from the city instead.

The Battelle Board of Trustees met at the end of the

week, set up the corporation to build the convention center,

and hoped to break ground by early 1976.48 At the meeting,

the board authorized Battelle officers to proceed with the

formation of the Battelle Commons Company for Community

Urban Redevelopment under the new Ohio Revised Code section

which gave a tax break to a corporate enterprise for

community urban redevelopment. Birth of the firm was not

expected until after January 1, 1975 because of the legal

work involved. The Common Pleas Court ruling in Novei,.,er

said the Battelle proposal would be a proper charitable

disbursement in accordance with the institutes founding

will. The court also stipulated Battelle attain court

48 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 14 December 1974.
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approval of the nonprofit corporation structure before

incorporating. Battelle attorneys announced they had also

been negotiating a number of stipulations the Ohio Attorney

General wanted to resolve before he would agree to any firm

proposal taken back to court. Construction of the

convention center at the Union Station site could begin by

late 1975 or early 1976 "if everything went exquisitely

well," Tipton said. The corporation also would have to

decide whether to buy or lease the 27.5 acres owned by the

city at Union Station.

As the status of the new corporation was being worked

out, the meaning of the earlier COTA proposal became

clearer, when on 18 December, COTA's executive director

announced legislation recently signed by President Ford made

Columbus eligible to apply for millions of dollars to help

build the Ohio Transportation Center in the proposed

49Convention Center. At that time, the President had just

signed the AMTRAK Improvement Act for 1974 which among other

things provided $15 million for development of railroad

stations that were on the National Register of Historic

Places. Union Station on the site of the Convention Center

was on the register. The money could only be granted to

stations that were being converted into terminals for

49Columbus DisColumb s Dis atch , 18 December 1974.



multiple modes of transportation. The Ohio Transportation

Center would be a terminal for both buses and trains. At

the time, it could not be estimated how much money Columbus

could get, but Union Station was among only a few in the

country that could meet the requirements for the funds. As

part of the proposal, the executive .j..rector said COTA would

add the railroad station conversion money to the list of

possible funding for the center. Other federal and state

grants for transportation and money pledged for building the

convention center by BMI were already on the list. At this

time plans included preservation of the historic arcade of

pillars in the front of Union Station, and building of the

convention center on top of the AMTRAK tracks which passed

through the Union Station property.

As the new year started, the main concern continued

to be ligitimation of the new redevelopment corporation.5s

Signs that this was not too far off were revealed in mid

January 1975, when the nine members of the board of trustees

that would build the center were announced. The trustees

would steer the BCC, the corporate entity which would

oversee building of the convention. The composition of the

50 Columbus Dispatch, 15 January 1975.
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board was six representatives from the community, and three!
From Battelle, all primarily businessmen in the ci.ty. Those

from the community were

John E. Fisher, president and general manager of
Nationwide Insurance Companies;

Daniel M. Gallbreath, associate of John W.
Gallbreath and Company;

Jack Gibbs, executive director of the Metropolitan
Career Center;

John R. Hodges, president of the Central Labor
Body, Ohio AFL-CIO;

Robert Lazarus, Jr., executive Vice President of F
& R Lazarus Company; and

John W. Wolfe, Chairman of the Board of the Ohio

Company.

Representing Battelle were S

Paul T. Santilli, Vice President and Genera.
Counsel, for Battelle;

Clyde R. Tiaton, Jr., Vice President .or
Communications for Battelle; and

Rear Admiral Grover C. Heffner, who would be
joining Battelle following his retirement in April
as Director of the Defense Construction Supply
Center. (Heffner would become Assistant to the
President of BMI, coordinating community affairs.
He would also represent Battelle on the BMI
Foundation, which was being created to distribute
Battelle funds to charitable organizations.)

The BMI announcement concluded by stating the BCC would be

incorporated that week.
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By late February 1975, the Columbus City Council had
51

designated the union Station area as a blighted area. The

iewly established BCC set up under the Ohio Revised Code was

now able to redevelop an urban area that had been designated

"blighted," and also as a nonprofit corporation was allowed

i 25-year tax exemption and could see -, government funds to

assist the redevelopment. The corporation planned to apply

for millions of dollars in state and federal grants.

Most importantly at this time, however, Tipton

announced that meetings of the board of trustees would not
52

be open to the public or the press. H s statement to the

W press was that meetings of the nine-member board would be

secret because "It's a statutory corporation as opposed to a

public body." Under Ohio law, at the time, all official

businesses of public bodies had to be conducted in public

meetings. However, the loophole was that those bodies could

meet privately in "executive 3ession" to discuss and decide

issues. 53  Tipton added, however, "It's for a public

purpose." As background, the corroration would soon enter

into negotiations with the city of Columbus on a lease

agreement contract for the Union Station 27-acre tract.

51 Columbus Dispatch, 25 February 1975.

52Ibid.

53 Ohio State University Lantern, 12 March 1975.
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Tipton said a contract between the city and the corporation

"would not make board meetings public meetings." He said

under the provision of the state statute there "is no

requirement that meetings be open to the public. But, most

of what we do will be disseminated." Tipton as one of the

board's members was also in charge of information

dissemination.

As negotiations continued, Warren Cremean, executive

director of the Convention Center Building Commission

(CCBC), in a meeting among representatives of the city,

county, BCC, and the CCBC announced in early March, BCC

would submit a proposal to the city within 90 days to allow
54

use of city owned land for the $70 million complex. Also

indicated was that the agreement would outline a long-term

lease for the city owned property with the city attorney

6drafting proper legislation for the transfer. Cremean also

said that following completion of the land agreement, the

panel would be dissolved, and he contemplated Joining BCC

after the CCBC was dissolved.

By the second week in April 1975, the city and BCC

were nearing agreement.5 5 In a BCC meeting, Richard Lasko of

BCC announced the City Attorney's office would introduce to

Columbus Dispatch, 7 March 1975.

Columbus Dispatch, 11 April 1975.
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City Council a resolution of intent to enter into an

agreement with BCC--this being the first legislation

designed to allow the building of a Columbus convention

center on the Union Station site. After the legislation was

passed, BCC would begin negotiations with the city that

would allow for the construction oj. the center. In the

meeting, which represented the first talks between the

company and city on design problems, Lasko described a

preliminary design of the center to city officials. The

design included a COTA transportation center, an exhibition

hall, a triangular shaped hotel, and an auditorium and

parking facilities. The main problem at the time was the

impact future construction would have on traffic along High,

3rd, Naghten, and 4th Streets. While the city wanted a fire

station in the complex, other plans still suggested the

complex would be built over a huge tunnel which would allow

for AMTRAK lines and for the building of a rail line linking

Columbus, Cincinnati, and Cleveland. The center would also

be linked by a freeway with the airport, and in the .uture a

rapid rail system. Plans, in addition, included a

commemoration of the country's bicentennial near the TJnion

Station facade along High Street. The facade was to be

preserved.
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On Monday night, 14 April 1975, the city took another

official step toward legitimating the proposal.56  The

Columbus City Council took its first step toward cooperating

with BCC, when the former passed a resolution of intent to

include an agreement between the city and the BCC for

ievelopment of the site. Under terms of the agreement, BCC

would submit a development plan to the council and the

city's mayor within 30 days. At the core of the plan would

be a contract by which the city would donate the land to

BCC, enabling the city to thereby retain control over the

project. According to the city attorney, the resolution

simply expressed a desire of the city to go forward with

negotiations. Of significance, the resolution was the first

official act by the city regarding Battelle's involvement in

the project.

With the convention site path clearing, Warren

Cremean, head of the Franklin County Convention Center

Building Commission, the public agency formed to build the

center was named at the beginning of May, a vice president

of BCC, to join the private firm once a land contract was

agreed upon between Columbus and BCC. In response to the

appointment, Cremean said he would "team" with several

56 Columbus Dispatch, 15 April 1975.

Columbus Dispatch, 1 May 1975.

I5
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officials from BMI to steer and coordinate construction of

the proposed project. After the land agreement, the

building commission would be dissolved, and Cremean would

assume his new task which would be essentially the same as

in his capacity as executive director of the CCBC. This

included seeking federal grants, coordinating planning and

desired engineering designs, and coordinating with the city

and the nearby Nationwide Plaza construction projects in

planning area improvements. At this time, Tipton named

Cremean and other officers as well as his own election as

president of BCC. Other officers included Richard T. Lasko,

former Battelle urban affairs coordinator, vice president;

Thomas R. Mason, an accountant with Peat, Marwick, Mitchell

and Co., treasurer; and Paul T. Santilli, Battelle Commons

trustee and Battelle general counsel and vice president,

secretary. Rear Admiral G. Chester Heffner (USN Ret.), was

elected chairman of BCC's Board of Trustees. Tipton also

announced the firm had began operating with a small initial

staff in an office location near the convention center site,

since business would be conducted there and to emphasize

BCC's separate identity from BMI. Tipton had also retained

the law firm of Vorys, Sater, Seymour & Pease as counsel;

the firm of Ernst & Ernst as certified public accountant,

and Atkinson-Dauksch as insurance counsel. Planning for

groundbreaking as a bicentennial observance on 4 July 1976,
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Tipton next intended to select a local architectural firm to

work with the Seattle, Washington-based company of Naraore,

Bain, Brady and Johanson.
58

A week later, BCC was set to go. At the end of the

first week in May 1975, Franklin County Common Pleas Court

approved the $80 million BMI charitable trust settlement

described as one of the largest, most complex litigations in

Ohio's history. The legal conclusion which had been

preliminarily announced 8 January 1975, involved execution

of 10 court orders in Probate and Common Pleas courts as

well as the Ohio Supreme Court. The settlement agreement

was announced by the new state Attorney General William J.

Brown, Battelle President Sherwood L. Fawcett, Probate Judge

Richard Metcalf and the Franklin County Prosecutor. Judge

Gillie had also given his approval after getting a

recommendation from Battelle attorneys and representatives

of the state's attorney general and Franklin County

Prosecutor. The orders gave judicial approval to Battelle's

$46.8 million tax settlement with the Internal Revenue

Service and required Battelle to pay some $330,000 in legal

fees on the Probate Court case filed in 1969. The

settlement further required Battelle to make a one-time,

$62.5 million distribution of its assets to charitable

58 Columbus Dispatch, 8 May 1975.

L
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endeavors and public projects and submit in the future to

trust supervision by the Common Pleas Court and attorney

general. Although the basic terms of the settlement were

announced earlier in January 1975, the court action provided

new detail on how Battelle would distribute the $62.5

million. Under terms of the agreeu:ent, Battelle's past

obligation to outside charities was set at $80 million,

based on a comprehensive tabulation and review of the

Institute's financial performance. Distribution to satisfy

that obligation was as follows:

.$36.5 million to BCC, to assist in building the
Columbus Convention Center.

.$21 million to various charities, including BMI
Foundation, which was being created to distribute
funds to worthy charitable enterprises.

$8 million to on-going Battelle Energy Program
for research and development of new and more
effective energy sources.

$7.5 million to convert Battelle's Academy for
Contemporary Problems into an independent public
foundation - which involved divestiture of the
academy's physical plan valued at $2.5 million and
an endowment of $5 million.

.$7 million which had already been contributed by
Battelle during the past to worthy charitable
enterprises.

Action taken by Judge Gillie involved terminating

involvement of the Franklin County prosecutor and his

intervention and separate court suit, by mutual agreement.
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Judge Gillie's finding was that "Battelle is now complying

with terms of the Gordon Battelle will and Ohio law." He

added, the process set up for the future was in compliance

with terms of the Battelle will and Ohio law. There also

was a provision in the decree for disputes that might arise

to be brought to court if they couldn't be settled by

arbitration. According to the Attorney general's office,

accrued interest and unrealized appreciation on stocks and

bonds set aside by Battelle on 1 January to satisfy the $80

4 million obligation had increased the actual amount available

to charities by several million dollars. And, according to

the settlement, all accrued interest and unrealized stock

and bond appreciation would go to the BMI Foundation and the

convention center. To satisfy future obligations to charity

under terms of the 1923 will of the institute's founder,

Battelle was required to distribute annually certain

percentages of its income from both business and non-

business operations. Business operations were defined as

scientific research and development activities while non-

business operations were management and investments of the

institute's securities portfolio, real estate rental, sale

of patents and other non-scientific activities. Excluding

investments, Battelle's business assets for 1973 totalled

$106.7 million. Therefore beginning with 1975 Battelle was

required to give to charity from 5 p,' cent to 100 percent
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of its net business income, depending on the amount of

income achieved. For example, up to the $3 million net

income level, Battelle was required to distribute 5 percent

of its net income to charity. If net business income was

between $3 million and $7 million, the responsibility to

charity would increase to a base amount of $150,000 plus 10

per cent of the net income in excess of $3 million. The

responsibility to charity would reach 100 percent when net

business income was in excess of 20 percent of the principal

of the Battelle legacy, which was established in the

compromise at $106.7 million. In addition, beginning in

1978, the formula required Battelle to distribute a minimum

of $165,500 a year to charity, whether the business

activities of Battelle resulted in any net income. The

agreement also called for distribution of 25 percent of

Battelleos net non-business income annually.

One who was not so pleased with the decision was
~59

Franklin County Probate Judge Richard Metcalf. 9He objected

that Battelle had in January promised an initial $21 million

endowment for the foundation. Metcalf was also unhappy with

Battelle's delays in establishing the new foundation. He

agreed earlier to allow transfer of the Battelle case from

his court to Common Pleas Court but only on condition

Columbus Dispatch, 7 May 1975.
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Battelle move rapidly "within the week" to establish the

foundation and transfer the funds. Battelle's chief

counsel, said the foundation would be incorporated within

two weeks and funded initially with $1,000. Once the

Internal Revenue Service granted tax exemption, a process

that usually took a month, the foundation would be fully

funded with about $15 rhillion, he said, while denying that

Battelle had promised $21 million. In arriving at the

settlement terms, the attorney general's office concluded

Battelle'*s net worth in 1973 was $274 million, including

$107 million in property and facilities at acquisition cost

and an investment portfolio valued at $162 million. One

outcome of the judgment order that acknowledged that the $80

million state settlement, on top of the $46.8 million tax

settlement and heavy investment losses resulting from the

then current recession, was the taking of a huge bite out of

the institute's financial base. "In reaching its decision,

the court has been aware that its decision herein, while

leaving Battelle sufficient capital to remain viable,

reduces that capital to a minimum level in terms of future

viability," the order stated. Battelle's investment

portfolio, which reached a peak of $166.3 million in 1972

was reduced to about $28 million in 1975 because of the

slumping market and the tax and charitable trust settlements

according to the firm's president. He added that he

4
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expected the investment fund to drop to about $12 million

over the next few years as the institute withdrew savings to

finance current operations. Battelle's contract research

program had operated at a loss since 1970, according to

figures filed at the court hearing, and the institute

reported that during 1974 its invesctent, real estate and

patent programs also operated at a loss. The settlement

represented a compromise with Battelle in that it based the

instituters charitable obligation not on the original $3.7

million legacy but in relation to Battelle's total business

assets, such as laboratory plant and equipment. Excluding

investments, these direct business assets for 1973 totalled

$106.7 million. Under terms of the settlement, therefore,

any profits in excess of 20 percent of these business assets

had to go 100 percent to charity. Because Battelle had been

losing money rather than realizing profits on its business

operations this provision was not expected to require any

charitable expenditures.

Distribution of the $62.5 million was as follows:
6 0

Academy for Contemporary Problems - $5 million
endowment,plus 200,307 for interim operational
costs.
Institute of Chemical Engineers - $2,000
BCC - $36.5 million
Battelle Foundation - $15.4 million

60Ibid .



Boys Club of Columbus - $5,000
Boy Scouts of America - $150
Buckeye Boys Ranch - $500
Capital University - $2,015,000
Children's Hospital - $2,500
Citizens' Research - $1,000
Columbus Area Development & Training
Schools, Inc. - $1,500
Columbus Foundation - $2,025,000
Columbus Gallery of Fine Arts - $15,000
Columbus Symphony Orchestra - $10,500
Columbus Urban League - $500 "

Columbus Zoological Society, Inc - $500
Creative Living - $31,875
Engineers Foundation of Ohio - $3,600
Godman Guild Association - $600
Goodwill Industries of Central Ohio, Inc. - $100,500
Greater Columbus Arts Council, Inc. - $1,000
Hanna Nert Home for Children - $25,000
Junior Achievement of Central Ohio - $1,000
Mid-Ohio Health Planning Federation - $1,000
Ohio Academy of Science - $7,815
Ohio Civil Rights Commission - $4,000
Ohio Dominican College - $100,000
Ohio Federation of Music Clubs - $3,000
Ohio Foundation of Independent Colleges - $11,000
Ohio Society for the Prevention of Blindness - $400
Ohio State Fair - $300
Ohio State University - $1,000,000
OSU Department of Engineering - $50,000
Police Athletic League of Columbus - $1,000
Franklin County Senior Citizens
Placement Bureau - $1,000
Shiloh Baptist Church - $1,000
Society for Technical Communication - $6,000
Trinity Episcopal Church - $750
United Negro College Fund - $7,000
United Way of Franklin County - $83,315
Urban Education Coalition - $1,000
WCBE-FM Music Room - $1,000
Wilberforce University - $10,000

4Accounting, Administration, Investment
Counseling - $30,597

I
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A mid-May Columbus Dispatch editorial captures the

community's response to the settlement:
61

Formal Court approved to an $80 million settlement
in the Battelle Memorial Institute charitable
trust case effectively lifts a barrier to progress
of both the institute and the Greater Columbus
community. Years of nagging litigation have been
consumed regarding whether the institute has
properly complied with the charitable intentions
embodied in the will of the late Gordon Battelle.
It is to the credit of representatives of
Battelle, county courts, the prosecuting attorney
and the state attorney general that a Franklin
County Common Pleas Court Judge was able to
happily sign the final disposition. Special
credit should go to Judge Richard Metcalf of the
Franklin County Probate Court who shepherded the
case since he instigated the litigation in 1969.
At the outset, Battelle will make a $62.5 million
contribution of his assets to local charities and
public projects. Thereafter, the institute is to
be subject to trust supervision provided by the
court and the attorney gereral. Because of
alterations necessary in the institute's
bookkeeping procedures, complicated by a $46.8
million bill in federal income taxes, Battelle's
charitable contributions in the immediate future
will be nil. Because of the settlement and a
slumping stock market, Battelle's investment
portfolio has slipped in value from a peak of
$166,3 million to a more recent total of $28
million. However, any firm which has been able to
grow from a staff of 20 and orders of $71,000 to
an organization of 5,300 and contracts worth
$125.7 million is one which cannot be expected to
falter in the long run. That very growth picture
labels Battelle as a continuing major contributor
to its own role in world scientific research as
well as to the Columbus community. Not far down
the road, Columbus will be seeing a large mark
made by Battelle-the creation of the long-sought
and badly-needed Columbus Convention Center.
Battelle has earmarked $36.5 million as seed money

61 Columbus Dispatch, 13 May 1975.
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for the center, estimated to cost a total of about
$73.2 million. The formal siqning of the Battelle
legal document was far more than ceremonial. Tt
established the fact that Battelle Memorial
Institute not only will continue to he the world~s
largest independent research orqanization, but
that it will be a Perpetual Partner with the
community wherein it had its roots.

Was Battelle's qift fortuitous? Perhaps we will

never know. But in the ooinion of many, includinq an

influential citv politician, "Battelle's qift is the reason

"why the convention center is underway and steel and

concrete Qrow everyday." And the response of a Person who

was long involved directly with the proiect responded to the

write r:

Their offer to do that was very qood for the citv
- the decision to have that money earmarked,
rather than to be Passed out on Columbus street 0
corners to everybody in Columbus who made less
than $5,000 per year, as one person suggested.

.qummarv

U. ban redevelopment proqrams continue to be

controversial subjects of oolicv-mak inq in the United

States. But they illustrate well a number of factors kev to

the development of such programs. In 1945, Columbus beqan

Planning to build a facility to make the city more

attractive to conventioneers. Built in lQ96, the Veterans

Memorial Auditorium was only five years 01-i, when

conceptions for another and newer facility were started. In

1968, with planners takinq the lead in oroblem definition, a
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series of activities were begun to get the new facility

identified as one which government would -ay attention to as

a problem area. By the end of 1971, the item had become a

community concern--in the sprinq, the Ohio Center Commission

had articulated initial plans for construction, and by

November 1971, the electorate had app:cved a S6 million bond

issue. But efforts to mobilize supoott must continue since

some important institutions in the community were not yet

involved.

After site selection the principal problem became one

of building a coalition to pursue a strategy successfully to

finance the centers construction. While this strategy was

being forged, various alternatives were formulated to

finance the center, but none were legitimated, i.e., qeneral

obligation and revenue bonds, hotel-motel tax, orooertv tax.

The alternative to be eventually accepted was more complex,

more sophisticated, and not a Public strategy of public

financing. One of the things we learn is sometimes

formulation and legitimation tends to take Place invisibly

except to those individuals and qroups most directl.v and

immediately affected. In this instance, a number of

activities had to take place to formulate a policy

alternative that would build a winning coalition to

legitimate the proposed policy. For bv 1975, a coalition of
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support had been mobilized to accept one seriously

considered policy alternative: the requirement for Battelle

to finance the center.

Why was it necessary to mobilize support to acquire

the resources? Resource problems will always be central,

but more importantly, where the federal government has moved

away from innovative public soendinq programs, urban policy

makers have had to focus on new resource strategies. For

instead of leading to decisions about how to allocate new

expenditures, the resource problem now often leads to

decisions in which all players must lose something, or in

which the city government Qets involved in redistributing

existing resources from one set of interests to another. In

the 1960s, the federal government would pay as much as 75

percent of the total cost of a redevelopment project. quch

was not the case in the 1970s. Resources had to be found.

Battelle had them, and they had to be convinced to pay their

share in community development. Private profits would be

converted into collective goods. To obtain the resources

Battelle was (1) convinced that it had a sense of obliqation

to the community, (2) its previous alternative of minimal

4 financial involvement in the community was no longer

acceptable, and (3) it would therefore be induced to select

as a preferred or least objectionable alternative the one

4Q chosen for it by the influencers. To influence Battelle, a4,
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set of relationships were established through which its

resources were reallocated, althouqh in a compromised

agreement. For usually the key to success for whichever

view prevails is twofold: Coalitions supoortinq and oooosinq

versions of the proposal must be built, and compromises must

occur that will allow one coalition )become stronq enouqh

to prevail.

Eventually the federal qovernment (Internal Revenue

Service, U. S. Congress), state government (Ohio

Legislature, Ohio Attorney General's office), county

government (probate and common pleas courts), and city

government, all became involved in a series of activities

which would lead Battelle to brinq its autonomous resources

into the fold and become "a perpetual partner with the

community wherein it had its roots."

Building on Lowi's conceptions, Riolev has develooed

four types of policies:

Distributive Policies: Those aimed at promotinq

private activities that are said to be desirahle to the

community, as a whole and at least in theory, would not or

could not be undertaken otherwise. quch policies and

proqrams provide subsidies for those private activities and

thus convey tangible governmental benefits to the

individuals, groups, and corporations subsidized.
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Competitive-Regulatorv Policies: These policies are
aimed at limiting the provision of specific goods and

services to only one of a few designated deliverers who are

chosen from a larger number of competinq potential

deliverers.

Protective Regulatory Policies: Those designed to

protect the public by setting the conditions under which

various private activities can be undertaken; conditions

that are thought to be harmful and hibited; conditions

that are thought to be helpful are required.

Redistributive Policies: Such policies are intended

to manipulate the allocation of wealth, propertv right, or

some other value among social classes or racial groups in

soc ie ty.

What is significant with respect to these tvpoloqies

is that the outcomes in Columbus were twofold: the decision

to divest Battelle of $80 million had distributive and

redistributive overtones. The Ohio Center to be built bv

the quasi-public Battelle would be desirable to the

community as a whole, and given the reallocation of funds

listed earlier, nearly $40 million would be distributed to

4 various causes in the community. It is indeed remarkable

that proposals of this kind should ever he adopted, in that

the political system usually creates manifold ooportunities, for checking and blocking proposals that threaten an
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organized interest. Battelle certainly tried over the

years, but at best was able to come up only with the

"alternate" plan. If the beneficiaries are supposed to be

the public at large, and if the public at larqe has little

incentive and no mechanism for orqanizinq to press for what

it thinks are its interests, then one would sutpose that the

organized opponents would usually win. And this is usually

what has often happened. During certain periods, however,

the political system chanqes in wavs that make it much

easier for these proposals to get adopted. And much of the

explanation lies in those institutions and processes -

changing values, the press, etc. - that are important in

altering the political agenda. Sattelle could no lonqer

remain an absentee participant in the Columbus community. A

key element, then, was that in these processes, since the

public is not organized to act for itself, somebody must

find a way of acting on its behalf. Ways of pulling together

a majority of interests to bring about a proposal's adoption

must be accomplished. Two factore then were prominent in

this process: A coalition of support and compromise.

Thus Battelle would satisfv ,the "charitable"

provisions of Gordon Battelle's 1923 will. Thev would

maintain and enhance their future needs bv presumably

participating in the citv*s redevelopment process bv

building and operating the Ohio Center. From all
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appearances, the Downtown coalition mobilized a bewilrerinq

array of private and public interests to converqe and brinq

about this possibilitv in addition to Rattelle's willinqness

to compromise. In fact numerous peoDle in this community

see Sattelle's decision to donate the $36.5 million as the

key and single most important decision to build the center.

But as we have seen here, other factors have a beartnq on

capital improvement projects.

I
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Chapter Three

BATTELLE CCMMONS CCMPANY:
THE NEW REDEVELOPMET ENTREPRENEUR

My hatos in the ring. The fight is on and I'm
stripped to the buff.

Theodore Roosevelt, l192

Once upon a time, a farmer set out a tar habv dressed

in bonnet and skirt to trap a troublesome rabbit. The

rabbit hit the tar baby when it didn't answer his "Good

Morning," and the farmer trapped the rabbit. The rabbit

then begged the farmer, "Boil me in oil, skin me alive, but

-0 please don't throw me in the briar patch." The farmer fell

for the trick and threw him in the briar patch; as the

clever rabbit licketv-splits away, he sings, "This is where

I was born and bred at." While Rattelle's position didn't

exactly parallel that of the parable, in many ways it is

very similar: Battelle was trapped, and in a compromise

move, was included in the thicket of redevelopment politics.

Whether the huge research firm would be as successful in

this venture as would be the rabbit in the briar patch is

another story. The offspring, Battelle Commons Comanv, in

addition to serving as a conduit for BMI funds must now be

the master of applying for grants, providinq management and

K. expertise, and be the major link between the public and

private sectors.

196
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Thus, in the spring of 1975, the Battelle Commons

company, bairn of the giant research corporation, known for

l-s role in the development of the process of xerography,

assumed the role as convention center developer, with Clyde

Tipton, Jr., as company president. The corporation, with

its lucrative international interests, had been challenged

for failing to conform to the terms of the will of its

founder, which had dictated that profits from the operations

of the memorial institute be distributed locally to improve

the civic weal. With BMI forced into the $80 million

settlement, as a quid-pro-quo, the Battelle Commons Company,

supposedly independent of the institute, had been formed to

build and manage the center. The company would soon find S

out, though, about the complexities of -implementing

redevelopment projects. For as Clyde Tipton, Jr., and

Company would find, implementation activities are set in the

midst of a complicated flow of policy activities.

By the summer of 1975, BCC was well on its way. BCC

trustees had received its funding, with about $3 million

reserved for administration, and the rest available to build

the center. Tipton had acquired a staff and retained legal

counsel from Vorys, Sater, Seymour & Pease. Tipton's use of

one of the Vorys attorneys, who had helped work out the

legal structure of Capitol South, produced the first visible

friction between those two projects. 3ut the Vorys firm

I
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continued to represent both. Tipton described as an

ebullient person, had set up offices for Battelle Commons

Company in an old building on Chestnut Street, just east of

North High Street, to build "the best damned convention

center" he could.

Preliminary Enqineerin:

Requests for and Extension of Benefits

With center construction financing seemingly well under way,

COTA announced it would apply for $6 million from the

federal Urban Mass Transit Administration (UMTA) to help
I

build part of the proposed center. This was revealed

shortly after the COTA executive director, and officials of

-:he Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission and BCC briefed

UMTA officials in Washington on transportation facility

plans. According to terms of the potential request, federal

money would cover 80 per cent of the cost of a $7.5 million

bus, rail, and auto transportation center to be constructed

at the north edge of the conventicn center site. BCC would

supply the $1.5 million local share if the grant was

approved. The transportation center according to Tipton,

would be the first phase of the convention center. UMTA's

capital grants division officials greeted the concept with

enthusiasm, but said there were a lot more requests for

Columbus Dispath, 15 May 1975.
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funds than funds available. As activity continued,

-olumbus' Turner Construction Company was named prime

contractor by BCC for the project.2 The Turner Company had

built 10 projects in the city including the State Office

Tower. The corporation also named Nitschke-Godwin-Bohm

Architects to work with the primary firm Naramore, Bain,

q Brady, and Johanson of Seattle, Washington, Battelle's

favorite architectural firm.

By the end of June 1975, BCC's board had hired the

management consultant firm of Booz, Allen, and Hamilton of

Bethesda, Maryland, to make a search to determine what major

spectator events might be attracted to the convention center

exhibition hall after its now announced completion date of 0

1978.3 Tipton said the firm would make a list of potential

.pectator events that could be attracted to the hall and

decide the physical requirements (such as seating and floors

Lor the various events) and how much revenues and expenses

the events would generate. Such professional teams as the

Cleveland Cavaliers basketball team or World Tennis

Championship teams might consider playing some games in

Columbus. Tipton also mentioned circuses and the Harlem

Globe Trotters as possible attractions. In his words the

2 Columbus Dispatch, 23 May 1975.

Columbus Dispatch, 30 June 1975.
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results of the study would help trustees decide, "Do we want

a facility -hat would accommodate something like that?" If

the trustees decided the hall could accommodate spectator

activities, its interior could be designed so "we will end

up with something better than just a bunch of folding chairs

q on the floor," he said. Tipton said the consultant firm was

not searching for a major sports franchise for the hall.

Also in late June 1975, Tipton, in one of his first

proposals, announced plans to build a solar heating and
4

cooling system for the center. The system would be the

largest such system ever built and would be paid for with

federal funds. In disclosing plans to seek federal funds

Tipton told the company's board of trustees that solar

energy-collecting devices built in the roof of the center's

exhibition hall could produce 60 to 70 percent of the total

heating and cooling for the center complex. If the board

approved the application to the Federal Energy Research and

Development Agency, it would be submitted in mid July. 3CC

representatives had been in Washington, D.C., and had been

encouraged to apply for the mcney according to Laski.

According to Tipton, the federal agency had $300 million

availal-!e for commercial demonsz:rati-ns of solar heating

that year, and "Nobody has ever done anything on this scale

Columbus Dispatch, 27 June 1975.
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before." The proposed convention center was 10 times larger

than any project the energy agency had funded, and "We are

not talking about a research project," Tipton said. He said

the "solar farms," that would be built in the roof would be

made of panels, "you can buy right now." As new solar

technology is learned, he said, "we will be able to replace

new materials and compare them with the old materials. The

solar farms would cover 100,000 to 150,000 square feet, and

be made up of glass panels with tubes in them containing

liquid. The liquid would be heated by the sun and stored.

Providing the federal government approved the plan, there

would be enough storage area for a three or four days'
!0

supply. According to estimations, the solar roof alone

would add $3 million or $4 million to the cost o1 the $70

million center complex. The federal energy agency could

fund the entire amount for the solar equipment or ask for a

percentage of matching money, depending on the kind of

grant, according to Lasko. Tipton also noted that there was

a coal-burning steam plant on the convention center site in

Union Station along North High Street, and experts were

looking at the possibility of salvaging the steam plant,

built in 1945, as a backup system for the solar heating. He

said new equipment would have to be included in the plant

which contained two "sizeable boilers." There was also a

possibility that the steam plant could '.irn waste materials
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generated by the convention center as fuel, he said. Tipton

also told the trustees that a developer was interested in

building the hotel and commercial and theater areas of the

complex, while being careful not to divulge the developer's

name. He told board members he would name the developer

after the public meeting. Shortly afterwards, the board

went into executive session and others were asked to leave.

By mid-July, officers of the BCC and COTA were ready

to go to Washington to request federal funds to start the

first phase of the Ohio Center Project. 5 The request was a

"pre-application" for $6.24 million from UMTA to go along

with $1.56 million from BCC to finance the $7.8 million

transportation center. This hand-delivery approach,

according to Tipton, was being taken

just to make sure it got there. Since we have
been working so closely with the people in the
UMTA deputy director's office, we thought it would
be nice to take it there in person and spend a
half-hour going over it to make sure there are no
questions that might slow it down. It just says
doubly that we're interested.

COTA's executive director also announced the delegation

would include in its visit, a stopover in the offices of the

two Columbus congressmen, U. S. Representatives Chalmers P.

Wylie and U. S. Senator Robert Taft to make them aware of

the application. It was felt UMTA would act quickly on the

Columbus Dispatch, 19 July 1975.
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( preliminary application because BCC had a definite start

date for the project, a feature not symptomatic of most

requests for UMTA funds. "They could have a rather quick

review and issue a letter of no prejudice in a very short

period of time," according to the COTA executive director.

BCC wanted to break ground for the transportation center, a

cross connection of rail, bus, and auto traffic under the

Union Station platform, 4 July 1976, as a Bicentennial

observance. "We'd hope within a couple of months to have a

good reading on what our prospects are and what we would

have to do to really get this into the main stream at UMTA,"

Tipton said. At that time, formal application would be

submitted and funds could be forthcomincg by the .d of the

year.

By late July 1975, some mimbe:s of the BCC board

began questioning the value of retaining the ancient arcade

in front of Union Station, when it was learned it would cost

4 an estimated $1.5 million to save and restore the

structure. 6 Plans called for the arcade, which faced North

High Street, to be used as an entrance to the transportation

'center that would be built on the site. With the old arcade

deteriorating rapidly because of weather and time, one

member of the board questioned whether there wouid be

6 Columbus Dispatch, 20 July 1975.
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I
anything left to save. Another chanted, "I'm afraid it's

not worth it." Clyde Tipton said restoration would mean

extensive rebuilding: the base would have to be shored up, a

new foundation built under it, and the roof and ceiling

rebuilt. In its defense though, Tipton said experts

considered the arcade, which was buzIt in 1897, to be an

excellent piece of architecture. While agreeing with the

architects who said it would be a "lovely complement" to the

center, and recognizing the old building was on the federal

register of historic buildings, Tipton said it would take a

good argument to get permission from the federal government

PJ to tear it down. At the time then, the arcade's place

:emained intact in plans for the $77 million center project.

At the end of the month, Warren J. Cremean, now a

vice president of the Battelle Commons Company, announced a

meeting to include officials of COTA, city of Columbus, the

Penn Central Railroad, and Nationwide Insurance Companies. 7

In the announcement, Cremean said ground would be broken for

the center in July 1976 with construction expected to take

two and one-half years. COTA planned to build a

transportation center at the complex and Nationwide would

finance work near the convention center as part of its then

F. recently approved tax trade-off package with the city.

Columbus Dispatch, 30 July 1975.
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Cremean said the railroad would officially receive its

required notice of the schedule of development in September

1975 so that construction of a temporary station for Penn

Central use could begin in January 1976. That would allow

demolition of the existing station in order to construct the

center complex. Cremean also said a connector street

project to revamp Front Street and Marconi Boulevard would

begin in June 1976 and would be completed by the end of that

year. Also, reconstruction for traffic changes on Naghten

Street and North High Street would begin in November 1976.

The upcoming meeting was to culminate the long planning

effort to prepare a coordinated plan for development of the

complex.

The meeting, later held in Union Station, was

attended by representatives from BCC city government, the

?enn Central Railroad, Nationwide Insurance Companies;

Naramore, Bain, Brady, and Johanson architects; COTA; the

Turner Construction Company, and the new federal building. 8

The timetable unveiled at the meeting indicated Columbus"

observance of the bicentennial would be marked by the

construction start of the center. The schedule juggled many

projects planned in conjunction with the center in such a

way that the north side of the CBD would be essentially

8 Columbus Dispatch, 31 July 1975.
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remade by the spring of 1979. Several imponderables emerged

during the meeting: among them whether the convention center

would include a sports facility and where a temporary AMTRAK

passenger facility would be located. Cremean said an

economic study of the potential for a sports facility would

be completed by 15 August. An architect with Naramore,

Bain, Brady, and Johanson of Seattle, Washington, said no

provision had been made for sports in the design of the

convention center itself. Sports would have to be provided

for in an arena separate from the convention exhibit hall

facility, he said. Cremean reported Battelle Commons

intended to give Penn Central, AMTRAK, and the Union Depot

Company notice during September to vacate the aging station

by July 1, 1976. Vacating the building would be followed by

groundbreaking for the $7 million transportation center and

the start of demolition of the station both on 4 July, he

said. The only thing which might upset the vacating time

schedule was a hitch in negotiations between the depot and

the city, which must provide a site for a temporary train

station until the transportation center was complete. Penn

Central officials said AMTRAK officials had approved a

layout for a temporary station that would be located along

Penn Central tracks just east of North Third Street. The

officials said they had an alternate location, not yet

approved by AMTRAK, if the present plan was unsuitable.
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They would say only that the alternate site was in the Union

Station area.

Warren J. Cremean felt the master schedule was needed

because completion of all projects depended on parts of each

being done at certain times. All new developments planned

and underway along North High Street between Spring Street

and the Union Station would go forward as one, as the master

control schedule linking the projects in a uniform flow

chart for cooperatively phased development was unveiled. A

representative of Nationwide's facilities, planning, and

engineering section responded, "We've reached a critical

state in timing and scheduling that requires tight, critical

blending of all activities, or none could proceed." Key to

the building projects were three street improvements among

the seven in the Ohio Center area for which Nationwide would

pay $20 million to the city in lieu of property taxes for

the next 20 years under a plan passed by City Council on 28

July 1975. Street improvements were as follows:

.Replacement of the High Street viaduct over the
railroad with a new bridge.

4 .Completion of a Naghten Street viaduct and
widening of the thoroughfare.

9

Ibid
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•Completion of Front Street and Marconi Boulevard

as a north-south corridor.

The city's service director said the only thing that might

delay the street projects was a search for new sources of

financing if voters turned down the bond package which would

appear on the November ballot. At the time Nationwide Plaza

and the federal building were already under construction.

The Ohio Center and project was set to go into the final

design stage on August 15. Also under way were planning and

studies in various stages on the street and freeway

improvements. Activities as they appeared on the master

schedule in chronological order were as follows:

.1 October 1975 - Parking garage tunnel
construction begins at Nationwide Plaza.

.1 January 1976 - Temporary railroad construction
to start with completion set for 1 April 1976.
Nationwide parking garage to be started with
completion set for 1 April 1977. North Innerbelt
safety upgrading to begin.

.1 March 1976 - Structural supports to be erected
for the colonnade entrance of Union Station, a
national historic facility which would be
incorporated into the transportation center.

.June, 1976 - Front Street and Marconi Boulevard
one-waying pairing to be started with construction
to be complete by 1 Octobe: 1976.

.July, 1976 - Transportation center construction
to start with completion forecast by 1 December
1977. Mainline railroad track relocation to begin
and be completed 1 January 1977. Ohio Center
construction to begin with a spring 1979
completion date.
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.October 1976 - Naghten Street and High Street
projects to begin with completion set for 1
December 1978. Conversion of North High Street to
a business-oriented transitway from Spring Street
to Main Street to begin.

.December, 1976 - Initial occupancy of Nationwide
Plaza with final occupancy set for December, 1977.

.1 January 1977 - Ohio Center parking facility
and theater construction to begin, with parking to
be ready 1 July 1978, hotel to be ready 1 January
1979, and theater to be ready 1 April 1978.
Innerbelt innerchange Spring-Sandusky improvements
begin.

.1 July 1977 - City to begin construction of
north portal park, plaza, and pedestrian walkways
at Naghten and High Streets with work to be done
by 1 July 1978.

.Autumn 1977 - Nationwide to begin High Street
and Naghten Street landscaping and complete it by
spring 1979.

•Late 1977 - Possible freeway connector route
linking the Ohio Center to 1-71 north and the
Olentangy Freeway to be identified.

In early August 1975, quick response came to the lack

of plans for the sports arena, exhibiting the first sign of
10

controversy. Sometimes, even when redevelopment objectives

are clear to one set of interests in the community, they may

lack clarity for others. As background there had been

considerable discussion over the years about getting a

sports arena built, but nobody had been able to mobilize the

effort. Groups had touted many locations such as the Ohio

10 Columbus Disoatch, 20 August 1975.
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Penitentiary, the Ohio State Fairgrounds, the proposed

convention center site, Capitol Square South, rural

southwestern Franklin County, and the Veterans Memorial

site. One of the first proposals for a sports arena

surfaced in the late 1940s when Veterans Memorial was being

planned. The citizenry approved a bond issue to finance the

complex that included the auditorium, a music hall and a

sports arena. Only the auditorium was built. In 1967, then

Mayor M. E. Sensenbrenner's administration proposed a sports

complex, including a 55,000 seat stadium and an arena to be

located preferably in the near northeast section of the city

to attract major league sports to Columbus. Others who

would propose a center included the governor who had

mentioned the Ohio Penitentiary site as a possible location

for an arena. His proposal was at that time most recent.

One of the supporters of the governors idea pointed to

Youngstown where there were plans to build a "mini-domed"

20,000-seat stadium that would accommodate everything

including football. It would be a copy of an arena built at

the University of Idaho for $6 million, he said. "I would

think it is more facility for the money than anything else

you can build," he surmised. A group of Black businessmen

also once talked about an arena in rural southwestern

Franklin County to honor Jesse Owens, the 1936 Olympics

hero. Those touting the Capitol Square South area said it
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would be an ideal way of redeveloping deteriorating

properties between Third, Main, High and State Streets.

Some sports enthusiasts said the fairgrounds would be ideal

because of the availability of parking and its location next

to the North Freeway. The Union Station site was mentioned

as a location for a sports arena in ballot language that

enticed voters to approve the station~s purchase. However,

now the arena plan had been dropped and only an exhibition

hall, hotel, and retail complex was planned. Through the

years, there had been several proposals for domed stadiums

for the Capital City. A Columbus lawyer proposed one at

Route 256 and the East Freeway at Reynoldsburg. There was

another proposal to put a dome over old Jet Stadium. The

city even spent $950 in 1967 for a feasibility study to

determine if a domed stadium could be built at one of the

abandoned stone quarries around town. At the time sports

enthusiasts were saying Columbus would never get a major

sports franchise until it had a facility to house it.

Majors minded spectators said it was depressing to attend

sporting events, circuses, and other activities in the

fairgrounds Coliseum which seated about 5,000 people. For

them, Columbus ranked as a major city in population but

would never be recognized as major city until it had a

facility for spectator events. In response, Tipton added

during this same time frame "We are r. negating the need

4r.
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for a sports arena in the central Ohio arena. However, the

Battelle Commons goal is to attract a growing convention

business in Columbus."

In the fine art of political salesmanship, important

claims will be made; sometimes on hard evidence, sometimes

on hope or assertion. In this instance, though, Tipton was

revealing preliminary results from an events survey being

conducted for the planned Ohio Center which stressed that

central Ohio's greatest need was for a facility designed to

accommodate convention and trade show operations. While

formal technical evaluations are used for many purposes,

WJ this one showed that major athletic events based on

franchise operations, such as football, baseball and

basketball, required an entirely different design concept -

an arena with fixed seating - than had been drawn for the

center. While conceding the possibility the Ohio Center

would host traveling sporting events such as professional

track or World Tennis, Tipton said the basic concept of the

center had always been to provide a versatile facility

primarily designed for exhibits, meetings, and conventions

and to include a hotel and transportation center. Tipton

said that during slack periods in the convention business,

musical events, name entertainers, ice skating and spots

events and other traveling productions might be booked. He

said the continuing survey would evaluate the needs and
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costs for seating as well as the cost benefits of attracting

such activities.

Meanwhile, during late August 1975, Tipton told the

BCC board of trustees at their regular monthly meeting that

agreements with the city for control of the Union Station

site for the center had "pretty well formed into a working

contract," and "By the next meeting of the board, we hope to

have a good reading on the lease, financial agreement, and

plan." 11 He projected further that by early October, all the

arrangements should be evolved into a "pretty final

document" ready for formal presentation to City Council for

-ction. Once council approved the formal agreements,

3attelle Commons could take control of the site and Ohio

Center would become a reality. Also at the meeting, Tipton

provided status reports on other Ohio Center needs. He

noted preliminary application for $6 million in federal

transportation money to finance the $7.5 million

ttansportation center was hand-delivered in July to UMTA

officials in Washington. A response from UMTA was expected

in the next month on what the next step should be to get the

money for the facility, the first part of the convention

center to be completed. Also reported by Tipton was that a

preliminary application for funds from the Federal Railway

1 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 21 August 1975.
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Administration (FRA) to help finance historic preservation

of the Union Station columned facade should be ready to go

out next week. According to the planning proposal, the

company would seek about $900,000 from the FRA toward the

estimated $1.5 million price fo. restoring the station

front, which would become the entrance to the transportation

center. In other Battelle Commons activity, Tipton

commented further on the initial results of the "events

survey" for the center which had ruled out using the complex

as a major sports arena. Previously in a September 1975

issue of the Columbus Business Forum, Tipton in addition to

justifying why there would be no sports arena also outlined

some other aspects of the facility based on the study begun

in 1972:12

...there was and there remains a great need for a
multi-purpose center capable of providing the
finest of facilities for accommodating major
convention business and offering other important
amenities.

At a cost of some $75 million, Phase I of the Ohio
Center will be one of the most complete multi-
purpose civic centers in the United States.

All of this will ;e located within a 600-mile
radius of more than 65 percent of the population
of the United States, some 135 million people.
That fact alone offers an important reason to
build the Ohio Center. Since World War II, cities
with adequate convention facilities have been

12"The Ohio Center," Columbus Business Forum (September
1975) :34.
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reaping tremendous financial harvests. Columbus,
with an ideal location and easy access, has been
unable to accommodate much of the rapidly growing
convention business. We estimate that the Ohio
Center will add 850 new jobs and be directly or
indirectly responsible for bringing into the
community $55 million per year.

With activity humming smoothly, in mid-September

975, the first step toward building a city-financed

$200,000 temporary railroad passenger station for AMTRAK was

expected to be considered by City Council.1 3 The special

projects coordinator for the City Attorney's office

announced Council would be asked to allow the city to enter

into a contract with Union Depot Company for the hiring of a

,onsultant for engineering and architectural work for the

facility. The proposed site of the train station would be 0

east of Fourth Street and between the Fourth Street viaduct

and the innerbelt in the train year. The one-story station

would be a temporary facility for AMTRAK passenger operation

until the transportation part of the Ohio Center was

completed. AMTRAK currently had ticket facilities inside

the Union Depot. The depot was scheduled to be razed July

1976, to make way for the Ohio Center. The attorney said

the temporary AMTRAK facility was scheduled to be built by 1

July 1976. Under the schedule worked out by BCC, the

private nonprofit agency formed to build and operate the

13 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 15 October 1975.
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Ohio Center, the transportation center within the Ohio

Center would be built by December 1977. However, the

temporary AMTRAK facility would be a prefabricated building.

The superintendent of Union Depot, commenting on this,

confirmed such a type of construction as being one of the

various options under consideration. The station would have

baggage room, ticket office, waiting room and restrooms.

AMTRAK personnel would operate the ticket office. AMTRAK

then currently operated the "National Limited" through

Columbis with direct service to New York and Kansas City.

AMTRAK had, according to the city attorney's office,

approved the same location in a letter to Union Depot.

In a meeting in which Council was wrapped up over

deliberations concerning use of Don Scott Field, Council

tabled for two weeks authorizing spending of up to $25,000

for architectual work in connection with the proposed

temporary AMTRAK passenger train station. 14 Council

?resident M. D. Portman said the legislation to hire

architectural consultants for the AMTRAK station could be

delayed two weeks to see how negotiations progressed between

the city and BCC. According to the special projects

coordinator for the city attorney's office, BCC and the city

were currently negotiating terms undev which the city would

14 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 21 October 1975.
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turn over the convention center land to BCC. Portman made

his move in hopes those negotiations might affect the train

station. The city had a legal obligation to build a

temporary terminal for AMTRAK until its permanent station

was built in the transportation facilities of the Ohio

Center. The temporary train station was estimated to cost

up to $135,000. The city was also obligated to relocate

Penn Central track at an estimated cost of $1.2 million.

In the meantime, Tipton announced that BCC would know

by 1 November, if it was eligible for $1 million in federal

money to preserve the Union Depot facade. 15 Tipton reported

to his board, however, that eligibility for the money would
S

not guarantee the company would get it. Tipton also

announced to the board, Battelle Commons was discussing the

proposed solar heating system for the convention center with

three companies.

On the day of Council's first meeting in November

* 1975, it was announced publicly Council would tackle

legislation again that would authorize planning for the

temporary AMTRAK train station. 16 The legislation would

allow the city to enter into a contract with Union Depot so

the Penn Central subsidiary could have planning done for the

15 Columbus Dispatch, 22 October 1975.

16 Columbus Dispatch, 4 November 1975.

6i
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station. Up to $25,000 in planning would be authorized

under the legislation. Council had tabled the legislation

October 20 and there was reason to believe it might be in

for a rough time again. For Council members had indicated

at the regular Council - administration meeting in the past

week some reluctance to commit funds for architectural

planning for a facility when the city was yet to approve a

site for the station. During the meeting, however, Council

opened the door to the temporary passenger train station by

approving legislation that would allow $25,000 for station

planning. City and convention center officials had proposed

a site east of the 4th Street Viaduct and adjacent to the

Innerbelt for the interim passenger quarters. Warren

Cremean said another possibility was renting the presently

vacant Smith Brothers Hardware Company building at 580 North

4th Street just north of the 4th Street viaduct on the east

side of 4th Street. He said consulting engineers and

architects would estimate the costs of the alternatives.

Speaking before the legislative body, he told them that the

entire station project would involve up to $300,000 in

construction and other costs to the city. The site of the

station had not been determined. When the city entered the

agreement with Penn Central Transportation Company to buy

the 27.5 acre site before BCC entered the project, the

agreement required the city to provide temporary facilities.
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Penn Central or AMTRAK or both would pay for the permanent

facilities in the center complex, Cremean told the council.

He said a price tag - not yet determined - for the temporary

facilities would be in legislation that would come before

the council at a future date. Several council members had

inquired whether the city could shift its responsibility for

qthe temporary quarters to Battelle Commons. Cremean said it

might be possible that some of the responsibility could be

shifted. Under the purchase agreement, the city was also

responsible for relocating railroad tracks in the area.

Cremean said work on the temporary station must begin early

in 1976 since it would be needed from the time the Union

Depot was razed until the center was completed. Also at the

meeting, the president of Smith Brothers Hardware Company

said the 'company would be willing to lease its building on a

three-acre tract with a paved parking lot for nominal rent -

whatever it took to pay taxes and utilities. He said the

building had been vacant for a year. Cremean said the

building was a quarter of a mile from where east-bound rail

passengers would be loading and unloading.

4 As Battelle Commons Company finished its first year

toward building the convention center, when the new year,

1976, began, most of the preliminary work was done according

I

[-
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17
to Richard Lasko, BCC vice president. Evaluating the

company's progress, he reported things were shaping up for a

1976 construction start and completion of the $70 million

project in early 1979, as planned, although more delays were

becoming apparent. According to Lasko:

We consider ourselves a little benind our self-set
schedule right now - about 30 days - but, in
general, we're maintaining pretty good. We're on
target for about 80 percent of what we wanted to
accomplish by this time which we started out last

* January (1975).

At the time though, actions beyond the control of BCC,

however, began threatening to eliminate any possibility of

the firm's long-planned4 July 1976, groundbreaking and push

the schedule as much as six months off the hoped-for pace.

For as Lasko would explain, there were certain musts before

Battelle Commons could Io any work on the Union Station

site:

.A contract and lease agreement must be concluded
with the city in order to give the Penn Central
Railroad and AMTRAK six months' notice to vacate
the building.

.The city must tear down the present High Street
viaduct over the railroad and replace it with a
new overpass with supports moved south to
accommodate track relocation;

.The tracks must be relocated b , Penn Central,
along with railroad signals and the railroad's
present telephone exchange building and equipment.

17 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 2 January 1976.
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Replacement of the High Street bridge posed the major

threat, since tracks couldn't be moved until the viaduct was

gone. The city traffic engineer said the current target for

start of that project was autumn 1976. Final construction

plans still remained to be completed, although preliminary

engineering was already done. Also, the entire Naghten

q Street project, of which the viaduct was a part, had still

to be taken through the bidding process before work could

begin, he noted. Hopefully, according to Lasko, things could

speed up so the street work could start by spring. "That

may be over eager, but if we don't ask f ir it, we won't get

it," he said. The contract and financial agreement with the

city was one thing BCC had hoped to have out of the way in

.975, but did not complete. Lasko said the firm hoped to go

before City Council toward the middle or end of January with

the proposed agreements and have them legitimated at the end

of February. He also confirmed negotiations with private

developers to construct the hotel and retail portions of the

Ohio Center were nearing final stages and definite

commitments could be signed within the next several weeks.

With commitments in hand, BCC could take a complete packageI

for the center to City Council. That was not why contract

completion had been delayed however. Lasko said the company

was readying to go in December, but didn't feel it was an

appropriate time because of Counci"s and the city

r

L
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administration's concern with solving the city's budget

problems. Assessing other first-year accomplishments, he

noted, "We did want to be complete with our schematic

drawings." It appears now we won't be complete, because of

the problem of relocating signals and telephone systems of

the railroad and questions that relate to track relocation."

It also tied in directly into highway access from the east

and west. Lasko said all soil work was done. Also

completed was the environmental impact statement, he added,

incluoing acoustical testing of noise from the railroad and

cars which yielded an unexpected finding. "The most

significant noise problem was airplanes in the landing

pattern for Port Columbus," he said. In all, Lasko noted,

preliminary design, structural engineering, and schematics

were all about 75 percent complete and were at just about

the point where company officers envisioned they would be.

Also reported was progress gained in obtaining a $6.4

million grant from the Urban Mass Transit Administration to

finance 80 percent of the cost of the tri-level bus and rail

transportation center which would be the first part of the

project to go forward. As he would announce,

We, in Columbus, are anticipatilig a letter from
UMTA that will instruct us as to what needs to be
be submitted for a final application for the
transportation center funding. We have been told
over the phone we would get it sometime around the
end of the year.
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Lasko cited one problem in the request, which had to do with

building a wide corridor with enough empty space for a

highway under the center and for future development of light

rail rapid transit. He said, "UMTA says why should they

help pay for empty space that is not going to be used for 20

years." Meanwhile, application for another federal grant,

seeking $900,000 to match $600,000 of Battelle Commons money

to restore the historic colonnade entrance to Union Station,

had hit a major snag, however. Lasko said, "Congress did

not allocate the dollars anticipated by the Federal Railway

Administration. Thus, we've asked Congressman Wylie to

investigate and see what he can do for us." BCC plans for

1976 included the following: 0

.Non-critical demolition (destruction of
buildings on the edge of the project along High
Street) to start in the spring.

.Erection of structural supports for the historic
colonnade building, also to start in the spring.

.Demolition of main buildings and groundbreaking
for the transportation center and main convention
hall, all to be started in July or late summer,
along with renovation of the historic building and
heating and cooling plant.

On tap for 1977 were

.Hotel construction beginning in January.

.Theater and commerc'al construction also
starting in January.

.Parking facilities construction beginning in
March.
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I

Scheduled completion dates would have the parking area done

in June 1978; the transportation center finished in December

1978; the hotel and theater-commercial segments completed in

January, 1979, and the convention center itself ready by

spring, 1979. Lasko concluded:

We're receiving phone calls regularly from people
from organizations who want to hold their
conventions in this large facility in 1980, 1981,
and 1982. We're keeping an active list, but we're
not booking anybody yet. We're going to be
hesitant until we have a groundbreaking and some
kind of firm construction schedule to live with.

At the beginning of February Clyde Tipton announced a

possibly impending agreement within a month for a 15- to

20-story triangular-shaped hotel at the convention center.
18

Saying an agreement could be signed in a month, Tipton said

he was talking "seriously" to a developer who wanted to

build a hotel at the center. While not naming the developer

who was from outside Ohio, Tipton said construction could

begin on the hotel at the northeast corner of Naghten and

High Streets by late 1976 and be completed in about two

years. He also said a hotel chain such as Hyatt-Regency or

Marriott would operate the hotel, and the prospective

developer had had some discussions with possible operators.

Under the arrangement, the land for the hotel would be

leased by the city of Columbus to BCC which would sublease

18 Columbus Dispatch, I February 1976.
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it to the developer. Tipton said, "We'd like to see a

really first-rank hotel that would be interested in catering

to meetings and also to the typical executive visitor to

Columbus." The developer would own the building until the

lease expired, probably in 75 years. At that time the

building would revert to either Battelle or Columbus,

q whichever administered the convention center complex. Of

significance, Tipton also said BCC and city officials

expected to complete a lease agreement in about a month.
4

As BCC had completed its first year in office

numerous implementation activities were under way. And

*while there were minor bumps and bruises surfacing from time

to time, the process seemed almost simple. Numerous

government officials and agencies and private interests were

all working together in this area between intent on the one

and hand and performance and impact on the other. But

slowly, controversy began to rear its sometimes ugly head.

4 Environmental and Process Impacts:

Some Unexpected Costs and Benefits.

Few advancements in politics are made without

4 controversy. Shortly after Tipton's projections on the

lease agreement, the 76 heirs of Bathsheba Lazelle threw a
19

stumbling block into the planning process. With

19 Columbus Dispatch, 2 February 1976.

4
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groundbreaking forecast for July, the heirs filed a lawsuit

over a piece of land in the project's area which threatened

to delay the project. Typically, the prime responsibility

for implementation falls on those who have vested authority,

but often a number of actors outside government also get

involved. Sometimes, private citizens get involved when

participation is tied to the distribution of benefits.

Bathsheba Lazelle had owned a piece of property at the

northwest corner of Naghten and Third Streets. In 1854 she

donated the parcel to the Cleveland, Columbus, and

Cincinnati railroad for a railroad right-of-way. In 1959,

the state of Ohio obtained an easement from the Chessie

System (which had obtained the tracks) to improve Third

Street and construct a ramp from Third to Naghten. The

contention of the heirs, in 1976, was that the railroad only

had an easement, and if the state wanted an easement it

should have obtained it from them, not the railroad. The

attorney for the heirs argued, "The state took a calculated

risk thinking the Lazelle heirs never knew their rights. A

couple of years ago one of the heirs wandered into my

office." In response to the claim of the heirs, Franklin

County Common Pleas Court Judge Giliii had ruled against the

heirs on 14 January 1976. And now, the heirs' attorney was

appealing that decision to the Franklin County Court of

Appeals. The attorney, feeling confident, he would win the
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appeals, noted he found a memo attached to old state records

which paraphrased, read "As to the Lazelle heirs, if they

assert any claims, then the state wil have to take care of

them." BCC and city officials originally anticipated no

difficulty in acquiring the parcel. The attorney

representing the claim, felt they could still acquire the

q property, but it would be very costly. Saying "This is a

very expensive piece of ground, particularly with the

Nationwide complex," he went on to suggest its worth was "in

the low millions." Site engineering plans at the time

revealed part of the convention center complex would be

built on top of the disputed land. BCC response was
!0

planning had been disrupted by the suit, and that the state

might not be able to donate the land to the city since it

may not have legally owned it. BCC also warned that the

city might not want to build the center at Union Station if

it couldn't get the land donated. Cremean said, "Some

2eople might think twice before building a $70 to $80

million exhibition complex there if somebody owns a piece of

property next to it that could be developed into a honky-

tonk or something. It's a delicate situation." The mayor's

response was that he didn't think the future center was

jeopardized:

4

4
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It's just a little problem. But little problems
can sometimes hold things up. If it (the disputed
land) is worth in the low millions, it's the most
valuable piece of property in the city.

Response from the city attorney's special projects

coordinator was that the city wasn't involved in the

litigation. But on the other hand, the impact on the center

would be direct since it was his 'understanding that a

portion of the development is planned over the property in

question." One of the less visible impacts was brought up

by a private attorney who had been representing the state in

the case. The outcome was important to him because there

were several rights-of-way available in the state because of

the demise of railroads. Since some of the rights-of-way

were only easements and communities planned to convert them

into bike paths, parks, and roadways, he questioned whether

they would have to be recommended over again for a new use.

Shortly after the Lazelle controversy the city's

Development Director announced the City Columbus, BCC,

and Nationwide Insurance Company planned to hire a design

consultant to make sure construction and reconstruction

projects in the northern Downtown would blend. 20 Hideo

Sasaki of Sasaki Associates of Watertown, Mass., which had

an international reputation in urban design would be hired.

20 Columbus Dispatch, 10 February 1976.
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City Council authorized spending $14,000 in capital

improvements money to pay one third the cost of the

consultant. The chairman of council's Development Committee

said the two corporations (BCC and Nationwide) agreed to

spend the same amount. The consultant would coordinate

plans for such things as trees, walkways, street and plaza

pavement and streetlights.

While things may have been coming along smoothly, BCC

officials were warned in early March 1976 by state officials

to "weigh the potential of catastrophe" that could be caused

by a train derailment in the bowels of the center. 21 Lots of

government officials get involved in planning and

implementing urban policy programs. BCC had planned to

build over several railroad tracks to allow for the

unloading of AMTRAK passengers. Some in the community

opposed this plan. And while they couldn't influence the

decision locally without controversy, they could do so from

a more lofty position. And while this ias a less than

ceremonious way to bring about a design change, because of

the warning, Battelle officials ordered that an alternate

architectural design be made that would leave the tracks

uncovered. Warren Cremean of BCC said the alternate plan of

having buildings on both sides of the tracks would be

21 Columbus Dispatch, 3 March 1976.
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oresented to the company s board of trustees in its next

meeting. However, Cremean said plans to build over the

tracks had not been abandoned. In its report, the Public

Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO) warned Battelle

officials of the potential danger of building over tracks

that were heavily traveled *by freight trains carrying

hazardous materials. The PUCO study showed that hazardous

material was carried on about 21 of the average 60 trains a

day that passed east and west on Penn Central tracks. About

80 cars a day passing over tracks at the Union Station

carried such hazardous materials as corrosives, compressed

gas, radioactive materials, explosives, poisonous gases, and

flammable gas, liquids and solids, the report indicated.

Also there was no practical route available around the city

so the freight could bypass the center. Derailment was not

beyond possibility. At then present derailment rates, there

was a probability for 20 derailments rc. each track mile in

the present Penn Central system over a 40-year period.

"Over the short term," the PUCO director reported, "the

probability is two derailments for each track mile over a

five-year period." The study also found that tank car fires

in the past had caused up to $40 ',tillion damage in one

derailment, had caused flames to shcot 200 feet in the air,

had caused heat in excess of 15.000 BTUs and had thrown

metal fragments a mile Also, corrosives could seep down
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( into the center's foundation and cause problems over a

period of time. PUCO advised "There should be precautions

taken in case of spillage to trap corrosives." More than

half of all derailments were caused by track conditions, the

director said. Further the potential of derailment in the

vicinity of the convention center could be cut down by

constant track maintenance. Track area security could help

guard against vandalism, but little could be done, however,

about the condition of train equipment, another major cause

of derailments. In response, Battelle Commons" officials,

who had hoped to begin razing Union Station in July, now

said demolition couldn't begin until fall. The Consolidated

Rail Corporation (ConRail), which was scheduled to take over

the Penn Central facility 1 April, required six months'

notice of the demolition, Battelle officials would say.

By mid March more was learned about the Bathsheba

controversy when it was reported that city taxpayers had

paid $223,156 for a 2.8 acre chunk of land at Union Station

in 1973 with more than $75,000 (three times greater than the

largest payment to any of the heirs) of the money going to

the attorney who represented the owners. 22 Also the same

attorney stood to get another piece of the action in fees

for the disputed property next to Union Station. As

22 Columbus Dispatch, 17 March 1976.
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background, the city filed for appropriation of the land on

10 May 19.73. The case was settled on 24 October, five and

one-half months later. The attorney had worked on the case

for a one-third contingency fee, with contingency fees

usually ranging somewhere between 25 and 50 percent.

As mid March rolled around, the Columbus Convention

Center was being redesigned for the third time - the

principal observable reason being to leave Penn Central and

Chessie System tracks uncovered and prevent a train disaster
23

under the exhibition hall. According to Tipton, the new

design called for the exhibition hall and the hotel to be

built south of the railroad tracks while the transportation

center and a 520-car parking garage would be built north of

the tracks. Tipton said it would probably be easier to get

federal monies from UMTA with the tracks left open. The new

design was estimated to increase the cost of the project by

$10,000. Further, with UMTA officials scheduled to be

briefed Friday, 19 March on the new design, Tipton said the

prime motivation for the new design was human safety. But

there had been some interesting charges made. Gone were the

huge exhibition hall spanning the Penn Central and B&O

railroad tracks between North High and North Third Streets,

topped with sweeping, cable-suspended cantilevered roof; the

23 Columbus Dispatch, 1.9 March 1976.
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F( network of honeycomb-like hexagonal meeting rooms attached

to the south side of the hall; and designs for a detached

theater and hotel. In their place was a hugh exhibition

hall with a dome-like roof stretching out train-fashion

along the south side of the rail right-of-way. Meeting

rooms, hotel space, the theater, and a concourse level

linking all functions of the center were in the elongated

building with parking beneath. Fronting on North High

Street and connected to the convention facility was the

hotel, a crescent-shaped high-rise structure angled to

complement the Nationwide Plaza building across the street.

Hotel design was likely to change again, however, depending

upon desires of the hotel developer eventually selected.

Across the tracks, a redesigned transportation center,

shaped like a triangle with a rounded apex or half of an

elipse, headed another parking garage and served rail and

bus traffic. It also took into consideration State Route

315 and 1-670 freeway connectors and their exclusive bus

lanes. Running along the railroad in boulevard fashion was

a through street permitting access to the center from both

North High and North Third Streets. A concrete apron and

concourse connection to the transportation center spanned

the tracks at street level. An open area along the

southeast side of the exhibit hall offered ample space for

future expansion of retail operations.

I,
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Sometimes new design features emerge only in the

implementation process itself - they may have been hidden or

unexpressed before. And unique strategies are adopted to

bring change. In this instance, safety concerns had

prompted the BCC to seek informatiot. from the PUCO in

"lovember 1975 on the type of rail traffic and freight which
24

ould be moving under the center. The PUCO was unable to

answer, Tipton said, but did a study completed in 1976 which

showed there were roughly 57.6 trains daily through the area

and an average of 147 trains a week were hauling

"potentially dangerous" freight. He noted there had never

seen a mishap at the High Street viaduct where trains ran

through the present Union Station., while attributing the

"remarkable record" to the slow speeds at which rail traffic

moved through the area. Part of the project would relocate,

straighten, and improve the tracks, and could result in

higher speeds and greater hazard, Tipton said. "It seemed

to me the way to situate the main building was not in the

most hazardous location, but the least hazardous," he noted.

Tipton added people should not be surpriged by the design

change. "The original design was just a concept," he said.

"People seemed to get the idea it w-s an iron-clad plan."

Also, further changes would be forthccming, he added, due to

2 4 C o l u m b u s _ _ _ _ _9 M r 1 7Columbus Dispatch, 19 March 1976
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cost and other factors. Tipton said the new design

represented more compact use of space and promised to be

less expensive to build. Improved auto access through the

facility had also been a big benefit of the change, he

added. Space- the size of the exhibit hall, meeting rooms,

etc., were virtually the same in both designs, except the

new concept provided room for greater retail utilization.

Tipton said he expected UMTA to be more favorably impressed

with the new design because "every part of the center

related better to transportation in the new concept." BCC

through COTA was in final application for a $6.2 million

UMTA grant 'to help finance the transportation center.

Three days later it appeared as if the planned •

groundbreaking for the center on the nation's 200th birthday

was turning out to be a dream that would never come through

when Tipton announced the hoped for start on Bicentennial

Day was "unlikely to happen now." 25 Tipton said "The

principal reason is the transfer (April 1) of the railroad

from Penn Central to Conrail means we'll have a whole new

body to deal with." The beginning might yet come in the

3icentennial year, though as Tipton remarked, "We're still

hopeful of breaking ground sometime in 1976 with completion

in mid to late 1979." Tipton explained the railroad

25 Columbus Disoatch, 22 March 196.

4-.
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transfer meant redoing a lot of the work already done with

Penn Central. He added BCC felt fortunate many of the same

people they had been dealing with would hold the same jobs

in Conrail that they did with Penn Central. Substantial

agreements with the railroad, regarding relocation of tracks

and signalling, etc., were paramount :o the project and must

be accomplished before any work could start. Tipton noted

also the contract and financial agreement between the

company and Columbus for use of the land had yet to be

completed. Writing and signing of contracts is a most

prominent feature of implementation. Basic details had been

worked out with and generally agreed upon by the city, he

said, but there were some good reasons why BCC wasn't moving

to bring the accord to Council. "The minute we sign the

agreement, the 20-year period of tax abatement starts," he

explained. "That means if it should be a year before we can

get a hotel developer to come in, the hotel developer would

lose a whole year of tax abatement." Battelle Commons was

incorporated under a statute which set up the tax relief for

nonprofit community urban redevelopment corporations.

Abatement was considered an incentive to bring major hotel,

theater, and retail operations U2.o the project. The

company also wanted to have reasonable assurance it would

receive federal funding sought for various phases of the

oroject, including the transportation center, restoration of
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the historic Union Station arcade and parking. Finally,

Tipton added, the agreement must contain some sort of timely

statement of what Battelle Commons will do when. Tipton was

optimistic the company would reach terms with a developer

soon, since hotel people seemed to like the new design for

the hotel, which would now be directly connected to the

q center.

In late March, Columbus Convention Bureau officials

criticized BCC for not consulting expert officials about the

design of the proposed convention center. 26 Convention

bureaus are usually prominent actors in convention center

-ilanning and building, but for various reasons, this was not

lhe case in Columbus. William H. Brown, chairman of the

board of trustees of the Columbus Convention and Visitors

Bureau, Inc., speaking about the design, said

"That's amazing to me. I just sit back and say,
'Oh well.' I sit back and wonder why Harry
Schreiber and Bob Bashor - probably the two most
knowledgeable persons in the U.S. on conventions -
were not contacted for their input."

Robert Bashor had headed the convention bureau in Columbus

-or 19 years and Schreiber had managed events at Veterans

Memorial for almost 20 years. "You know the old story - when

its local..." Brown said. BCC, which is building the

:enter, went to the West Coast to get a consultant, he said.

26 Columbus Dispatch, 24 March 1976.
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Brown said that when Battelle came out with its first

booklet showing a design proposal for the center, "It looked

like a lot of money was being spent for a monument and not a

useable building." But since the first booklet came out

Battelle officials had been forced to change their design

plans. The first plan called for the exhibition hall to be

built over the Penn Central railroad tracks. But that plan

was scrapped when the PUCO said a derailment of freight

trains passing under the hall could cause a catastrophe.

The center had been redesigned hurriedly, Brown said, but he

and the other officials at the convention bureau had still

not been consulted or briefed. Bashor said a convention

bureau usually is an important cog in the planning of a

convention center. "I don't think it (the bureau) has been

iery much of a cog at this point." He said Battelle people

.ad been in touch with him only for a survey of potential

:onvention groups. "All I know is there will be a certain

amount of space." He emphasized, however, the layout of that

space is very important. "You build a product to suit a

need," he said, and he did not know i. Battelle was planninq

a center that would suit convention groups because he didn't

know what the plans showed. 'We were down there (at

Battelle Commons Company offices) the other day with a

prospective customer and they had nothing (designs or

layouts) to show us," he said. For 22 years before Bashor
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came to Columbus he worked for the New York Central railroad

handling convention trains and hotel accommodations. For

nine years during that period he also handled the scheduling

of trains for Franklin D. Roosevelt.

While facing opposition locally, a month later,

Eattelle Commons would fail to get federal money to build

27the solar roof for the exhibition hall. In a meeting with

company trustees on 27 April, Tipton informed them the

Federal Energy Research and Development Administration had

turned down the $2.8 million project because there were too

many fund requests for federal money for solar heating

projects. On the positive side, though, Tipton told the

trustees that money sources for about three-fourths of the

estimated $4 million transportation center had been found.

* But a source for the remaining one fourth to build an AMTRAK

station and track platforms in the convention center was

lacking. UMTA had approved money to build the bus portion

4f the center, but neither the U. S. Department of

Transportation nor the Federal Railway Administration had

money for the train portion, he said. Tipton said the

missing $1 million was causing planning problems. Tipton

also said the contract between Columbus and BCC for the

Union Station land should be ready for City Council

27 Columbus Dispatch, 28 April 1976.
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consideration in the next week or so. He said negotiations

with a developer to build a hotel in the center were in the

final stages.

True to Tipton's word, a couple of days later BCC

announced Venturi International of Atlanta and Knoxville

would design and build a $32 milli.i, 17-story, 730-room

,:rapezoid shaped hotel at the corner of North High and
28

"laghten Streets. It would be the largest hotel in

Columbus. Earl S. Worsham, co-chairman of Venturi said the

hotel would feature a stepped, sloping wall along High

Street that would be planted with ivy. There would also be

an atrium (central hall) extending 17 stories in the center

of the hotel. Meanwhile, Battelle still hoped to begin

-Jemolition of the Union Station buildings at the center site

that fall. The hotel and the center would be constructed at

the same time with completion in 1980. The selection of a

management firm to operate the hotel would be made jointly

.'y Venturi and Battelle in a couple of months, Worsham said.

He said he had had discussions with many major chains

;.ncluding Hyatt-Regency, Hilton, Sheraton and Four Seasons.

Worsham, who developed the Hyatt-Regency in Knoxville,

Tenn., had also developed university dormitories, student

housing complexes, and other housing developments in the

28 Columbus Dispatch, 29 April 1976.
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southeast. The Columbus firm of Prindle and Patrick would

be the hotel architects. Tipton said construction of the

hotel was contingent on concluding the contract and lease

agreement with Columbus which was to be submitted to the

City Council shortly. As part of the design, Worsham said a

"skybridge" over Naghten Street connecting Portal Park, the

rew Nationwide Plaza and the City's CBD beyond had been

proposed for the hotel. The hotel would also feature

balconies both on the outside of the building and along the

walls of the atrium. The 17-story atrium would be free of

columns, with shape being determined largely by the shape of

the site. It would be built next to the exhibition hall,

elevators would be in the at-ium, and the hotel would

probably be constructed of concrete. Mayor Tom Moody in

response said the hotel would be a "real boost to Columbus."

He said it would provide construction jobs as well as being

i new business in the city. Worsham said he had been

-.alking to the Turner Construction Company, which was

)uilding the rest of the center complex, but that he did not

hiave a construction company to build the hotel. It was also

revealed at this time that $14.3 million in federal, state,

and local funds were being sought to construct the bus and

rail transportation center and parking facility.
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On the last day of April 1976, more was learned about
29

the new plans for the convention center hotel. The firm

which had been named to build the largest hotel in Columbus

at the Union Station site was a widely known developer with

nearly a century of experience in hostelry developments.

reemingly, then, this firm was of enormous respect and

prestige. Venturi International was a partnership which

grew out of the Worsham Brothers firm founded in 1877 that

built the Andrew Jackson Hotel in Atlanta. Venturi built

the 426-room Hyatt-Regency hotel in Knoxville, after roughly

4hich the new Columbus hotel was patterned. Worsham said

V."enturi would build only the hotel, for which the cost

averaged out to about $42,000 per room. With active

negotiations under way with the Hyatt, Hilton, Four Seasons,

and Radisson chains, he admitted the hotel design had "the

Hyatt flavor," although he was careful to point out that

klidn't necessarily mean it would be a Hyatt. It was

revealed at the time, however, that A. N. Pritzker, owner of

the Hyatt chain, was personally heading that firm's

negotiations and had visited Columbus several times, the

last trip about mid April. Jack Pritzker, a partner in the

firm, commented to the local press that Hyatt definitely was

interested in the Columbus project but was not near a deal.

29 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 30 April 1976.
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(W-ile construction of the hotel was expected to begin at the

-me time as ground was broken for the convention center in

November or December, Worsham and Tipton said they were

forecasting rates would be $32.50 per room to start, a top

of the market rate for Columbus but a competitive rate with

other convention cities. Completion of the hotel was

q expected by mid-1979, about three or four months ahead of

tie convention hall complex. BCC officials emphasized that

the hotel construction depended upon city approval of a

contract and lease for the Union Station site and vacation

of the aging station by AMTRAK and Conrail.

By mid-May terms of the city-BCC agreement were 0
reaching finalization as it was revealed at least $60

rillion in construction would be under way in 1978 on the

:-roposed convention center at Union Station under a proposed

I a year lease agreement between the city and the
30

company. The agreement with Battelle to lease the 27-acre

site was scheduled to go to the next session of City

Council. The following terms would apply. The contract

would establish a so-called 1728 corporation that would

'exempt the Battelle firm from real estate taxes on

improvements to the property for 20 years. Such a

corporation was authorized under a state law that was passed

30 Columbus Dispatch, 13 May 1976.
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:D encourage development in blighted areas. The council had

declared Union Station a blighted area. BCC would lease the

tract for 75 years but the city had the option after 15

years to take over the center. It could exercise the option

at five year intervals after that. The city would set up an

agency or corporation similar to the Ohio Center Authority,

then still designated as the convention center operating

agency, to operate it for the city. Besides the Battelle

agreement to start work by 1 January 1979, the city was

expected to rebuild the High Street viaduct and widen

Naghten Street by that time. The -viaduct building would

* require moving some ConRail tracks. The city would build-a

temporary railroad station, and the council was expected to

:ipprove a 5-year lease with ConRail for the building on 24

May 1976. The station would be used while the convention

:enter was being built. The city also would buy a two-acre

tract adjacent to the center site from Bogen, Bogen, and

3ogen, 498 North High Street. Purchase negotiations would

start soon. The city would pay for most of the improvements

with funds it would get from the Nationwide Insurance

Companies which had tax exempt status for development of

Nationwide Plaza near the conventio. center. Nationwide

agreed to pay the equivalent of izs real estate taxes to the

city to help finance the improvements it did not have to do.

To be sure, this is close cooperation between the public and
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private sectors. Battelle Commons would not make any such

payments. Neither would developers of the Mt Vernon Avenue

Plaza, the other tax exempt development in the city.

Council President M. D. Portman said he expected a public

hearing to be set after the agreement ordinance was

introduced in the next council session. After the contract

was approved, construction could begin, but ConRail must

nave six months' notice before work started.

In its next session, Columbus Citv Council

legitimated the city s agreements with BCC for development

of the center area.31 In the words of the special oroiects

coordinator for the City Attorney's office,- council action

"signals the commitment of the city" to center

development.32 Siarnificantly, it had taken nearly a year and

half for BCC and the city to reach this agreement. But more

importantly, city government was now commnitted to the

project. One ordinance authorized Mayor Tom Moody to enter

a $1-a-year lease with the company for the 27.5 acres the

city owned. While basically allowinq the mayor to enter

into a 75-year lease, the lease called for a term of as manv

31 Columbus Disoatch, 15 June 1976.

32It is also significant, that at about this same time,

the Mayor's Council for Economic Develooment's goals
had been formulated and legitimated, qee op.9 6 above
for a related discussion.
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years as it took for the convention center, to be known as

Ohio Center, to become self-sufficient. It also called for

the city to buy three more tracts of land at an estimated

cost of $900,000. Another ordinance authorized a financial

agreement which would require Battelle to have $35 million

worth of improvements under contract by the end of 1978, and

to use its best efforts to have $29 million in additional

improvements from private developers under construction or

contract by then. That agreement would require the city to

construct a new High Street viaduct and enlarge Naghten

Street at an estimated cost of $7.5 million, to relocate

railroad tracks at a cost of about $2.5 million; to provide

a temporary railroad station at the expense of about

$300,000; and to relocate storm sewers at a cost of about

32.2 million. The city could expect to recover the costs of

:he additional land and the street improvements from a tax

ibatement agreement with the Nationwide Insurance

3)rganization. The council also adopted a resolution to set

ip tax abatement for the Ohio Center. It was also learned

at this time that the convention center legislation was

delayed a week by a Councilman who explained he wanted

citizens to have time to think over the matter. But, he and

the rest of Council quickly passed the legislation in its

- Monday night session. Thus, the city was committed to $13.4

million in various convention center improvements under the
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agreement, including $7.5 million for construction of the

new High Street viaduct and widening of Naghten Road. While

there was no public reaction, community response to the

agreement was best expressed by a Columbus Dispatch

editorial:
33

Next step towards realization of the Columbus
Convention Center will find the walls of old Union
Station coming tumbling down. City Council
authorized Mayor Tom Moody to sign a 75-year lease
with Battelle Commons Company for use of city land
on which the center will be located. Columbus
residents justifiably are elated at the prospect
of the center. Improvement will be worked with
the razing of the old depot and affiliated
buildings on the North High Street viaduct. The
structures are an eyesore but not for long as
demolition crews will move in yet this year as the
new starts replacing the old by the first of 1978.
Battelle Commons, private developers and the City
of Columbus expect to have upward of $100 million
invested in the proposed center and associated
projects by 1980. The city's share will be a new
High Street viaduct and widening Naghten Street.
Battelle will contribute $36.5 million for the
center under a legal settlement of a controverted
charitable trust set forth in the will of the late
Gordon Battelle, founder of the internationally
known institute. This contribution is expected to
double, at least, in private development capital.
Already announced is a $32 million hotel which
will be built next to the exhibition hall on the
27-acre tract. A face lifting is underway to the
south of the center. Nationwide Plaza is being
developed at the southwest corner of Naghten and
High Streets while the city will construct Portal

* Park at the southeast corner of the intersection.
Two blocks to the south, the new Federal Building
is well underway. It will help serve the area
with an off-street parking garage. Central
Ohioans have been reading about the proposed

Columbus Disoatch, 16 June, 1976.
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development of the convention center for two
years. With the essential legal documents
approved, bulldozers and other massive equipment
will compete with the roar of the locomotives for
the next several years. But residents of Columbus
should not mind the temporary inconveniences as
the convention center nears reality, a center
which will add much more than bricks and mortar.

By the first week in July, though, the tune had

changed as Columbus city officials becamie unhappy because it

might cost more than $600,000 to build the railroad depot
34

That was expected to be used for five years at best.

During that week, the city's service director began a review

9f bids and obligations in an attempt to lower costs. The

J. P. O'Connor Company, Inc., had mc3e the apparent low bid

of $627,778 to construct a present concrete facilizy to be

..ised after Union Station was razed. The company estimated

it would cost $14,000 less if metal was used instead of

concrete. With only three bids at the opening, the service

director wondered why there weren't more, especially since

the work would not be highly specialized. Under agreements

the city made with railroad interests when it purchased the

27-acre depot site in 1973, the city was required to provide

terminal facilities during the convention center

construction period. Razing of Unici Station was to begin

November 15. The cost of the temporary facility originally

Columbus Dispatch, 7 July 1976.
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was estimated at $300,000, but the price went up to $590,000

after plans were drawn. With the most recent AMTRAK

ridership figures indicating about 15,000 travelers a year

arrived at and departed from the Columbus terminal, the

public official's response was "It's pretty expensive for

five years considering the number of people who will use

it." Part of the cost was for relocating and constructing

water and fuel lines and tanks, and for fuel spillage

* control facilities that the federal government was

requiring. He said further he would see if the plans could

be scaled down to save money, and he might have to

reconsider the possibility of using Smith Brothers Hardware

Company built at 580 North 4th Street, an idea which was

considered not feasible before the larger price tag became

known. The new building would belong to the city after its

ise as a terminal complex. City options included moving it

- whether metal or concrete - or attempting to lease it at

the same site. The city's finance director said the city

would look into the possibility that some money for the

utility facilities could be reimbursed by the Battelle

Commons Company, which was to build the convention center.

He said money for the building would come from unvoted bonds

which would have to be paid from the city 's general fund and

"That's one of the reasons I have great concern."

I
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By the third week in July, the city was seeking new

bids for the temporary station. 3 5 Rebidding was being done

_n order to cut the $614,000 price tag to under $400,000.

But troubling was that City Council had to provide authority

"or the city to enter into a new contract. Time was running

short for the new station, since the upcoming Council

session on 26 July would be its last until 13 September,

4hen the summer recess ended. At the time, the finance

lirector the mayor, nor the service director had decided to

ask Council Monday for action on the station. The finance

lirector noted the metal building proposed in the first bid

-=ost "in the neighborhocd of $200,000. The parking lot,

oarking lot lights, access road were about $67,000." But a

fuel oil spillage prevention system, required by the U. S.

Environmental Protection Agency, added another $122,000, he

said. Moving fuel and water lines, fuel tanks and

installing new water and sewer lines pushed the bid up

further. The new bids also would ask for a metal building.

Cost-cutting possibilities being considered included

substituting an all weather gravel parking lot for a paved

one and eliminating a concrete curb along the track walkway.

At the time, a cost of $350,000 or 5375,000 on the second

bids looked good, but officials were surprised earlier when

Columbus Citizen-Journal, 22 July 1976.
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they opened the bids, and it could happen again. Consultant

engineers were working now on plan modifications requested

by the Service Department. The consultants felt the first

tid of $614,032, lowest of three, "was reasonable." The

station would be financed by councilmanic bonds retired from

the general fund.

By 1 August 1976, a controversy over the station was

getting into full swing when the press suggested Columbus

and Cleveland were going about getting new AMTRAK stations
36

in very different ways and with very different costs.

Columbus was planning to build a temporary station costing

nearly a half million dollars to be used while a permanent

station was built in the convention center complex. The

permanent station was expected to cost about $1.5 million, a

BCC official said. As it stood at that time, Battelle, the

ionprofit company, would have to pay for the new station.

AMTRAK would not have to finance either its temporary or

3ermanent station. The city of Cleveland, on the other

hand, would not pay a cent for its temporary or permanent

3tations since AMTRAK was footing the bill. What was the

lifference? In Cleveland, AMTRAK had brought in a couple of

large trailers to be used as a temporary station while a new

station was being built. AMTRAK would also pay an estimated

I 36 Columbus Dispatch, 1 August 1976.r
4,
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$600,000 to $700,000 for the new Cleveland station and the

necessary loading facilities. The reason Columbus had to pay

for its temporary station dated back to its acquisition (for

$5.9 million) of the Union Station property from Penn

Central for the convention center site. Often times, past

cecisions have impact on the implementation process, as

Columbus had agreed in the purchase contract to provide a

temporary facility for AMTRAK while the center was being

built. The city of Columbus paid the fair market value of

-he property and no discounc was given for the temporary

station. The contract left the question of who would build

-:he permanent station unanswered, however. A Battelle

Commons spokesman said the company was trying to line up

some federal money to help pay for the permanent station but

as yet had been unsuccessful. And AMTRAK had flatly refused

zo provide any money for the station. AMTRAK's refusal.

"ties back to the sale agreement with Penn Central. They

(AMTRAK) maintain the Penn Central trustees are responsible

for the new station," according to the BCC official. "We're

pressing as hard as we can to get reoolution of the problem

short of footing the whole bill," he said. Although

Cleveland handled more passengers - 3,103 in April compared

to Columbus' 683 - the cost of te.zporary and permanent

stations in Columbus was greater because it is a watering

and fueling stop for engines and C eveland is not, city
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officials said. Facilities for these services are very

costly, the Columbus service director noted. He said the

actual building for the temporary station would cost about

r$150,000 and "the rest is all outside stuff." The actual

bid on the temporary facility was more than $600,000 but he

hoped to "lop off" some of that amount. Columbus was the

fueling stop between Philadelphia and St. Louis.

During that same week the question of who was legally

responsible for building the permanent train station in the

Columbus convention center complex became the topic of

debate, and it was revealed the issue might be decided in

federal court. What was once a local matter was now taking

on nonlocal dimensions. Sometimes local decision makers O

will look to other levels to rid themselves of pressinG.

problems. A spokesman for BCC said Battelle did not have

the money to pay for the entire station, and it was not

3attelle's responsibility to build it. Tipton said it was

*ip to the trustees of the bankrupt Penn Central Railroad,

-onRail, AMTRAK, and the City of Columbus to decide who was

responsible. Battelle was willing to put up 30 percent of

the cost to generate federal funds, and Battelle would leave

a space in the center where a station could be built and go

ahead with planning the rest of the complex. He said

_ _ _
37 Columbus Dispatch, 3 August 1976.
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AMTRAK, which operated passenger trains through the city,

suggested during a 15 July meeting in Washington that a

federal court might have to decide who had to build the

station. Tipton maintained Battelle was not a party to the

agreement between Columbus and the Penn Central trustees

when the Union Station property was purchased. But, Tipton

said he believed AMTRAK would eventually have to build a

station. An assistant Columbus city attorney said he

thought the Penn Central trustees were responsible. While

admitting the city agreed in the purchase contract to

provide a temporary station for AMTRAK while the convention

center was being built, he said, the city, however, did not

commit itself to build the permanent facility. But since

?enn Central had no money, he felt it was possible that the

issue might end up in federal court, and the city could be

judged responsible. The preliminary assessment was it might

take several years to determine who was responsible. Often

times, officials will stall or put off decisions in hopes

that the problems will go away. The temporary station,

which would cost the city about $500,000, would be used

until the problem was resolved.
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And thus, suddenly there were questions concerning

both temporary and permanent railroad stations for

Columbus. 38 It was possible, indeed probable, expediency

might be to blame in each instance. The lastest had

derailed plans for a new permanent train depot in the

center. No one would claim responsibility for financing the

$1.5 million railroad station. BCC, which was picking up

much of the tab for the convention complex, said it would

pay 30 percent of the depot costs to attract federal funds.

City officials stated Columbus was not committed for the

cost of a depot - although it was for a temporary station-

under the purchase agreement for the Union Station property.

AMTRAK and ConRail also said they had no commitment. The •

former pointed the finger at the trustees of Penn Central

which sold the Union Station property to the city for $5.9

million. At the proposed depot site near north Fourth

Street, the initial bid was $600,00 which included water and

fueling facilities. City officials were concerned about

this high figure. Some began wondering what type of

temporary depot was necessary for a waiting facility for 23

'assengers a day based on April figures. Cleveland, which

.handled more than seven times as many passengers, had a

temporary depot consisting of two large trailers and AMTRA.K

38 Columbus Dispatch, 4 August 1976.
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was financing both temporary and permanent railroad depots

there. Certainly, a facility akin to a mobile home could be

comfortably outfitted as a temporary depot in Columbus and

later be transferred for use elsewhere by city government it

was to be argued. If neither the city nor Battelle were

q committed to constructing a new permanent railroad depot,

then the onus would appear to have been on AMTRAK. But why

should AMTRAK and ConRail be subsidized any more than they

were by the federal government? Some argued that since

airline rates paid for bond issues for Port Columbus; bus

lines constructed their facilities; and motorists paid

various taxes, such as gasoline and tolls, to retire highway

bond issues for the biggest form of mass transportation -

highways; comparable arrangements for financing a new

railroad depot should be found.

By now Columbus officials argued the method to solve

the dilemma over who should build the permanent AMTRAK

station in the convention center was spelled out in the

agreement the city signed when it purchased Union Station in

1973. 39 The agreement between Columbus and trustees of the

bankrupt Penn Central Railroad said:

If so agreed upon between the city and AMTRAK, the
city...shall provide at its expense necessary and
adequate rail passenger terminal facilities in

Columbus Dispatch, 8 August 1976.Coubs____
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accordance with terms and plans to be agreed upon
between AMTRAK and the city. The new rail
passenger terminal facilities, to the extent they
are used exclusively for a rail passenger
terminal, shall be leased to AMTRAK at an annual
rental which will amortize the cost to the city of
such facilities over a period of years, which also
shall be the term of the lease.

The only hitch in the agreement was that AMTRAK must agree

to the plan. At this point in time, it had refused to

agree. Controversy arises often in city politics when

maintenance or enhancement concerns of organization are

affected. The AMTRAK station was needed if AMTRAK was to

continue its operations. City government would not respond

to that need. The city had as one option using its bonding

capacity to build the station with the bonds being paid off

by the lease to AMTRAK. That wouldn't involve taxpayers"

money, city officials said. The city had a similar

agreement with the airlines at Port Columbus to pay for the

scheduled expansion of the airport terminal. The city, in

-:he purchase contract with Penn Central, agreed to pay the

entire bill for a temporary station while the permanent one

was being constructed in the convention center complex. Of

course, though, city officials said, the BCC, which took

over the job of building the center after the agreement was

signed, must be consulted on the train station plans.

AMTRAK, however, according to Battelle officials, had said

it was not party to the agreement between the city and Penn
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Central and therefore was not bound by the agreement. City

officials believed AMTRAK might be bound by the contract

because of its agreement with Penn Central when it moved

into Union Station.

As the controversy continued on into September,

AMTRAK began considering going to court to stop the

construction of the convention ce iter unless Columbus

officials decided who would build the permanent passenger
40

station in the complex. If Battelle Commons Company

proceeded with the constructioni of the $80 million center

without first satisfying AMTRAK that adequate passenger

train facilities would be provided, AMTRAK might seek an

injunction to stop the project, said AMTRAK's director of

state and local affairs. BCC officials had been saying they

were unable to find money for a permanent train station and

would proceed with the center leaving a space in the complex

where a station could be built when money was found. If

that was the case, the AMTRAK officials said "we would have

to look into that pretty carefully." And saying further "We

might seek an injunction in that situation. I hope it

doesn't come to that. I hope we can work something out."

AMTRAK believed Columbus was liable ")r the construction of

both a temporary station to be used Juring the construction

40 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 11 September 1976.
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of the center, and a permanent one. The cost was estimated

at between $400,000 and $600,000 for the temporary station

and $1.5 million for the permanent station. AMTRAK signed a

contract with Penn Central in April 1971 saying Penn Central

would provide AMTRAK with stations rent free through 1966.

Penn Central promised to replace "in a form acceptable to

AMTRAK, any facility which they sold, leased, or demolished,

which was required for AMTRAK service," the official said.

The railroad sold Union Station to the city. Normally in

such a sale, he noted, provisions were made for someone to

be responsible for construction of a permanent station after

the existing one was razed. This didn't harpen in Columbus,

he said. A source of great puzzlement to the AMTRAK 0

official was the contract clearly stated Colurbus was

responsible for the temporary station but didn't say who was

responsible for the permanent one. Neither Penn Central nor

the city bothered to contact AMTRAK during the dealings, and

Penn Central should have because it had the contract withI

AMTRAK, he said. "Apparently Penn Central was very anxious

to sell the property and there was some sloppy agreement

drafting," he said. AMTRAK believed Columbus was

responsible for the stations, because the transfer of the

property was handled through condemnation (eminent domain).

4 "In any such condemnation, the acquiring governmental entity

is obligated to not.iy all users the property in

I Immmm~m imama an mwn .ii a -- -- m . .. . . .
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question," according to the official. "Unfortunately, in

this case, AMTRAK was never notified by the city and

therefore was not made a party to the condemnation

proceedings." Further,"had we been notified, we certainly

would have insisted on our rights to a cost-free replacement

station," he said. The AMTRAK officials argued further the

sale could have been handled in either of two ways: Penn

Central could have sold the property to Columbus and agreed

to build the new station, or Penn Central could have sold

the property to Columbus at a reduced rate, taking into

consideration the cost of the stations. Penn Central was

legally responsible for the stations under its contract with

AMTRAK but probably had escaped that responsibility because

of the way Columbus acquired the 27-acre site, he said. The

official went on to say AMTRAK had agreed to use a temporary

station while the center was being built, a period estimated

at about three years. But AMTRAK would not be satisfied

using the temporary station permanently because the location

chosen for the station would require passenger trains "to

back up to get in there. That will cause delays." The

AMTRAK view was the permanent station must be able to handle

both AMTRAKAs National Limited, an edst-west train, and the

proposed north-south train linKing Cleveland, Columbus and

Cincinnati. The north-south route "is the kind of thing

that will ultimately come to pass. There is a pretty
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significant market for the route," he said. Both routes

could be served by the present AMTRAK station and a

permanent station in the convention center but not by the

temporary station. Both the temporary and permanent

stations would be expensive because Columbus was a

refueling, watering and inspection stop for engines

traveling between Philadelphia and Kansas City. Continuing,

he said "unfortunately" there would be duplication in

building the two stations and a lot of money would go down

the drain because of the importance of the Columbus station.

"We havenot got much choice. Columbus is a 500-mile

inspection point (a federal requirement) and also a refuling

and servicing point," he said. AMTRAK could never agree to

pay for the Columbus stations, the official argued, because

* that would set a precedent that "would ultimately cost us,

and the taxpayers, a lot of money." He said other

communities across the country would expect the same

treatment. Cleveland where AMTRAK was providing a temporary

station, was a different situation because AMTRAK chose to

leave Cleveland's terminal, saying it was too costly to

operate there. AMTRAK was in favor of the convention center

development and was willing to work with Columbus and BCC,

he said. But AMTRAK "must protect the taxpayers by pressing

AMTRAK's rights to an adequate replacement station to serve

the people of Columbus," he said.
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While this official was talking injunction, it may

not have meant that any such court action would involve an

attempt to prevent construction of the convention center.41

For AMTRAK's special representative said in the same time

frame that AMTRAK officials had not discussed a court

injunction "to the best of my knowledge." The influence of

local officials often transcends their local environment, as

this official stated AMTRAK was lcoking for cooperation-not

confrontation. Thus Columbus officials and those of BCC must

have been confused by AMTRAK's two faces. One statement by

an AMTRAK official threatened a lawsuit, and this was

3 followed up by a contradictory peace offering. Some in

Columbus were hoping the second replaced and repudiated the

initial threat because intimidation hardly was the way to

settle a disagreement without long-lasting, bitter feelings

on each side. The subsequent statement by AMTRAK declared

the "last thing we want to do is stop that project (Columbus

Convention Center)." Columbus offl:ials - and AMTRAK

concurred - agreed to construct the temporary depot but

there was a question as to the commitment to finance the new

permanent railroad station. The temporary depot would cost

up to $600,000 - a portion for refueling and servicing

trains - while the permanent station would approximate $1.5

41 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 11 September 1976.
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million. Columbus purchased the depot property from the old

Penn Central Corporation which AMTRAK said may be

responsible for the depot. But maybe the argument was

between the two railroad firms since AMTRAK signed a

contract *in 1971 with Penn Central with a promise by the

latter that AMTRAK would have a rent-free depot in Columbus

through 1996. So perhaps AMTRAK had reconsidered its legal

position regarding the city's responsibility for a new

permanent depot. If there were a thriving railroad

passenger service in Columbus, some argued the citizenry

might have arisen and demanded additional taxpayer money to

construct the station. But AMTRAK ran only the National

Limited through Columbus and passengers totalled 23 per day S

as of April 1976. Its then present schedule was in the wee

hours of- the morning but that was being reconsidered.I
AMTRAK already was being financed heavily by the federal

government and 23-passengers-per-day did not constitute a

mandate to the city. It was hoped that the two approaches

by AMTRAK officials were not contrived and the railroad was

willing to cooperate without holding a sword of a lawsuit

over the head of city officials. Resolving the issue was

essential to assure minimum delay in building the long-

awaited Columbus Convention Center.

4 As mid-September approached and as the smoke settled,

the parties involved AMTRAK, ConRz 7, Columbus, Penn

k
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Central, and BCC, apparently agreed on one thing, the

confusion would probably never be cleared up until the

42problem was taken to court. An assistant Columbus city

attorney said he received a letter from Penn Central a week

earlier explaining Penn Central's and ConRail's positions:

Penn Central didn't believe it was Liable since it signed

over all its asset," to ConRail, anJ ConRail said they

weren't responsible because they didn't take over Penn

Central's passenger operation. And as far as the city's

position, he said,

"There was nothing in the agreement (between the
city and Penn Central when the Union Station
property was purchased by the city for the
convention center-- site) tc commit the city to
build a new passenger station." "If there is
anything clear in the agreement, itAs that the
city wasn't responsible for the permanent station.

AMTRAK argued it was entitled to a cost-free station in the

convention center because of contractual agreements it

signed with Penn Central in 1971 saying either Penn Central

or Columbus was responsible. AMTRAK officials, however,

were now taking the position that Columbus should sue Penn

Central arguing Penn Central made the agreement to provide

rent free stations to AMTRAK through 1969. The seemingly

clear-cut legal commitment was cloudc& due to the fact that

Columbus took over the Union Station site through

42 Columbus Dispatch, 19 September 1976.
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condemnation (eminent domain). The city should have seen to

it that Penn Central acknowledged its commitment for the

station in the land transfer agreement AMTRAK officials

said. The city, at that moment, didn't believe it should

have to sue Penn Central. Columbus' finance director said,

"I think it is AMTRAK's role to sue Penn Central. AMTRAK

had the agreement with Penn Central. I think it is Penn

Central's obligation and responsibility to pay for the

station," he said. And what were BCC officials thinking?

They were wishing somebody would do something. They had an

$80 million complex to build. As one elected city official

would tell the writer concerning site selection, "I don't

see it as a mistake...but I saw it as a problem, and I still

see it as a problem."
43

But Columbus also has support in Washington. As the

controversy continued to build, U. S. Representative Samuel

L. Devine, R-Columbus, who incidentally was running for re-

election that coming November, entered the frey, by asking

AMTRAK for a report on its position on negotiations with

Columbus officials for the permanent train station. In a

letter to the president of A;MTRAK, Devine wrote,

As the ranking member of my party on the House
Commerce Committee, with jurisdiction over
transportation legislation, it would be vital to

4 Columbus Dispatch, 20 September 1976
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receive a complete report on AMTRAK's progress in
negotiations with Columbus and Battelle Commons
officials. It is especially important that local
officials not be threatened by court action to
halt construction on the convention center. Over
the past few months, I have been in direct contact
with Columbus officials and must reiterate their
strong concerns that this matter be resolved in
the best interests of all parties concerned.

While there was some contradiction be. een the statements of

the two AMTRAK officials, both said th-:v wanted to solve the

impasse at the negotiation table. Both were adamant,

4however that they believed AMTRAK was entitled to a cost-

free station in the complex. Devine said the two statements

by the AMTRAK officials had "caused great confusion" in the

Columbus area:

This center is a vital part cf our downtown
revitalization and integrates not only the
convention space, but multi-mode transportation
facilities... Within this week, I have discussed
this matter with Columbus Mayor Tom Moody, and his
interest lies in a solution that will provide for
both the short-term and long-term needs of this
important Central Ohio facility.

With Devine now carrying the ball, Columbus had won a

significant victory in the U. S. !UQuse of Representatives,
44

by the last Tuesday in September. In his effort to provide

a temporary solution to the railroad passenger station

problem at Columbus, Devine sponsored an amendment to a

comprehensive railroad bill in the House to help ease

Columbus Dispatch, 28 September 1976.
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financial problems in building the new AMTRAK passenger

station. On Monday, 27 September 1976, the U. S. House

approved on a voice vote an amendment by Devine which opened

the doors for AMTRAK to build the temporary station. The

station would replace the old Union Station, sold to the

city under condemnation proceedings, and would fill the gap

in passenger facilities until AMTRAK constructed the new and

modern station in the planned convention center on the site

of the old station. The Devine amendment would authorize an

outlay of about $650,000 by AMTRAK for construction of the

temporary station and would authorize the National Railroad

Passenger Corporation to provide the funding. Devine

explained to the House that

responsibility for that cost...should rest with
the trustees of the Penn Central railroad. The
reason for this is that when AMTRAK agreed to take
over the rail passenger service of the Penn
Central, the Penn Central Company and all other
railroads agreed to provide station facilities for
AMTRAK for a period of not less than 25 years. My
amendment simply includes a category whereby
AMTRAK can receive funds for the building of
temporary station facilities whenever a bankrupt
railroad has sold its old passenger station out
from under AMTRAK and without its consent. This
is a situation where the money expended by AMTRAK
should eventually be repaid by the trustees of the
bankrupt Penn Central. In the meantime, it will
permit the people of Columbus to have a rail
passenger station.

The Devine amendment would apply not only to Columbus but to

any other city faced by the same problem of losing rail

passenger facilities as a result of sale by several

mIlmm~~ m~ m m mmmmmm mm mmmmm
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railroads of their passenger stations without the consent of

AMTRAK. While Devine was jubilant over his victory in the

House, he was somewhat wary of what might happen to his

amendment in conference with the Senate on new railroad

legislation. In essence, the next step would be to persuade

the Senate to accept the Devine amendment for its own

comprehensive railroad bill.

But Devine need not have worried. The House-Senate

conference report on legislation updating railroad laws

included the House-approved amendment to clear the way for

construction of the temporary passenger station.4 5 Devine~s

proposal called for a $650,000 allocation for the temporary

station, to be advanced by the National Railway Corporation

and later filed as a claim against the bankrupt Penn Central

railroad in the future. Under the conferee's change, AMTRAK

would first have to go to court to establish the validity of

its claim against Penn Central, but Devine anticipated no

difficulty on that matter. He pointed out that while AMTRAK

had a contract with Penn Central for maintenance of

passenger stations for 25 years, the r3ilroad had violated

that contract at Columbus by selling its passenger station

there to the city under condemnation proceedings. Agreeing

with this view was an aide to Ohio Senator Robert Taft, who

Columbus Disnatch, 30 September 1976.
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said that after discussing the matter with informed people,

that "I would say there is a reasonable chance of

recovering," from the bankrupt railroad. "I think so, too,"

added an assistant Columbus city attorney, in Taft's office

on another matter. The conferees had reported to the House

and the Senate, and Devine said that "there is a good

prospect" that it would be approved by the House, at least,

the next day. "I think it is very good legislation, very

much in keeping with the needs of the people of Columbus and

tne vicinity," Devine said of his amendment. "The $650,000

cost of the project is very little when we consider that

most spending around there is done in billion-dollar

figures, and eventually even that cost will be recovered."

The Devine amendment was altered in conference
46

though. Penn Central must pay AMTRAK for the new temporary

.facilities, only if AMTRAK obtained a judgment that it was

Penn Central which failed to rell AMTRAK about losing the

Union Station. Later response came from an AMTRAK official

who felt his organization would have to get the bankruptcy

':ourt in Philadelphia to recognize this claim, which might

-e very difficult. "This could be a long and sticky road.

Everything is very vague, he said. A spokesman for Devine

:aid a staff member of the House Commerce Committee was to

46 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 30 Septemb,- 1976.
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meet with AMTRAK officials to plan action AMTRAK must take

to get funds for the station. The legislation had been sent

to President Ford and was expected to be signed within a

week, he said. AMTRAK could begin court action against Penn

Central by late October. The Devine adie said "AMTRAK must

q seek and receive a judgment from the court that Penn Central

is liable and should follow the terms of the 1971 contract

b-efore federal money could be spent for the Columbus

station."

On 4 October 1976, as the damper was placed on the

AMTRAK controversy, Columbus City Council approved spending

$188,606 for the first street project in the planned
47

convention center area. The money would pay for

construction of the connector street between Front Street

and Marconi Boulevard at the northern edge of the Downtown

a:ea. Construction of the connector was a precondition

before other street projects such as reconstruction of the

High Street viaduct and of Naghten Street could begin.

By the end of the first week in October, a

significant first was taking place as some buildings near

historic Union Station tumbled down. 48 Citizens now had the

first visible sign that a convention center really was on

F:4 47
4 Columbus Dispatch, 5 October 1976.
48 Columbus Dispatch, 8 October 1976.
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its way, as wrecking crews were well under way with the

first phase of demolition of store fronts which flanked the

historic terminal building. Clyde Tipton said demolition

would be done in four or five phases. Store fronts along

the east side of High Street north of the terminal's

colonnade entrance were gone. Next woild be east side south

of the arcade, to be followed by west side stores and

finally the terminal, he said. According to Tipton this

meant "We're getting a little bit closer to going ahead with

real construction." He added, "Now the (High Street)

* viaduct will be in a position that it can be removed and the

tracks can be relocated."

As mid October approached, Tipton tcold a group of

Columbus businessmen it might be taking a long time to get

the convention center built, but it would be worth the
49

wait. Speaking at a Rotary Club of Columbus luncheon, he

said in light of the fact that plans to buii the convention

center, were announced more than two years ago, "People are

asking, 'What'- taking so long?" ' His response was the time

had been well-spent to ensure that the complex woul(I be a

profit-maker. "Two years is a long period," he stated, but

the time has been spent trying to acquiLe Federal fjndinq

and attract private capital "so it can be debt-free and not

4 Columbus Disoatch, 12 October 1976.



si-bsidized by the taxpayer. "  Convention centers are

generally taxpayer-supported and usually lose money, he

pointed out. As examples, he noted the subsidized

facilities such as the one in Las Vagas lost $740,000 in

1975; the convention center in Cleveland lost $725,000;

Detroit's lost $500,000; and the cent---- in Indianapolis lost

$350,000. Tipton said he "couldn't find anywhere in the

world where a convention center was built by private

enterprise." Columbus $80 million Columbus convention

center, which was to be an unsubsidized public-private

venture, was designed "to operate in the black all the

time," Tipton said. To do that, private capital must be

attracted to the site. Planned private investment included

the hotel, theater, and shopping mall. And although there

had been a controversy over who was responsible for building

temporary and permanent AMTRAK stat6o':s at the site, Tipton

said he was confident "we can work rou. nd the problem."

At this time, demolition of som, storefronts on the

convention center site had begun, and ground-breaking was

scheduled for early 1977. Grounr.br-aking was originally

scheduled for 4 July 1976. Tiptc.i ,stimated it would take

two and one-half years to comple_ the publ ic portions of

the convention center. The hotel <hW!d be built within two

years of groundbreaking.
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Also during and after the Rotary luncheon, Tipton

cleared up speculation on the center's hotel.50 Discounting

a published report in a building industry newsletter, that

Hilton Hotels Corporation had been selected as the manager

of the hotel, he said he had narrowed the names to two

national chains: Hilton and Hyatt. Final agreement had been

reached with neither, and each refused to let 8CC use its

name until a contract was signed. He had told Rotarians

that while a hotel operator had yet to be selected, "Your're

going to be proud of the one that ultimately puts its name

on the bottom line." After the Rotary Club luncheon, he

said negotiations were taking time because "we. want to

insure we have a hotel operating on a high-class, profitable

basis and if it's not, we can get out." He ;aoted the

standard hotel management contract was for 25 years with a

20-year renewal at the option of the manager. "We don't

want to give away our hotel for 45 years without some

assurance it will be a high-claas profitable operation,

Tipton said. Re reported BCC wanted some sort of provision

that would make the manager share some of the risk. As an

example, should the hotel not be making a profit, the

operator could invest his own money to remedy the sit-.ation

or if he didn't, 8CC could terminate the contract. "This is

Columbus Citizen-Journal, 12 Ictobe 197C.
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whatos taking time,* Tipton noted. "The hotel industry has

never been confronted with something like this." The hotel

was planned to be built by Venturi International, an Atlanta

developer which had built such show place hotels as the

Myatt-aegncy in Knoxville.

Tipton also tld Motarians tha. work vas progressing

on the convention center, which h called a multi-use

multi-purpose civic center. Noting the planned convention

Scomplex in Columbus was the only one he was able to find in

the U. S. which was built by private enterprise and designed

to operate without a public subsidy, he said the company had

iaken great pains in planning to make L' a self-supporting

complex. Having said Battelle had studied operations at 70

:onvention centers across the nation to insure the losses

annually incurred in other citien did not happen in

:olumbus, he priced Phase I develop~ont at $80 million, up

f.rom original forecasts when the plan was fi-st announced in

1974. The initial development at this juncture would

include

Exhibit Hall - SS-0,03C -quare feet
Meeting Plooms - 35,000 square feet
ballroom - 20,000 square feet
hotel - 730 rooms
retail space - 6,0')0 sq , t feet
parking space- 2,000 cars
multi-modal bus-rail tranportation center

hile Phase I developments would occupy about half the total

site, Tipton expected the rtmainder to eventually be



developed with possibly another hotel, more retail space, an

cftic. building, or perhaps even residential units if

.owntoww living became attractiv,. Phase rz development was

-stLmated by him to cost about $125 million in 1976 dollars.

During this same time frame, a tentative agreement

was nearing between Columbus and ConRail which would allow

q the city to begin const:uction of the temporary ANMRAK

tation in November. S3 Talks had tnoqqed over the issue of a

1122,000 oil spill prevention system, and ConRail wanted the

iit7 to be financially responsible for the system if the

:nvlronmental Protection Agency (EPA) deemed one necessary.

'"he lwo sides agreed the city would not be required to

,nstall the system if it was found oil spilla , was due to

negligence by ConRail. fteanrh1le, the city's service

director intended to see' new bids on the temporary station

.n order to get -onstr-Jction started in Novemb#r. In the

previous July, a Columbus contractor subpitted the low bid

if $627,770. The bid included the oil spill prevention

system. A lover bid was hoped for the second time around.

At this time also, the site of the station remained east of

4th. between the 4th street viaduct and the Innqrbelt In the

train yard. and the station vould stilt be a temporary

*Columbus Catizen-Journal, 13 Ccober 191.
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!scility for AHMT passenger operations until the

transportation portion of the Ohio Center was iompleted.

As the third week ot October began, Tipton announced

i construction agreement would be signed and an operator

1.-lected vithin two weeks for the 132 million hotel. 5 2

Cfficials of Venturi Zntiecnational. .. e developer, and 3CC

would sign an agreement tot the hotel to be built. At the

uame time, Venturi, through Its suosidiary the Tenso

Corporation, in conjunction with Sattel e officials, would

nelect an operating fit to lease and operate the hotel.

'he subsidiary vas the comany which Ventuci, a partnership,

jsod as a development agency. Tensor would arrange for

:onstruction of the 17-story, 730-room hotel that would be

*eased by the operators. Under the agretqent expected to be

-l4ned, %CC would receive percentage* of income from the

iotq1 operation. The hotel would *" oi city owned land and

ii owned by Columbus after 75 years. -%pton expected hotel

:ons ruction to start at least by the middle of 1977 and the

*uildinq comleted and open within two y.ars. Battelle had

ipproved *schematic plans for the hotel, which involved

acceptance of plans for various facilities in the hotel.

Meanvhile, 8CC hoped bids foe cent .,3nttruction to start

in early 1977. The hotel was expecteO to be completed a few

S2 Columbus Dipatch, 21 October 1976.



weeks before the convention center, to give the operator 6O

ihakedown* peri od before convention business started.

ensor planned to hite the construction company, which night

i* a combination of the John V. Galbreath and Turner

:onstruction Companies, Tipton said. Turner had been

previously named construction manager tor the convention

center.

As October vas nearing an end, Ctry Council dissolved

the Ohio Center Authority, the organlization created tn

Oecemet t972 to get convention center plans off the

-round. S 3 With lCC now holding that respwnsibility, the

Centec Author-y was no longer neede<. One outcome of this

decision was the city you'd collect SMSOO, since the

Autr otity had collected 1120.000 by rontf.og space ii the old

stores along ,bort.,N igh Street where the convqntion center

was to be bullt. About S4S.000 of that mosunt 'ut)i be pad

in property taxes and poszsiby di sutin -' t es paylb@ ao

the stato. The money wo,.14 go into a city find for

evelopsent expenses an4 Might he used I ttor Day=na for the

temporary train station.

One week prior to the end of Octo-.r. art. -tcts vere

getting down to the nuts and bolts st-al. as 3c*ika...c

drainqs which sho'd the tayout of space in th--o cn'lm 11&4I

Columbus Dispatch, 22 0O"Uob~r 1976.



been Coqel4ted. and architeCts wer pceor ln final

construction drawings. $ 4 With other buildinqa on the site

be0ing demolished, the last, the union station itself, was

"pected to be raed Ini late Jfnuar or early Flebruarv. he

late deoendd on When the tesoorart AIRAK station was ready

to serve .assongers and trains. 14+!evors were presntlv

,ocking on plans for reconstruction of the Riah Street

,*iaduct. and it was olanned to be desolishd soon after the

first of the year with reconstruction possibly oonLete by

4ay or June. At the tise, oceosration of the conventlon

center site could be started In ,Nbru~rv oc March, with

Ve foundation work started sometwme in the first half of 1977.

The scheatic drawing toc the colox amproved by the *CC

wmrd of g utees showed a ive-level facilitv with the too

eyvIl encompasinq a 65#000 Square foot ahibitlon hall and

a 2S.000 square foot ballroom. Thq two soaces on the too

tovel could be Cobined if a Convwntion r*0eled 90,000 Suare

feet of space. which roblly vwojldn't hoopen often. Tioton

said.

As we conclusde this chootor. it NODers, then, the

first two years with 3CC at the *.-?I vqrc filled with

tot Ine and mmndene sctivity 0"1 Sow controverov.

S4 Colmbvs Dispaetch, 24 October 141.
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:woortantly, du rinq th Is per iod. foroulation 4an

'091ti*OtiOn actiVitV continuied as 9CC we$ basically being

-9stablish*d as x quasi-public *ntitv to butl4 t!%. convention

!.nter. Such creation tends to t~k time. It was two vears

Sfter th* ienititation of the *54ttoll# &ltqrnat* Planl that

the corporation had leg itimate amthorittv to proceed with the

lavelopment. In 19'94. politicst and bustao.ss le4rs

cocognivinq the occasion for docivion du* to tmie lack of

finances lupe upon the Sattolt* conieot. out it t~o*

* jntil the Spring of 197S before council vsted e fosl.tion

of tntent. for the city to Wonk WitIn 9C. "oen inft ~v 197s"

ftankin COmntV Comn Ple8s Co'urt funa11V apr"Oed the

Settelle ?loast settlement. Thirteen months later, in Juaiw

1976, council leqItimeted aeereenta wetweea " telctv "nd

3CC authorizing the latter to redevelo. Vie Vniaon Utaft

site. Pinally in October 1976. he 041o C~tter ~AtOrltv

woq diabaided clear ing the wow ta frio'too sod comsev. &Md

'SLN~uqh Mt. too $1iqnlf lant. here. in- 0"op10 womdorted tv

qrEnund Net not Oooten an 4 Jull W94. 021taf was In WftfV

respecta Airio these two years. still 0 OP* *M 1"f. ? f"OW

in the public wetot tos imlesat Ou~t COOMMIftw 4 intoe-t4r~fl.

Onse of t~e ai*oficatot iotp to -e -tctel *let* is

reformulated OM r tq'@ I I it t4 te. -'Ire 6 4"t i~" i a
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Cccuginq. Wth fiscal resources aoquatrodo 5C aintitin

IFoemal leqitimacy. began timplementation activiti,0. TiotOn

sompltod his resorce staff, the board was established, and

-o,tinos established. A waster 014n ot activities Wes

irewonte4. wan ?ioton began to wake doemn c~ianqes.

But mote twootant is the 'fltifoverow. 4fter a

Voticy decision is "do and ix10evr-sio acetivitis hequa,

iftte a lot of other owersnmatal o'ftietlm and s mber of

octorfs 04tsid* the gomernnt also met heaily involved.

:mtmnuii %W be the reemansibililtv oi uvresucrats, %at

0 number at @thote got Involved, 000* to orivets citt-6*6s

IV 0 *d groaps. AMd often that in*0IV#4W9%t IS t 1#4 to

application* tot benef its. ?a%* toe 4awpl* the Laetle

interest*

Anothert point regardIAq tIMnlentlton 1is the feeral

system adds layers of Comlicsal &M n actors to the

implementation Process. Ca"ni4rte v%4ARN controversy.A

W&atW ot actors ARCloding the V.S. 4!V"q64e *at Involved

befote OMWM got its townotatv ate-Soion. 'no~ orobloo for

'4mTPR ttPc.qb Wes the aqrengt to %Vail4 tse ststion %*A a

loot divonsion tmt non" of ifttri'&t. 'me attatisY ift

copetition to AWMAR is allso lfftrd,4 w Pm tefloctifW oft

th( Colftw QW".rIef1C9: ft it a 0004 "teest. Of 'tOW IOeSt

;aVetromet officials ftenipulate ttmOnes flat *&Steve osD6tic



DANTE. WWWUXIS GRa? AwnH: PRS:RVR7ONTSS A??8WP?
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so geat advwce has ever bn god* in mciernc*.
politics, or te1iqion. withoust controversy.

Liven Becher

In' late Octoe 1974. vtte@lo Coon Cb W soli

*W090. WOO *now in CMCt90* Of convention 4Center 4qvqlomat%.

Rourceg he*a be" acquitred too 41-' 1bt 044e hotst. ond a

Cntprat* 00ttty habd bn ~ ~oftus". 'th*

tormIauon nd qiti~atiwn Of CbW,-t1v*# In t9'eP 01804iAq

peace"s bea in'tertwiled wm%~ 10610000atwi *'01v0tios.

Am Oft*" ties. ,CO)~ives .. rt -0101%1v 14-..tift.. "Ut

Anfwlui* thow *to still fti 4464t*4. I' JA"S OImt I-"

C*e, Union ftatkoo bull41fte ltd "Do. 'e tt-PA~. fo

ineessIns the Cormn1tv Wontd4 t to "e 0te-vS.v4. At

W~ tot*, *2 TIptof# ed CbSDVV Siteftt*4 to~ ello-o t%' lt*

i~4d~tots t )ts t tog~e ins Covi*41t cim uv 0o1i.C*'.
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At 6:00 P. N. on Saturday, 23 October 1974t

lemolition of the historic Union Station arcade wee stopped

| fbsequent to a restraining order issued by Franklin County

Comon Pleas Court Judge George ?yack.I Attorney Willi"s C.

Browunfield repcesoenting the Ohio istorlcal Society asked

for the restgaining orders saying 7horoes a fair amount of

te acade left.' The oaplaint vao !Lled against Clyde

rtpton. pretident of 9CC. and the compary to stop demlLtioen

because the 1&nOdrk U8 on UM Federal fIt ier of Ui tOCL¢C

u1 dings. As background. wrecknq crews of S. 0.

ewendiCt4 and S00. Inc.* under COVer of daCnes, had

moved in and begun wreaking the arcade &boot P.R.# Frrtev

22 October 1976. ?lptoe with the appriAl of his botd, had

.anctiod the demolition activity. ,te Ohio listnctle

Jo.0ty 100NI1o a state orgyasieat ine. 'hod opposed. ?be

:Ontuwversy bad befun. The On haed c@neted scovnflW

itut Saturday afternoon. Aftervacdo, e had welte # ta e

complaint. and bad Vyack sign tn. r..ratinito Oad~e by 5:45

P.N. Vot% stopped ONt P.M. wtien ate-4mofie qrve the

4emolition @tow superintendeut 0 CWY of tho restraining

otder. ?he gait we filed because bc! did not follow proper

proceduret in planning the buildift4*4 ,1e011iIon and beause

fedetal ponds eight be spent oi tho co vetion center

I issab. 24 Octobet 191.



( project. federal funds, i.t was argued, could not be used to

raze butldings on the register or to build new buildings on

sites iwhere buildings on the register once stood.

Ttpton's respone to the press earlier that Saturday

war that no federal funds were being spent on the demolition

project and that DCC did not plan to i~se any !ederal funds

0.o build anything on the arcade site. Nower. Brovniis.W

:aoksed the question of whetber federal funds wouAjd be Qed

tft building the new resin station in the convention center

%o ceplace9 the old Otnon Station. Urovnfie14 also argued

that the admiftsttaroc of the 5oc:OY*V O~o WIstoric

Presorwatlof Office *lwo a Plaintiff .In ttiv suit, yes not

-onsuttod as she snot Uvee "een Wfr q# ~ o bega.

4. further Srttd 07Ve histarscat &OC14tv t 4 tessan to

~.l~v ~ht viore Woud be nO

T~w woqqend of N#4 1~ im ,~t 1- 4r9 t

44'.. stowni'ft4 %*~.~. or~t 74t 0 copfoalgq VIth

Tt~ptofl an* vnicv Wu.4 St"Ow a? 'M0t~ P er'1 ef

tho *tat I*" to coot inue. buit Iwf'-c9 vjAp*d gpr th. arckad.

(--o b0folitiass "%it* a ptibill-ty -*Oisoy c04A 1b4 i*dq -!3-

* *VwZI the lanotmatr. but'At I" I h114rq *lad bl.*?,

~ fi"Cot"ttaltifq hq atcad*' iM't2 t'i4 4%" ' & (:0"t~t ion

tb14
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center, the president of the demolition company, said the

arcade's demolition had always been part of the station

rizing project. A trustee of the historical society from

Chilicothe, Ohio, who also was an urban affairs consultant,

said it was *incredible" that -he arcade was being

q demolished, Owithout public notice." Saing he had talked

to Tipton about 10 days ago and was arsured that the arcade

would not be demolished for anoth. two weeks, he had

offered to have structural engineer, in3pe- . the arcade and

t: investigate financing of restoratlrn. ?urther, Tipton

mffered to set a meeting with him to discuss the proposals.

4Warren Cremean, vice president of 8CC, in explanation, said

Phe decision to demolish the arcade was made the past

,oesday at a BCC board meeting. Ris rationale was *There's

,o way to justify investment of money into (the arcade) when

h*e money is needed for other purpc.ses,* estimating it would

:ot nore than $1.S mill-ion to repair the deteriorated

ltraceure. Tipton said 8CC looked f.*: f-anding for more than

two years to save the arcade but could not find any.

Apparently. after demolition of oth..:- parts of the stations

start-ed, it became apparent that th- arcade could not be

gaved0 since beas were corroded an,, 4alls had been eroded

by water leaks.

With demolition started. Ti;ton announced the Italian

Villaqe Society would cet four stat-jes !rom the top of the
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federal funds now to buLld anything on that site. We have

na federal money in this project at this point.0

As the controversy continued, it would be argued

neglect had gotten to the historic Union Depot before the

wcckleros crane, and between the two inly the main acch and

several smaler ones were left for tbo Ohio Eistoricald

Society to se. 6 Meanwhile# atto:ney Rrownfield attempted

to mock out a tentative ereement betwen the INS and 5CC to

allow demolition to continue acound what was left of the

vrcade. if Sattelle Commons lawer: agreed to the plan, the

esetraintnq order would be dismissed. Brownfield said. An

_,1,t official in respone said the agreement didn't ean

'*we ve won the battle, but we haven't lost all of the

, reade.. and we'oe bought some tie. N However, the

idninistrator of the society's Rtstorte Preservation Office,

lurqod the group had been isled a.,o. PCC's intentions to

,a'tq the atead*. We wete led tO tq'Ivt preserving the

artcde was one of their top priot.,tit. ond never were told

their plans in fact called for de iot'tn. she said. The

then 79 year-old depot was desv1'.' .y e ire of noted

Ch icago architect Onitl sutntIass. ur nhas vas chief

ar-hitect of the 1192 Vcttd's .oivftbiaii Eposition.

ColbuMS CitISOR-J0outna 25 Oetobvr '976; andCo Ies -pt , o5 Oet t 9 bora,'



CBrownfield's complaint was federal funds might be used in

the convention center, and U. S. regulations said government

money was not to be spent to destroy buildings on the

3ational Register or build new ones in their place. A 9CC

officer had said the corporation's thinking was the law only

prohibited using ftderal money for deuol~tion of an historic

ouildinq or constructing a private investment on the site

*for a fast tax write-off.* "The building was Columbus"

z2est example of Beaux Acts classicism,* the ORS official

:ommented. Another Burnham structure in Columbus, the then

condemned Wyandotte Building at West Broad and Wall Streets,

was also on the National Registe:, she said. *Most of the

colonnade was already down when we got to the point of the

restraining order, Comnas President Tipton said.

Weathring, lack of ma'ntenance ind erosion of support beaxs

under the arcade, which act-jal'y were two stories high to

veet the Righ Stree.t vladuct, doomed the structure, Tipton

* explained. *W hadn't realized how bad it was until. we

started nine days earlier at t e north end of the terminal.

OIt was about to fall and there was no way SL.5 million

w ould take care of it.* "it was our 1oard's decizion it

makeS no sons# to spend anyone'4 oney t3 sav- "he buillinq,

falling apart as ist is.* Tipton state4. 4e said a ct aw

Columbus Citiaen-lojrnal. Z5 October 7-7.

6
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b-cket rather than a wrecker's =headache ball, was being

used to take the building down slowly because of fears

debris would otherwise crash through the weakened

sqperstructure onto railroad tracks below. Tipton also

noted DCC's attorneys didn't thin- the Convention Center

would lose federal money in the future evven though buildings

on the National Register had partijl legal protection.

iurther support cam from the presiJent oC the wrecking

company who said, OZt's in such Lhape that various pieces

could have fallen off at any time.* Ris feelings were the

arcade *really should have been roped off a year or two

Wj 1F; ige. "ts lucky that traLns underneath dLdn't bring it

iown before," he said.

Although Brownfleld felt both sides could live with

the agreement discussed Sunday afternoon in Tipton's car at

the depot, an OS administrator was still critical of 9CC

for not applying for U. S. tnterlor rspartment preservation

aonqy which she had told the copanv was available on three

occasions. 'we talked to Mt. Tipton as recently as a week

and a half ago. and he said ther were no immediate plans

for demolition, she said. Enqineers from the society were

to inspect the arcade remains tie Monday after demolition

started to determine how to salvage them. Tipton said

Ibid.



Iiects of columns, statues, decorative work and other parts

cf the arcade were being stored for the italian Village

ioclety. He said he had an Ooff the recotd" discussion with

a society trustee two weeks ago about preserving parts of

the arcade but potnted out to then it was in "bad shape.4

Meanwhile, on Monday October 25, 1976, demolition of

the portions of Union Station along North High Street

.ontinued after the Ohio Historical Society iOP.. and 8CC

aqceed to preserve what was left of the station's arcade.9
6

While further demolition of the arcade was blocked, part of

the agreement between Tipton and Brownfield was to allow

lemolition of other parts of the station along North High

3treet to continue. In a generous mood, Tipton said that

hile demolition was stopped for about 30 minutes, 9CC would

not attempt to charge the historical society for wasted

time. Under terms of the agreement, which would be formally

signed that Monday. the OHS would retov , the main arch of

the arcade and one smalAer one that remained and determine

vhat to do wit' the arches. While Tipton said there were no

plans to incorporate the main arch from the arcade into the

new convention center, Brownfield said that point hadn't

been worked out yet. However, he noted the atch was

depicted in an artist's drawing of the proposed 17-story,

Columbus DWspatc. 215 O ~tcr 1976.
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7 30-room hotel which appeared in a local newspaper. Tipton

said he didn't think the cemainin portions of the atOade

were a hazard to passerbys, since city safety inspectors had

probably already checked then. Brownfield said ORS

engineers wece to look at the cesAiLning portions of the

arcade later that day to determine how thoy should be moved.

?ipton didn't know how long it woukd take to remove the

arches, but said, Wet 'ce not going to ot mean and ugly about

.t. if they say it's going to take two retcs or two months

to do it, that's O.0 The change in demolition plans would

now also affect the Italian Village Society which was to

b receive four statues from the top of the arcade, Tipton

said. Tipton said the statues, which were removed from the

top of the arcade would be turned over to the ORS. *The

3hio Historical Society wants those ztatues. And I think we

-euld be hard pressed to say that they couldn't have them.

They are part of that (accade) , he said. Battelle Commons

iad originally promised to give the th.r.e-foot tall statues,

each of which depicted a shield be held by two cherubs, to

the Italian Village Society.

As the controversy continued, one possible imoact of

the decision to raze the arcade became clearer in that WtC

officials may have been taking a gamble that the demolition

of the arcade would not cause the loss of millions of

dollars in federal money earmnarked for the Columbus



( :onvention center complex. 1 0 The arcade, built in the late

'3th century, was on the Nationa" Register of Wistoric

Places and federal taw did say that federal funds may -tot be

.sed to build new buildinqs on sites where tuildinqs that

4ere on the register once stood. Fo: a layout plan for the

qntire convention center complex, released the previous week

iy 8CC, clearly showed that the transportation center for

.O7A was planned fo the area where the arcade then

-emained. A grant request to the federal UWTA had been made

0or the construction of the transportation center. COTAs

pxecutive director, said that the proposed grant would be in

:he millions. And, since Battelle was aakin7 the request

for the grant and was also putting up matchinq finds, he was

iurprised when he learned that demolition had startA' on the

ircade. Re sald

When I heard about it I wondered to myse If if we
were liable not to get any !i7nds now. T would
seriously doubt thst federal finds would e made
available for the construction of a building on a
site previously occupied by a bui'ding that was
officially on the national reqister. This was in
opportunity to blend the best of the old and the
new. Maybe structurally it had to ceme down, but
they could have told us about it.

Clyde Tipton, president of 8CC had told the press that as

* late as 11:00 A.M. Friday that no decision had been mad on

what to do about the historic arcade. Then, under the cover

10 Columbus Disoat.h. 2S october 1976.
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of daritness, with the apparent support of the WCC board.

r-lat same day. demolition Cre*" moved on to the site and

began ripping the arcade apart. Tlipton and Cromean both

-.vtd that attempts to find funding for renovation of the

,3cade had failed. When Tipton was .goced by the pcess what

94ttelle would do if the federal gove%:?Wnt refused to grant

Mon*Y to the complex project '1c. ace of th acede

sttutlton# he responded. Olt tPherv & any real care or

concern that nothing cant be built tbtre. w11 just move the

transportation center back a fe'p feet (to the *ast).O

Tipton had earlier told the press that 9CC did not plan to

use any federal funds to build anything on the arced* site.

in a later development, a sp~keswan for the Italian

.Pillage Society said that organization night now take legal

-iction trying to get possession of four statues removed from

-e top of the arcade. 11 A society truste*, said the society

iad a lettor signed by Tlipton P,*.n that~ the three-toot

.all statues, each shwing two cher-.bo ) oldfnq a shield.

vould be qiven to Italian Vilag. q., said the letter dated

'Nugust 165. stated In part

if the building (arcade) was to come down ... we
(aattelle Comons) will oak* every effort to
remove and deliver to your :1tillan Village)



g designated custodian...tose statues to be hold in
the car** custody and control of the t4litan
Village Society.

"iptan had stated Monday. 2S Octoooi. that a t ough the

statues were promised to the Italian Villge. they Wou14 b*

"jrned over to the hstorical society because It had

: quested them. The official said he had no objections to

the statues remaining at the Convention center site. But,

he said. We want to be sure that they will be used. I

ion t thntnt can be used. I don't thLnik they vill be

Ihued." 0The portion of the arcade remaining would hold only

two ot the statues, he said. Ot %nov they won"t be able to

is* mor* than two.' he osoco.ty wants any statues that were

iot to be used at the convention center site, he said. 0

Zn later defense of SC.°s position, Warren Cremean,

-.ice president of .X, would telt seembrs of the Columbus

3ar Association at a luncheon on 27 Octobte. at Vi fteil

,Iouse, that demolition of 0he historic union Station arcade

vas inevitable and nothing short of a assi-. restoration

.ould have saved the historic arcade entrance at u nion

Station. 12 Cremean told the 2a'vyerse...You can't always

believe everything you read in the nqvspape~s,4 refqerinq to

12 Columbus .ispati.. 29 Oct,-er 1976.
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neas accounts which indicated that Uatolle otticiaLs wattod

%til dark to be in demolishinq te historic arcade to avoid

3rtfaCting attention. CrOman said furto .

For two years, we Voaced nn fundtag Cot the
preservation of it. Pceosevation, 'that a bad
word. ?hero Is no way you eoau preserve that
arcede. You coold estore ;t. but you oouldn't
pCeOecve it. I &ont knoMW what purpose Would hove
been served by notitying them (,CS oftLcalel!.

ne said the quest ion of whethec Uo acoade could be

IIcorporated into the convention center had been studied toc

two years and that no feasible way ever s4rfaced. "Theres

no way you could have preorved that Ui sgio Ara ,*

Ctemean noted. Nis explanation was tbe structure ouffterd

from " complete lack of maintenance..."o" of it had

elsintqrated." and "tbo bean tat support the structure

aon't even there any more,° adding that any hopes of

-estoring it vanished when it becam apparent that thert was

no money available for the jot. Cr~ean ouplaine4 that

atchitect's drawings showing t.%e sain acch of the arcade

incorporated into the convention ct..ret wete based on the

assumption that federal funds would be availaute to pteserve

. ~Re said it was Just as unlie1e-; that the arcade could

iave been moved elsewhere because. *It's so fraqile, If you

started to move it, it would crumble.* Creaean informd the

lavsrs a restraintn@, order issued y Common Pleas Judge

.soege ?yack to stoz iemolatkin nad been lifted by a mutual



#1t.wmat between wc *ind oS. w*ILch goqnt "oe ardec. Tho

.*9qevmnxtt U pOaWa4 Woke OMS -%4 1:O 4eYS tc oew vp iath. 4

Ptalt an~d w~mndiffq it * br Otlfwve Wfte'% f~aFO of tho

I~t t@t 04 19*%IIWd it st 4nott'.r ett orf etrew~'

*as loft of it 4% the peent site.

Lawe th~at day* Titon saa.$ t*. c A~Y woo WIIInM

00 help to "I' W4 9% C0014 to save I*# fCst of tb*

,~I'Udintq# vbtat was listed on %b'. natlooai c~ister of

itstorWk plate$.~ ms espetation Oat t"'is st-aqe. was ho.

iitdt't antIipat* the 120 days q2.94M Vh*~ SOCI#Y vOUld !hold

IVthe project. 6roundbrea*10q for tbo**ewin conventi-of

..,ntec wylp~g ias r@v whe'dulo4 to *ccw t If Arch 1977.

kakd *y schan aqrsevant vse tnot wafttd owt wi'th thes

319torica1 Society prior to ti'. start of d*WucxtI~n Tlptm

said. ?her* we no 004 tof it. we sti,1l don~t bolist's we

41094 their approval to tat. it 4*vn.O "0e citV, would On~ly

211.w Riqgi street Wtraffic to be alatupted 4vtIftq thte WOs-ield

* and Can~ail. vou14 ont. htalt ail ttaft ic ttrq' t,"o statio"

during the tome 'oute. ! 4 said.

Thowat Siths. ditectot of 3PS. Callel thq 44q0lition

o *a clear violation of ftderal rqulatoa." Section 106 of

the National Rsoric Presrvatlon Act of 1966 stipvlate4l

thtat federal money v.& foot ?~used to taze bildings on tthe

Covb



4Utional Regiseter at MtstatW vivaecs witbout Proper

unt~eation. 14  It atoo stipeatod that teder41a y

ceawld% be asied to build inew otfwmtyjf@6 on tM site wbere a

Imistorke ),em"1 onc stood. mOn Station. built ise the

tate, 19th century w"m oft the !Atiwnal P.,Istor Oad woo

considered by Soth to be .0me *t V** tfaest examples of

loami Astsa@lassaici anjubere to the toitte States.* Otere

to no federal law that "Tos we COdn0t taste it down. The

only boker was that we ovildrs't ate tedorst hinds to taste

.downs. Cregesa respoded. Sol"J eq'eed there was no

.01o14t.10 It federal feuds were not belaq uised to the

40solito OWd it federal haeds were rot to I" dw to build

0 mew facility on the site. Uoww@r. 3C hoped to wini a

foderal grant for onetaction of the tresportat ion

tacilityO And. arCUIteat*s deawL.qs of the @wweotloo

.enter already shooed the ttranqpattateion center, as

,trnefd. would ovemp part of v%-t tros mutt* the *read*

?eninsstood. OThre has "ete t"q* a Oine determination

onl where the transportation Wold be relocats40* Creson

responded. No pointed out that Plans r its location hod

already chaneqd a te* times. t doo.t thin%~ t~ue W1A grant

is In jeop4rdyto he said. S8164h Sat *1* howe the amI'

grant vasn't In jeopardy but ?-a fttqssod a little more



q AI b a US* C9"W4ft. "To application tfor th LT~NA

U'jedS) Statoo tha the WOAc40 t'OU4 f~~f Standing. The

fppUocat o 6Were w *4t eppr ItS. ed beeni'toi down,*

contacted by tbe ?OCe1 PC*$*. '".*e oft~aciflt' reply was Otl%*

4 PP?~t@Ptios wto RTA veto ft tr Ovc -m proserveolo of t6.

:tt*4..tftY~4 on p f*44 W4 1'r-1~ it o wIgoha't fvl.rsm

tof"*wq Ow01ded a ffoote In a Vy.* fth *&to Orcth.

a locafidaty etc" an~d some colw~qSwere "*t 61.1 %%S.aainfd of

%he arcade. ?We ?'kattsui 'Itlaq. 5ocl,'%Y %84 OxpfqS#4

kn~tfot In 01IA44" cq of t 04" re*mt of %"4 arcoe buet

-1o dollions, *of*#ffpecot@d to be o44q a44%il Tc. 4 tftd *f *t?4*

lt44y of potible ati1 car UN. st*44p tomaiUn. :f sp"60

iU It he d W aI tf'q t4 " V')Tiqty~ ' t "1

intret inl the *t~t was ".! qg.er 2.eait a Oi~nC4 tl

iettsiiot if th-e a r t 4e r em-Ai a stul te a va*

ftwq1ver Swith adv.e-4 N'1 wesa as t~'"it is

previous @feaifS

* ~~Amidotth 'leAtvae t1-.te,

nccuftred 1fien OCC t 'ipla-IS tz Cf r pr as- A '
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complex 30-S0 shops which would merchandise high quality

q-'ods. I  Such stores as Saks-?ifth Avenue, Neiman-Marcus,

nd Otrooks 9rothers were mentioned as potential retailers.

T.te announcement made in early November, also stated real

ustate developer and broker, Chuck Warner and Associates, a

* ilubus based companyo was nanod eclusive leasing and

mtnaqament agent for the conteo's retail space. It was also

announced that Phase I of the civic center's retail element

Iould U ea potential for expansicn. Architectural plans

'Mre now in the final stages, and leasing operations would

otqIn in 1977. Warner. a veteran of more than 25 years in

!"he Midwest shopping center industry, 'id been operating his

#,vn Columbus ceal estate firm since 1969, and would try to

net 3iropean stores into Columbus. Tipton selected Warner

,'at the job from among three possibilities, thinking 'a firm

It,;m Columbus was especially dasflrable. " The stores in the

-*talt section all would have *qeal-,.y merchandise," and

,ould offer *new alternatives tc h-.pping in Columbus."

Selection of Warner to build and operate the retail segment

)f the proposed convention cent. aer.t de-elopers had been

selected for all segments of the SJC million complex. The

'wly jnansveted question remainin was which national hotel

ihain would manage the 23-story ho!teiry to be built by

Columbus Citizen-Journal, 1G Novemoer 1976.



'"ent'ift Tntecnastiona!. Negoia8tionts Vere still in Progfoss

ti.twoan DCC ond tia ojetw cnatns ovot the ho%*:, sanagsnt

contract.

Pfeanwhle. wthTi pton stif.i fopefui~ of brooking

ground tot the conte~' in bete or April 1977 and to " tu~ly

Operational by 1979. PCeserV6%L~n.4sts wer. forming a task

force representing "evocal qtoups and agencies to loot in'to

Saving the Sole artwv~otq arch Of 'tr- oftce oate %nion

Station &:cad# entrance.1 ?V. task Oforce was born in *Say

lovember during an In(.ora saetting at the 0"lo Ristofical

7enter between 3sto historic presorvation officials a"45

persons interested *.n salvaging the acc1%. With the 120 day

itudy aireement In affect, 3CC refused to spond any of its

ioney on the project. AM~ the agreement h&4 v- *t to be

signed by both parties. PartIpAnts A'ttA~r~fq t'1q W10Owlnq

*qre Ohio tRistorical Socie'ty 4nd bei~tor~c Prwerst~on

IfIiob officials, t Wi itetqlatqdl Citi2@. and

representatives of the Coo~usbus Chaawer of vit Ak".r-can

tnstitute of Architects (ALA), Junior Leaqu? of, Columbus,

and Mid-Ohio Pegional Planning Comission r1OppC" Dr.

Thomas Smith. director of OR4S and t'h- ztatq Cf1cq olf

ilistotic Pteservation tcld the qr'iup ,hat t-he a--ions 3fIi

o~ffice in negotiat~nq an igrqr~et 'Nas bouqht -.,,)u 120

o 16Columbus Cietiz'r-:- -:rr:', .1 4cvei't- .976-
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days.* ?his is pact of Central Ohio.' h.e said. of believe

tnat it is now your responsibility to save tis part of your

,roettaqo.0 Sith also repocted that he sign4d the 120-day

*jrceuent on 10 Noveher. but that 9CC officials had yet to

add thel: uiqnarures because of Concorn over who would pay

!or storage of artifacts already ' a n down at the site.

They wece also concecned over a ;'ts-& .Ont in te are*mnt

that tt had been their orLqna. In n ton tO incorporate the

rcCade in their convention center p!f.ns. he said. both

Smith and a Uistotical Society trqste and attorney who

!irst souqht legal action to halt demolilon. saLd the

j t.uarrel was not so much with the BSC conclusion the arca4e

:ouldn't be saved as with the manner in which destruction

beqan. *We're not a bunch of o4d ladies In tennis shoes

etltn you can't teat it down., one otficial said. 'It we

had had a chance to do our ovw 1-. iqston, I think we

probably would have co to the spt.r# :onclusion they did-

providinq what they tell us I a oou t the state of

leterioration) is true.0 Smith ald4., "The Risterical

.tesetrvation office doesn't try to i.pe4e progress.* The

-ask force would begin its work w.th its first formal

neetinq at 10 A.M. at the Ristar'cal i-4r,-er o" 16 November.

One of the impacts urban poliy proorats ay have is

ipon the very politic-a process i3e1!. One impact is that

the processes may be=3eO relatively -- e open or relative'y



more closed in terms of publicity and in terms of access by

.ndividual citizens and nongovernmental groups. Anothee is

that individuals and groups affected may learn to engage

nore seaninqfully in political debate on issues affectinq

them directly. Pceoservationist interests in Columbus felt

*ffected by SCC's demolition efforts. And with the help of

state 9overnment, they had attempted to gain some imput into

.utare decisions that would be made concerning destruction

of the arch. In urban politics, a number of different

Individuals and groups can develop access to important

processes to attain some influence over policy outcomes. Up

to this point Ln time, 8CC was makinq decisions in a

relatively closed environment. Preservationist actions

urouqht a moderate degree of openness and competition in the

processes. The groups also toolt the opportunit' to form an

ad hoc coalition. Based on their shared interest for

preservation, they would unite to have impact. hile

:oalitions ace rarely percanent, they usually energe in

response to specific issues and proposals. Specific

problems they wanted to address wqre trust (BCC had failed

to include them in decisions on the arcade's destruction)

and subliminally, one of regulation W3CC Was exceeding its

authority). Trust prob'lems usually lead to decentralization

activities such Z3 crea:in new .lecharnisms, -or

participation while those of r _;lation lead o

•6 --- ,=m m iem mm lllN
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centralization or a tightening up monitocing of the agency

or organization involved. At this point in time, a new

mechanism for public participation was formed over the

tangible, specific issue of the arcade's destruction.

Union Depot yas embarrassing at times but always a
17

comfortable reminder of the past. 1Bcause of this, some

cheered in 1975 the announcement it ccnate arcade would be

incorporated into the new conventio- :enter. But those

plans were changed quietly by the BCC board, and destruction

of the arcade began in late October, and stopped only when

the OHS obtained a restraining ordbr. BCC said weather,

lack of maintenance and erosion of the building's support

beams had taken such a toll, it was impossible to save any

part of the building, which was included in the National

Register of Historic Places. Battelle and the society had

reached an agreement that would allow a waiting period

before the destruction of the rena!ning main arch of the

3rcade for those people who wanted to save it to study the

situation, develop plans and arrange financing. At this

point in time it might be a Iittr late to place the blame

on BCC for not revealing the condition of the arcade earlier

Ao that efforts could have been maie to save it, or the OHS

for failing to properly monitor the work being done at the

17 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 17 November 1976.
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I site, or Columbus for not knowing what was coming. Battelle

was not interested in spending any money to help save the

arch nor in incorporating it into the convention center.

The task force was expected to look into preserving the

arch. Some felt that the destruction of the arcade may well

have been inevitable, but the circumstances surrounding the

Ievent surely called for fast action by the city to assure

the preservation of the city's remaining landmarks.

ILqislation to protect historical buildings was expected to
4

'e introduced at the 22 November 1976 City Council meeting.

The proposed ordinance would create a landmark commission

which would review potential destruction of significant

ouildings. Based on similar commissions in several

metropolitan areas, the board would be composed of design

experts, a certified planner, and other technical

professionals. Many felt Columbus needed such legislation

3nd that planning for the future must be done with an eye to

preserving the city's past.

As November drew to an end, the City of Columbus

still faced a steep price for construction of a temporary

AMTRAK station despite a second round of bld-taking. 1i The

apparent low bid of only two put the price at S539,000. It

was submitted by the J. P. O'Connor Company, inc., of 4th

18 Columbus Dispatch, 24 November 1976

.. ...... .. 4 - W '' J l l i
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Street, the same company which made the low bid of $615,000

in offers that were opened in July 1976. But at the time of

the earlier biddings, the city's service director declared

that cost seemed too high for a railroad terminal that would

be used about five years while th. ccnvention center complex

was under construction. After a roun. of talks with U. S.

EPA ana railroad officials, an agreenent was reached that

the city would not have to construct a fuel-spillage control

system as part of the temporary facilities. That cost had

been figured in the $615,000 but by the time the agreement

was ironed out, the July bid was too o1A for the city to

qf. accept. So bids were again adve:tised to construct the

terminal without the fuel spillage jystem. The price came

down, but not as much as expected, according to the service

'.irector. He said the spillage prevention system accounted

-or $120,000 in the first bids. Also his office staff was

meeting with the contractor to determine if there were any

nore ways to cut down the cost. Finally, he would award the

bid soon if there were no other ways to cut costs. As

background, the Columbus City Council -ppropriated $615,000

that past July for construction of the facilities and city

officials issued councilmanic notes so that the money would

be on hand. The terminal still must e built by next spring

r1977) when the Union Depot was to se razed. It would be

ised until a new station was o.perating as part of the
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convention center on the northern edge of Downtown. The

building was to be constructed in such a way that it could

be moved and used for some other purpose after its use was

ended as a terminal. Also, the building would be east of

4orth 4th Street and north of the railroad tracks. The

-:ontractor must supply fuel loading facilities and access.

The $539,000 cost would come down to $530,000 if a metal

rather than concrete building was used. The outcome of the

earlier temporary AITRAK station fracas was Columbus would

pay for the station.

As December arrived, it appeared the historic Union

Station arch would have to be moved because it apparently

couldn't be incorporated into the design for the

construction of the $80 million convention center, at least

not in its present location fronting North Righ Street. 1 9 A

Columbus-area architect and chairman of the group dedicated

to saving the arch, said the planned elevation of High

Street and other street improvements would probably

necessitate moving the arch. Task force members had been

meeting since mid-November to study options of salvaging the

arch. The agreement between them and BCC had given the

group until February 24, 1977, to find a way to preserve the

structure. The task force committee assigned to study the

19 Columbus Dispatch, O Dece,-ter 1976.
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condition of the arch had found it was structurally sound

rnd could be moved in one piece or dismantled. MeanwhLe,

the task force was trying to determine the probable cost of

those two options. It might be possible to raise the arch

on a hydraulic Jack, place it on .ollers and move it hack

from High Street 10 to 15 feet ar! !ncorporate it into

convention center designs at that po'n.. It would also be

possible to disassemble it, although ".ak force members felt

that would be painstaking work. It would be like in the

words of one member *dealing with fine china.' in reference

to the elaborate terra cotta decorating the arch. The

agreement between the historical society and BCC stipulated

that the arch could be preserved on the convention center

site if the task force proved it could be re-erected.

However, the financial obligation of saving the arch rested

entirely on the task force. *We ion't know how much it

would cost," a key member admitted. Either option was

likely to be expensive because moving it in one piece would

require heavy-duty, sophisticated equipment, and taking it

apart would require high labor cost3. The task force was

scheduled to meet Wednesday, 8 December, at the Ohio

Historical Center to discuss the options.
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On the day the meeting was scheduled, Convention

center officials received good news. 20 The heirs of

3athsheba Lazelle were not entitled to compensation of the

Third Street viaduct over Naghten Street, the Franklin

County Court of Appeals ruled, but the war over property

easement rights was likely to continue. Because of a split

-ecision by the Franklin County Court of Appeals and the

lire determination of the attorney who had alrtady collected

more than $75,000 in fees for work on the Lazelle case, a

showdown in the Ohio Supreme Court was likely. The Franklin

:ounty court held the use of the property for highway

purposes was not substantially different than its use for

railroad purposes. It had been charged that the heirs were

entitled to a S1.5 million for the easement and tc interest

dating from the time the land was obtained from the railroad

in 1958. The heirs had made a similar claim earlier for a

small part of the 27 and a half acres that were acquired by

the city for the center at the site of the old Union

Station. The city settled the claim for S140,000. Records

then showed that 49.5 acres had been deeded to Bathsheeba

Lazelle in 1834. In 1854, the Cleveland, Columbus, and

Cincinnati Railroad Company appropriated 8.23 acres of the

land, obtaining a permanent easement for a railroad, side

20 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 8 December 1976.
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tracks, depot, workshops and water stations. Zn 1958, the

1hio Department of Uighvays appropriated 2.12 acres for the

,hird Street viaduct extension of Route 23, and paid the

owner at that time, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad* $544,082 for

land and $84,257 for structural 4a*age. The heirs of

Sathsheeba Lazelle charged the easest it granted in LO64 was

not applicable to highway use. J .dqe GilILe, earlier

iolding that the change from raLl3r&ad to highway use was a

continuance of the same service to the public, upheld a

previous lower court ruling that said heirs of Sathsheeba

Lazelle ware not entitled to further compensation for

Y, easement rights that allowed const.r.ctLon of the Third

Street to Naghten Street exit camp. Those easement rights

were granted to the state in 19S9 by the Chessie System

Railroad, which had obtained the tra.ks from the Cleveland,

, .olumbus and Cincinnati Railroad. Th. suit filed nn behalf

of two heirs of Mrs. Lazelle. was n'" j3rt of a three-year

legal battle over the property at the northwest corner of

Vaghten and Third Streets. The representinq  attorney

previously indicated the case would -o to the supreme court

if he lost in Franklin County.

Meanwhile the fight cer t.. arch was becoming a

:ecurring issue as the task force tha-_ wanted to preserve it

decided to ask for money to save 1t from the very company
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chat vanted to tear it down. 21facing a 24 February 1977

teadline for salvaging the histotic arc'h. the task force of

preservationists. members of civic groups. architects,, and

,rivate citixens admitted in their sooting at the Ohio

9istorical Center that no money was in sight and thus turned

their attention toward OCC. Realizing they hod to bargain

q .nd compromise with the prtneipal cotnattant. one aember of

the task force, a Columbus area architect and insuccessful

candidate for the U. S. Rouse of Reprosontatives in the 15th

* Oistrct in ?ovembor 1976., said 09attolle ouqkit to pay for

the whole thing.0 uThey'Ore the ones that tore it down.* And

3aid a member of the OPS. OW* better let them know we're not

kiidding.* The task foce* zhairman sal. *It seems we have a

task to persuade Battelle Commons to tale what's 1oft and

incorporate it into the convention cent-er." ".%he comm~ittee

3greed to approach 8CC for !fjn'ds. Clyde Tipton's respons*

was the group wouldn'*t get very far: 41* the task force doe%

not have the money at deadline, O$e will take it down.0 1.he

agreement, to expire on 24 Fbarstipi;atebd that 3CC

would incorporate the arch in te convention center if the

-ask force proved it was financill~y and arc'iitecturally

feasible. An OHS official claimed at. the spar se2y-attended

ieeting that. *If we show it is feasibl.e to incorporate it

21 Columbus Dispatch, 9 tecem~ber 1976.
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Owto the convention center. satt'ele Commons Coapany is

coitted to leave it standinq post 23 Pebruary.g Tipton,

hweveC. said, =zveCythIn$ to cont'.neont upon then having

the money to do It.* kwtt tasc force member who was on

the Ohio Mistocical Site Preserv't'r- board. said the task

force had not determined bow such %t -wI4 cost to include

the arch In the convention center0 t- , 'the cost could be

&round $100,000. The task foce's uIzctral design and

*valuation committee bad said the arch. estismated to veiqht

".50 tons, could be lifted by hydraulic ?eck. placed on

illers and moved 20 to 30 feet back troe Nigh Street.

Vi .Otting the arch would aske an attractive entrancevay for

he transportation building planr.od for the convention

,:enter site, one tember sai the arch 'cOUld be a

'reestand.nq piece of architecture 1e a sculpture or

:ncotporated into a building," sue% as toe transportation

.ultdinq. Task force meers aqreel t* arch would make an

.ttractive piece of architecture, s-prsvrtq it to the large

itone cube in front of the Ohio 8e1" 3uilding. But Tipton

1isaqreed as he continually crusadq4 in opposition. *Ohio

sell didn't take sections of the old Perua Building (which

3tood at 115 g. Rich Street at4 -as devolls'ad in 1973) and

out them out front,* he said. Artvcr% *has to fit the

architectural style of the new conventinn center,' he sa!d,

indicatinq the arch wouldn't fit. Ve added that 'ie was



*:ather SUrprised tbtt they wota 4 &&4 is for fudn. so

*Atd th* preserveioiSt3 indicaed in AOvf*r a. the

!'*d4d 104S ttA. not Wney. * SAVO 'the 4r~t'. *O~jr trisetees

have indicated rather aloofly that tot is tholf Inmtent to

taeit dwn.O Tipton said.

Thus the Vnion Depot A&go-4o Task ftrv wag certain

ho E#Sutninq &cch could be pfQS9fvqd wits relative .ese and

!*It even more scronqly SCC snould help pav fir it. 22A

preovalent tooling W09 the Set Ct , coad bo blenvdo into the

iranuportation building WAech vou~d *toqse COA O~ficqs

behind the then present location of t%* arch. *Von to

bultdinq a net.. mie r &cc"* atou nd to. 4lSO the

Str'~ctural and d..ign alttqq chalr%4n had contact#4 a St.

.o~att fire which specialized in res rang t~r:4 -A'ta xn4

Prosently had a Contract with the TVu-~g Over. AS

a resutt~ t~ho Setif.Ina. q tack foce to step up

-efforts ~opersuade XcC -)t axv to pay tot saviri the atch

and to try 4nd q4t support ftoo thoe cvay qOv-1rntqnt. acc

trustes ratified thi qre-e'ent an 1Thsay.a 7 DOeCvjrer, that

gave the task frte* until 24 February. 610 co"t. up with a

*plan tot 2aving the arch. Ratiticatio" di4l't com,

howavor, jtil after tf*vatees !%ad been Sa;qur-q- ?1j"rous

alies that savinq the arsl Woulail't Cosgt BCC a Penny.

220lmu 
?s
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Meanwhile, the Arcade Task Torce would continue its

feasibility study, begin working on a written report, and

:tudy means to protect the arch from weathering until

somethIng could be done.

Interestingly, on 10 0ecembe: 1977, t1- High Street

vkaduct near the arch, was damaged vhe" a steel casting on a

!reight cat of an eastbound ConRa.l t:.in punched two holes

4n the northbound section o the vi.aduct.23 One impact of

ahis inconvenience was that demolition of the High Street

-ikduct would get underway four wv.nths early.

TNo weeks before Christmas, the dust and outcry

ailsed during demolition of the h" toric Union Station

arcade had settled, but the differences of opinion over its

justification probably never would be. 24 Nearly two months

after the wrecking ball demolished all but the arcade's

great arch, Tipton and OHS of!icial: still maintained

lrteconcklable views. But despite te .. r lifferences, there

vetr now gome points being conceded. ipton, for example,

admitted it would have made *a lovely antrance* to the $80

million convention center to be L-iilt. Thomas R. Smith,

director of the OHS, who steadfast:y :ontended BCC violated

federal law, granted now the ar:'0 may have been to

23 Columbus ,ispatch. 16 February 1977.

24 Columbus Citiizen-Joutnal, 17 Opcarber 1916.
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decrepit to remain standing. *Al: they had to do was notify

us, said Smith, who also was director of the Ohio

.istorical Preservation Office (ORPO). Arguing federal

regulations required state historical preservation off!ces

be notified when a building on the National Register of

Historic Places was to be razed, Smith admitte., though, the

q preservation office may have concluded the arcade was too

structurally deficient to be Incorporated into the

convention center. "We would have gone to Clyde Tipton and

said, Give us a week, let us go in with photographers and

record it for posterity," Smith said. "There would have

been nothing we could have done to stop the ra:ing of the

arcade," Smith pointed out. Re said BCC was obligated to

inform OHPO because it was seeking federal f- nds for

6 portions of the convention center. *But it's a law with no

teeth," Smith said. He explained tnat there were no

penalties that could ze slapped on 3CC. *To the best of our

knowledge, in -ur interpretation, we violated no law,"

Tipton maintained. Re admitted federa. recq~lations

stipulated advance notice be given if federal moneyf was to

4 be used to raze the building or construct on that part ccular

site, but no forma] app3ication for f-deral fins had been

made. BCC had furnished federal aaencies with preliminary

4 plans for convention center aonst pie7t i",)n , but not for

Lunding, Tipton saI. L,th aso z reed Tiptcn assured

. . .... .... . ,---, In,,,, i i l l l n l~
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Later it was learned that to move the surviving

tireat arch" without dismantling it had turned into a

qjartec-sillion-dollar proposition.2S The Union Deot Arcade

Task Force had felt 10 days prior it would be feasible to

move the arch 15 to 20 feet ba,:k into the proposed

convention center site by placing it t-i rollers and pushing

it along its existing support p.er.. On 17 December,

vewever, the preservationist group :74.ng to find money and

a way to save the arch learned the cost or lifting and

rolling back the 700-ton-structur4 wou.d far exceed their

original guess of Sl00,000. One comvittee member said,

The main thing is we have found , can't use the
existing piers for moving the a:-h. They are not
strong enough and they are .- t parallel. They
converge. it will cost $100,000 to build a
temporary foundation to move it ',n. Shoring it up
with steel framing so it won't fall apart when it
is moved would be another $160,Z.0.

They also learned the 3260,000 d-An't include remedial

-epair to the ar:h, some sort of wea ehe. covering to stop it

!rom deteriorating, or restoration costs after i-t was moved.

3ut members felt the need for a temporary foundation could

be averted if OCC and Columbus couA ',e persuaded to extend

piers planned for the new High street viaduct and a

-.onnector road through the site. TVt could eliminate most,

if not all, of the first Sl00,000, b,.,. would still Xeave the

25 Columbus Dispatch, 13 December 1976.
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( price for moving the arch at S160,000. As one member would

say, *'m Just kind of skeptical as to whether what we would

nave left after moving the arch would be worth the expense.*

Other options discussed by task force members that could be

lone to save the arch or at least part of it, included

lismantling and reassembling it. But while almost all of

ts ornate terra cotta pieces could be salvaged, it was

ioted, it would be a tedious and probably costly job to do

io. Fragments could be salvaged and erected at some other

location in a park or mall setting. Certain pieces could be

removed, restored, and incorporated into one of the proposed

convention center buildings as fragments to retain the

flavor of the historic arcade, most of which had been .

leveled. The task force wound up its two-hour session by

charging its public action committee ato suggest a course of

action' by the next meeting of the full task force 11

January, to assess and rally public support for saving the

arch. Task force members felt it was necessary to hroaden

their base and find out how much support they would get in

order to decide what salvage action to take. With about 60

days left in the agreement with BCC, task force members

decided as a strategy to convince Columbus area civic

leaders of the worth of 5aving the arch in a meeting to take

* place in early 1977. Members of the task force's Public

acti.)n comittee t-.e. o.anning to nt , with civ.ic leaders

...I IIiIa ma~ m
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during the latter part of January 1977. The task force of

architects, preservationists, members of civic groups and

private citizens said not enough effort had been expended

convincing government and business leaders of the arch's

cultural value. The group hoped enough public support could

oe generated to convince BCC to leav. the ar, h standing.

Thus, they too would assume a crusadirg posture.

As the new year rang in, 53 central Ohio

organizations divided nearly $6 millicn in grants during the

3attelle Memorial Institute Foundation's first year of

charitable contributions.26 Significant donations included

the following: $600,000 to the Columbus Public Schools for

work on the physical facility of the Ft. Hayes Career

Center, $1.5 million to the Children's Hospital Research

Foundation for pediatric medical research, and $500,00 to

the Columbus Association for the Performing Arts for

improvements to the Ohio Theatre. Once primarily a

scientific research organization, the institute was

improving the quality of life in the area and the continuing

viability of the community as a whole.

While Battelle demonstrated its largesse in other

areas, the Union Depot Arcade Task For=ze, however, was still

working to gain Battelle's generosity as it (the task force)

26 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 12 January 1977.
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While the task force was having its problems, BCC

incurred a minor one when C. E. Murphy Associates of Ohio,

Inc., the Chicago architectural firm filed a $20,991 breach

of contract suit against organizations building the Columbus

convention center.28 The firm charged in the suit the

Franklin County Building Commission hired the firm in

October 1973, to perform architectural services. The

commission was succeeded by BCC, and BCC did not continue to

use Murphy. Murphy contending it had performed $20,991

worth of services, filed suit in Franklin County Common

?leas Court listing as defendents Franklin County

'.ommission, the old Convention Center Building Commission,

members of both commissions, city and county officials, and S

Battelle Commons Company.

By the end of January, the task force learning BCC

would not agree to allow the arch to rema4.n in the area it

was in, concluded the arch must be dismantled and re-erected

at an undetermined site if it was to be preserved. 29 A

member of OHPO told the task force that BCC president Tipton

informed a few task force members at a meeting in the

previous week that moving the arch 30 feet was not mutually

agreeable. The group had been working since November on the

28 Columbus Dispatch, 19 January 1977.

29 Columbus Dispatch, 27 January L977.
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assumption that plans could be made to move the 750-ton

structure about 30 feet back from North High Street and

incorporate it into the convention center. Tipton had

produced a master plan showing that the area in which the

arch stood would be needed for retail stores. The official

reported, "He (Tipton) referred to a master plan which, to

our dismay, we had never seen," since "We were unaware of

any plans for the area." Seemingly the agreement between

BCC and the ONPO stipulated that BCC would share

architectural plans with the preservation office. "We

didnt know it existed," the official would say. Tipton had
I. also allegedly told task force members that two sites, which

were both about 500 feet away from where the arch then

stood, could possibly be used to re-erect the arch. One

site, a parking lot, was planned to eventually accommodate a

oark, and the other was the Naghten Street entrance to the

=onvention center site. Also there might be several other

sites that could accommodate the arch, but not in the

general area where it now stood. This would make task force

estimates virtually useless, in the opinion of the official.

Explaining the task force has estimated it would cost about

$160,000 to move the arch about 30 L -i-. eastward from High

Street, the official noted, "Obvious.1, there is no way we

can make an estimate now." However, zhe task force decided

to try to get an estimate for removal of the arch's
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elaborate terra-cotta. "We can get the terra-cotta off of

it and forget the interior," suggested another task force

member. "You can build a new interior" and place the

terra-cotta around it, the member said. In support of their

plans, it was revealed a Cleveland masonry company already

had estimated that it could dismantle the arch's four major

columns and its upper structure for $30,000. This was

important since Tipton had agreed that the arch could remain

standing if the plan to re-erect it was finalized by 24

February, and if the money to do it was available. The arch

could remain standing for perhaps four years, the official

said, because construction on that specific site wouldn't

begin until then. If plans and money were not available by

24 February, Tipton reiterated BCC's position that the arch

would be demolished. Meanwhile, the task force's publ.c

3ction committee chairman informed the group that a brochure

would go to print the next week. The brochure would inclide

information about the arch and a sketch of how it could look

if cleaned up and incorporated into the convention center.

The brochures would contain detachable pledge cards. While,

the task force was not yet seeking cash donations, petitions

were being printed and would soon be in circulation. The

group hoped to obtain as many signatures as possible from

people supporting saving the arch.

4_
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In the first week of February 1977, members of the

task force planned a meeting with Recreation and Parks

Director Melvin Dodge to discuss the possibility of putting

the arch on park land.30 Still working against the deadline,

the task force would begin its petition and money-raising

drive the new week. Also, a Cle'eland firm had now

indicated it could dismantle the 19th century arch, move it

to any site in the city and re-erect it for $63,000. With

the added cost of erecting a base for the arch, the total

cost would come to about $75,000. Interestingly, task force

members received the support of Mayor Tom Moody, who had

been relatively quiet on the issue, that week, although the

mayor emphasized that no city money could be used for the

project, as OHPO said.

Amidst the hoopla of the arch, one could have missed

the construction start of the temporary train station. 3 1

For, by February 4, the skeleton of the temporary train

station was complete and the facility was expected to be

opened by spring 1977. The J. P. O'Connor Company of 659

North 4th Street had gotten a S530,000 contract, for the

station which was located along the railroad tracks east of

4th Street. The station would serve AMTRAK passengers while

30 Columbus Dispatch, 3 February 1977.

31 Columbus Disoatch, 4 February 1977.



( the convention center and permanent rail facilities were

being constructed. At the time, an average of 28 persons a

day had been using AMTRAK service in Columbus. The

temporary station, to be converted to an as yet undetermined

use when the permanent station was completed, was being paid

for with city tax money.

qBy week's end the Union Station arch had an offer of

a home that might spring a citizens group fund-raising drive

to move it. 32 The city would make space available in Goodale

Park if private funds were raised to move the 750-ton

3urvivor of the wrecker's ball. The city's recreation and

parks director made the offer to representatives of the

"Citizens for the Union Station Arch" (CUSA) and the Italian 0

Village Society. "It's beautiful," remarked the president

of the Columbus Urban League and a member of the citizens

group. #It's a lovely park and the arch would be beautiful

there." She said the citizens group would meet that week to

o get estimates of the cost of moving the arch and decide, on

the basis of the city's offer and the estimates, if they

would begin raising money for the project. "We're hoping

for business support," the Urban League official said. "We

already have some offers from businessmen for some 'in-kind'

help." She said the group would also consider the

32 Columbus Dispatch, E February 1977.

I-m-mn allilin
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possibility of public solicitation. One estimate of the

cost of moving the arch had come from an administrator of

the Ohio Historic Preservation Office. After the arch was

examined by members of a Cleveland masonry firm, she said

the move could be made for $63,000. Another $12,000 would

q be necessary to build a foundation a. a new site. It was

also announced that engineers who had c..ecked the arch would

recommend whether the arch should be woved as a whole or in

pieces, or whether the terra cotta exterior should be

:emoved and applied to a new interior structure. Dodge said

he was enthusiastic about getting the arch into Goodale

Park, since it would be at no cost t., the city. *The arch

will add to the park and to the city," he said. "I think

Columbus appreciates history. That is why we're preserving

the (old Ohio State) arsenal." A CUSA .member remarked, as

the north downtown area is develop.d wit.4 the Nationwide

Plaza and the convention center .hat is planned for the

"nion Station site, the arch in Goo.al.e Park could become an

increasingly important cultural asset. In her opinion the

park might *become an area where reo.e from all over visit,

not just a neighborhood park. And maybe also the park could

get other things relating to the city's past. " The station

arcade* for example, had been "for decades a destination for

architectural students' field trips." It was, according to

the citizens group, Columbus' only example of a style known



as Beaux-Arts Classictsm, a style characterized by "a rich,

strongly three-dimensional facade, a lively, sculptural

skyline, paried column, rigid symmetry and an overall

m onumental appearance. The arch, the group said in its

literature, "is inextricably linked to the history and

.evelopment of Columbus, and it was for decades the first,

or last, structure viewed by rail passengers travelling to

and from the capital city." As a "symbol of transportation

.n the city," it was *instantly recognized by its citizens.*

Impacts: The Federal Role

While some semblance of compromise had been reached

with the citizens' group, perhaps the most significant

i.mpact of SCCAs position became evident when by the end of

the following week, it appeared that razing the historic

arcade might cost Columbus millions of federal dol~ars for

.he planned S80 million convention center. Sometimes in

the process of planning urban policy programs m.pact-s occur

-which are indirect and unintended. Also, the existence of

the federal system and its heavy use for implementing much

domestic policy add additional layers of complications and

4 actors to the implementation of local programs. And in some

programs, the influence of federal officials may be greater

*33 Columbus Disoatch, 10 February 1977, and 11 ?ebriuarv
1977.
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than that of locals. This influence of federal officials

was revealed, when in response to destruction of the Union

Station arcade, the federal UNTA notified Mayor Too Moody

t hat the city's request for $6.2 million for the

transportation complex at the con-..ition center had been

torned dowto. The mayor had received 4 letter from UWrA on 8

February, saying the sudden :azing .. October 1976 of the

arcade violated federal law and pre'ven*-,d UNTA from further

consideration of the grant app..cat'on. The letter. written

by UNTA's administrator for transit assistance stated,

I regret to inform you that UIN.A has terminated
consideration of the application by the City of
Columbus requesting capital grant a3sistance to
construct a multi-modal trans;o:tation center.

'he application, dated 26 October 1975, requested

S6,240,000. While the application was on file, the UNTA

)fficial said, UNTA asked Columbus to inform It of what

4ffect the convention center pro,.ct ::ht have on the Union

I.tation arcade. 'We received no respnse to this request,"

the official said. Be said the arcr e was then detolished

without UNTA's knowledge. OThere are a number of federal

laws relating to preservation of t'iric structures,' the

official informed the mayor. Sayinv, *'hese laws require

UMTA to take all possible action 8- preserve and protect

historic properties," he added that the arcade destruction

Oviolates the spirit o? the law and Is totally inconsistent



with WPrA requirements. We therefore find it impossibe for

M.'RA to continue consideration of a transportation center at

.his location.' But city officials art by no means passive

"arqets of such pressures and will sometimes launch a

counter-offensive. In response, the mayor believed there

aere Oa number of inconsistencies* in the WOTA response and

3ssiqned the cityOs special projects coordinator to

investigate them. It was hts U-dert anding that a forma .

Ippltcation tor WHIA finds were never mad. and that the city

vas le"Oing not $6.2 million, but a such lesser amount. The

special projects coordinator explained that "the app2lcation

they were talking about as n.ot sub).ttoed to WrA, but to

the Oepartment of -ransportation...and it was not an

application, but a p.e-application." Ie laid the

Information sent to UIA consisted more of o-tliinay plans

and vasnet a formal :oquest for S6.2 zillian. F7.rtheqr, to

his inowl*dqe, there had ne--er to-e a frtaml appl;cation

made for U14TA funds. The axount t^ be r..questqd wi, to be

about $2 million, he said. Previous archltectural plans fot

the transportacion center, which ca.'ed for railroad tracks

to run beneath the center, would ha-e sade it. nec.s~ary for

8CC to request S6.2 .illlor., the coorlinator saii, but

revised plans. however, whz.-i stitlatel that the tracks

would run beside the transprtation tnter. consilerabl7

reduced the =ost of Con-tr-Jction. te -i. C' i..-on' ;

0
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response was on* of dismay. Expressing great concern, he

said he would go to UKTA headquarters in Washington, D.C.,

:o challenge it. "Weve got to go back and challenge this

thing,* Tipton said. aIt~s like a kangaroo court

proceeding. I donot understand how they can do this.'

S~Tipton reiterated what the special pr. "ents coordinator said

Ibout no formal application ever 1:lig made to UMTA. He

said BCC was goinq to ask UMTA for aDut S2 million, which

would be about 80 percent of the amour.t needed to build the

transportation center. T1.e 28,000 square-foot

transportation center, planned for the northern part of the

27-acre convention center site along ,1"octh High Street, was

to Include COTA administrative cffices and a traffic

management center for the Ohio Department of Transportation.

Tipton said it was true that 3CC did not send a written

reply to UITA's questions about tn.h -. 'fect of the project on

the Union Station arcade, explaining, "We were there in

meetings with them,* and 'There was , c,-ntinuing dialogue."

UNTA was kept abreast of convention center plans at these

meetings, he explained. Tiptnn maintained that BCC

knowingly violated no federal law i.; lemolishing the arcade.

One law in question stipulated that -o federal money could

be used for construction of b-il'ings on sites where

buildings that were on the national :egister once stood.

Tipton said he waq trying to contacz '47A officials so he



could arrange a meeting. "I would like to sit down eyeball

to eyeball. We've got to charge after them to get this

thing squared away." That Friday, Tipton also felt the loss

cf federal funds for the transportation building would not

hold up the entire project. Saying that although officials

still hoped to iron out differences with UMTA, he argued the

q lack of an agreement "isn't going to table plans for the

center." Although no one was saying he was confident U74TA

would change its mind, officials hoped to meet w~th federal

officials and be given a green light to submit an

application for $2 million for the transportation building.

The original plans for the transportation building

envisioned an elaborate "TransCenter," which BCC officials

hoped UMTA would support with $6.2 million, Tipton said.

However, the Federal Railway Administration's refusal to

grant funds necessary to refurbish the arcade had forced BCC

to revise plans for the building, he would argue. The most

recently revised version called for a transportation

building that would house only COTA administrative offices

and a traffic management center for the Ohio Departmont of

Transportation. Officials had yet to submit an application

for $2 million for this plan when UJMTA informed thie city

that the S6.2 million proposal had been rejected.

Although BCC was the nonprofit corporation formed to

build the convention center and draw the plans, the city
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Must formally ask for federal funding because UNTA

determined BCC was not an appropriate recipient. 3 4 The

"etter to the mayor informing him that the $6.2 million

:equest had been denied began a discussion among the city

ind BCC officials over whether they submitted a pre-

application or a formal application. Tipton's response was

the request was part of an overall 3:e-application to the U.

S. Department of Transportation for about $12 million. He

explained that former U. S. Transportation Secretary William

Coleman, Jr., told BCC and city officials in mid-1975 to

submit such an application outlining how much money they

thought was needed for the overall project. Then in mid-

1976, Coleman changed his position and told BCC and the city

that an overall application or pre-application for the $12

million should be broken down into separate applications to

each agency in the department being asked for funds, Tipton

said. "He (Coleman) decided we h.d to deal with all

agencies individually instead of just the Department of

Transportation (DOT)," Tipton explained. That meant BCC had

to begin dealing separately with UMTA, the Federal Railway

Agency, AMTRAK, and the Federal Highway Administration.

After BCC began dealing with these acencies individually and

learned that all the money they hoped to get wasn't

Columbus Dispatch, 11 February 1977.
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available, revisions in plans were made, Tipton added. BCC

did not believe that the submission of the original request

for $12 million, which included the $6.2 million request to

JMTA, constituted a formal application, officials explained.

In a letter Tipton sent to UMTA's administrator for transit

assistance on 28 July 1975, Tipton said BCC "is pleased to

submit our preliminary application for federal...funding..."

Accompanying the letter was an "application for federal

assistance" form, which listed $6,240,000 as the amount

requested by UMTA. The difference between a pre-application

and an application was considered significant by some

because if no formal application was pending at the time of

the arcade demolition, the laws pertaining to historic

preservation would not have been applicable to the -ase. An

UMTA spokesman told the local press that there was no

significant difference between a pre-application and an

application. "The only difference is that an application is

developed around a pre-application," he said. He explained

that the evolution of a project usually required revisions

between the pre-application and the application stages, but

4 that they were not considered separate requests. However,

he would not speculate on the chances of a new application

for $2 million. "It would be unfair to discourage or

4 encourage another application. I they want to submit an

application, we will consider it," said. The city's

4
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special projects coordinator, had now been put in charge of

contacting UMTA in hopes of setting up a meeting to discuss

-:he issue. At this time, though, officials were not

expressing optimism that UMTA could be convinced to re-

examine a scaled-down, $2 million application. "What we'll

have to do now is wait for this matter to be resolved and in

the meantime look at alternative locations for

administrative offices," COTA's executive director said.

Overall plans for the $80 million convention center complex

would still proceed with or without the transportation

building figured in, Tipton said. Those plans included

provisions for a 730-room hotel, a convention and exhibit

hall, meeting rooms, theaters, retail shops, a ballroom and

underground parking. Officials were still hoping ground

could be broken in 1977.
.35

Thus UMTA had spoken:

The destruction of Union Station arcade, a
property listed on the National Register of
Historic Places, as part of a broader project
involving possible use of federal funds violates
the spirit of the law and is totally inconsistent
with UMTA requirements. We, therefore, find it
impossible for UMTA to continue consideration of
the city's application for a transportation center
at this location.

35 Columbus Dispatch, 10 February 1977.
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And while Columbus officials had been trying to get their

facts straight, they didn't believe UMTA's ruling would rule

out future UMTA funding requests.

Often when controversy begins, a policy-making

strategy is to assign blame to others. And at the beginning

of the next week, Tipton argued the City of Columbus had

been unjustly punished for an action taken by BCC,

indicating UMTA's denial was neither fair nor logical. 3 6

Feeling the confusion resulting from UMTA action had clouded

several points, he argued first that BCC did not have a

grant application pending with UMTA when the arcade was

razed. His explanation was that although BCC submitted an

application for $6.2 million to UMTA in July of 1975, that

application was turned down when UMTA determined that BCC

wasn't a proper applicant. In the process, UMTA then

notified BCC in September 1975 that it could not receive

federal funds because it was not a public body or controlled

by public officials. As a consequence, UMTA suggested the

city resubmit the application, which was done the following

month, official records showed. Tipton maintained, however,

that the resubmitted request for UMTA funding, was part of

an overall $12 million preliminary proposal laid out before

the U. S. Department of Transportation. Contained in the

36 Columbus Dispatch, 13 February 1977
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overall preliminary proposal were federal funding estimates

that BCC and the city thought might be obtainable from

var ious agencies under the department~s jurisdiction,

including UMTA. "There is no application for $6.2 million.

It doesn't exist," Tipton maintained. UMTA officials had

indicated there definitely was a rt.uest for $6.2 million

from the city and that the distinction between a preliminary

proposal and a formal request was negligible. Another point

Tipton wanted to show was that UMTA's insistence on having

the city, and not BCC, apply for funds should mean that the

city and BCC should be treated as separate entities instead

of one. He asked, "If there's no relation between Battelle

Commons and the city, L,.en how could the city be punished

for what Battelle Commons dii?" UMTA apparently believed

there was an important relation between the city and BCC,

for in the letter turning down the grant request, the UMTA

official stated, "The Union Station arcade was demolished by

Battelle Commons, a private entity under contract with the

city." And as a consequence, City officials were also

concerned that the letter seemed to imply that the city was

responsible for the arcade. The main question, which was

whether there would or would not be a transportation center

on the convention center site, might not be answered for

some time though. UMTA officials said the city could feel

free to submit a new application, and a few local officials
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had indicated that the city probably would. However, no

decision on whether to resubmit an application for federal

funds was expected until after local officials met with UMTA

personnel to try to clear away confusion.

Douglas Yates writes that an element which adds to

the variability and instability in the urban oolicv process

is the "stage of decision. "37 Sometimes a problem which noos

up whether old or new is one the citv can deal with

routinely and effectively. Or the problem may be one which

is constrained bv numerous past decisions, is deeply

embedded in existing programs, and while "old" may require a

new approach such as basic restructuring of policv or

existing organizations. But a third tve is one of crisis

and the response is crisis-hopping. When Tipton and the

board decided, in a somewhat routine manner, to start

demolition of the arcade, some felt the outcome also miqht

be routine, even though warned of the possible violation of

historical oreservation laws. To move on with proqress,

though, the board voted 8-0, (the AFL-CIO representative was

absent) , unanimously, to proceed with demolition of the

arcade. As Battelle Commons board chairman would arque

3 7 Douglas Yates, "Urban Government as a Policy Makinq
System, in Theoretical Perspectives on Urban Politics,
Willis D. Hawley and Others (Enqe -wo6d Cliffs:
Prentice-Hall, 1976), pp. 235-64.
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backing up Tipton, BCC had searched for restoration money.

But the arcade vote reflected the board's "responsibilitv of

fiduciary inteqrity, to deliver to the community a

functional, on-going, profitable convention center." 38

Battelle Commons hadn't found any restoration money, and the

demolition was necessary so construction of the convention

center hotel, involving costly private capital, would not be

impeded and construction equipment could have easy access.

The wrecking was not done at dusk to deceive any one; that

was the only time the city would allow High Street traffic

to be limited and when the fewest number of trains would be

passing underneath. But one man who knew of the demolition

beforehand was the mayor. Tipton said he informed the mayor

ahead of time "so he wouldn't be surprised," and he offered

no objections. "He did inform me around noon that Friday

(22 October) " the mayor would confirm. Tinton had told the

mayor "The place was not repairable. He said undoubtedly

there would be controversy over it, and I anticipated that

that would be the case," the mayor recalled. But the mavor

added that Battelle Conmmons was within its riqhts under its

contract with the city, which ownerl zhe land, and "the city

had no riqht to intervene." The mavor, a self-described

history buff, questioned whether the a-cade was more than an

3 8 .A Quick Goodbye, " p. 61.
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architectural curiosity. A native of Columbus, he said he

clearly remembered the building beinq "in a pretty terrible

condition" as early as 1942. "In my judgment it had no

historical or sentimental meaning to the people of

Columbus," he stated. And he doubted the arcade deserved to

be on the National Register in the first place, adding that

the city, as property owner, did not applv for the

designation. But the possibility that BCC had finessed

itself out of in excess of $5 million in federal money for

* the transportation center because it didn't submit to

federal review requirements before knocking down a buildinq

on the National Register bothered some. COTA*s executive

director was one. He noted that the U. S. Department of

Transportation had sent a "exploratory mission" to Columbus

on 12 November to find out what had become of the arcade.

"We didn't know beforehand that's the reason we were

concerned," he said. But Battelle Commons officials

maintained that since no federal money was used in the

demolition and nothing was to be built with federal monev on

the arcade site, future federal dollars couldn't be in

jeopardy.

In the first stage, after the board's decision, the

mayor, informed bv Tipton that controversy miqht take vlace

locally, took the oosition that the arcade's estruction Aiei

not require the city's intervention. And in a sliqhtlv more

. . .- 4i l mml mm i .. .
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protracted state of crisis, during the three to four months

the decision was being protested by the OHS, ORPO, and the

preservationist task force, the citv's response was to

donate a location, while the mayor would offer moral but not

inancial support. Upon UMTA's 8 February announcement

though, the city had the closest th" ig possible to "crisis

decision making." While the mayor, in response, would cite

"inconsistencies" in UMTA's position, he would quicklv

develop an instant solution--the city attorney's office

special projects officer would be out in charge of dealings

with UMTA.

While the dominant view among many in the city was

the razing of the arch would have an Innocuous effect upon

convention center financing, one who was an exoert on such

matters and was involved in the decision-makinq process

which led to the demolition informed tne writer

It was avoidable. There -s a process to take
something off of a reqister if they start
registering. It was not impossible. In fact the
indications were it was oossihie that it would be
listened to svmpatheticallv. glans were even
developed to have alternat!ve.F of what could be
done to preserve parts of it, oE reconstruct carts
of it at another place and to rtL-.serve the arch in
its existing location. Sut th! ooard of Battelle
Commons said we're supposed to build a Convention
center; we're not respons iI ? for historic
preservation and therefore we are not outtinq
dollars in it at all. qo then, rather
arbitrarily, and rather quickly without checking
out the feasibility or the oossibilitv of taking
it off the register, the decision was made on
Wednesday to tear it down on Saturday. Then all
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hell broke loose, because it was a bad decision.
And it was perpetuous. And in result, the
reaction in the Department of Transportation in
Washington was, and leqally, if you went to battle
with this, the only thinq that they have argued,
is that you couldn't spend any federal money on
that site which even on the reqistr*, was the wrong
address. There was a block on the registry, and
that was a building that had been burned down
three or four years before that. Rut you could
argue that that was the only restriction on that
particular site where the arch was. Thatos what
they intended, and that was the descriotion of the
historic site. But they said no to all 27.5
acres. You could beat that. There was no doubt
about it because it was not the intent of the law.
They were overextendinq their authority, and it
was not even realistic, because some of the

* potential other programs had nothing to do with
that site; not even remotely. So they were very
arbitrary in their decision which was later
overcome. They reversed that. But it could have
been worked out ootimisticallv. And the argument
that we have to qet it out of there because we
need to start construction is not valid at all.
It was about 15 months later before anything was
done that would have required that site. And that
was known at the time.

Deliberations over the arch would continue however.

And while some "arch rivals" humorously suggested the arch

might be used as a "noseoiece for a ciant Edsel" amidst the

consternation, the Columbus Union Depot Arcade Task Force

which had renamed itself Citizens for the Union qtation Arch

(CMUSA), had raised a fourth of the '100,00 needed to save

the arch with one week left to save the entrvvay. 3 4 C"JSA

reported the largest item was S0,000 in donated services

39* Columbus Citizen-Journal, 17 February 1977.
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(engineering and materials) to build a new foundation for

the arch at the location selected for it. And while the

task force still hadn't settled on a location, members were

leaning strongly toward Goodale Park, which the Columbus

Recreation and Parks Devartment had offered as a site. 5JSA

officials had also acolied for a SM 000 qrant from the SKI

Foundation and were preparing an avp!.cation for $S0,000 in

*local option' fund ing under tie citv's Commnity

Development Act entitlement. PVther qra.it would have to be

matched with $50,000 in cash and services raised by the task

force.

Meanwhile, Tipton, during the third week in February,

unveiled a scale model of the SO million convention center

complex at a areas conference. 4 0 .he model showed the

planned hotel, to be located Just north of aqhten qtreet.

Behind the hotel was the six-stcr convention center

complex, which would include parkinc caraqes, a shootina

mall, meeting rooms, a ballroom, an exhibition hall and

management offices. Railroad tracks ran alonq the north

side of the cowlex, where AMTRAK )aasenqer train service

was planned. Across North Hiai Stree*t from Nationwide

Plaza's 40-story office tower would ? the City of Columbus'

portal park. Battelle Comnmons hoed to break qround bv

40 Columbus Dispatch, 21 Februar-' 1977.



sorinq or early suimnr. With the anveilLnq of the scale

odel also came news that 16 of the exoected 50 businesses

had reserved soace in the coinlox. Of sianificance was the

fact the center would be a good idea. with maqnetic

qualit tea, as it commanded early recoqnition for its

potential. Also significant was the fact that one-fourth of

the first letters of interest came !com out-of-st te, an

Indicator of what others thoucht of Columbus centor's

future.

Whtle Columbus" future asy be brtqth, the arch's

continued in Jeooardy, as CUSA. one dav before the deadline,

sought a four-month extension to raise the $106,000 they

needed to move the arch to a new 'ocation. 4 CUSAs new

prooosal requested Tioton to extend t.e ieadlhne to 10 June

in order to qet money and pledges of services. ioton'

response was he would 4lve the committ&e an answer the noxt

week after talkinq to HCC board -*ers. .'e nromiaed,

hoever, that the company would not tear down the arch intil

it had qiven the commvittee its 4eciion. " orooosal, in

the form of a letter to 'T"oton, dotaied th-e estimated costs

of moving what the letter called the *Creat Arch, cleAnina

it, building a foundation, 3tr-zct'JarA1 te tiri an

landscaoinq the area. t also asklt neriission to "ce the

41 Columbus Di.patch, 23 Februar, 1'977.
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arch north of its resent location to a site between the

elevated lanes of the 3rd and Hiqh Street connectors. Also,

the committee now had $31,000 in cash oledges and $25,000 in

promised services to move and rea- semble the arch. It had

obtained a professional fund-raiser who had volunteered her

efforts to raise money for the pr-iect. Other oromised

services and the estimated value .luded a crane from

Georqe J. !gel & Convanv, S3,000; : tractor and trailer

from Atlas Transfer Couvany, S2,000; bricks from General.

Clay Products, $1,0001 materials and labor, Chamex Comoanv,

$1,000: general contracting by Rob-rt W. Setterbin & Sons,

Inc., excavating and grading by Jack Frost Inc, and concrete

rcm Anderson Concrete Corporation, S10,000; arofessiona

services such as architectural and site planninq by Edsall

and Associates, soil sampling and analysis, CT Enqineering,

Inc., and structural desiqn by Korda and Associates Ltd.,

S91000.

In a meeting between CLt3A and TiDton, which was

formal, polite, and thick with tension, CJqA officials also

presented an estimate from Cleve!- nI Marble Mosaic of

$83,000 to move - including dismant'inq, transoortinq, and
4 *,

re-erecting - the arch to a new site. Other costs were

4 2 1bid.
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$1,000 - Cleaning the rebuilt arch
$10,000 - building a new foundation
$2,500 - miscellaneous expenses
$9,000 - professional services

These added costs raised the total to S106,000. The

committeeos report also stated,

An ideal site would be at a location in the Ohio
Center which would permit maximum public enjoyment
of the arch. Such a site would allow the arch to
serve as a focal point for the main vehicular and

q pedestrian entry to the Center and would be on
High Street between the elevated lanes of the
Third-High Street connector.

Tipton's response was "I think it is rational to consider an

extension." Concerned about the length of time, thouqh, he

thought four months to be "awfully long." He said there

would be no formal board meeting prior to Thursdav's

expiration of the agreement, but that BCC trustees would be

polled on their feelings about an extension and the CUSA

reauest that the High Street site for the arch be made

available.

On the day prior to CUSA's deadline, something else

of significance occurred when Warren Cremean, vice president

of Battelle Commons announced his resignation to assume the

post of executive director of the Develooment Committee for

Greater Columbus (DCGC) effective I March. 4 3 The develooment

committee, a private lv-funded orqanization, was and is

43 Columbus Dispatch, 23 February 1977.

U'
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concerned with long range planning for the Columbus area and

Central Ohio. Cremean's predecessor in the job resiqned in

late 1976 to take a city manaqer's job in New Jersey.

Cremean, an Ohio Northern Universitv civil enqineerinq

graduate joined the Ohio Highways Department in 1946

following service in the Arm Air Corps of Enqineerinq.

From 1964 to 1972 he was service dirzctor for the City of

Columbus, then was named executive di.:ector of the Franklin

County Convention Center Buildinq Commission, which had

early responsibility for buildinq the convention center

before BCC. At the time of the ar:nouncement, Cremean was

chairman of the mid-Ohio Regional Planninq Commission

(MORPC), a member of the Downtown Action Committee of the

Chamber of Commerce and the Mid-Ohio Health Planninq

Federation. He said he would review those positions and

resign those which might have overlaooinq or conflictinq

responsibilities. Cremean said "I was offered the iob

earlier, but wasn't able to take it. We're on the way here

(at the convention center) now. The ma'or oroblems have

pretty well been resolved." He welcomed the devetooment

committee job, and said "I'll spend full time on planning

for Central Ohio, and that's what I w.i involved in for many
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( years." The committee was working on such matters as the

1-670 freeway, the convention center, Capitol Square South,

sewer programs, regionalization in local government, and

energy.

As the arch fight continued, a local news editorial

called for the arch's destruction:
44

q The Union Depot arcade which might have added a
unique touch to the new convention center has been
destroyed. It is time to let the remaining arch
follow suit, if public response to save the arch
is any indication. There is no doubt that the
Battelle Commons Corporation displayed a cavalier
attitude in destroying most of the arcade last
October. The Ohio Historical Society and the city
administration also share blame in not properly
monitoring the work done on the site. We hope
both have learned to be more cynical in dealing
with private organizations. But what is left?
There is talk of movincy the arch to Goodale Park - S
why? Are we going to make it a children's
plaything? 'ill tourists flock to the site to see
the main arch of an old railroad station? Is the
city ready to accept continuing maintenance of the
arch once it's in the park? Not likely. Settinq
up the ungainly structure near the convention
center has also been mentioned. If it
commemorated a victory or was a monument to war
dead, we might hold different views. But the arch
represents a railroad station, nothinq more.
Columbus, instead of worrying about the arch,
would be better served to turn its attention to
the creation of a city landmark commission
composed of professionals to review potential
destruction of important buildinqs. A oroposal
for such a committee has been kicking around
outside City Council for several months without

4 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 26 February 1977.
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significant action. Let~s plan now to prevent
further destruction of our heritaqe. The time -
and the reasons - to save Union Depot have Passed
us by.

Two days after the editorial, BCC President Tipton

said board members aqreed to grant a two-month extension

beyond the original deadline. 4 5 CUSA now had until 24 April

to move it to a new location. Tio-on said BCC was also

suggesting CUSA decide to move the arch to a location

outside the 27-acre convention center site.

The fight over the arch may have been symbolic. For

there was something larger at stake. As an examale, One

positive result of the dispute may have been legislation

creating a landmark commission in Columbus. 46 The

legislative proposal, drafted in the spring of 1976 and

backed by the Junior League after the arcade destruction,

provided for review of intended demolition of historic

buildings - before they were carried off as debris in dumo

trucks. Expected to be acted on in early 1977, the

legislation might qet its first important use in the case of

the Wyandotte Building, located at West Broad and Wall

Streets. The Wyandotte, Columbus' first hich rise, was

designed by the same Daniel Burnham, opened in 1898, and was

A QuiCk C )odbve,"
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listed on the National Register. Considered priceless by

architects it had been long owned by the state of Ohio. it

was not condemned as a fire hazard, and potential users said

it didn't have enough floor space for larqe-scale office

operations. The question of whether or not Burnham's ghost

had been exorcised could provide the proposal with the test

case it had missed over the arcade.

As background, in November 1976, the wrecking of the

arch had influenced public consciousness aoparently causing

many people to pay serious attention to the merits of

preservation. 4 7  Realizing th is, some Columbus-area

developers and planners were reluctant to test the Public's

tolerance. The Ohio Historical Society, the Columbus

chapter of the American Institute of Architects, several

civic officials, and many private citizens raised a protest

over the demolition, saving no notice was qiven before

demolition began and that since it started during the night,

was this done to minimize public observation. Whether

Battelle Commons Company officials or the Preservationists

were right, developers and planners took notice of the

public controversy. The executive director of the Canitol

South Community Urban Redevelooment Corporation, beqan

looking to see if there were any historical buildings in his

4 Columbus Dispatch, 7 November 1976.
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three-block project area. Except for the Ohio Theater, none

were considered by preservationists to be "historically

significant:" the Beggs Building at 21 E. State Street and

the Hartman Building on the southwest corner of State and

3rd Streets. The official said he believed developers

should work closely with historical -gencies to determine

the most feasible uses of such properties. A senior planner

for the Columbus Department of Develcoment said about 30

major Downtown buildings were considered historicallv

significant, including several which were on the national

register. One on that register which caused problems for

both preservationist and developers was the Wyandotte

Building at 21 W. Broad Street, which would cost about S30 -

40 per square foot to renovate. The buildinq which was

owned by the state, stood in the way of potential Huntington

!Iational Bank plans for a banking comp lex at Broad and Hiqh

Streets. Bank officials didn't "need and don't want any

problems with the public" regardinq votential demolition of

the Wyandotte Building. Huntinqton coulA acquire the

building because the state wanted to sell it. 4 bill

authorizing that sale had passed the Ohio Rouse of

Representatives but had not yet been acted on bv the Ohio

Senate, and if the Senate didn't act on the leqislation in

the present session that week, it would have to be

reintroduced in Assemblv in 1977. By that time, local
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historical officials hoped to have pushed through the City

Council an ordinance creating a landmarks commission

responsible for reviewinq potential destruction of

historical buildings.

After destruction began at the Union Station arcade,

persons interested in gettinq the legislation enacted held a

meeting to formulate plans.48 The Junior League decided to

spearhead the drive and planned to have the legislation

introduced at the 22 November 1976 council meeting. The

landmarks legislation, drafted in early 1976 by an architect

from Chillicothe would establish a review board composed of

design professionals, a certified planner, a lawyer and

others with technical expertise. The mayor would appoint

the members of tbe landmark commission from a list provided

by a nominating committee. The legislative proposal also

called for a listing of all city properties considered to be

historically or architecturally siqnificant. Most maior

metropolitan cities had such a commission and "Columbus is

pretty far behind the times" in the field of historical

preservation, according to a oreservationist. If such

legislation had been in effect, it was the opinion that the

old courthouse and the old Peruna Drug Manufacturing

building at 115 E. Rich Street would never have been

4 8Ibid.
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demolished. Both were on the national reqister.

Preservationists felt "Columbus is in a crisis-like need for

such legislation," to provide for "an intelliqent blend of

the old and the new." A senior Planner agreed, noting that,

"We have not had an adequate means of communi review and

dialogue on which buildings ought to '3e maintained, so we

approached each demolition on a crisis oasis." A landmarks

policy would give the community such an opportunity for

these discussions. "Redevelopment efforts gain more

cultural value when they are associated with historical

structures," he said. The planner also said "the obvious

example is the Ohio National Plaza with the Trinitv

Episcopal Church in front," and blending historical

buildings with new develooments gives the community "a whole

understanding of its past, present and ootential future."

Some other buildings that fit into the "historically"

significant" category, were the Post Office at State and 3rd

Streets, Trinity Lutheran Church at 3rd and Fulton Streets,

City Hall, the Columbus Athletic Club at 136 E. Broad

Street, and St. Joseph Cathedrat at 212 E. Broad Street,

plus nearly two dozen others.
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( In March 1977, the memory of a similar cry was

announced that had occurred 16 years earlier to save another

historical landmark in Columbus.49 The Kelley Mansion, built

on E. Broad Street in 1835 by Alfred E. Kellev, was doomed

to the wrecking ball in 1961 to make way for the Christooher

Inn. Similarly, a committee of preservationists started a

q drive to save the mansion - just as had been done in the

case of the Great Arch - with their efforts costinq more

than $50,000. In 1977, the classic Greek revival structure

- reduced to many sandstone blocks - lay scattered in a

field near Akron, in the custody of the Western Reserve

Historical Society. Facing a bleak future, the mansion's

stones were carted from its site in 1973, and there were no

plans for using them. The Kelly mansion was the first

pretentious house built in Columbus and the family moved

into it in 1838. Kelley, Cleveland's first lawyer and first

prosecuting attorney, at the age of 25, became the vounqest

member of the Ohio Legislature and continued in that body

until he became its oldest member. A leader of Ohio's Whiq

Party, he sponsored an enabling act for the Ohio canals,

built them as the state~s agent, and in 1837, pledged his

Columbus mansion and his personal wealth - at a considerable

interest charge - to save the state from bankruotcv. He

49 Columbus Dispatch, 14 March 1977.
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also built a railroad, developed highways and wrote some of

Ohio's banking laws. Those now trying to save the Union

Station arch vowed that history would not repeat itself.

The efforts to save the Kellev Mansion had many

similarities to the present effort to save the arch. 5 0

- Both groups wanted to dismant!e the structures
and rebuild them at other locations.

- Both groups were offered space on citv parks.

- Both groups said they needed $]00,000.

- Both groups circulated petitions and published
pamphlets about the structures in attempts to
raise money.

-Both groups fell short of their goals when the
deadlines arrived, and they both asked for time

Y extensions.

- The property owners offered ideas for savinq
the structures to historical societies long before
the demolitions were scheduled. The offers were
rejected in both cases.

Meanwhile in May 1977, Columbus landmarks

legislation, first mentioned 4n 1975 to remedy problems such

as the one concerning the arch and the t-andotte, still had

not been introduced before City C:nciU. While landmarks

legislation would establish a commission and criteria to be

used in determining what was to be listed and what was not,

according to a city councilman, "The problem in general

terms is that it sounds great, h istor icallv and

5 0 ibid.
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architecturally significant property, but it's very

subjective. *51 By the summer of 1977, however, the Columbus

Landmarks Foundation had been formed as a nonprofit

corporation to find new uses for important old buildings by

working with private and public develoament to orevent

"indiscriminatel urban renewal levelings. 5 2 The action made

it appear to have been a political move made in the wake of

the public outcry over the destruction of the Union Atation

arcade, as a spokesman would say the foundation was not

going to wait to act until the "bulldozer oulls up,* and

* that it had already received requests for Planninq the

renovation of some historic structures. The Foundation

would be funded by a revolving fund made up of grants, local

and national supoort and membership fees to be used to

obtain important properties to be held until new uses could

be found for the sites. Also, it appeared that the

Wyandotte Building, the city's first skvscraoer, would set a

reprieve from the wrecker's ball, since at least two oarties

had contacted the state about making bids on the builinq

with plans for its renovation. Tn other activity, vlans for

the restoration of the old Union Station arch were also

moving ahead. Citizens for the Union Scation Arch (CU A)

51 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 19 May Iq77.

52 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 23 July 1977.
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had announced plans to relocate the structure in a unique

park to be created in downtown Columbus and with the

Columbus and Southern Electric Companv having pledged to

donate the park.

By December 1977, supporters of historic preservation

were attempting to try to sidestep Co'. mbus City Council in

creating a group to regulate the alteririon or demolition of

landmarks. 5 3 Those supporters, disaooointed by the council's

December refusal to establish a preservation commission,

indicated they would consider alternatives, including a

possible referendum vote on the i3sue. The council had

voted 5-2 to indefinitely table the Proposed ordinance to

create a nine-ember Historic Structure Preservation

Comission. the commission, which would only have advisorv

powers to the council, would sugqest which buildings in

Columbus should be placed on a roster of historical

structures, and before a buildinq on the roster could be

altered or demolished, its owner would have to obtain a

*certificate of appropriateness rom the commission. If

the comission refused, it could be appealed to the council.

If the council refused to issue the certificate, the

property owner would have to wait 10 days before altering

or demolishing the building. However, backers of the bill

53 Columbus Dispatch, 20 December 1977.
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Ithought the proposed legislation was too weak, and theY

would like an ordinance with more stringent safeguards

against demolition or alteration of historical buildings.

In the summer of 1978, preservationists were

unqualified victors in what was a *landmark decisionO bv the

U. S. Supreme Court. 5 4 On 26 June 1978 the court ruled tiat

New York City could prohibit construction of a 53-storv

office tower atop Grand Central Terminal, thus qivinq

preservation law equal status to that of zoninq and other

0 urban development laws. The decision showed clearly the

constitutional validity of landmarks leqislation, and in the

6-3 ruling, the justices refuted the arqument that landmark

legislation reoresented an unconstitutional takinq of 0

property without Just comensation. The majority ioinion

was that without Just compensation, the majority 'Aqreement

with this argument would invalidate not just New York City

law, but all comparable landmark legislation elsewhere in

the nation. We find no merit in it." All 50 states and

more than 500 municipalities had Preservation law, but many

cities had avoided desiqnating commercial orooerties as

S4 Columbus Landmarks Founiation Newsletter,

Fall/Winter 1978-19.
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landmarks for fear of legal challenqes. The U. S. Suoreme

Court ruled that landmarks legislation was not only leqal

but very desirable

By the fall of 1978 landmarks leqislation was gettinq

a second chance in Columbus. 5 5 Council President Maurv

Portman asked City Council to rec.jnnider the tabled

legislation since the recent U. S. 9u,'reme Court decision

clearly stated that public oroperty c.uld be requlated to

promote the public welfare. When the provosed Columbus

legislation was first considered in DeCember 1977, there was

a recoumendation that City Council 6:.-fer consideration of

the issue until after the Supreme Coirt ruling was made.

Supporters for the legislation included, in addition to the

AIA chapter and Landmarks, the Columbus Department of

Development, the Columbus Develooment Commission, the City

Action Task Force of the Junior "_eactue of Columbus, and

Columbus Citizen-Journal.

As one outcome of the preservationists battle, DCGC

announced its support of landmarks legislation in December

1978.56 In its official newslette:" the orqani.zation stated:

We have been workinq with Colunt, s Citv Council to
reconsider leqislation which was 3b'.,d bv them in

55Ibid.

56 Development Committee for Greater Columbus
Newsletter, December 1978.
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December 1977. Columbus is heavily dependent on
Federal Aid for most major programs and the qtate
Historic Preservation officer must "sign off" in
all applications for Federal monies. He has
indicated such approvals will be come difficult,
and maybe impossible, to obtain in the future
unless Columbus enacts some type of legislation on
this issue. Almost every other major city in the
country has something on their books.

Opponents of the concept should understand that
right now one person locally can independently

q recommend a structure be listed (without even the
owner being notified). Establishment of a
commission would at least Provide a Public forum
to discuss any such proposal. Also, we are
recommending the legislation should be patterned
after the procedure in Rezonings or Variances in
Land Use; i.e., the Historic Preservation
Commission hold a hearing and make a
recommendation to City Council, who holds theiL
public hearing and then makes the decision whether
a structure should be designated as a Listed
Property.

Also, it would seem logical and desirable that
this Commission review aplications for "area"
designations and make recommendations to City
Counc il.

The blunt fact is that unless action is taken to
establish an official Process the decision to
place a structure or an area in the historic
preservation classification will be made by
independent individuals or lay groups who might

* have the highest of motives but should not have
the right to impose restrictions or limitations on
the property of an unwilling individual.

As the summer of 1979 approached, another attempt to

pass historic preservation legislation would be made before

Columbus City Council, although much debate continued over

portions of the proposal.5 7 T' Council had tabled the

57 Columbus Disotach, 20 May 1979

I
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proposal in December 1977 because critics raised many

objections over its potential to hold up building projects

and penalize property owners, and possibly be

unconstitutional since it would not offer property owners

any compensation for interfering with their property riqhts.

While the 14th Amendment guaranteed zhat property owners

must be compensated for property taken away by government,

some people argued that landmarks legialation, by delavinq

building projects, would constitute a "taking." However,

the U. S. Supreme Court in June 1978 upheld the

constitutionality of landmark laws, when it ruled New York

City did not violate property rights by refusing to allow an

office -. ,er to be built over Grand Central Station. The

impet,,.u to reconsider the legislation was provided by a

Councilman who earlier was stronqlv oposed to certain

provisions of it. He now believed local landmarks

legislation was needed to curb federal interference in local

building plans. Specifically, he had been upset with the

federal Advisory Council on Historic Preservation's

opposition to local plans to snend a S2 mil.liton federal

grant on the North Side. Local lara'marks leqislation was

preferable to federal interference. Also, the executive

director of the Columbus Landmarks F-,ndation, said local

legislation needed to ensure historical properties wera not

torn down before owners examin posibilities of reuse.
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Despite the consensus on the need for local leqislation,

disagreement remained over several of its orovisions with

one of the biggest concerns being the 180-dav waitinq

per iod.

While there may have been other reasons, one of the

main ones was possibly associated with plans to develop the

Capitol South area. 58 The three square block area to be

redeveloped south of the State House has been promoted as

one of the most extensive redevelopment projects to be

attempted in the history of Columbus. To encouraqe orivate

develooment, city government had supported the Capitol South

Urban Redevelopment with financial assistance and helped it

to acquire the land. Columbus Landmarks has shared the S

enthusiasm to revitalize the area as a catal-lt for

redevelopment of the Downtown but has opoosed the project

for its 1950s style urban renewal site-clearance approach,

one which would prevent historical transition between the

new development and the existing environment, and possible

result in many other structures in the Downtown becominq

economically obsolete. As this writer left Columbus in the

summer of 1979, he had recorded no evidence of landmarks

leg is la tion.

58 Columbus Landmarks Foundation Newsletter,

Fall/Winter 1978-79.
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Sumary

This chapter is significant from the standpoint of

the considerable difficulty experienced by preservation

advocates to access and influence the Columbus redevelooment

policy process. Earlier, the writer arqued that coalition

building and compromise as keys to success. In the fall of

1976, a coalition of preservationist-, members of civic

groups, architects, and private citizens came together to

access this Process presumably to orevent destruction of the

Union Station arch. Preservationist officials believed they

had an agreement with Battelle to save the arch. But levels

of access and influence are also related to the fact that

different people and groups have different levels of

knowledge about the processes, substances and timetables

involved. Battelle had moved under cover of darkness, as it

was reported, to beg in demoli .:ion of the arch. The

preservationists gained access to this Process, first by

filing suit to bring about a temporry restraining order.

Later the coalition would attempt to dramatize the issue in

such a way that it could activate tho,;e who eid have Power

to support their cause. Rut the CC, not a passive tarqet

to these pressures, would resist, and eventually remove the

arch. The coalition would not be able to move into close

alliance with local public officials to become associates in
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( forming and overseeing public policy as was Battelle.

Considerable activity had gone on in the formulation and

legitimating phase of the redevelopment Policy process in

Columbus to give the interests in BCC a favorable position

in the governmental process.

Perhaps, though and also, significantlv, the

preservationist coalition did have a measure of influence -

not in preventing the removal of the arch, but in preventing

funds from going into the center. It is to be recalled the

UMTA terminated Columbus' application for capital qrant

assistance to construct the multi-model transportation

center. In dramatizing its issue, the coalition was hardly

successful at the local level but through relations at the 0

federal level impacted the process. There are several

channels of access and possibly influence in the oolicv-

making process.

An important point of learning is, poerhaos, some

comunities have differing values with respect to renovation

* and rehabilitation or preservation activities. The trend

nationally in many cities exper ienc ing the urban

"renaissance" today, is restoration, not demolition. In

attempts to provide a "creative blend" of the old with the

new, there has been some effort to preserve some of the old

while enhancing with the tinsel. But Columbus is somewhat

of an anachronism. For at both ends -f Downtown, site-

4"',"u l ml I ..
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clearance projects are underway. The Union Station was

demolished at the north. And three-square blocks are beinq

cleared in the south.



Chapter Five

CLYDE R. TIPTON, JR., AND THE STRUCTURE OF POWER AND INFLUENCE

Power abdicates only under stress of counter-
power.

Martin Buber: Paths in Utopia, 1950.

While March 1977 began for Battelle Commons on a

q somewhat rancorous note as the preservationists continued to

fight for the arch, BCC provided its first report to the

community. The report covered the companvs first full year

of operations, commented on major accomwlishments, and

provided a certified financial statement for the fiscal year

ending on 31 October 1976.1 In terms of 1976, the reoort

confirmed the agreement completed between 1CC and the City

of Columbus for the lease of certain property on th.: site.

Also, a sub-lease and agreement was signed with a hotel

development organization for construction of a major hotel,

and clearing of the Union Station area was begun in

preparation for construction of Phase I. Construction would

begin in 1977. In terms of its financial status, while 8CC

had been engaged in designing, olanning and organizing, the

* principal funding of the company had been invested. As the

audited financial statement showed, the companv's assets had

1 Columbus Dispatch, 20 March 1977.
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BALANCE SHEET

October 31, 1976

ASSETS
Cash ....... ....................... .$ 271,133
Certificates of Deposit ... ............. .. 10,040,000
Notes Receivable ...... .. ................ 750,000
Accrued Interest Receivable .... ........... 953,917
Prepaid Insurance and Other Assets .... ........ 69,500
U.S.Government Agency Bonds

(Market-$28,594,000) ................. 28,303,636
Furniture. and Fiitures, less allowances

for depreciation of $1,650 ............. ... 11,215
Architectural and Development Costs ... ....... 911,71S

$41,311,116

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES

Accounts Payable and
Accrued Expenses .... ............... .$ 74,770

Fund Balances:
Construction .... ....... $38,518,809
Administrative .. .... ... 2,717,537 41,236,346

Commitments $41,311,116

STATEMENT OF CHARGES IN FUND BALANCES (EFZ)
Year Ended October 31, 1976

CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATIVE TOTAL
FUND FUND

Balance at November 1, -1975 $35,746,999 $2,822,331 $38,S69,330
Investment Income and other 2,771,810 217,263 2,989,073
Expenses (Deduction) (322,0S7) (322,057)

Balance at October 31, 1976 $38,518,809 $2,717,537 $41,236,346

STATEMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE FUND REVE.NUES AND EXPENSES(EFZ)

Year Ended October 3!. 1976

REVENUES

Investment Income .... .............. .$208,101
Other ..... .... .................... 9,162

EXPENSES
Compensation and Taxes Thereou. ........... 175,328
Professional Fees and Services ........... 64,621
Insurance ...... .................. ... 46,079
Office and Business .... ............. ... 36,029

322,057
EXCESS OF EXPENSES OVER REVENUES $104,794
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increased. The release of this information was timely, for

President Tipton of Battelle Commons Company was about to he

caught up in the controversies and crises that can and have

beset redevelopment politics in urban America. As related

to Chapter Six, he would face certain realities that make

the "redevelopment briar patch" a fascinating mosaic of

q interests, actors, issues and problems to be studied in the

urban setting.

Proposal Costly Activity

Early after taking command, Tinton hired Battelle's

favorite architectural firm - Naramore, Bain, Brady, and

Johanson of Seattle, who replaced Murphy's "early industrial

medieval" plans and came up with a new plan featuring a

vaulted, "thin shell" concrete roof, solar enerqv collection

panels, and a huge convention hall, spanning the railroad

tracks which ran diagonally from southwest to northeast

through the property. 2 The new proposal was, according to

Tipton, "a completely different architectural plan which

would include a transportation center, meetinq and

exhibition facilities, shops, a hotel, theaters and surface

parking." In the spring of 1977, cost was now estimated at

S73.2 million. In July 1975, thouqh, Tinton announced

2Cook, "Race to Revitalize Downtown," o. 40. qee also

pp. 199 above.
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*ground would be broken for Bicentennial year observances

with the complex completed by 1979. But then trouble began.

Structural and safety problems, he was informed early in

1976, made it virtually impossible to build a convention

hall spanning the tracks. And of an estimated $100,000,

Naramore's initial design had to be scrapped in order to

build Phase I of the Ohio Center almost entirely on ten

acres south of the railroad. Any major commercial,

residential or recreational development north of the tracks

was reserved for Phase II at some later date. As work on

the new design began, other changes were also being made.

Exhibition space previously estimated as high as 200,000

square feet, was reduced to somewhere between 65,000 and

85,000 square feet. Tipton and Lasko had decided after

market research it was unrealistic to expect Columbus to

attract the major national conventions which required huge

floor spaces. Staff members at the Columbus Area Chamber of

Commerce responded they weren't asked for help and had never

seen the study, however. And Bob Bashor, director of the

Columbus Convention Bureau, was reportedly unhappy about

what he saw as an arbitrary action which might exclude

* several large conventions from the n -4 center. As eibit

space was reduced, the number of meeti:ig rooms designed for

small and medium-sized groups was increased. And as the

plans for a major retail facility were pared also, the
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expensive department and specialty stores like Nieman-Marcus

and Saks Fifth Avenue which had initially expressed interest

in leasing Ohio Center space were no longer willing to make

a firm commitment. Also in 1975, Tipton said he would seek

$3 million in federal assistance to provide solar heating

and cooling for the complex and that he had a developer for

the hotel, the theater and commercial aspects of the

project. COTA officials were optimistic they might get as

much as $8 million for the transportation center and federal

officials thought the prospects were more than encouraging.

Although by February 1976, Tipton was saying he could have

an agreement for a 15-20 story hotel at the site within a

month, things began to turn to bisque. Bicentennial July 4, 0

for example, passed without a groundbreaking. But in

October, Tipton said the wait was worthwhile, for the money

was in the banks and drawing interest and he forecast the

shovel would turn in "early 1977." He would also say he

expected a construction agreement and an operator for the

hotel, which was then regarded as an integral part of the

convention center construction, within two weeks. By then,

though, the price of the center had escalated to $80

million, and in Tipton~s estimate, site preparation would

start in February or March 1977 with foundation work in the

first half of 1977 and construction of the 17-story 730-room

hotel to commence shortly thereafter. .n November, 1976,
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Tipton announced appointment of Chuck Warner and Associates,

a Columbus real estate firm, as exclusive leasing agent for

retail spacel but by early spring of 1977, no firm

commitments had been announced. And despite the potentially

misleading language on the 1971 ballot, BCC officials began

to argue a sports arena was never a .ealistic part of the

Ohio Center - at least in Phase I. Also, early designs

called for a "twin cinema" theatre, with a 1,000 seating

capacity, to adjoin the multipurpose complex and hotel

buildings. In March 1977, there was no mention of a theatre

in the new plans. Early plans also incorporated an

elaborate "Transcenter," to include Amtrak railroad station

facilities, a large terminal for both COTA and inter-city

buses, office space for the Ohi Department of

Transportation (ODOT) and other agencies, and easy access to

the convention center for cars and pedestrians. But

Battelle's application for more that, $6 million in federal

funding was rejected by the Urban Mass Transit

Administration. On then current plans, the Transcenter was

located north of the railroad tracks and called simply the

COTA/ODOT building. There had, it %-,a reported, apparently

been little cooperation among the ;irious transportation

agencies, and the Transcenter's future at best appeared

uncertain. With the expensive "thin shell" concrete roof

having been dropped in favor of a cheaper, more conventional
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truss roof, the sate type recommended in the first design,

plans for the $3 million solar energy collection system were

also drastically reduced after the Energy Resources

Development Administration told Tipton his proposal was

simply too expensive. Tipton was now hoping for a smaller

system costing about $1 million. Also plans for a large

multi-level garage nearby had been shelved. Perhaps the

change in Battelle Commons' plans, which received the most

publicity though, was the decision to raze the old Union

Depot Arcade. And, despite an effort by historic

preservationists to raise the $265,000 needed to save the

remaining archway, demolition was still likely to proceed.

Then, in early 1977, Cremean, who had made the transition to

BCC as a first-assistant to Tipton, quit BCC to take a

position as executive director of the Development Committee

for Greater Columbus. In response, there were unconfirmed

reports that the quietly efficient Cremean could not mesh

with Tipton's personality. Cremean in his new position

would say he was charged "with promoting whatever is good

for Columbus and this (the center) is good for Columbus."

He would not comment further, though, on why he left the 3CC

staff nor what his views were on the progress of the work

there. Tipton would deny though that he and Cremean clashed

personalities. "It wouldn't surprise me," Tipton said,

"That a man of Hap's stature and expe-'ence...might not be

...4muml~ll l . . .
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happy working in a project where he'd once been boss...We're

two different kinds of people but I think we both have ...---e

than a casual respect for each other, even though we might

differ in our methods of going at a job." About the only

major element in Phase I of the Ohio Center which had

remained relatively unchanged in Marc'., 1977 seemed to be the

hotel. But controversy would brew h.re, too. In April,

1976, Battelle Commons contracted with an AtJanta developer

to handle financing and development cf rhe hotel. That

proposal reportedly was accepted only after Galbreath

interests had tried and failed to out together a workable

package. But then the latest change of the project involved

Earl Worsham of Atlanta, Georgia, principal of the Tensor

Company which was trying to arrange construction of a hotel

at the site, fu.r within the month he had good news and bad

news. As background, in Februar-f 1177, Dollar Mortgage

Company, a subsidiary of Dollar Savings, had put together a

proposed syndicate of savings and loan associations to

finance the hotel's mortgage. With mortgage financing

secured, that left construction financing, which was

considered usually relatively ix,- !e, and in addition,

equity financing, or the actual owner-hip of the hotel. As

conditions, BCC agreed to loan Tensor, Inc., Venturi

International's subsidiary nearly $2 million, most of which

Worsham would in turn invest in the (project. Worsham then
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began recruiting other investors. By early February, he

said he expected to be able to break ground for the hotel in

March. In March 1977, then, Tipton announced both the

convention center and the hotel would be open for business

by mid-1979. At that time, some outsiders were less than

saguine about that schedule.

One may ponder why Tipton was now being subject to

these attacks. After all, politics, except for the "Arch

controversy" appeared routine until this point. But in

explanation since Tipton had not broken ground in March,

what was once latent was now turning into rancorous

conflict. And also, based on the events thus far taking

place, it appears the controversy was becoming unique and

salient to a leadership, which as we see later, would take
effective action on the local level.

At the time, and as controversy began to swirl,

Tipton's style so far had not publicly alienated any of his

trustees. And although the trustees had sometimes subjected

him to close questioning during their private luncheon

sessions which preceded their monthly meetings, they had

4 made no visible efforts to overrule any of his major plans.
3

Nor had they openly expressed any discontent with his

apparent setbacks during the past two years. Others

3 Columbus Dispatch, 19 June 1977.
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disagreed with his penchant for secrecy and his

aggressiveness however.4 Interests from both the public and

private sectors began to question his decision-making

ability and whether or not he was working closely enough

with other governmental agencies involved in the project.

Tipton responded that he was well awAsce of the criticism,

saying he could be more open, "but that's not the way deals

are made. You have to go out and look for partners and try

to package an attractive investment, and you just don't do

that in public." As a result of his behind-the-scenes

efforts, he argued, the public would ultimately get a better

Wconvention center and a better hotel. As administrators will

often charge, others are unreasonable or ill informed, and

he would dismiss the complaints as being insignificant.

Thus, in Spring 1977, and barring any unforeseen

obstacles, some hoped ground would be broken for both the

convention center and the hotel, but after that City Hall

insiders predicted a series of minor, but cumulatively

significant delays as various entities wrangled over sewer

lines, essential service elements in the project. 5 City

government still must lend technical expert. Tiptonas view

was the Ohio Center would be open long before that, and that

4 Cook, "Race to Revitalize Downtown," p. 41.
5Cook, "Race to Revitalize Downtown," p. 41.
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when it did open it would operate profitably, largely

because of his efforts to "aggregate some things that are

*known to be losers (like the convention hall) with some

things that are exquisitely profitable (like the hotel and

the retail operations)." To Tipton and his supporters, the

quasi-private approach, backed by Battelle Commons' funds,

assured Columbus the best possible convention center at the

most reasonable price. But some thought he was out of his

element.

To add to his consternation, Tipton didn't exactly

receive good news when, during March 1977, the Ohio Supreme

Court agreed to consider the suit contesting ownership of

the 2.12-acre tract, which was being contested by the

Lazelle heirs.6 The heirs, claiming the state improperly

acquired the land in 1958 when it bought an easement from

the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company, still contended the

Ohio Department of Transportation should have dealt with

them when the land was bought for $544,082, plus $84,257 in

damages for construction of the Third Street Viaduct. The

Franklin County Common Pleas and Appeals Courts had upheld

4 the state's argument that the land was still used for

transportation and was not a violation of the easement

agreement obtained from Mrs. Lazelle by the Cleveland,

6 Columbus Dispatch, 11 March 1977.
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Columbus, and Cincinnati Railroad Company. In the appeals

court decision, however, the judge ruled that highway use

was different than railroad use since railroads were private

carriers while the public used the roadway. At one point in

their brief, state attorneys said Supreme Court acceptance

of the case would be tantamount to upholding the heirs'

claims since only one issue was disputed and all arguments

were presented in the briefs. BCC had hoped to get title to

the property free from the state, since a viaduct exit ramp

was on the property at Naghten and Third Streets.

Next Tipton was to encounter resistance from city

officials.7 In March, also, he along with a vice president

*of Nationwide Insurance Company sought city assistance to

eliminate off-street parking requirements for new

development in the area immediately north of the downtown.

An important insight for understanding the work of city

bureaucracies is that city bureaucrats exercise broad

discretion. And in so doing, they may be experts, but not

necessarily neutral. One of the areas in which they have

impact is zoning. Upon receipt of the request, city

officials expressed surprise and sacd they would meet on

Monday, 28 March, to consider the request. As background,

in 1957, city council exempted the downtown "core" from

7 Columbus Dispatch, 26 March 1977.
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provisions of the zoning code, which stipulated certain

off-street parking requirements be met when new development

occurred. The purpose of the exemption, according to a

transportation planning engineer for the Division of Traffic

Engineering, was to spur redevelopment of the downtown area.

Developers normally were required to provide for parking to

go along with construction. At this time, BCC and

Nationwide Insurance, had asked the city to extend the

northern boundary of the exempted area. The then current

"core" boundary was Fulton Street on the South, Front Street

on the West, Naghten Street on the North, and Grant Avenue

on the East. Battelle and Nationwide wanted the northern

boundary to stretch to Goodale Street or the Innerbelt. The

letter which the city attorney's special projects

coordinator referred to the Development Department stated

All phases of the Ohio Center project (east of
High) and Nationwide property (west of High)
within the area presently outside the downtown
area have structures either under architectural
design or in future planning that are beset by
adversely severe limitations as a result of the
present (zoning) ordinance.

BCC's and Nationwide's contention was that the "restraints

of the present ordinance present unnecessary difficulties

for an area so closely related to an essential part of the

downtown area." A recently completed city-sponsored

downtown comprehensive planning study noted that the

completion of the Nationwide complex, the Ohio Center, and
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Capitol South "will result in parking (shortages) related to

these specific projects and to the larger employee

population of the downtown area by displacing existing

fringe parking facilities." As a result of the request,

Development Department personnel would meet with city

traffic engineers to discuss the request, with initial

reactions being less than positive. The city's traffic

engineering department was concerned that exempting all land

south of Goodale might lead to some undesirable land uses

without providing adequate parking. The Development

Department was seeking a recommendation from traffic

1VF engineering in addition to a study that it would make on the.

* request, department sources said. To satisfy the request,

Council would have to revise the zoning code to allow

enlargement of the exempted area. Extending the boundary

north of Naghten would have an impact on the convention

center, although Development Department sources said then

the center's parking plans met code requirements. The same

sources said the department had not reviewed plans for the

proposed hotel at the center, and thus was not certain hotel

parking plans were up to code requirements. Tipton, at the

time, was unavailable for convention center parking plans.

In non-exempted areas, the code required one off-street

parking space for each hotel sleeping room. The zoning code

also required one parking space for every 100 square feet of
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restaurant spaces and one parking space for every 400 square

feet of commercial housing. The boundary change also would

affect Nationwide which owned sizable real estate holdings

in an area bounded by Maple Street on the north, Naghten on

the south, High Street on the east, and Front Street on the

west, had targeted those holdings for redevelopment.

City planners (development and traffic officials)

responded quickly after meeting to discuss the proposal by

saying they were unlikely to give quick approval to a

request to eliminate off-street parking requirements for

development north of the Downtown area.8  One Downtown

planner for the development department said "The feeling is

that the proposal is inappropriate at this time." The city

was currently studying parking needs for the entire Downtown

area, and it might be premature to grant a special exemption

from the parking requirement at that time, he explained.

While the planner sounds like a neutral expert, perhaps

there was a bit of bargaining going on as to what BCC and

Nationwide could and could not do. Other city planners

expressed surprise at the request, because BCC originally

planned to provide more parking space than was required in
I

the zoning code. "They've gone from wanting to provide

extra parking to not providing enough parking," one planner

8 Columbus Dispatch, 30 March 1977.

I
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commented. BCC President Tipton disagreed. Tipton said

Battelle Commons had no intention of providing less parking

than was previously announced. "We're just saying that we

should be included in the central business district, and

"Don't treat us any differently than the rest of the CBD."

Tipton said the importance of the Nationwide Plaza and

convention center developments to Downtown should warrant

their inclusion in the district.

The BCC, Nationwide action served to raise caution in

the community as a local newspaper editorial stated.
9

Caution should be the watchword as the city deals
with Battelle Commons Company's efforts to have
off-street parking requirements lifted in the area
immediately north of the downtown area. Battelle,
along with Nationwide Insurance is seeking the
elimination of city code-created ratios between
parking spaces and business enterprises. These
ratios are already set aside in the "core"
downtown area. Both companies seek a boundary
change which would place their development areas
within the core. In trying to track down reasons
for the proposed exemption from the city code, the
Citizen-Journal has found a number of conflicting
views. This may be because there has not vet been
a formal meeting between the companies involved
and Columbus' engineering and development
departments. But we also should remember that
confusion played a major part in the city*s past
dealings with Battelle, specifically in the
destruction of the Union Depot arcade. Let's move
slow on this one. And this time get everything
down on paper.

9 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 30 March 1977.
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Often when the political situation becomes muddied, the

local press becomes involved. This was one of the first

instances in which a local newspaper would raise questions

about the BCC operation since it had taken over the center's

development.

Thus the arch would again surface as a reason to

torment Tipton. To return to that story, on 12 April 1977,

the arch spent its last whole night under a ceremonial

floodlighting before workmen began to dismantle it for a

move to Goodale Park. As a means to thank contributors for

close to $10,000 in cash and services totalling about

$30,000 and as a prelude to a $50,000 fund raising campaign

by CUSA to complete the move and the reassembly in the park,

, the lighting was held. And, Thursday, 14 April turned into

a happy day for CUSA, when Marble Mosaic Company unloaded

decorative work which had just been removed from the arch

foundation. The Cleveland Company paid $72,122 for the

operation, upon dismantling the arch would reassemble it on

a new base in Goodale Park within 180 days. Much of the

work and materials were being donated, but the committee was

still trying to raise about $50,000.

10 Columbus Dispatch, 12 April 1977
11 Columbus Dispatch, 15 April 1977.

C
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In a more peaceful moment, BCC announced ncar April's

end construction of a $2.7 million connecting roadway would

*begin the first phase of building the Columbus convention

center. 12 Battelle had awarded a contract to Kokosing

Construction Company for a design and completion of the

elevated roadway which would be over and parallel with the

relocated roadway. Work was expected to start in mid-June

and be completed in the fall. The roadway would run

generally in an east-west direction and would be built just

north of the existing roadway to the demolished station.

* Also the road would have at least two lanes on each side

with an open median looking down into the railroad yard.

The connector, to be 1,100 or 1,200 yards long, would also

provide access to the north side of the center, according to

Tipton. Kokosing Construction, with offices in Worthington

and Frederickton, Ohio, would be general contractor.

Columbus Engineering Consultants had been retained for

preliminary and final plan preparation.

Also as the month ended, the arch was being

disassembled and Union Station was moving to its farewell.
1 3

After 80 years atop a viaduct, with trains rumbling

underneath and trucks and cars in front, and a narrow escape

~12 Co.umbus Dispatch 25 April 1977.

r '3 ,±umbus Citizen-Journal, 28 April 1977.
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from a wrecking crew, the Union Station's arch was described

as "plumb perfect," according to an official who was in

charge of moving the 750-ton structure. An architect with

CUSA said "That means the arch is plumb perfect after all

these years." The Cleveland official said "It was a first

class job. Every bed and butt joint is still full of

mortar. It could've stood another 100 years." Meantime, the

committee still needed $46,774 toward its goal of $106,000.

And in about two weeks, it would begin selling T-shirts with

a drawing of the arch imprinted on them and special arch

telephone book covers. Also some limited edition lithographs

of the structure, at $100 each were still available. And

what CUSA members had been calling "the big event," a fund

raising rally, was scheduled for 27 May. Putting the arch

back together would be like reassembling a cut diamond.

Meanwhile, CUSA was perhaps moving toward letterhead

status--the organization had established a post office box

* address for those interested in donating some of the "glue"

to reassemble the arch.

During the month of April with pressure mounting,

Clyde R. Tipton, Jr., President of Battelle Commons Company

for Community Urban redevelopment, gave a personal
14

accounting of the project. As far as structural changes

14 The Columbus Engineer, April 1977.
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due to the energy restrictions and plans for solar energy,

Tipton stated BCC officials had talked about solar energy a

number of times and had made two proposals to ERDA but both,

regrettably, had failed to really attract their attention.

And, even though they kept hearing that ERDA wanted to

sponsor a commercial demonstration of solar energy

capability BCC went essentially unnoticed, and was not happy

about that. The initial proposal was tor a farm of 100,000

square feet which would have generated 50 percent of the

total heating and cooling requirements of the whole project.

ERDA replied that too much money was needed, about 2.5

million dollars. A subsequent proposal was for a 50,000

square foot farm thinking that this would really get their

attention, but it hadn't. Tipton said BCC would keep trying

because solar energy really made sense, asking where in any

downtown can you have effectively three or four acres of

space for a farm?

In response to the project's completion date, Tipton

felt that was a function of when it started. Earlier BCC

had said it hoped to have the center open for business in

late 1979, possibly no later than early, 1980. But using the

construction management technique, they wouldn't fasttrack

this thing. He felt it to be well planned and said that 27

to 30 months was a good construction schedule. However, if

the city had another winter like the last one there could be
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delay. In 1976-77 the December, January and February

construction monthis would have been lost. The heart of the

question then, he felt was when they could hope to get

started, and that was probably mid year 1977.

As far as what other uses besides conventions were

planned for the Ohio Center, Tipton felt until BCC got the

center operating or at least well under construction, he

* wouldn't be able to talk seriously about bookings. He felt

* the center would have a rather exciting retail mall of 70 or

475,000 square feet which would add to what one could do

downtown, several nice restaurants, and hopefully a night

club. BCC was also currently looking to have at least four

theatres, looking at a way to provide permanent type seating

in the main hall area to perhaps support basketball or

hockey or perhaps not all sports, but major spectator type

things. He felt they could provide a facility for 10,000 -

11,000 people Icr an entertainment type activity, a top rate

* performer or band for example. Also they could have some

really good art or craft shows for local talent, something

which hadn't been done too much of in the past. He remarked

that in taking another look at one of the more striking
4

architectural features, the atrium, one could see that the

open concourse was much like an amphitheatre, and perhaps

they could get five or six hundred people in this area for a
s
skit or something at noon time.
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In conclusion, Tipton felt the center was going to be

kind of interesting engineering-wise as then currently

conceived. It would use a combination of pre-cast and

structural steel, and have perhaps a space frame kind of

roof that would be built on the floor and then jacked up

into place for the exhibit hall. Thc big coal plant, he

felt was certainly different for Columbus.

With high hopes, to get the center development in

motion, BCC next hired a man who used to help get moon

rockets off the ground to get the now long delayed Columbus

convention center off the ground. 15 The company announced it

had named a new manager of construction and facilities

engineering for the multi-purpose facility. For the past

two years, he had been deputy director of the Ohio

Department of Transportation for construction

administration. Earlier, he was a project engineer and then

launch area coordinator for the Appoilo V project.

With groundbreak still expected within a few months,

in late May 1977, the center had another setback, when

Dollar Savings and Loan and 12 other lending institutions

withdrew major financing for the Oh. convention center. 1 6

At stake was approximately $26 million cf the estimated $32

* 15
Columbus Citizen-Journal, 9 May 1977.

16 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 26 May 1977.
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million cost of the hotel, according to developer Earl

Worsham. A Dollar Savings executive vice president said

"the decision to remove ourselves" as lead permanent lender

was made early in May. The problem was Worsham's inability

to line up other prospective borrowers - in addition to

himself - in time to set a tentative closing date for the

loan, he explained. He stated

At the request of the other associations we
couldn't continually keep putting off the closing
date. We're in the middle of the building season
and the other savings and loans had to move. We

4 prolonged it as long as we could, but they have
other loans to consider.

He L.aid further, the 'lack of potential equity" of the

borrower could change and the financial institutions would

then be interested in reconsidering. "It's just that all

the factors didn't come together soon enough," he said. As

a consequence of this action, Worsham was now looking for

the needed finances among "a couple of major national

institutions," he said. "I'm very optimistic concerning

financing." According to Worsham, the problem with Dollar

Savings was only over "lack of agreement," not lack of

* confidence by one side or the other. "This doesn't affect

the construction timetable," he added. The hotel was

expected to take 21 to 24 months to build. BCC's response

came from board chairman G. C. Heffner who said, "I'm sure

Worsham is doing many things to put the (financing) package

I4 N l I i- -l I , " " m ' ' - o _
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together." "We don't know and we don't want to be involved;

that's what we hired a developer for." Heffner said BCC

would "maintain the integrity: of its contract with Worsham

by keeping hands off." He added, however, that if hotel

financing wasn't arranged by the time the developer's

contract e;:pired early in August, SCC could get a new

developer or borrow the money itself. Saying he wasn t

* worried by Dollar Savings' withdrawal, Heffner promised

"We're going to build a hotel one way or the other."

According to Worsham, plans for the hotel, "are moving along

nicely" and bids on the foundation were due to Turner

j Construction within a few days. He had no comment on

selection of building management, but Hilton Hotel

representatives reportedly had studied designs of the

structure by Prindle and Patrick, Columbus architects.

While Worsham still faced the problem of getting the

money to build the hotel (his contract with BCC would expire

in August, and plans to borrow $27 million from Columbus-

*area lending institutions had recently fallen through), BCC

*confirmed in the first week of June, Hyatt Hotel

Corporation, had signed a contract to run the hotel to be

17
built at the proposed Columbus Convention Center. Worsham

said his company had signed a 30-year contract with two 10-

17 Columbus Dispatch, 2 June 1977.
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year renewal periods with Hyatt. The contract stipulated

the hotel would be a Hyatt Regency, "the top of their line,"

as the hotel developer confirmed that his first choice for

the management company was Hyatt. "Having built the Hyatt

Regency in Knoxville, I made sure the design would meet the

Hyatt standards," he said. Hyatt officials had "seen the

qpreliminary drawings," Worsham said, and were to meet 16

June in San Francisco, California, with Tensor people to

further discuss the plans. Hyatt was headquartered at

Burlingame, California, near San Francisco. Under the

agreement, according to the Tensor official, Hyatt also

would run the meeting rooms, ballroom and banquet rooms.

The convention center would get a percentage of the gross

computed on a "sliding scale" with a "complicated formula,"

he said. There was no clause which would allow BCC to fire

*Hyatt if it was unhappy with the way the hotel was run, but

Worsham felt if Hyatt did not run "a first-class hotel," it

would be breaking the contract, and he added, "We don't

anticipate that BCC also didn't have a clause to insist the

management company invest its own money in the hotel if the

facility didn't make a profit.f" But Worsham was only4
praiseworthy of Hyatt, saying, "without question the (Hyatt

officials) have the most prestigious hotel chain in America,

and "the building has been designed since day one as a Hyatt

Regency, with the bubble elevators -.d atrium lobby."
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"Hilton is doing a good job, but they already have two

outlets of a different nature in Columbus." He added Hyatt

is popular with business travelers who should balance the

* occupants the convention center will draw. The contract

also included a "minimum, basic management fee," as well as

* "incentives based on profitability" to insure BCC of good

performance, according to the Tensor official. Meanwhile, a

Hyatt executive vice president also confirmed the management

contract ending months of speculation that Hilton hotels had

the edge over Hyatt. 1 8 He said Hyatt's contract gave it the

right to review proposed plans and specifications from

building design to interior decor. Hyatt then managed 52

hotels throughout the U. S. and a sister firm, Hyatt

International operated 26 overseas. The Hyatt official also

stated "we re trying to refine their (Tensors) drawings

* now," and "In two weeks I think their whole group and our

specialists will meet in San Francisco" to analyze current

plans. Coincidentally, the same day Tensor and Hyatt

*completed their agreement - 25 May - Dollar Savings and Loain

revealed it and 12 other lending institutions were

withdrawing the planned $27 million loan for the hotel.

Thus, Worsham's financing proposal would have to be

modified, and according to Hyatt, Worsham was now looking

18 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 2 June 1977.
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*for a long-term loan from an institutional investor such as

an insurance company. "if they donot get the financing, we

don't get the hotel. So we're very hopeful," the Hyatt

* official added. Thus, the hotel had a developer, a manager,

*: but no money to develop it.

BCC officials were delighted with the news but

cautious about the money. 19 President Tipton believed

* Hyatt's involvement couldn't "help but be highly regarded by

potential lenders." He said Worsham had several meetings

"set up in New York" with possible lenders. In response to

* the planned San Francisco meeting, Tipton said someone from

his group probably would attend the meeting, too. The BCC

board was to review the Tensor-Hyatt contract at its next

meeting on 21 June. BCC's board chairman, in response, said

"I think it will be delightful to have a Hyatt House in

town...But the thing we've got to remember is if this guy

doesn't develop the hotel, this (Hyatt arrangement) could

change." Worsham had until August 8 to sew up the hotel

package. BCC board members would study the Tensor-Hyatt

contract carefully, he added: "We want to make sure they

can't just walk off" if the hotel isn't making money, he

said, and the board does want to be able to oust managers

1 9 Ibid.

4J
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not doing a good job. The board chairman expected the board

to have copies of the agreement at the June 21 meeting.

A week later, Worsham's company had hired a firm of

mortgage bankers in New York City to help it get the
20

money. Brooks Harvey (a subsidiary of Morgan Stanley

Corporation) had been engaged as Ten:or, Inc.'s, exclusive

agent on all the financial aspects. Worsham also confirmed

at the time, Brooks Harvey had asked Equitable Life

Assurance Society of New York to be the major lender. He

said, "I do know that Brooks Harvey approached Equitable,"

but he was upset that news of the feeler leaked out. "A

loan of this size is such a sensitive matter," he explained.

The hotel, to be operated by Hyatt Hotel Corporation which

recently signed with Tensor, was to cost about $32 million.

Tensor approached the mortgage bankers after it realized a

proposed loan from Dollar Savings Association and 12 other

lending institutions was not going to go through. He also

noted that Brooks Harvey had "accomplished in excess of $200

million of hotel financing in the last eight months."

The leak Worsham was referring to had appeared that

morning in the local press which announced, Equitable Life

was thinking about becoming the major '-nder for the planned

SColumbus Dispatch 9 June 1977.
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hotel. 2 1 In that article, an Equitable vice president for

hotel and mortgage activities had announced the firm had

been approached by Brooks Harvey mortgage bankers, a

subsidiary of the Morgan Stanley Corporation. The official

acknowledged "It is being considered," but "We are a long

way from coming up with the proposed loan amount," saying

the numbers mentioned in connection with Dollar Savings were

good "ballpark figures." The Equitable officer also stated

Hotel Developer Earl Worsham, of Tensor, Inc., Atlanta,

Georgia had talked with Brooks Harvey within the last two

weeks. He said also "To determine if the project is in our

financial interest or not will probably take a couple of

weeks." "If we think then it's a 'do-able' deal, there will

be more appraisals" which could take another month.

Equitable, which then planned to locate a regional service

center in Columbus in 1978, was probably the country's

leading hotel construction financer, the insurance official

noted. "We made at least $375 million in hotel loans during

the last calendar year," he said. Placement of the regional

service center in Columbus and consideration of the hotel

4 loan were not directly related, Equitable employees in New

York said. "We are in the site selection phase," said one

who was the director of corporation relations. The service

* 21 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 9 June 1977.
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center will need about 65,000 square feet and employ about

250 people its first year, she said. Equitable had not

decided if it would build or lease, she added.

But even with the news of the recent signing and

financing attempt, Tipton remained under fire. A local

press editorial opined2 2

Residents of the Columbus area have reason to be
disappointed at the lack o: progress in
constructing a much heralded Convention Center. A
succession of delays has raised legitimate concern
about the project's management. At one time
developers expected to break ground for a proposed
710-room, $32 million hotel in 1976. That
deadline slipped past, and in mid-1977
construction still has not begun. Recently,
officials of Battelle Commons Company, which is
responsible for developing the Convention Center,
had more bad news for Columbus residents. An
Atlanta development firm arranging construction of
the hotel reportedly signed a contract with Hyatt
Hotel Corporation to run the large facility.
However, this developer was unable to raise $26
million in mortgage money needed to start the
project. Whether the Atlanta firm can arrange new
financing should become clear in August when the
developer s contract expires. The heavy
responsibility for making the Columbus Convention
Center a reality is on the shoulders of Clyde
Tipton, a metallurgical engineer and one-time
Battelle vice president for communications. He
originally proposed that Battelle Memorial
Institute plan and construct a convention center
in Downtown Columbus. Tipton was named president
of the development company on the grounds that'you don't ask somebody else to implement your
ideas.' Unfortunately, the project has not
evolved as expected, despite the $36.5 million
made available to Mr. Tipton in early 1975 for
building the center. Part of the convention

22 Columbus Dispatch, 22 June 1977.
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center problem apparently stems from Mr. Tipton's
penchant for secrecy and poor communications with
the governing board. Also, he opted to look
across the country for a project developer when
proven developers are available in central Ohio.
Unless the Convention Center gets under way this
summer, the public may demand more vigorous and
imaginative management.

* Thus to some in the community, George Korb~s dream was

becoming Tipton's folly.

In the 1976-77 edition of Who's Who in America, Clyde

* Tipton had written the following thoughts on his life:
2 3

I want to bask in the reflected glory of
tremendous associates, because I'm the best I can
be by surrounding myself with those who are better
and more competent than I am. My job is to work
myself out of a job...There are many new and
difficult opportunities to be taken on by someone.
And that someone could/should be me.

b
Despite his philosophizing in Who's Who, Tipton in June 1977

was criticized for not appearing to be a man hurrying to

complete his mission and look for a new job. Tipton,

notwithstanding the involvement of the taxpayer's money and

Columbus' role in land acquisition and utility and street

improvements in the project, insisted BCC "is not a public

body...this, technically is a private company, even though

it has a very public purpose..." While BCC board members

were not paid, Tipton refused to disclose his salary which

some believed between $50,000 and $60,000 yearly, plus a

Q 23 Columbus Dispatch, 19 June 1977.
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pension plan, and automobile and expenses. Tipton would say

I had something to do with the creation of this
idea. I believe I understand how it's supposed to
work...I stand ready - not willingly and I
wouldn't be happy about it - but I recognize that
at any time the board can decide it wants
something different, that it needs a different
leader, and I could be sacked. I understand that.

While Tipton, one of three members BMI was authorized by the

court to pick from its staff for the SCC board, was being

subjected to increasing fire in the press, he remained in

the good graces of the board members. Board members at the

time had differing views on how good things could best be

* accomplished for Columbus, but restive as some of them were

with BCC's so far unrealized promise, it didnt appear

likely they would align to oust Tipton. Described as a man

with unquestionable self-confidence, he allegedly regarded

his critics' comments as petty carping. Under fire, he

would give some ground though later saying to the press in

*his defense

I don't make the dates on this project. The board
makes the dates. Everything I have done, I have
done either at the direction of or with the
approval of my board of trustees. I've done
nothing independently. The whole intention of the
operation is to construct the project and operate
it and turn it over to the city as a gift. In our
two years, weave consummated an arrangement with
the city to develop financial plans. Weave begun
site preparation, and we're nearly finished. We
have no; been without a few problems along the
way, but we are not going to be asking for a
public subsidy to run these facilities - unlike
any other center I know of.
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One who had worked with center planning told the press

Tipton had been

incredibly naive about some of the practical
problems involved in doing a development. I don't
think its because anyone is stupid or ignorant,
but maybe they just haven't acquired the long-
period-of-time expertise in the field. He and the
other I folks from Battelle are starting from
scratch, trying to do a multi-million dollar
development when they have never been actually in
the business.

During June, city response also came. City Council

President Portman stated "The thing has bugged me for six

long years, because the city has a considerable investment

in that project." The mayor, however being more charitable

said publicly

It is just a process that is taking a considerably
longer time than many people estimated. Many of
our citizens have the idea that it is going to be
the grandest convention center ever built in the
history of the United States. The simple fact is
that that is not going to be the case because
there are not, certainly not on the part of the
taxpaying public, sufficient dollar commitments to
it. But, I will say that I wanted it yesterday,
and the city needed it yesterday, and any obstacle
to its completion should be removed.

As concerns the Venturi International puzzle,

Tipton's response was that he and BCC agreed to loan Worsham

$1 million of which $750,000 would be in advance to aid

Worsham's promotion. 24 His public remarks were

I4 Ibid.
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It was a straight loan. The board recognized
fully at the time it was made that if anything
happened so that he failed to perform it would
lose its money. That was not a secret. I would
say the bulk of his money has been spent on things
like architectural expenses for travel, legal fees
and his payment to himself for his service.

Reportedly, however, when the BCC board requested an

accounting of expenditures from Wo-sham, he documented

$175,000 for "office overhead." Worsham, who had been

introduced to Tipton by one of the Patrick and Prindle

architects in 1975, was chosen to develop the hotel after

several other developers had been turned down.

Amidst the controversy, a Kansas City Councilman, who

helped spur the redevelopment of Downtown Kansas City,

visited Columbus. During the visit his view was the key to

a bright future for downtown Columbus would be the

convention center.25 The four-term city legislator urged

Columbus officials, community leaders, and citizens to

become involved in the Downtown area, when making the

comments during a speech at the 39th anniversary gathering

of Citizens Research, Inc. The group met at the Neil House

and the lawmaker's topic was "The Downtown Neighborhood."

He said

The civic body, like the human body, has many
parts that perform many different functions. If

25 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 24 June 1977; and Columbus

Dispatch, 23 June 197T.
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those parts grow weak and rundown, or if they fail
to function together smoothly and harmoniously, a
city falls into poor health. This has happened,
to some degree, in nearly all our big cities in
the last few decades, but some have been quick
enough to detect the symptons early and do
something about it. My own town is one of the
lucky ones, lucky in the sense of having leaders
who could and would take action.

The Kansas City legislator said at a press conference prior

to his speech, "the one building that will be a catalyst for

downtown here is your convention center." "We had to dig

that hole in Kansas City to convince people we were for

real," referring to a $30 million convention center that

* opened in the Missouri city in July 1976. He also said a

convention center attracted the business "you'd otherwise be

chasing." He further said an estimated $600 million worth

of downtown improvements had occurred in K4 sas Cit-Y over

the last eiqht years, and the bottom ".t-ic- in rne downtown

success story there was a strong working relationship

between Kansas City government and the business community:

". "Government and the private sector must talk together, plan

together, and work toward common goals." The legislator

added leadership within a city should be a partnership

* between government and local businesses who shared common

goals and interests. According to him, City officials and

business leaders in Kansas City had worked together

succcessfully during recent years to build a new

international airport, a sports comple, and a C400 million

4
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housing and business development on the edge of the downtown

district. The majority of projects undertaken by officials

were approved by voters as civic improvements, but in some

cases, the officials and business leaders had to gamble, he

said, referring to the narrow margin by which a bond issue

to build a new convention center had p -sed. He noted:

Some 14 months before the issue appeared at the
polls, a dozen of our most involved businessmen
advanced the city $1.4 million out of their own
pockets so that architectural planning and
engineering could begin at once. It was a gamble.
If the voters approved the convention center, they
would get their money back, and the city would
save a lot of time and money in the race against
inflation. If the vote went against the center,
however, these gentlemen simply were out their

J -$1.4 million. Still the gamble had paid off, and
the city had its center completed 18 months
earlier than it would have been possible without
the front money. Some $3.7 million in
construction costs were saved, and $26 million
worth of conventions were booked in that would
have gone elsewhere.

The legislator, who also was the president of the Missouri

Municipal League, explained that officials also had

undertaken a project aimed at increasing city pride in local

citizens. The project, called "Prime Time," included a

series of television commercials with a catchy jingle which

identified Kansas City as a model city. The Kansas City

official assured the audience

Pride, confidence and conmitment are three
fundamental requirements to develop a city. All
of these requirements can be nurtured by a
willingness on the part of the public sector to
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work jointly with the private sector to achieve
success. Both Kansas City and Columbus are*
fortunate in not being too big. Controlled,
manageable growth is what we want today, not just
growth for the sake of growth.

At the close of that luncheon, the chief executive of the

Battelle Memorial Institute since 1968, was presented the

Preston Davis Award for his outstanding civic contributions.

Davis was one of three people who formed Citizens Research,

Inc., in 1938. A charter of pride, confidence, and

commitment had been laid out for the city, but July 1977,

was to be a long hot month, especially for Clyde R. Tipton,

Jr.

The Seeds of Convergence.

On 1 July 1977, a small ten line article appeared in

the Columbus CitiLen-Journal reporting an unconfirmed report

that John W. Wolfe, the Ohio Company Chairman had resigned

26
from his position as a BCC board trustee. Apparently a

reservoir of grievances had built up. The qualifications,

personality, and competence of Tipton would be called into

question. BCC had not confirmed the report, and when

K Wolfe's secretary was contacted, she said Wolfe would not

discuss the question and was on vacation. By Thursday, of

that first week, BCC trustees had announced, though, they

had accepted, "with reluctance" the resignation of board

26 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 1 July 1977.
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member John W. Wolfe. 27 As the information surfaced, it was

revealed Wolfe tendered his resignation verbally at a

trustees meeting on 21 June 1977, saying he had been

dismayed by the lack of progress on construction of the

center. Often as rancor ensues, participants in the

controversy move from disagreement !o antagonism in their

responses to one another. The chairman of the Ohio Company

said he quit because he had lost faith in the direction of

BCC under its president, Clyde R. Tipton, Jr. Wolfe

announced publicly he thought Tipton, who had been the

director of the center~s efforts since 1974, had been "at

* the most charitable, incompetent." Tipton, to this point in

* time, asserted he had worked completely at the direction of

the board of trustees. A BCC board committee had been

appointed to find a trustee to be elected at the next BCC

meeting on July 20.

After Wolfe's resignation, BCC board chairman

Heffner, commenting, said, "Life goes on" at Battelle

Commons Company.28 While Wolfe was still on vacation and not

commenting nor issuing any statement, he was quoted at the

end of the week as saying he resigned because of his dismay

at the lack of progress by BCC. Hef. ner said "We accepted

27 Columbus Dispatch, 8 July 1977.

28 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 19 July 1977.
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the resignation in executive session Thursday," and "He
(Wolfe) was invited to attend but didn't." "He's only one

of nine members and our board is moving right away with our

(convention center) objectives," Heffner said, adding the

BCC board thanked Wolfe for his service. But Wolfe was not

just "a member of the board." When respondents in my

research were asked to define the structure of power in

Columbus, all mentioned John W. Wolfe to be a very prominent

member of that structure. To replace Wolfe on the board, a

three-member search committee would be picked by the BCC

board at its 20 July meeting. Tipton, now sublimely

announced convention center hotel developer Earl Worsham was

in Columbus that week and was "very optimistic" about

nailing down financing for the planned 14-story Hyatt Hotel

before an early August deadline.

At the beginning of the second week in July, Wolfe

added a note of clarity to the situation, when he informed

*the press his resignation was intended to shed some light on
BCC29
BCC management problems. For one, he suggested that

financing the $32 million hotel for the proposed convention

center should not be difficult. The Atlanta-based developer

whom Tipton contracted had so far been unable to pin down

major backing - $27 million - for the hotel, with his

29 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 12 July 1977.
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agreement with BCC to expire in a month. Wolfe said, "I

don't know what could be the holdup on financing. Under

certain conditions, this should be an easy project."

Worsham had been aided by Brooks Harvey mortgage bankers in

searching for funds since Dollar Savings and Loan of

Columbus and other firms withdrew t-.-ir support in May.

While not commenting on whether he wa:; unhappy that local

money hadn't been secured for the convention center, Wolfe

felt "ordinarily" getting funds for the project should be

relatively simple. Concerning his resignation, he said, "I

should hope the fact someone intimate with the situation is

Y dissatisfied will cause people to reevaluate" convention

center planning. He said his goal was to move the project

" forward, and stated BCC had no formal agreement with Hyatt

Hotel Corporation to manage the proposed convention center

hotel. Hyatt officials had said in June they had a signed

contract with Worsham. He noted at the time

The board hadn't approved Hyatt up until the time
I resigned. It should be in the (board) minutes
that we leaned toward Hilton to the extent we let
Worsham talk to them on the kitchen in the
convention center.

Worsham on the other hand insisted, "there is an executed

contract with Hyatt," between the hotel and his company,L Tensor, Inc. He said he anticipated no trouble in getting

-- BCC to approve it. Worsham, observing "no project of this

magnitude is simple, I think our negotiations on financing
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are to the point BCC will be satisfied on August 8 that the

project will come together." Meanwhile, Wolfe repeated

earlier criticism of Clyde R. Tipton, Jr., BCC president.

He said he quit to point up Tipton's lack of progress and

would not answer whether firing Tipton would have been

enough to keep him on the board. Wolfe added, "I asked

about timing difficulties" in making sure the separate parts

of the project were ready at about the same time. "I never

saw a flow chart or had a satisfactory answer." "Tipton

talked about a marketing report I have never seen," Wolfe

asserted, adding exhibition space for the convention center

had been reduced from about 150,000 square feet to

approximately 65,000 square feet. Wolfe also felt BCC may 0

be making a mistake in aiming at smaller, local gatherings,

instead of larger organization exhibitors. He questioned

whether smaller conventions would generate enough spending

to support the envisioned 14-story, 700-room hotel.
30

Meanwhile, Tipton could not be reached for comment.

However, BCC vice president Richird Laskoos response was

that charts on the convention center had been presented to

the board "about every two or three months." Lasko also

said Tipton would present a new chart at the 20 July, BCC

board meeting. Lasko finally noted a market study was done

30Ibid.
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q in 1974 by the Convention Center Commission, the forerunner

to BCC, and redone for Battelle in 1975. He said it was

aimed at. the majority of conventions in the Ohio, Indiana,

Kentucky, West Virginia, and western Pennsylvania region.

Wolfe, whose family also owned the Neil House Hotel,

said what Tipton was projecting was contrary to experience

with that hotel over the last six o. seven years. 3 1 He

stressed:

I personally have lost belief in (BCC's)
management credibility. Not getting a project of
this kind done as soon as possinle retarded the
redevelopment of downtown Columbuz. Construction
costs have gone up 25 per cent in the 30 months we
haven't built. I don't know if t*ve been misled
(as a board member) but like so many things up

V-, there, I couldn't get answers.

In a rejoinder to Wolfe's lambasting of BCC

management, board chairman Heffner said any problems

concerning the proposed convention center
3 2

will be solved in a constructive, rather than a
critical manner. I believe we are making
substantial progress toward completion of the Ohio
Center. With a project as ambitious as the Ohio
Center, it is inevitable there will be certain
problems. But we feel we ve come a long way
toward giving Central Ohioans one of the best
centers of its kind in the country and problems
will be solved as they arise so...the center will
be opened as scheduled in early 1980.

31 Ibid.

32 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 13 July 1977.
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Heffner's view was that completing details for a project of

the magnitude of the planned $80 million exhibition center

was complex and tedious. But Wolfe, chairman of the Ohio

Company contended the stalled financing for the $32 million,

14-story, 700-room hotel should not be as difficult to

arrange as was being made out. During the contentiousness,

however, Tipton remained reserved taking the position that

My own feeling is it is better to let the chairman
of the board say what needs to be said. I don't
feel like getting into an argument with a man over
his opinion.

The official city response came from City Council

President M. D. Portman who expressed hope BCC would fill

Wolfe's place on the board with a representative of the

330city. Thus, restructuring and trust were also surfacing as

problems, as he pointed out, the city has "well over $6

million" invested in the project already through acquisition

of the Union Station site and construction of a temporary

rail station. And according to the financial agreement

between the city and BCC, tax fund investment would total

$37 million to $50 million by the projectos end. Portman

said further, "I think if we have such a substantial

investment, we should have some representation on the

board."

33Ibid.
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With regard to the hotel, Heffner explained trustees

unanimously approved hiring Tensor, Inc., the Atlanta-based

development firm, to design and build the hotel. 3 4 Tensor

was charged with arranging financing as part of the

contract, but had been unsuccessful to date. The board

agreed, however, Tensor would be S'ven until 5 August,

before alternatives were considered. The BCC board chairman

noted:

The board expressed serious concern in the last
few months that Tensor was not succeeding in its
efforts to arrange financing. (But) I feel any
criticism of BCC or Tensor is premature at this
time. I do not feel Tensors thus far
unsuccessful efforts to arrange favorable
financing reflect on BCC's board or management
because first, we have not heard the firm's final
report and wonot until 5 August, and second,
Tensor has faced along with other developers, a
difficult economic climate nationally during the
last year.

In outlining his view of progress on the center since BCC

began operating with the $35 million endowment from BMI in

1975, Heffner stated:

We entered into an agreement with the city last
year which will result in $73-$80 million in
construction for the center, with BCC providing
$35 million in improvements and another $28
million in private development coastruction by the
end of 1978. The agreement also will result in
the city providing $13.4 million in new
construction. In addition, we retained a leasing
agent to secure retail development for the center,
and to date, some 20 letters of intent have been

34Ibid.
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signed by retailers desiring to open shops in the
retail area. Finally, site preparation has
proceeded to the point the first step toward
completing Phase I began last month with contract
signing for the $2.7 million High Street/Third
Street connector (a new divided road that will
bisect the center).

Later that day, speaking by phone from Knoxville, Tenn,

where he was to make a speech, Heffner referred to the

stalled efforts to build the center under the old Ohio

Center Authority, a public agency, saying "I think weve

come a hell of a long way, compared to the five years that

went before us. Both Tipton and Heffner still sat on the

now eight-man board. When the press made attempts to call

two other trustees, the executive vice president of the F &

R Lazarus Company, and the executive director of the Ft.

Hayes Career Center, they both referred the calls to Tipton,

with the latter remarking, "I think all parties in these

cases have to speak for themselves." Efforts to reach other

board members were unsuccessful.

With Wolfe off the board, another voice in the

community began to question not only Battelle's

accountability, but the city's lack of oversight in the

pr-ject.35

The city should immediately move to see it is
represented on the Battelle Commons Company board.
Something is going wrong with plans to complete

Columbus Citizen-Journal, 13 July 1977.
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the proposed downtown convention center, and the
city should see that its investment - already
estimated at $40 million - is protected. The
resignation of John W. Wolfe from the BCC board is
a signal something has gone sour. Wolfe, charging
that the financing of the center's hotel should
have been completed by now, said he hoped his
resignation "will cause people to reevaluate"
present convention center planning. No doubt
Wolfe was refexring to the other members of the
board, but the city had better Ze on notice that
its own interests in the project may be endangered
by the lack of progress. Under its lease agreement
with the city, BCC is committed to have under
contract or construction at least $35 million in
convention center facilities by June 30, 1979.
Until that date, the company can do pretty much as
it pleases without city interference. Yet,
Columbus has already spent or committed money to
purchase the land, construct a temporary train
station and provide site improvements at a cost of
between $37 million to $52 mill'on. In addition,
the planning for 1-670 swings on completion of the
center, as does much of the continuing development
of the downtown area. Aside from seeking a seat
on the board, the city should also press to find
out why construction of the convention center
itself has not begun. Without city representation
on the board, Columbus is likely to remain in the
dark about conditions at BCC which directly
influence its future. Right now, the city is at
the mercy of board decisions and has no leverage
to push for changes in the convention center'sdirection.

An official response also came from the Ohio Attorney

General's office, which indicated that if there were
36

problems with BCC, it wanted to know about them. Attorney

General William J. Brown said he "worked five years on the

lawsuit," which set the $37 figure BMI had to contribute to

36 Columbus Citiz :n-Journal, 14 July 1977.
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the project. 'I don~t want to see this go down the drain,

he said. Brown said he didn't plan to investigate BCC

merely to make some telephone calls, "to see what's going

on." Brown said "that's drastic when a guy like that (Wolfe)

resigns from the board." "If anybody knows anything about

finance, Wolfe does. During the fracas one of the terms of

the agreement that surfaced was that BCC's millions would

not revert to BMI if the center wasn't built, according to

Probate Court Judge Richard B. Metcalf, who had first forced

the litigation in 1969. Metcalf said, "I don't think

there's any question the money must go for a convention

center," whether it is constructed by BCC or someone else.

The judge added, BCC could turn the funds over to the city,

"as they were encouraged to do initially." "I don't know if

it's gone on long enough to warrant action by the attorney

general." Metcalf said that eight years ago his court told

Battelle that it was failing to meet the provisions of the

trust and that they should distribute stockpiled money to
4

charities over the next six years. During the six years

following the warming, Metcalf said Battelle lost about $50

million in taxes and lost another $100 million in the stock

market. He said the tax payments could have been avoided if

the money had been distributed to charities. Instead of

losing the money in the stock market and giving it to Uncle

Sam they could have built the conventi I center years ago

4i
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and would not have needed government participation, the

judge added. He also made the point that the money being

used for the convention center were public funds:

It's not their funds. Battelle funds (being used
for the center) are public funds the same as
United Appeal funds. That's the way the trust is
set up. If BCC fails in its goal of building a
convention center, the $37 :;:Ullion from the
Battelle Trust allocated for the ir-cject would not
revert back to Battelle operations.

Columbus City Council President, M. D. Portman's

response was that he intended to introduce a resolution at

the next session of council urging a public official be

named to the BCC board. 3 7 And according to Portman, Mayor

Tom Moody did not object to the prcposal. In consonance

with Portman, a councilman feeling "things have been more

difficult than (Clyde) Tipton thought l3st year," said an

elected official on the board would be a good liaison. He

hadn't lost faith in BCC, but asserted financing for the

proposed $32 million convention center hotel should be in

shape by mid-August. "If it's not certain by Labor Day, I

think we'll see some delays that haven't been anticipated,"

he speculated. Council Would have to see what could be. done

to encourage the project if hotel financing wasn't definite

by then, he said. He added, "It's not a bad money market

right now. If something doesn't happen soon, it could be an

371bid.
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indication that something is wrong." To sum up the

situation, a local press editorial that week stated
38

But something cannot be permitted to go wrong.
Fruition of the Convention Center is far too
important to the well-being of the Greater
Columbus area and its anticipating citizenry.
That citizenry has every right to expect not only
visible action but a more vigorous and imaginative
management in this vital development.

As the controversy lumbered into its third week,

Frank Wobst, president of the Huntington National Bank, was

elected to fill the vacancy created by John W. Wolfe's

resignation. 39 Wobst, in addition to being president and

chief executive officer of Huntington, was also a director

of the bank and executive vice president and a director of

Huntington Bancshares, Inc. Wobst, also chairman of the

Development Advisory Council of the State of Ohio and a

member of the boards of the Columbus Area Chamber of

Commerce, Children's Hospital, Columbus School for Girls,

and the Columbus Foundation said upon his appointment, "from

the outside" it appeared the "major stumbling block is in

the area of finances, and "I hope I can be of a little

help." Wobst commented further, "We (Columbus) sometimes

underestimate our own strength...T think we ought to take

more advantage of our potential." Wobst saw a need for

38
Columbus Dispatch, 17 July 1977.

39 Columbus Dispatch, 17 July 1977.
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continued planned growth, creation of more industrial and

"high-technology jobs," and closer ties between the city and

Ohio State University. Besides realization of the

convention center, other keys to development over the next

decade would be expansion of Port Columbus, growth of

Capitol Square South, and constructic.. of certain highway

projects, which would be important for downtown and the

Columbus area over the next 10 to 15 years Wobst noted.

Wobst was "objectively optimistic" about the future of the

city, saying, "The convention center is an exciting

project...I'm quite pleased they (BCC) asked me." BCC board

chairman, G. C. Heffner, who announced the election of

Wobst, described Wobst as "a terrific, dynamic banker." "His

interest in the community to see we work collectively to get

this job done is very important," Heffner said. He said the

board discussed "8 or 10" prospective candidates for the

* position but Wobst "kept surfacing as the best person with

financial expertise and community orientation." Heffner

said, Wobst's election should not prevent the Huntington

from becoming involved - if it so decides - as a lender on

the planned convention center hotel, whose developer was

still searching for major funding. For his part, Wobst said

he would be "very careful not to put himself in a position

of conflict of interest." He said there were "no specific

proposals involving the Huntington now," but he did not rule
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out the possibility the bank would become involved.

However, his place on the board might make participation by

Huntington less likely than otherwise. He cited the

possibility of joint financing by several Columbus financial

institutions. The new banker's views were not dissonant

with other leaders in Columbus.

Clyde R. Tipton, Jr., called Wobst "a super person."

"And as a professional businessman, he gives the board an

added, solid dimension of someone who understands finance,"

Tipton said.40 When Wolfe quit, BCC officers said they would

try to find someone of his business and civic stature for

the board. Of Wobst, Tipton said, "If he isn't perfect (as

a replacement), he's awfully close to it." "It's fair to

say he certainly is an outstanding representative of the

financial community and he has community development at

heart." Tipton called Wobst "downtown minded," and noted

the Huntington president asked for a briefing on BCC plans

when they were first formulated two years ago. Wobst's

election wasn't done at a regular board meeting but by

contacting each of the other eight trustees in person

according to Tipton. The BCC president said that to his

knowledge, Wobst was the first choice to fill the vacant

seat.

4 40 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 18 July 1977.
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In. a related move and during the previous week,

Columbus city officials suggested the new board member be an

elected office holder, since public land, money, and tax

abatement were involved in the convention center complex. 4 1

In an apparent compromise move, the BCC board had later sent

letters to Mayor Tom Moody and Council Predldent M. D.

Portman inviting them to send a represe.tative to all future

BCC board meetings. 42 The board proposed the City

representatives could speak but not vote as did trustees.

Tipton said, "The vote in and of itself is not the

significant thing, but opening a fall channel of

communications." Moody subsequently decided to designate

his executive assistant as the city administration's

representative. The Council voted to designate Portman as

its representative to the BCC meetings. Portman who

introduced the resolution calling for public representation

on BCC's board said BCC's proposal showed the company was

receptive, and a non-voting representative was better than

none. The city representatives would be free to comment but

would serve as ex-officlo, nonvoting members. Heffner

explained, "We want to close any kind of communication gap

if ever one existed." Opposition, though, came quickly from

* 41 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 14 July 1977.

42 Columbus Dispatch, 17 July 1977.
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the press, in that "half a loaf is still half a loaf."43 The

feeling was the city should use whatever opportunity arose

to see it got a vote on the BCC board since the convention

center was by no means a free ride for the city and it

should have a vote in decisions regarding the project.

Meanwhile, BCC still held closed meetings.

Following the new appoints, administration and city

council representatives attended their first meetings of the

under-fire BCC board and raised no objection when BCC board

chairman Chester Heffner dubbed it an "executive session"

and closed the doors to the public. 4 4 A highly influential

person as well as a BCC attorney, told reporters he asked

for the private session so he and his clients could discuss

freely various legal problems involving the board and its

commitment to build the long-delayed center. The meeting

adjourned after two and a half hours without any public

portion despite the board's adoption of a resolution bearing

on a sports arena proposal, however. Heffner acknowledged

one of the topics covered was the 5 August expiration of the

contract with the Atlanta developer who continued attempts

to raise money for the hotel to be constructed adjacent to

the unbuilt center. In that meeting, press representatives

4 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 19 July 1977.

44 Columbus Dispatch, 20 July 1977, and 21 July 1977.
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( were told that board members were given a "history" of BCC

activities during the past year - but they were asked to

return their copies to BCC president Tipton before leaving.

Mayor Moody's executive assistant, attended but said he

could not comment on the executive session because of the

"delicate nature of the matters under discussion." Council

President M. D. Portman also representing the city, agreed

that the discussion of the contracts and legal negotiations

during the BCC meeting were properly done behind closed

doors but said there should be few more executive sessions.

In that meeting, the board adopted a resolution stating that

land was available - possibly northwest of the proposed

center building - for a sports arena and pledged to

cooperate with anyone conducting studies for the site.

Heffner denied that the adoption of the sports arena

resolution was a ploy to take the heat off the board which

had been under heavy criticism for the many delays in the

center's construction. Tipton said drawings and

specifications for the center "hopefully" would be ready 15

September, and bids could be taken shortly thereafter.

Heffner added, "We're moving as fast as we can. This is a

community effort." He announced also, that the next meeting

of the board, with the hotel developer, would be an

executive session.
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For whatever reason, the sports arena issue did arise
~45
again in July 1977. After all, ten days after the special

election on 2 November 1971, the Franklin County Board of

Elections had certified that Columbus voters had approved a

$6 million bond issue to buy and prepare land "..facilities

for mass transit, parking, an assembly and exhibition hall

complex, a sports arena and for other related...uses..."

And some interests in the city felt Columbus apparently

still owed it3 citizens a sports arena. Objectives in urban

planning constantly shift or are redefined, since somewhere

between the creation of the two public commissions to carry

out the voter mandate and the signing of the agreement

between the city and Battelle Commons which made the latter

the prime mover in building the center, the proposal for the

sports arena disappeared. With the renewed interest in an

indoor sports arena, the mayor and City Council had one

question to answer: Was the city committed to the

construction of a sports arena somewhere on the grounds of

the convention center site?

What was happening? Importantly, there was the

question whether a proposal for a $29.5 million indoor

sports arena bond issue should be placed on the upcoming

November ballot for Columbus voters. What was at issue was

45
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the intricacies of the election process. 46 State law

required City Council to file a resolution of bond issue

approval 110 days before Election Day. The deadline would

occur on Wednesday, 20 July 1977. Although Columbus had

approved the $6 million bond issue, to in part develop the

sports arena, and Columbus perhaps remained committed to at

least the idea, opposing interests cited several compelling

reasons to keep the bond issue off the ballot:

An absence of studies, and hence essential

information, into such project's feasibility, marketability,

acceptable location, and designation of a proper operator;

. whether such a pcoposal should not go

before the entire electorate of Franklin County and not just

those in the city of Columbus;

* Even without a City Council resolution,

the arena proposal could appear on the November ballot;

unfortunately though, the results would amount to little

more than an opinion poll and lack the full force of voter

mandate; and

* the Columbus electorate would be passing

judgment on a highly essential matter - the $117.9 million

bond issue for a trash-fired electric aenerating plant.

46 Columbus Dispatch, 18 July 1977.
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City officials often have available numerous ploys to

convince others that the dramatized problem is being

attended to.

Upon voting, though, Council decided there would be

no vote in November on a proposed property tax-supported
47

$29.5 million bond issue for the indoor sports arena.

Council voted 5-2 against the resolution calling for the

vote. By failing to act, the city missed the deadline

imposed by state bonding laws. Thus, the City would have no

authority to issue bonds, even if an election was held. At

the same time, however, Council voted 7-0 for another bill

expressing intent of the city to do a feasibility study for

a sports arena. The Columbus Development Department would

do the study, and would have it back in Council's hands no

later than 1 August 1977. As a consequence of its actions

Council now had to decide how to handle the initiative

petitions gathered by Educational Resources, since those

petitions called for a vote in November. Council could, and

probably would use a loophole in city charter law to avoid a

meaningless election that fall. While the charter specified

Council automatically must place an issue on the ballot

under initiative petitions if it failed to act or rejected

the mandate of the initiative, the charter was silent

Columbus Citizen-Journal, 21 July 1977.

4
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regarding what happened if Council approved it. Thus,

Council could adopt a resolution for a bond issue, and then

fail to take the subsequent required steps for ballot

placement. In the meantime, a councilperson wrote the city

attorney requesting he study charter language on bond issues

to see if it was necessary to seek charter revision. In

another, but related development, the Ohio Secretary of

State had issued a charter to Fans for an Indoor Sports

Arena, Inc. The articles of incorporation indicated the

corporition was formed to "investigate the feasibility and

desirability of the construction of an indoor sport arena in

*Franklin County..."

After Council rejected the arena bond proposal, an

Indianapolis local government official revealed building an

indoor sports arena without a commitment from a sports

~48franchise "is a little risky. "  "You need a commitment from

a sports franchise. There has to be a guarantee of some

revenue to begin with," said the administrator of property

management, Department of Public Works for Indianapolis-

Mar ion County unified government. Commenting on the

17,600-seat Market Square Arena built in Indianapolis, he

said before that arena was constructed, local government

there had written commitments from the Indiana Pacers of the

48 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 22 July 1977.
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defunct American Basketball Association (ABA) and the then

disbanded Racers of the World Hockey Association (WHA) to

use it. However, the recent folding of the Racers had

forced the arena management to search for ways to fill an

estimated 40 "open" dates on the 1977-78 arena calendar.

Interest in the Indianapolis situation was whetted by

happenings in Columbus where Educational Resources had

recently made a strong, if apparently unsuccessful, effort

to put a proposed $25.9 million sports arena question on the

November ballot. City Council rejected placing the bond

issue on the November ballot, although there was still

possible an opinion poll type issue before the voters that

fall, depending on how Council handled the initiative

petitions. Indianapolis' unified government completed its

$24 million Market Square arena in September, 1974. And it

had been doing well, according to the official. He cited

the fact that the private firm which administered the

arena-Market Square Associate-last year paid to the local

government not only the standard fixed leasing fee of

$510,000-but an additional $37,000 as well. The additional

funds were paid out because the contract the unified

government had with Market Square dictated that if the firm

took in more than $1 million in general revenue over a

year's operation, the local government would get a

percentage of the amount over $1 mill ,n. All funds that

I11l "Umn n, m m i- mnnm ... , m m m m -. ,J , • . .
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Indianapolis-Marion County would get from the management

firm were used to retire the 40-year debt on the facility.

The arena probably wouldnat do as well that year with the

loss to the hockey team. The official believed cities such

as Columbus should refrain from getting directly involved in

the management of a sports arena. He iuggested farming the

management of the arena out to private enterprise, and was

also strong on the notion that a city should test public

support for the arena. In Indianapolis, unified government

hired a private consulting firm to do a sampling of citizens

to learn to what extent they would support the arena through

attendance at sporting events. Columbus Council had asked,

and the Development Department would do a feasibility study

on a proposed sports arena.

The Columbus Development Department followed through

by recommending the city hire an outside consultant to study

the feasibility of the indoor sport3 arena and estimated the

cost could range from $35,000 to S75,000. 4 9 The department

also recommended a nine-member task force be apprvved by the

three levels of government - state, county, and city - to

conduct interviews and select a consultant to complete the

study within 90 to 120 days. The nine-member task force

would later make a recommendation to the city on the

Columbus Citizen-Journal, 29 July 1977.
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advisability of pursuing an indoor arena after the

consultant completed its work. The department also

recomnmended the city use revenue sharing funds to finance

the work of the consultant to do the following:

-Determine market potential for an indoor arena
for Columbus

and Central Ohio.

-Determine financial feasibility of constructing

an arena.

-Determine costs and benefits of an indoor arena.

-Illustrate alternative forms of arena
management.

Council indicated it wanted the study completed by late

1977, with one councilman making it clear he would push for

a June 1978, vote on the indoor arena.

With the sports arena controversy in the air, also in

the month of July, it was revealed that -emnants of the

"Great Arch" may have found a home. 50 Local historic

preservation enthusiasts announced work on a new .70 acre

"Arch Park" was slated to begin in Autumn 1977 and would

give Columbus a distinctive Downtown landmark. The park,

bounded by the new Marconi-Front connector on the north,

Ludlow Street on the east, Hickory Street on the south, and

Marconi Boulevard on the west, was being donated to the city

by Columbus and Southern Ohio Electric Company. Preliminary

Columbus Dispatch, 22 July 1977.
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architectural sketches showed that the historic 19th century

Union Station arch would be re-erected in the eastern part

of the park and would serve as the backdrop to a stage. An

ampitheater would be constructed west of the arch. An

official of Citizens for the Union Station Arch (CUSA) told

the press the foundation for the gian'. arch would be poured

in the fall. Meanwhile, CUSA would cortinue to raise money

for the arch*s re-erection during the winter and planned to

begin putting it up in the spring. Roughly half of the

$100,000 needed to do the job had been raised so far, CUSA

members said. In addition to the park being completely

different, it was explained the arch would be placed in such

a way that it would frame the convention center. Persons

attending concerts and other functions in the park would

look through the arch and see the convention center. It was

also emphasized that construction of Arch Park would give

the Downtown three very manageable, intimate parks; the city

was planning a .90 acre portal park at Naghten and High

Streets, and Nationwide Insurance Companies planned to

decorate the new Nationwide Plaza with a park. The

Nationwide park was to be highlightei with green space and a

man-made stream, and the portal park was planned to contain

a live wild animal such as a Lion, tiger, or bear. A

variety of commitments can sometimes divert the citizen's

focus away from controversy; perhaps so, but not for long.
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In July-August, 1977 The Dispatch, which had long

favored and supported the project, ran a series of detailed

articles on convention centers in several other major

Midwestern cities. 5 1 The centers in these cities had been

completed or were in the construction stage. All of the

cities had had good results, although they had difficulties

along the way. With construction expected to begin on the

Columbus center in late 1977, the articles were to be

meaningful. The cities studied were Louisville, Kentucky;

Cincinnati, Ohio; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Indianapolis,

Indiana; St. Louis, Missouri; and Kansas City, Missouri.

Experts and convention center consultants in those cities

viewed Ohio Center's financing with envy, its construction

delays with amazement, and its size with scorn. And in a

summary article the Dispatch criticized Columbus' and

Tipton's efforts accordingly. First, the charge was that

plans for a maximum 90,000 square feet of exhibit space

represented a considerable reduction from earlier plans and

disregarded consultants advice. The old Convention Center

Building Commission had planned originally an unbroken

exhibit area of 158,000 square feet. And in September 1975,

Booz, Allen, and Hamilton had recommended if Columbus was to

compete successfully with U. S. cities of a similar size, it

51 Columbus Dispatch, 7 August 1977.
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should have a minimum 100,000 square feet. Also deprecated

was the center's costs as associated with its exhibit space

area. A summary of the square footage of unbroken exhibit

space and the costs in the six cities was as follows:

* Cincinnati (opened 1966); 95,000 square
feet, $10 million

* Indianapolis (opened May 1972); 124,000
square feet, $26 million

* Kansas City (opened September 1976); 180,000
square feet, $37 million

.Louisville (opened March 1977) ; 100,000
square feet, $20 million

.Pittsburgh (ground broken June 1977-completed
late 1979); 137,000 square feet, $24 million.

.i St. Louis (opened July 1977); 240,000 square

feet, $36.2 million

All of the cities also had major sports facilities in

varying proximity to their centers, political difficulties

in getting the centers built and convention developers and

managers that worked already with their convention bureaus.

As the first week of August 1977 ended the BCC

"balance sheet, which covered the period between 31 May 1976

and 30 June 1977 was scrutinized.5 2 Salaries and wages for

the BCC staff for fiscal year 1977 amounted to $197,000.

Office expenses were $25,800, with travel and business

expenses at $10,000. With memberships and subscriptions

52Columbus Citizen-Journal, 2 August 1977.
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summed at $4,000 - the total was $236,800. Other

expenditures for fiscal 1977 included $60,000, legal fees;

$7,500, audit and accounting; $18,500, communications;

$15,000, special consultants; $15,000, publications; and

$30,000, retail consultants - a total in these categories of

$146,000. Also between May 1976 and 30 June 1977,

architectural and development costs had risen from $1.7

million to $1.9 million.

As the fall of 1977 arrived, Tipton appeared under

siege. There were some in the community criticizing him and

BCC about the center's size. One who had his hand in

convention center development informed the writer

A convention center is a nebulous term. What you
have to look at is facilities, and that
incorporates more than just exhibit hall floor.
The exhibit hall is less than half of what it
started out to be. It started out to be 150,000
square feet, and the exhibit hall per se is 64,000
roughly. there is a ballroom adjacent to it that
has 30,000 square feet...I've never been able to
determine how to combine the use of a ballroom and
an exhibit hall and have a dance while you have
all those booths in there. I guess maybe I don't
understand that. Battelle's smarter than I am.

But on the other hand, one who was also involved suggested

to the writer

the size of that facility does not alone determine
how we can reach that market. If that facility
were large enought to house the largest convention
ever held in the United States, it would not
guarantee that market. Because the things that
bring the conventions are more than the meeting
place. There are first and foremost the number of
hotel rooms. There are not enoug hotel rooms in

m4 lllll lull mu-i ,,-n ,m~ l lam u.aun m mm,~ ,, . .. .
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the city of Columbus to reach those largest
conventions... basic requirements (for large
conventions) are 5,000 first class rooms within
walking distance of the convention center. We
can't begin to touch that. That's why we need
more hotels. That's why we will shortly get more
hotels.

Perhaps, as concerning size, a view from a high ranking city

planning administrator provided a most plausible view of the

future:

When there is a recognizable market for the larger
conventions in Columbus, we'll. add on to the
building. We'll do something. We simply are not
in that league right now, and there is going to be
a number of years before we get there. We don't
have the hotel rooms to support that league.
There are many other things that we lack. But
putting the prime attention to a quality center
designed as a rational response to the kinds of

VF, conventions we can not attract...I think is the
correct way to go. I'm really on both sides. I
think we need a larger facility, but I don't think
we need it yet. When we do need it, we'll get it.

Tipton was also being accused for causing the delays.

But in defense of his efforts, one who was very closely

involved in all Downtown redevelopments told the writer

This is totally understandable...It (you were put)
on the convention center commission, you would
fumble and fool around for a year or two, and you
can't expect anything better out of the
departments or executives, or out of a union
leader, or out of a politician. They have to
fumble, fool around a little, while they're
gathering their facts. And you don't build
convention centers every day. There are a hundred
people in this town to whom I could turn and say
build me a house, and I know that the house would
be livable. But there's no one person in this
town whom you could turn to and say build me a
convention center, and know that you would have a
convention center that would attract from the
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existing national and international market, that
would be maintainable at a decent level of
expense, that would be aesthetically satisfactory
to the community and so on down the line. So
whenever you have a committee, you have delays,
you have charges, you have counter charges, you
have regrets and it is inevitable...And every
corporation has it. The difference is when GM
decides to build a Corvette or decides to take a
Corvair off che market, they're not under the
public scrutiny in their board meeting. When the
city of Columbus decides to build a convention
center or something of that sort they are. But
the process of consensus takes time. Anything
(that) takes time draws criticism because of
possible collusion they've made up their minds
before the public had a chance to input. But to
anybody who is an observer of the human condition
these things are all totally predictable. All
totally predictable. And not only in Columbus,
not only inside the state of Ohio, but anybody,
anyplace in the world.

As the furor continued in Columbus in August, the

development director in a speech before the Columbus Rotary

had something to say about another matter.53 Speaking to the

club about the state of Downtown redevelopment, he was

somewhat disappointed in the progress of the convention

center being carried out by the "quasi public" Battelle

Commons. And while he was not gravely concerned, he felt

It's important to the community we solve the
perplexing rumors around BCC. I suspect it
appears more confusing than it really is because
of the private negotiations. Why not invite the
public in?

53 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 2 August 1977.
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Summary

As a point of significance, by the fall of 1977,

various forces in the community had converged on Battelle

Commons' activities in its attempts to implement the

center's construction. Between February and August 1977,

President Tipton was continually "cris is-hoop ing in

response to rancorous controversies generated by various

interests in reaction to various proposals and changes which

he had formulated. To the uncritical eve, controversies

concerning hia personality, competence, handling of hotel

finances, disputes with city bureaucracy, the sports arena,

and construction delays had placed him on the soot. As

August arrived, a fusillade of complaints lay at the door of

BCC'Os corporate offices. Indeed, before the month would

end, President Tipton would be in an even more protracted

stage of crisis decision. The controversies would not qo

away, public pronouncements would not work -- It can be

speculated he would work around the clock to formulate

responses to situations which were no longer routine. To be

sure though, it might be that President Tipton, while the

center of controversy, was not the main issue. For Columbus

at this time wasn't yet ready to build a convention center,

let alone a hotel. For one thing, there was too much

conflict over a means-ends relationship.
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Significantly, policy statements that are approved

have two facets. There is a general goal, such as "We will

build a convention center to revitalize the community." And

there are specific means to achieve the goal, such as

establishing BCC to finance and control construction of the

center. On the general dimension, there was agreement. On

the specific, there was controversv. For some alternatives

receive temporary legitimation only to be deleted sometime

afterwards. That Battelle would finance the center's

construction was a given. That BCC and Tipton would develoo

it was not. The nature and character of the implementing

agency was called into question.

What Columbus teaches us is that policy making is

continuous. One could have assumed that after acceptance of

the Battelle alternate, the center would have arisen shortly

thereafter. On the other hand formulation and legitimation

activities continued.

0
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Chapter Six

THE NEW CONVERGENCE OF POWER: THE OHIO CENTER RISES

Obviously the Passion for power is one of the most
moving passions that exists in man. All
democracies are based on the proposition that
power is very dangerous, and that it's extremelv
important not to let any one man or any one small
group have too much power for too long a time.

Aldous Huxlev

The Modification of a Basic Proposal

Amidst a sea of concerns, Clyde Tipton, Jr., in the

first week in August 1977, would make a reassurinq but

WY symbolic expression of commitment. With Tensor, Inc.'Os

deadline nearing, he announced the proposed convention

center should be under construction by mid to late October

1977 whether or not plans for construction of a hotel on the

site were complete. 1 While seeminglv committed to the

position earlier that both the center and hotel would be

started together, he would now say, "We're not necessarily

convinced that construction on the center and hotel start at

the same time...they do have to finish toqether," so the

hotel will not stand empty while the center is completed or
vice versa. However, it was his view, it would take longer

b1

.- 1 Columbus Dispatch, 3 August 1977.
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to build the center than the hotel which was to be managed

by the Hyatt Corporation.

The key problem was hotel financing, and whether BCC

would get funding for the hotel was still up in the air.

But officials seemed prepared to proceed with the convention

center itself. Tipton said all drawings for the center on

the site of former Union Station should be done September

*15. He anticipated it would take four to five more weeks to

let bids before workers actually broke ground. BCC and

Columbus officials were to meet that coming Friday in the

office of Columbus' service director to discuss the time

schedule for the center. The mayor's executive assistant

and representative to BCC, said, "It's just a good idea to

keep everybody on base" since the city will be working on

- roads as the center is built.

With Worsham's deadline pending, Tipton said he

didn't know what funding proposal Tensor, Inc. would present

to the board. Worsham had until the close of business

Friday to fulfill his contract with BCC. Tipton, however,

doubted the board would retain Worsham if he didn't come up

with a good proposal by Friday. "I'm only one guy on an

eight-member board" he said, but "the board is very serious"

I
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about Worsham's deadline. The BCC board was to meet in

closed session at 10 a.m. Saturday at Nationwide Insurance's

Training Center, to examine Worsham's plans.

Meanwhile, that same day it was announced that

Equitable Life Assurance Society oE New York had apparently

offered to help finance the hotel's development. 2 But

whether the offer would be enough would be decided in the

Saturday meeting. Referring to the Atlanta developer, an

Equitable vice president said he also believed Equitable

agreed to lend more than $20 million for the hotel, but he

did not have the details of the proposal. Dollar Savings

and Loan and 12 other associations were to put up $27

million for the $32 million project, but withdrew in May.

The insurance officer earlier reported Worsham was "still

considering" Equitable's offer, but acceptance of the

proposal might involve additional negotiations by both

sides. Worsham, who was vacationing in Florida was to meet

with BCC officials Friday. If Worsham's financial package

was not acceptable, board members had said they would face

the alternatives of finding a new developer or putting

additional BCC money into the hotel. Tipton said he did not

think Worsham would be retained past Friday if the hotel

plan wasn't approved by the board. Rvatt Hotel Corporation

2 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 3 August 1977.
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( had an agreement with Worsham to operate the convention

center hotel. And in comment, a Hyatt executive, said, "We

think there is a great opportunity for this hotel" However,

if Worsham's plan fails, Hyatt would probably have to start

from scratch to get the management contract.

Amidst the uncertainty was the clamor of the wrecking

crane.3 The 90-foot-tall smokestack of the Union Station

powerhouse tumbled down in the first week of August. The

fall of the stack meant the station site was virtually level

for the eventual construction of the convention center.

As activity hastened and on Worsham's day of

reckoning, on 5 August, an Equitable official announced

Equitable Life Assurance Society of New York had offered no
4

money to help build the Columbus Convention Center hotel.

Published reports that Equitable had agreed to lend more

than $20 million for the hotel were false, the Equitable

vice president, announced on Thursday. However, the firm

'4 was interested in the project and had offered to consider a

loan application from the developer, but no application had

been submitted. If one were received, it could be rejected

* for any number of reasons, he remarked. The BCC board must

decide, based on Worsham's proposal - or lack of one -

Columbus Dispatch, 3 August 1977

4 Columbus Dispatch, 5 August 1977.
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whether to continue his contract. Meanwhile, Tipton claimed

he didn't know if there was any agreement between Tensor,

Inc., and Equitable, saying he (BCC) wasn't involved in any

financial negotiations and that Worsham hadn't informed him

of any such agreement. Although Equitable had not offered

to lend money for the hotel, the firm was interested in the

project, the vice president saying "We have helped finance

other Hyatt Hotels." "You might say we're high on Hyatt."

The official announced Equitable had contacted Brooks Harvey

and Company, Inc., the firm of mortgage bankers Worsham was

using to find financing. "Based on what we know about the

project, we said we would consider a loan request for up to

$22 million," he said.

Concerning another matter, that Friday, 5 August

1977, BCC's disagreement with city officials became fully
5

apparent. In the meeting, in his office, the Columbus

service director told BCC officials the city had been

falsely accused of delaying part of the convention center

project. Meeting with city, BCC, Nationwide Insurance and

other involved officials to discuss the project, he said the

city was not responsible for the delay in constructing the

High Street/3rd Street connector. "I lon't appreciate that

the city should be accused of causing a delay," in reference

Columbus Dispatch, 5 August 1977
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to a BCC flow chart which indicated that the city was

responsible for the plans for the connector until BCC

supplied city officials with the design details for the

project, and he had received the plans only Wednesday. The

city had originally planned to let bids for the project in

May 1977. Although BCC was responsible for building the

connector through the convention center site, it would be

connected to a new High Street viaduct for which the city

was responsible. "Our engineers cannot complete the design

of the viaduct for which the city is not responsible. Our

engineers cannot complete the design of the viaduct without

the information from Battelle on the High-3rd connector," he

stated. BCC president Clyde R. Tipton, Jr., responding, 0

said he did not believe the city "needs every bid of

information!" on the design plans, but the city official and

city expressway engineer disagreed. While a frequently used

strategy is to assign blame BCC's new construction manager,

said the nonprofit corporation was not trying to blame the

city. "We're asking you to do anything you can to expedite

the project." One problem related to the construction of

the High-3rd connector was the relocation of approximately

1200 feet of ConRail railroad track which ran through the

convention center site. The relocation must be done along

with the construction of the connector. The city would do

all it could to speed up the projec but according to
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officials it had no control over ConRail. ConRail would

perform the actual track relocation. Officials said they

might ask ConRail to commit two shifts of workers to perform

the relocation so it could be done quicker. One official

said he felt certain the city could meet all of its

obligations on time, but couldn~t speax for ConRail or BCC.

An influential Downtown businessman whc was also a member of

the BCC board, said it was time for all involved officials

to lay their differences aside and get on with completing

the project.

Douglas Yates has conceptualized three decision-

rmaking models with instability, uncertainty, and number of

participants as properties. The three models are rational

decision, incrementalism, and reactive decision-making. The

rational decision model assumes a problem can be clearly

defined, it can be isolated for analysis, and through the

application of knowledge and reasoning,' some better, more

efficient solution can be found for the problem. This is by

definition a very simple decision-making process. The

incremental model, while not presuming the same conditions

for systematic, scientific analysis, does presume a

relatively stable set of decision gami and a steady process

of agenda setting and policy development. In essence,

incrementalism depicts a political system in which

established policies are changed marginally and through a
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consistent process of bargaining and mutual adjustment.

But, and concerning the latter, reactive decision making,

players in urban politics often find themselves in highly

dissimilar games and are by no means willing to trade and

negotiate in the interests of mutual partisan adjustment.

Instead, urban political actors sometimes find themselves in

stalemates, confrontations and "non-decision" games in which

opposed players do not bargain or adjust at all because each

has a separate piece of authority or policy jurisdiction and

can therefore operate in feudal isolation from competing

players and baronies. In this model, the players enter into

a free for all of "street-fighting" pluralism characterized

by an unstructured, unpredictable process. As the preceding S

vignette in the service director's office suggests, these

actors were engaged in "street-fighting" pluralism. And

BCC, facing uncertainty and in an ever expanding arena of

conflict, was in a reactive-decision mode looking for

anything that would work.

At 5:00 p.m., Friday, 5 August, Worsham submitted

what he called a "submission," rather than "funding

proposal" or "financial package" to Tipton and the board in

accordance with his contractual relationship. 6 After making

the submission he said

6 Columbus Dispatch, 6 August 1977.
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There are a number of financial aspects that will
need to be discussed. I'm here to discuss the
submission that was made to BCC and explain any
items therein if they so desire tomorrow...I
submitted certain documents today...They are
reviewing them this evening and I'm sure
tomorrow...This is a fantastic city for a
convention center hotel. I've worked a year and a
half on this. Let*s hope the hotel gets built.
That's the most important thing...Equitable has
not made a commitment, (and) I have made no
application to them.

Response from the board came quickly, for after

examining the "submission," trustees terminated the

agreement with Tensor on Saturday, 6 August 1977.7 The board

didn't comment, however, on the $750,000 that the contract
set up for Worsham's use nor on the $250,000 of that sum

which Worsham had secured by a "letter of credit." As a

result, there was a legal question remaining: did Worsham

get $500,000 or $750,000 for his hotel search? In a

statement handed out subsequent to their meeting, the board

: stated

It will begin immediately to evaluate a number of
other possibilities in the development of the
hotel...At this time the board wishes to reiterate
Battelle Commons Company's complete commitment to
bring about the development of the Ohio Center in
accord with the development olan previously
announced, which calls for, in addition to other
amenities, a convention civic center building,
parking facilities, retail space and a major
hotel.

Columbus Dispatch, 7 August 1977.
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Board chairman Heffner, in response, iterated "We went

through it and felt it didn't meet the requirements in order

to do the job we want to get done, but we still have the

rights to Hyatt House." Worsham had departed Columbus, and

Tipton beat a hasty retreat following the meeting. Voting

8-0 to end the contract with Worsham, board members felt if

the company worked fast, the failure with the first

developer should not impede progress on the proposed

convention center.

The redevelopment entrepreneur is a manager and a

technocrat whose efficiency is measured quantitatively,

e.g., acreage cleared, construction completed, financing

secured. Battelle Commons" contract with Worsham had been

terminated. Three years had lapsed since the Battelle

"Alternate" was proposed, and hotel financing hadn't yet

been secured.

Response to the new situation came from a variety of
8

officials; some positive, some not so positive. Council

president, a nonvoting representative on the BCC board, and

speaking as a "trustee" of the public said

They've got to look for another developer. If
they move quickly, there should not be much of a
delay...A lot of work has been done...The city has
$6 million in land plus capital improvements, plus
the aid of the service director, development

8 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 8 August 1977.
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department and council...As far as I'm concerned
this is not a private project...One of these days
these executive sessions are going to have to
cease.

The mayor s executive assistant, also a nonvoting observer

agreed with the council president that Worsham's proposal

was not approved because he (Worsham' was reluctant to put

some of his own money into the hotel. Most major lending

institutions expected the borrower to plow some of his own

equity into such a project. And another board member, an

influential Downtown businessman, suggested that Worsham

hadn't proposed to put enough of his money into the project.

Importantly, the council president suggested, and what would

later become a key consideration, the main problem was BCC

had made a mistake in not selecting one firm to supervise

all phases of the project, instead of going at it "piece-

meal." There were also other problems. The relocation of

railroad tracks through the project site could delay start

of the center until 1 February 1978. 9 In the meantime the

board directed Tipton to begin consulting with other

developers. One board member said the board didn't question

Tipton's performance and further

I think were going to build a convention
center...There's no question some of it is

9The reader may be surprised to find out later in this
chapter, that groundbreaking occurred very nearly on 1
February 1978.
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frustrating, just because of the complexity of the

entire project.

The Citizen-Journal stated however
10

It may be that another developer with the
appropriate financing is right around the corner,
but this latest problem - even if minor - is part
of growing confusion about the convention center
and what it will mean to Columbus.

As the second week of August began, the mayor took an

official public position when he said he believed public

confidence in BCC "has been sapped" and hoped a BCC

commitment to hold open meetings in the future would help

* restore the public's trust. The mayor said he understood

BCC intended to cease holding closed board meetings, except

for special circumstances when "personalities, legal issues,

property acquisition and things of that nature" must be

discussed. The mayor commented:

I think it would be a considerable boon to the
public and would eliminate a lot of questions and
confusion if the meetings were open to the public.
I don't want to suggest that anything wrong has
occurred in secret meetings. However, I fee.
those meetings gave rise to a number of rumors,

*i some of which are half-truths and some without
fact, and as a result public confidence has been
sapped.

The mayor, acting as an umpire added he didn't believe the

* lack of progress in constructing the convention center was

10 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 8 August 1977.

Columbus Dispatch, 8 August 1977.
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simply a result of closed-door meetings. But the mayor, who

was reluctant to pin-point blame for the lack of progress,

said holding open meetings should at least let everyone know

the status of the convention center building process. In

response to whether BCC could do the job under its current

management, he replied, "I think tne:' can and will do

something. Whether it will be under the most ideal

circumstances is another question and not appropriate for me

to comment on right now." The mayor admitted, though, he

had a concern about some functional aspects of the

convention center, including whether its planned exhibition

space was large enough. His response was,

I have a very deep concern about that issue
without knowing which is the better course of
action. I have seen studies indicating that a
much larger exhibit space would be of tremendous
value...at the same time I have orally heard
reports that indicate the real future of meeting
facilities lies in handling a great number of
small meetings.

Those reports, the mayor noted, would indicate that a

convention center would be more valuable if it contained

many small-scale meeting rooms, which were planned for the

Columbus convention center. "The point is, I don't know the

answer as to the future of the market for conventioneering.

I feel that there should be enormous value in a open and

public discussion of it," he closed.
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The same day the mayor took his position, Tensor,

Inc., the Atlanta-based firm hired in 1976 to develop the

luxury hotel filed suit against BCC in the Franklin County

Conon Pleas Court for the $250,000 performance bond
12

money. The Court in turn issued a temporary restraining

order prohibiting BCC from cashing the $250,000 letter of

tcredit given it by Tensor as a guarantee of performance of

contract. However, when the order was served upon BCC

executives, it was learned Battelle Commons had already

4 obtained the money. The Court then issued a second order

that BCC deposit the $250,000 with the clerk of courts

pending the outcome of the suit. When BCC had initially

contracted the firm to develop the hotel for the center, it

advanced Tensor $750,000, officials said. Although the suit

didn't make mention of the $750,000, the action apparently

stemmed from BCC's attempt to reduce its fees to Tensor to

$500,000. Clyde Tipton, BCC president, in response said BCC

was not asking for return of the $750,000 and that Tensor,
4

"did not have to account for how they spent it." Tensor

having been fired after the board rejected its hotel plan

said in the suit there was a provision in its contract with

BCC that it would be entitled to the return of its letter of

credit if it was unable to secure hotel financing because of

12 Columbus Dispatch, 9 August 1977.
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circumstances beyond its control. Tensor argued it had

performed its obligations under the contract and notified

BCC on 5 August, that it had fulfilled its obligations.

Tensor also said it asked for the letter of credit back, but

BCC had refused to return it. Tiptcn said "we don't feel

there are grounds for a suit," sayin. the contract was

terminated because "they did not perform." He said the

$250,000 was in a sense a performance bond to guarantee

performance of the contract.

Meanwhile BCC in a reassuring gesture, awarded a

contract for the interior design and graphics of the

] proposed center to Columbus architects Byron Ireland and

Associates and Chermayeff and Geismar, a New York City

graphics firm.13 In the joint venture, Byron Ireland and

Associates would be responsible for interior design and

Chermayeff and Geismar would create a coordinated graphic

identity for the convention center. Byron Ireland and

Associates designed the interiors and exhibits for the Ohio

Historical Center and the state office building in

Cleveland. Chermayeff and Geismar designed the U.S.

Bicentennial symbol and graphics tor corporate giants

including Mobil Oil and the Chase Manhattan Bank.

13 Columbus Dispatch, 9 August 1977.
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At the same time, another possible joint-venture

appeared shaping up when BCC announced it wanted United

Redevelopment Corporation (URC) to develop the proposed

Columbus Convention Center hotel. This move would have

* major significance in the future. As background, URC was

organized sometime ago by John W. Galbreath & Company and

Nationwide Insurance, and their interests were both

represented on the BCC board. BCC representatives "came

over and talked to UR," Daniel Galbreath said. They wanted

to see if we~d be interested in development of the hotel."

The corporation was examining the details of the project and

would let BCC know by the end of the week if it wanted to do

the job. URC was one of the potential hotel developers BCC

"talked to early in the game," BCC President Clyde R.

Tipton, Jr., would now say. "But URC was involved

significantly elsewhere and didn't have the resources then,"

he explained. Tipton also announced that two out-of-state

firms were interested in the project, and one was "a strong

possibility." Local URC efforts included Thurber Towers and

Market-Mohawk urban renewal. Also potential conflicts of

interest that might be associated with Galbreath and

Nationwide interests voting on URC contracts was recognized

when the company was formed. "Full disclosure" of board

members' ties to their own firms and abstention from voting

on contracts in which their companies -re involved, was
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part of the BCC's articles of incorporation. Thus during

early August, BCC was "actively interviewing" prospective

hotel developers for the proposed center.14 And some of

these people were local interests as Tipton now begin to

respond to people who showed an interest before Worsham.

Meanwhile BCC was still taunted .q those questioning

the agency's accountability. One of the major phenomenon in

urban politics is the sometimes questionability of the

accountability of bureaucratic agencies. Quasi-public urban

redevelopment agencies have had almost unquestionable

autonomy and influence in the araa of responsibility

throughout their histories. With considerable discretion,

control over information, and enabling statues, they have

usually plied their trade in an unchallenged manner. 'But in

Columbus, at this point, council's president began to

threaten the corporation by getting the city attorney to

investigate the legality of the board's closed sessions.15

In explanation, the two meetings he had attended dealt with

legal and personnel matters which he felt could legitimately

be discussed in open session.

As mid-week developments continued, it became

apparent Tipton had turned to local re;-urces in his effort

14 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 10 August 1977.

1 5ibid.
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to get the hotel built. Daniel M. Galbreath, a BCC trustee

and operating chief of John W. Galbreath & Company,

confirmed Tipton had asked him on 8 August, to study the

hotel as a possible project for URC. Galbreath said, "We

haven't really been invited to do it...Clyde just asked us

to look into the possibility .... we need a little time to

look into the financing problems. He (Tipton) asked us to

tell him if we would be willing to undertake the project,"

Galbreath said. Several months ago, Tipton had declined to

* discuss the possibility of utilizing the local resources

represented on the nine-member BCC board. His claim was it

would be prejudicial to BCC's contract with Worsham. And

* BCC members, the majority of them influentials in their own S

areas of expertise, reportedly, had been somewhat hesitant

to involve themselves directly in the center development.

* However, Galbreath out of a sense of civic responsibility,

noted "conflict of interest comes up when things are done

secretly. I have no problem with getting into this if it's

known who everyone is. We're trying to do something for the

community and I'm willing to do anything I can to help."

Early in BCC's involvement in the center project, Galbreath

specifically, it was reported, asked not to be considered as

a developer. However, the continuing delays had caused him

16 Columbus Dispatch, 10 August 1977.
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to reverse his position. The developer would not say, "I'm

not a convention-type guy. That's an area I don't know

anything about." Tipton's move to involve URC in the hotel

development was viewed by many as an effort to take the heat

off the center's size. It could also have masked expected

critical comments over BCC's spending $500,000 or more on

Worsham. In a related matter, the Franklin County Common

Pleas Judge who had previously ordered BCC to turn the

$250,000 performance bond money over to the clerk of the

courts, on 9 August, set aside that order and said the money

would be returned to BCC. As a condition, BCC must purchase

a 90-day certificate in a Columbus national bank and not

touch the money until the legal matters were resolved.

With local development interests now in the picture,

Robert Bashor, president of Columbus convention bureau, was

invited to discuss exhibit space t the BCC board on 23

August.17 This was the first time since BCC organized that

the company solicited the opinion cf the convention bureau.

His response was

Our people have not changed their expectations
from what we had at the outset when we advocated,
at the very least, 150,000 squar-. feet...We aren't
able to book anything-and now pec-le are thinking
about events in 1982-because we don't know what
we'll have. From the looks of it, they're going
to build another Vets.

17 Columbus Dispatch, 14 August 1977.
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Earlier, Daniel Galbreath, in explanation of his involvement

* stated

Two years ago, when I told the board I would help
in any way I could but I didn't want to be
considered for the developer. I was afraid I'd
have been subjected to criticism if I'd taken it.
As a board member, I'm in a fish bowl and I donot
want to be harped at. If people understand that
it would be something for the community, there's
no question we or URC could get the job done.

It was revealed also during the week that Tipton who

had wanted both the center and hotel to "finish together"

said publicly18

Columbus hasn't had a new hotel for a long
time...And the prime location for a new hotel
isn't this site. The number one locat n...is at
the corner of Broad and High Streets. This is
not...your number one site in-town for a brand new
hotel. This is a project that has all sorts of
obstacles in it. I'd be the last one to deny it.

And Board Chairman Heffner would say regarding exhibit

space20

Of course we're analyzing the space again and
again. But Columbus is a regional center, not a
national one. At the meeting, we're going to have
the president re-explain how he came to these

*decisions...We have to look at the amount of money
we have. We'd like to give the center a tax-free
center. We don't want to have the president re-
explain how he came to these decisions...We'd have
to look at the amount of money we have. We'd like

4
1 8 Ibid.

19The writer wrote earlier about the difficulty in ac-

quiring property at that location. See pp 86above.
20 Columbus oispatch, 14 August 1977.

4
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to give the city a tax-free center. We don't want
to give Columbus a white elephant.

Amidst the mounting crisis the press reiterated comments

received earlier by a man from Pittsburgh and one from

Kansas City. 21 The former, a convention center promoter

stated

The 'Jet Age" has tipped our induchtry. It's so
easy now for people to get to t.e sun-and-fun
spots. In the Middle West we have co really work
to give them something special. It's a struggle
to survive.

The latter associated with convention center developments

said "I think you'll find that usually it's a mistake for

those who give the money to control how it's spent." Prior

to the 23 August meeting one could sense feelings of deja vu

as URC officials announce

studies," and BCC would have to agree to certain "ground
22

rules," should URC take the hotel job.

In that 23 August meeting, the Columbus-based John W.

Galbreath & Company came to the "rescue" of BCC, when the

former decided to develop the $32 million hotel and

supervise overall construction of the $80 million convention

center. 23 During the meeting, the BCC board unaminously

21Ibid.

22 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 20 August 1977.

23 Columbus Dispatch, 24 August 1977.
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approved a plan outlined by Daniel M. Galbreath to get the

project off the ground as soon as possible. Galbreath would

hire architects and construction contractors, obtain a

management firm, arrange construction and permanent

financing and put together an equity package for the 700-

room hotel. Also, one of three conditions laid down by

Galbreath before he agreed to take the job allowed the

development firm to oversee construction of the convention

center complex. "Because of the complexity of the project,

we feel it is necessary that BCC retain John W. Galbreath &

Company as a construction manager to coordinate and

interface the construction of the convention center and the

hotel," Daniel Galbreath said. This is important, he added,

"so we won't find ourselves in a situation where one (the

hotel) was complete and the other (convention center) was

not." A second condition called for the negotiation and

execution of a lease agreement between Galbreath and BCC

within 30 days. The third condition was that Galbreath workI

out a settlement with Earl S. Worsham of Atlanta, Georgia,

the hotel developer recently fired by BCC. Galbreath

announced that Worsham had agreed to drop his $250,000 suit

in Franklin County Common Pleas Court and sign a release

promising no further legal action against BCC if Galbreath

was hired as the hotel developer. The Galbreath firm's

agreement with Worsham's Tensor, I- , also allowed

I m ,w i l m maiilaam' m ,mk -h, , . .
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Galbreath acquisition of any and all work done by Worsham.

Galbreath admitted the agreement called for the exchange of

money, but would not say how much. The URC which was a

joint venture between Galbreath and Nationwide Insurance

Companies, was asked on 5 August 1977 to consider developing

the hotel. Galbreath said his company and Nationwide decided

"it would be best now to keep the entities separate" and

keep Nationwide out of the development of the hotel,

although Nationwide might be involved in its financing.

Galbreath also revealed that his firm already had canvassed

Columbus area financial institutions and had tentative

commitments of roughly $6 million for an equity package for

the hotel.

Trustees also learned that BMI had agreed to extend

an $8 million line of credit if it was necessary for the

hotel equity package.24 BCC President CIyve R. Tipton, Jr.,

revealed also that BMI would agree if necessary to allow BCC

to assume full ownership of the hotel on a temporary basis.

"BCC intenas to sell its ownership in the hotel as soon as

possible, however," Tipton said.

2 4Ibid.
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Galbreath said the equity package could be completed

within a month, although he said it could take as long as

four months. Informing the press that the Hyatt chain was

the most likely to become the hotel manager, he said Hyatt

officials contacted his company as soon as they learned it

was considering developing the hotel and expressed a strong

interest in becoming the management firm. Galbreath also

emphasized that his firm would not be a partner in the

equity package so it would avoid any criticism of having

selfish economic interests in the project. "We are

committed to do whatever we possibly can," commented

Galbreath. "We just want to get this thing built."

Galbreath told BCC trustees he believed construction of the 0

hotel could start within four to six weeks, but that the

hotel need not be started at the same time the convention

center got underway because it would take less time to

build. A BCC project engineer informed trustees

construction drawings would be completed and ready for bid

by 15 September. Construction on the center could start by

1 November and be completed by April of 1980, he said. The

sole obstacle to that timetable was the relocation of

approximately 1,200 feet of ConRail railroad track which ran

through the project site. Construction of the convention

25Ibid.
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center would come to a halt by 1 February 1978, if the

. tracks were not relocated by then, Hickman said. In

response, board members decided to postpone deciding whether

they should authorize the start of construction of the

convention center with the railroad relocation still up in

the air. The board member who also sF-.7ed as president of

Huntington National Bank, said he believed construction of

the center should not start until after the railroad

relocation. He reasoned that costs could soar if

construction was started, then must be halted and restarted

at a later date. Board chairman, G. C. Heffner said the

i trustees would wrangle with that question at a future

meeting. In other actions, the board reaffirmed its support

of the planned size of the convention center, since some

observers still criticized plans that called for about

90,000 square feet of exhibit space. Tipton's response was

studies showed the convention center could handle at least

89 percent and up to 96 percent of all meetings, exhibits

and events held in the United States. He based his opinion

on the 1975 market survey conducted by Booz, Allen and

Hamilton and a more recent survey done by Successful
L

meetings magazine. Board members agqrcp-l that expansion of

planned exhibit space could cause financial problems for BCC

and could make it more difficult to eventually turn a

profit-making facility over to the City of Columbus, as BCC
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was charged with. However, a BCC architect assured board

members the exhibit space could later be expanded by 50,000

square feet if it was economically justifiable. Robert

Bashor of the Columbus Convention and Visitors Bureau, now

in attendance at the meeting, urged board members to

strongly consider such expansion if it was possible. Bashor

said the data quoted by Tipton didn~t consider the

possibilities of holding more than one convention or meeting

in the facility at the same time. "There are conventions we

cannot take now because of the overlap of dates," he said.

Also telling board members the convention center would be

booked up faster than they realized, Bashor said more than

800 organizations with 400,000 members were booking

.conventions each year in Columbus. That total should

increase immediately by one-third with construction of the

center, he said.

Support for the new takeover came rapidly. A local

editorial read26

Past performance records would indicate that the
experienced management hands of John W. Galbreath
& Company is just what is needed to get the long-
delayed Columbus Convention Center construction
off dead center. Announcement by the firm and
BCC, which has been in charge since the center's
inception, that the Galbreath organization would
coordinate development of a $32 million hotel and
the $80 million center is most encouraging. In

26 Columbus Dispatch, 26 August 1977.
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supervising the construction, Galbreath has an
opportunity to review the plans - including the
controversial question of adequate exhibition
space - and see that Columbus gains a convention
center suitable to its needs. Galbreath had
indicated that Nationwide Insurance Company could
be involved in future financing. If so, it would
mean local development would be in capable local
hands. At one time, the developers said ground
would be broken for the centero; hotel in mid-
1976. But the goal was not met. low, there was
new confidence, for the Galbreath firm has the
reputation and the capacity to ge: things done.
Prospects have brightened for tne badly-needed
Columbus Convention Center.

And thus, as if a lingering cloud suddenly lifted,

there was a concerted sigh of relief and manifestations of

joy the fourth week in August 1977 in Columbus. The

Scollective cheerfulness was to be heard in City Hall,

business office buildings, labor gatherings, and on the

street. Smiles multiplied as the news spread that John W.

Galbreath & Company would take over development of the hotel

and oversee construction of the convention center on the old

Union Station site. Even the much-maligned officials of the

BCC, participated in the smiling due to the large degree of

confidence officials had in Galbreath & Company, successful

developer of world-wide projects. rhe usually reserved

mayor pronounced with a big smile that Galbreath's

participation absolutely assured the long-delayed center

would become a reality:
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What happened yesterday afternoon absolutely
insures and guarantees the future of our
convention center and hotel. This is going to be
the most fabulous complex in this city.

Meanwhile a city councilman stated city officials had better

get busy planning for the much-talked-about indoor sports

arena. Because most officials believed the arena should be

next to the convention center, it was important to get

started examining how it would be tied into that project, he

felt. Prior to the announcement that Galbreath was getting

involved, city officials seemed to be moving slowly on the

sports arena proposal. Business men and labor leaders who

attended an Operation MOST (Management and Organized Labor

Striving Together) meeting that week joined the chorus in

singing praises to Galbreath. An official of the Columbus

Trades Council beamed as he promised that organized labor

was raring to construct the center quickly and efficiently.

The vice president of Turner Construction Company vowed that

"dirt will fly by November 1." Although completion had been

4 scheduled for April of 1980, "we think we can beat that

date," he said. BCC officials G. C. Heffner and Clyde R.

Tipton, Jr., acknowledged their good fortune. "Galbreath

very graciously offered its expertise," Heffner commented.

"We just want to get this thing built," explained Daniel M.
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Galbreath. "We are conmitted to do anything we Possibly

can. And judging from public response, that was all anybody

needed to hear.

Interlude

This chapter is perhaps the most important in the

dissertation. Significantly it most clearly discriminates

between formulation and legitimation activities and the

translating of intent into concrete action--implementation.

Redevelopment policy was legitimated. The Ohio Center would

rise.

As a student of urban politics, the writer has a

feeling of deja vu at this Point. For despite surprise in

the comunity at this juncture, one could have predicted

what was to take place. When it was announced Galbreath

interests would develop the entire center-hotel complex, the

decision was made to start construction of the complex.

Throughout the process of policy formulation and

legitimation, coalitions have to be built and rebuilt.

Moreover activities in which various coalitions support and

oppose specific versions of proposals must occur to allow

one coalition to become strong enough to prevail. Without

the creation of coalitions few policy i-.itiatives would ever

succeed. In 1974 through a process of coalition building

and compromise, it was decided Battelle would finance and

oversee the center's construction. "Good citizenship"
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required instead of charitable work, the research

organization's involvement in larqer urban Dolicy issues.

But even though it had to legally provide funds for the

center's construction, the organization maintained control

over those funds and development activity. Thus with a

broad base of interests represented on its board, BCC would

presumably begin the implementation phase of the project.

But formulating and legitimating were still to be. For

throughout the process of policy formulation and

legitimation, coalitions have to be built and rebuilt.

Moreover coalitions are rarely permanent.

Gradually, over time, BCC and President Tipton faced

a series of small variable crises - the arcade demolition,

construction start delays, less than positive relations with

the city, the Wolfe resignation which they handled less than

successfully according to some viewpoints. Adding to this

the Tensor debacle, these were not the kinds of activities

to cement victory. Compromises were not the order of the

day and not of the variety to allow the coalition headed bv

Battelle to prevail.

With BCC floundering on the brink of disaster, it

became necessary that a trusted and respected developer take

control. Thus with Battelle unable to maintain a successful

coalition, there had to be a turning point. As the

preceding pages illustrate, now and proerlv, to bestow

bII | H lm l nm ,mm-m . .Wm i.m ,W.a . ., m, _ . ....
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civic legitimacy on the project, Galbreath interess could

step in, avoiding conflict of interest claims, and bring

needed skills and experience to restore Prestige to the

project. The influence of business comes not so much from

the capacity of business to overwhelm or intimidate all

opposition as for its Power to meet -trongly felt needs of

public officials.

Thus it was necessary, proper, and inevitable

development interests would take over the project.

Developers, along with major retailing and bankinq interests

are directly connected with the physical growth of the city.

It is developers, for example, who build and construct.

Also such interests having an important stake in local

politics usually donate to campaiqns for Public office of

sympathetic candidates and can bring pressure whex, the city

is making decisions that will lead to building. And they

are usually successful when surDorted by local

"influentials," who become involved in these development

matters which are of fundamental importance to the city.

Such interests over the years in a community usually have

developed an elaborate network of personal relationships to

influence local politics which pro ides them with the

ability to move into close alliance with Public officials

and become close associates in forming and overseeinq oublic

policy. Faced with continuing opoosition and failinq to
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concert activity for the center's and hotel/s construction,

Battelle had but one alternative, and that was the least

* objectionable chosen for it: Galbreath interests would take

over.

At this point in the dissertation, one is

knowledgeable of several consequences associated with the

need for constant coalition and majority buildinq based on

the Columbus experience. First it usually takes a long time

to formulate and legitimate policy. The Ohio Center

Commission articulated the problem to the government in the

Spring of 1971. Second, compromise is essential in order

to form and reform coalitions and majorities and to hold

them together. Witness Tipton's problems. Finally, given

the lapse of time and the myriads of compromises that are

made over time, the nature of policies often chanqe

substantially during the formulation and leg it imat ion

phases. In 1975, Battelle would not only finance but also

oversee the Ohio center's construction. In August 1977,

Galbreath and company would "coordinate and interface" the

entire convention center complex.

The Select Choice Among Alternatives

As an uneventful September reached an end, BCC and

27* John W. Galbreath & Company neared a final aqreement. In

27 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 28 September 1977, and

Columbus Dispatch, 28 September 1977.
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the last board meeting in September, Clyde R. Tinton, Jr.,

announced "I'm ready to sign riqht now" when the Galbreath

supervision question was considered. But attorneys for both

BCC and Galbreath & Company said there were some minor

technical changes which needed to be made in the final draft

of the agreement. with routine now -gain the order of the

day, BCC board chairman, Grover C. Hefner directed Tipton

and the lawyers to "smooth it up" and distribute copies of

it to board members for their study and ratification.

Galbreath said "the agreement would provide a fee

arrangement substantially in accord with what weave done in

other projects across the country." The Galbreath firm

would receive about $400,000 for the $27 million center

construction - based on an estimate of the 1.5 percent fee,

Heffner said. He noted the fee would "not go very far

toward covering the expenses of the Calbreath staff which

will be involved." The chairman atded that any profit

Galbreath might make from the undertaking, "will certainly

be slim, if it's there at all." Until several weeks ago it

will be recalled, Galbreath had shied away from the project,

fearing possible criticism owninq to his BCC board

membership and his corporate involvemk-nt with other Downtown

interests. He was persuaded to bring the considerable
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resources of the internationally known firm into play after

Tipton's efforts flagged. Galbreath said publicly after the

meeting

I believe we have the experience and expertise to
be of considerable assistance to Clyde and his
staff. We are used to dealing with - mediating -
to reconcile the opinions of architects and
contractors, who really don't care about expense,
and really getting the job done as economically as
poss ib le.

At the meeting, Galbreath told the board of a major

stumbling block in the way of any developer obtaining

financing for the luxury hotel which would be an integral,

and adjoining, part of the convention center development.

The question was whether BCC would be able to subordinate

its claims to those of the financier of the planned hotel in

the event of a foreclosure action. This would mean, in the

event of a foreclosure, BCC would lose any rental or profit

from the hotel although the city would retain title to the

land on which it stood. As a consequence, the BCC board

decided its lawyers and those of the Galbreath Comoany

should go back to solve the legal question of who ended up

with the proposed convention center hotel in case of

* foreclosure. In the event of a foreclosure in the hotel,

Charles Brooks of Galbreath & Company, said the citv would

still own the land. To make the oroject more saleable, he

asked 1CC to subordinate its interest in the hotel to that

of a potential major investor. BCC boari members recalled
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that the failure to resolve this question in favor of those

who might put up the estimated $32 million for the oroposed

hotel wrecked a private developer's hoces several months ago

to get a builder for the site. Worsham~s problem was now

clearer. Daniel Galbreath also noted final control of the

hotel had been a problem with possible lenders, such as

Connecticut General and Prudential Life Insurance companies.

"We have to give Galbreath the capability of selling an

attractive equity package," Heffner asserted. In the past,

BCC was not willing to forego ultimate control over the

hotel. "This is as complicated as any real estate deal ever

made," Galbreath added. "No one should get discouraged."

Board members felt one alternative might be found to assure

lenders without cutting out BCC's legal interests in the

hotel, but a provision in the sublease was necessary so

"someones feet are held to the fire" regarding mortgage

payments. Heffner said a special board meeting would be

called as soon as the lawyers resolved the problem. BCC

trustee and Huntington National Bank president Frank Wobst

observed, "We must have flexibility and give Mr. Galbreath

the most attractive oackage possible to interest equitv

people of all kinds - those who may be looking for a tax

shelter and those who care nothing for that." Galbreath

stressing that his firm would have no part in the ownership

of the hotel, noted
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we're just trying to anticipate what the builder
w,,ill .iave t, -,'h ve rrad? if 'ie-s ,
of getting the money...we'll yet a deveiooer-s fee
from the builder but not a penny from equity or
BCC. We're fighting for the owners-to-be.

Counsel for Galbreath and BCC were directed to meet within

the next two weeks to attempt to resolve the legal

complexities of the question and consult with Wobst, actinq

as the board's representative.

Also during the meeting, Galbreath mentioned he would

get an update on changes in the hotel desiqn. "Class hotel

refinements" which were dropped from plans for the 700-room

structure as BCC's first, unsuccessful hotel develover

neared the end of his contract, were beinq restored, he

noted. Heffner said the hotel operator should be chosen

"within a couple of months," and Galbreath indicated Hvatt

House and Western International Hotels had discussed the

project.

BCC engineers told the board that, in their latest

schedule, bids would be taken October 20 for excavation,

foundation and structural work on the convention center

28building. BCC~s manager of construction and facilities

engineering, said complete excavation, grading, footer and

crash wall construction should be underway bv Februarv.

Also bids on the center construction would be ooened 20

2 8 Ibid.
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October. If excavation began 1 November 1977, and if Penn

Central held to its schedule of relocating its railroad

tracks, foundation work could begin as early as February

1978, and the center could be completed by ADril 1980. In

other business, trustees differed aoproving a Proposal bv

Tipton to erect three signs, at total cost of $3,000

around the center site listing the trustees, the various

architects and engineers with a painting of the proposed

center viewed from the south. Reffneu, the retired U. S.

Navy Admiral, called it "planting the flag, showinq here's

who's involved and here's what's going to happen so when

people start getting excited about the project they'll

know." Galbreath asked that the 3ign plans he deferred at

least until a picture of the pro-posed hotel could be

included in the r-cpresentations. Tipton also prooosed

putting a $71,000 insert, "just like any other customer," in

a slick-cover publication being; rzeoared bv the Columbus

Convention and Visitors Bureau. The publication, similar to

one the bureau published in 19'", listinq the citv's

advantages, had an end-of-October deadline. It's cover,

Tioton said, would be a paintinc, of he Columbus skyline as

it would appear if all of the propse-i Downtown improvements

were realized. One member grurmb'ed, "'Whv can't you qet them

to wait until we can give them a convention center cover'"

"It's the biggest thinq to happen here since Vets Memorial.
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If that book's going to be around for five year, the center

should be on the cover. I can't think we're just like any

other customer." Council President M. D. Portman, a

nonvoting member of the board, joined Galbreath and other

members in recommending Tipton confer with bureau officials

in an attempt to work out some arrangement -- primarily

urging the Columbus Convention Bureau to wait until hotel

plans were definite so it could feature the center and hotel

in the new bureau publication, or commit itself to another

publication.

As October arrived, with a proven developer now in

the picture, the turning of the first shovel of dirt could

not be far away. The injection of the Galbreath expertise

was an important catalyst, and now residents of Columbus

*could look forward to completion of the long-discussed

project. For example, by the second week in October, A.

Charles Brooks, director of development and construction for

the John W. Galbreath & Company felt the aqreement on qround

lease provisions for the hotel was getting "closer and

closer." Although the contract which would qive Galbreath

supervision over the project hadn't been approved, Brooks

said, "We've already jumped in," and the fine points in the

land lease were being worked out. The question of who

29 Columbus Citizen-Journal, ii October 1977.
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retained ownership of the hotel to be built on city-owned

land, in the event of foreclosure, was still an obstacle.

Battelle didn't want to yield too quickly on this volnt.

But with prompt approval now necessary to meet the projected

construction start in Spring 1978, Brooks stated, "Weve qot

to clean it up in the next 10 days ,-r so...I'd like to have

an agreement by the time of their (TCC) next meeting".

Discussions were continuing with rotential first mortqaqe

and equity lenders, he noted. The hotel was now estimated

at $33.5 million, up $1.5 million from the orevious

developer's plans, and mortqage lenders would provide the

bulk of that. Connecticut General, Equitable and Prudential

insurance firms, Brooks Harvey investment brokers "and some

others" had been contacted about mortgage funds, Brooks

said. Galbreath & Company was still talking with other

possible investors, including some local firms, concerning

equitable capital - the differeices between the mortqaqe and

the hotel cost - he said. During tne first week in October,

Tipton had said BCC "will do eve. thinq we can" to have a

hotel ground lease ready by the next board meetinq so

Galbreath could be specific with potential lenders about the

amount of money needed and the hotc*L ownership provisions.

Bids for convention center construction contracts were still

due 20 October, but the date for mechanical and electrical

bids had been moved to 10 November.
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By the beginning of the last week in October, the

first stages of convention center construction were under

way. 30 Piers for the planned High to Third Streets connector

were being erected, and subqrading was taking place for

railroad track relocation. In addition the venerable High

Street viaduct, which once carried passengers to Union

Station, was being dismantled from the pavement down. But

31
in the meantime, BCC had failed to meet another deadline.

Bids for the center, previously set for 20 October, had been

changed to 17 November. Daniel M. Galbreath, a princioal in

the firm, which had now undertaken overseeing the project

and hotel, said the design of the center was under revision.

More importantly, the BCC board would meet on 28 October,

and review an agreement worked out by Galbreath and BCC

attorneys on the issue of who would own the hotel if it

should go broke. Under the agreement, should a foreclosure

occur, the corporation which loaned the money to build the

hotel would pay the city for the land it occupied. It was

4 expected trustees would approve the aqreement.

With consensus in the air, a fissure that had been

brewing between the CCVB and BCC opened to a qaing chasm on

4 the morning of 26 October 1977, in Council Chambers at City

30 Columbus Dispatch, 24 October 1q77.

31 Columbus Dispatch, 26 October 1q77.
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Hall. 3 2 At the meeting, CCVB, with fanfare, announced "a

precisely planned and highly aggressive new marketing and

promotional effort to attract additional conventions to

Columbus. "  There were photographic slides, a recorded,

boost-Columbus song and congratulations offered to the citv

administration and the council for a'locating a portion of

the "bed tax" to CCVB's activities. Those speaking in order

of appearance were: the CCVB chairman; M. D. Poctman,

council president; a CCVB vice chairman; Robert Bashor, CCVB

president; a vice president of the Warner P. Simpson

Company, hired by CCVB as its "marketing communications

agency," and the mayor's executive assistant. Plans

outlined a fancy new Columbus promotional book, planned at

64 pages but expanded to 90 "due to hotel and motel

response," for distribution to organizations and qroups

planning conventions. Also there would be a 14-month-long

campaign of third-of-a-page ads in national publications.

The ads would urge "Consider Columbus...We've got it all

together." But the "real star" f the promotion, said

Bashor was "the people of Columbus." The campaign, it was

clear, would attempt to sell the city to Prosoective

conventioneers.

32 Columbus Dispatch, 26 October 1977.
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But the "all together" slogan obviously did not

include BCC.33 Neither the speakers nor the sonq mentioned

the convention center. Nor was there any notice paid to the

possibility of a sports arena. The cover of the promotional

book was illustrative of the Columbus Downtown skyline and

other points of interest, but the convention center complex

was not depicted. As background, BCC had long snubbed CCVB.

Since its inception BCC had had only one formal consultation

* in August 1977, with Bashor, seeking the CCVB president's

advice. From the outset, CCVB had recommended the center

contain, "at the very least," 150,000 square feet of

unbroken exhibit floor space. Current plans called for only

70,000 square feet in the main exhibit room with the

possibility of adding 20,000 more, BCC planners said, by

opening an adjoining ballroom-if no one was dancinq there.

Columbus, Bashor said, "gets more than its fair share" of

regional or statewide conventions. "Neither Columbus nor

most other cities could realistically claim to be able to

*accommodate huge national conventions with tens of thousands

attending, he added. "But that still leaves us with a very

tidy melon of some 10,000 prospective conventions which

could convene in Columbus," Bashor said as he referred to

competing in a "national market." In fact, Bashor asserted,

33Ibid.
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a new program CCVB had worked out with Pan American World

Airways had been mainly responsible for a 200 Percent

increase in inquiries from Prospects overseas. Tipton had

insisted the convention facility he planned would serve

principally as "a regional and community center." In a

rather unusual promotional split, CCIU. and BCC didn't share

the same advertising consultant i rms. CCVB now had

Simpson; BCC had Paul Werth Associates.

The omission of the convention center from the

promotional book would not be a complete surprise to the BCC

board of trustees. To recall, in September, Tipton told the

board the proposed buildinq would not appear on the cover

and requested a $71,000 insert be included. Board members

had told him to work out an arranqement to qet CCVB to delay

the publication.

But, not only was the convention center not mentioned

in the Tuesday program at City Hall, Tioton and BCC's other

top official, retired U. S. Navy Admiral Grover C. Reffner,

were notably not among the speakers. Heffner sat about

three rows from the front of the council chambers. Tipton

sat at the back of the room. When the presentation was

over, they left separately and were not seen conqratulating

the speakers. Following the oroqram regarding the
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convention center's omission from CCVBAs wide-ranqinq

promotion, Bashor responded, "We can't sell a pig in a

poke."

But Tipton did receive some good news on the 26th,

when BCC and Galbreath Company had reached an apparent

agreement on who would own the proposed convention center

hotel in case of foreclosure, enabling the Galbreath Comoany

to step up its hunt for mortgage money. 34 A. Charles Brooks,

director and development and construction for GaIbreath

announced, "I think we've arrived at a lease-hold agreement

that is mortgageable from our standpoint and meets the goals

of Battelle" to share in potential hotel profits. The leqal

issue of who would own the hotel on city land if the project

failed had been decided in favor of the lender, Brooks said.

If foreclosure occurred, the prime lender, whoever it was,

would make land payments to Columbus, he noted. "It's mv

understanding it (the agreement) will be taken to the 1CC

board with a positive recommendation," Brooks said. "I've

recommended to my board the agreement be approved. " "Once we

have it, we'll have the figures to present to prospective

lenders." Connecticut General, Equitable, and Prudential

Insurance firms, and Brooks Harvey investment brokers were

among potential backers. "I'm sure they're waiting

Columbus Citizen-Journal, 26 October 1977.
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patiently - we have had a number of calls from people

expressing interest" in the contemplated 700-room, $33.5

million hotel, Brooks said. Also, Hvatt and Western

International Hotels were still discussinq manaqinq the

facility. Although BCC and Galbreath lawyers worried over

the ground-lease for more than a month, and bid dates for

the convention center building itself had been Pushed back

to 10 November, the project had not been delayed, Brooks

* explained. A review by BCC and Galbreath as project

consultants had indicated construction drawinqs weren't

complete enough for the planned 20 October bid deadline, he

said. "We came to the conclusion it was not in the best

interest of the project to force bids. The drawings are now

complete" and qeneral construction bids should be in by 10

November, mechanical and electrical by 17 November, Brooks

would explain. A spring construction start for the

convention center could still be met or even beaten, he

predicted. Preliminary work was already under way at the

26-acre North High Street site with contractors doing qround

preparation and starting new road construction. Also

Galbreath had begun working on the project as consultants as

if a contract had been siqned wit!. BCC. An aqreement hadn't

been approved by BCCAs board, but 3Irooks hoped that would be
tw ":-taken care of on 28 October.

SO
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A day after Brooks' announcement, BCC's $2.7 million

High Street-Third Street connector was reportedly havinq

design problems as a couple of its supports were five to six

feet away. 3 5 Construction of the connector had begun several

weeks ago to demonstrate BCC was making some progress. kt

the time Tipton and other BCC officials were unavailable for

comment. The city engineer reported that citv inspectors

had found the piers were "five or six feet out of line" and

ordered their replacement saving the replacement wouldn't be

at city expense. Me said he couldn't say whether the

misalignment would delay the completion of the connector,

which had been scheduled for May 1979. BCC, under its

convention site development agreement with the city, had

contracted with the Kokosing Construction Company for the

$2.7 million, 1,200-yard long road job. The connector would

tie into a rebuilt North High Street viaduct and provide

access to the north side of the center-hotel complex. After

completed, the connector would be turned over to the city.

The engineer said BCC rushed into the roadway construction

because of mounting criticism over no visible progress in

its development of the center site. "Thev don't have a set

of complete plans (for the connector). They're desiqning

and buildinq it piece by piece. "It's a risky thing. We've

Columbus Dispatch, 27 October 1977.
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never done it before on public p:ojects but we're approvinq

each section" he said. The city enqineer said there would

be no question regarding the safety of the connector when it

is completed. "These footers were in the wronq place to

support the superstructure but, ,,hen the new ones are uD,

there will be no jeopardy to anyone u inq the connector," he

said. The official also said he ia( been reluctant to

approve the construction on a piecemeal basis; however, "BCC

was in a hurry." Tipton, some weeks ago, attempted to blame

the city for the delay in the center construction. But

Columbus' service director had angrily rebuffed the

assertion. But the engineer said city-BCC relations had

improved since then. "I think they've had some difficultv

accepting our comments but its better now," he said.

In the BCC board meeting on 28 October 1q77, trustees

approved the formal agreement witi- the Galbreath Company for

the latter to oversee construction of the Columbus

Convention Center and its adloinirq luxury hotel. 36 Absent

from the meeting was Daniel M. Gai:reath, who also didn't

vote on the question. Under terms of the agreement, the

Galbreath firm would receive a .i percent fee for its

supervision and coordination of the .:oject. The board also

authorized a proposed lease for the hotel property which

36 Columbus Dispatch, 29 October 1077.
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Galbreath intended tc, offer to prospective financers and

operators of the hotel. The lease had been designed to make

the hotel "attractive to investors as well as to BCC." Under

terms of the proposed lease, the hotel would not have to oav

rent to BCC for the first two years of its operation. In

the third year, land rental payments to BCC would be

$125,000 annually. Additional compensation to BCC, which it

hoped would make up a portion of an anticipated loss in the

initial stages of operating the convention center, "can

begin anytime after the hotel opens," a BCC attorney told

the board. The additional payment would be based on a

complex formula. 3CC board chairman Grover C. Heffner and

president Clyde R. Tipton, Jr., told the meeting that

projections by a major hotel chain "conservativelv"

indicated the hotel might be able to nav S75,000 to S78,000

in additional morey to BCC during its fifth year of

operation. A. Charles Brooks, director of marketing and

development for Galbreath, told the board studies envisioned

that the convention center hotel would have a minimum of 70

percent occupancy during its third, fourth and fifth vears

of operation. Room rates would escalate durinq that period

- from $44 to $50. The lease provided three years plus 60

days after the hotel contract was signed for comoletion of
the structure. However, Galbreath was pushinq for an

earlier opening date which would out the center and the
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hotel openings "on line together." Under the lease, the

hotel management would have exclusive rights to bookkeeping

on convention center rooms and the center's food and

beverage business. Concern was expressed that BCC was

"abdicating our responsibilities' fEr use of space in the

center. However, Heffner asserted tha-. rooms the hotel may

book were set out in the agreement ana BCC would maintain

ultimate control of the center's exhibit space and its

adjoining ballroom. Brooks was concerned that the lack of

control over 90,000 square feet of retail space, planned as

a segment of the convention center complex, might discouraqe

possible hotel developers. Bars and restaurants in this

space might duplicate facilities olanned for the hotel.

Also in the meeting, Heffner and Tipton attempted to

explain away new criticism which erupted that week around

the long-delayed project. 3 7 Heffn-r called a published story

regarding the CCVB's plans to market the city for

conventions, "unfortunate and d Istressing." ' he story

commented on a breach between BCC ari the convention bureau

which Heffner asserted, didn't exist. Re and Tipton had

telephoned and written convention bureau officials,

following the presentation, to comliment them on their

plans and to pledge that "we 're behind them 100 percent."

3 7 rbid.
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Tie and Tipton also attempted to dismiss the report that two

concrete supports for OCC's $2.7 million Hiqh-Third Street

connector road, which would pass in front of the center, had

to be demolished because they were five to six feet out of

line. Tipton said a surveyor, "a man with 20 years

experience," made the mistake because he was working with a

now obsolete set of olans for the site's development.

"Nobody's ever built a house without some kind of error,"

Tipton told the board. Re admitted there was some haste in

getting the connector built (it was being desiqned

piecemeal, city sources said) before railroad track

relocation commenced and because it was needed "as a
S

platform" for workers on the upper levels of the center.

Tipton predicted it wouldn't be the last mistake made in the

project. A BCC board member and also president and general

manager for Nationwide Insurance Companies, observed,

I don't think we want to treat this too casually.
If you've ever built a house, you know you have to
be there all the time and you should make certain
these people have the right drawings to work
from...It's not the magnitude of the mistake that
bothers me but the fact that outdated drawings
were used.

In other business, Tipton said he, Brooks and the BCC

[ and Galbreath staff had agreed on postponinq the 20 October

Ki deadline for taking bids. 3 8 Brooks said the plan drawinqs on

3 Ibid.

I
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that date were "not as complete as we would have liked. If

we had forced the bids then it would have resulted in a lot

of change orders later." Meanwhile, the plans had been

distributed to prospective bidders, at a printing cost of

$9,000, and bids for all but the mechanical and electrical

contracts would be accepted 10 Novenbe . The mechanical and

electrical bids would be taken 17 November. Tipton also

informed the board the estimated "bricks and mortar cost,"

exclusive of other expenses, for the center was roughly $28

million. Brooks said he anticipated the bids could be

evaluated and Galbreath would have a recommendation prepared

for BCC early in December. Excavation for the center

foundation could be "fast tracked" and started in December,

Brooks said, although he added that he could see no reason

for it.

Also at the end of the October meeting, Tipton was

empowered to sign two other agreements snecifvinq

Galbreath's role as convention cen ter hotel developer and

clearing up the troublesome ground lease for the hotel. 3 q

Amendments to the second two agreements, suqqested by BCC

board members, would be worked out for attorneys for

Battelle, Galbreath, and the city and would be siqned

sometime in the next week. Columbus owned the land on which

3 9 Ibid.
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the center and hotel would stand. Chairman Heffner said,

"In effect, BCC has hired Galbreath as coorAinator,

retaining as owner approval capability." The development

firm had now been advising BCC for two months, since

Battelle board members authorized negotiation of an

agreement with Galbreath. During the meeting BCC also

. Approved Galbreath s practice of not bonding
Turner Construction, the center's qeneral
contractor.

o Heard Galbreath's A. Charles Brooks say
numerous competitive bids for the center would be
in bv the 10 and 17 November deadlines, and
excavation could start by 1 December.

Gave up some short-run income from the hotel to
help attract investors.

* Blasted recent newspaper accounts alleging it
was unhappy with the CCVB's new marketinq Columbus
campaign.

On the lease, Wobst said, "The lease represents a

consensus."40 "The most important aspect is to make it

attractive to hotel investors and at the same time to

provide equitable funds to BCC as time goes on." Wobst

added, "It's my understanding this is something Galbreath at

least feels they can attempt to sell and we can live with."

BCC gave up its earlier efforts "to negotiate a little

stiffer income" from the hotel, Heffner said, since that

hindered attempts by the company's first, unsuccessful

4 0 Ibid.
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developer. Brooks said three years after the hotel opened

it would begin paving an annual $125,000 land rent.

Beginning in the fifth year, BCC could anticipate another

$75,000 or more as its 1 percent of adjusted equitv. The

owner would put up the equity differences between the

mortqage and hotel's $33.5 million cost and get 15.5

percent. Brooks used the figures of $25 million for the

mortgage and $8.5 million equity, but cautioned they were

hypothetical. In later years return fiqures were expected

to rise, based on "conservative" estimates of 70 Percent

hotel occupancy and room rents averaging $44 when the

facility opened, then escalating as time went on. BCC would

get other income from parking, concessions and vendinq

machines, to make the center self-sustaining, said Tipton.

Re noted the entire operation's cash flow would go onto one

set of books, "So everyone has the same objective - keeDinq

the center and the hotel full." Hyatt Rouse and Western

International hotel chains were the only two Galhreath was

talking with then as Potential managers of the convention

center hostelry. Brooks pointed out several times BCC had

final approval over hotel management, design and lenders.

But he resisted suggestions for an "arbitration" arrangement

between Battelle and Galbreath savinq if communications

ultimately broke down, BCC could always qet a new developer.

Tipton and Heffner said the consulting agreement didn't
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imply there was nothing further for 8CC to do. They noted

until the center's net long and short run assets exceeded

debits, in the distant future, the city wouldn't want to

take it over. After consulting with Galbreath, 1CC officers

told their board the construction budget for fiscal 1978,

from November through October, 1978, would be aporoximately

$15 million. Brooks said Galbreath's fee for the convention

center would be 1.5 percent of construction cost, or about

$450,000. The fee for hotel development would be neqotiated

with the private equity owner, he added.

With bids getting underway, in early November, the

city's finance director requested $645,000 to purchase the

two parcels of land from Bogen and Bogen and the old R. G.

Barry warehouse. 41 Acquisition of the two parcels located on

the northern edge of the site would complete purchases of

land necessary to build the complex.

As the month of November drew to a close, CURA

members hoped to have the foundation for the arch poured by
I

5 December. 4 2 The city announced the committee was aiming

for a 5 December installation, and a CUSA trustee reported

contractors who were volunteering their labor would be ready

then or soon after. According to a city official, Columbus

41 Columbus Dispatch, 10 November 1977.

42 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 25 November 1977.

I
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& Southern Ohio Electric Company had consented to qive the

city eight-tenths of an acre bounded by Hickory and Ludlow

Streets, Marconi Boulevard and the new Marconi-Front Street

connector for a mini-park. The main arch of the Union

Station arcade, the only remaining portion of the historic

structure would be erected there. 'Hooefullv, they'll do

the rebuilding in spring and summer. We certainly hope to

be very far along (with the mini-Dark) in 1q78," one city

official said. The CUSA trustee said the electric company

told CUSA to delay reconstruction of the arch until. sprinq

so it wouldn't conflict with construction of a company

parking garage nearby. Meanwhile, CUSA still had to raise

about $48,000 to pay for the job. Total costs of

disassembly, storage, and rebuilding would be roughly

$100,000, according to the trustee. The committee wanted to

complete reconstruction by May because labor costs would

affect it. CUSA now planned to ask for city government and

private funds to help complete the project. It recently had

mailed 380 letters to potential contributors. When

completed the small "arch park" would include a plaza,

sculpture from the arcade, trees and landscaping.

Also during November, a qroup of Columbus

officeholders and business and development leaders came away

from a trip to Lexington, Kentucky, imoressed with what they

saw and convinced they were on the right track. The qrouo
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was impressed with the new Lexington convention center which

resembled the convention complex to be built in Columbus and

included not only an attached hotel but also a 23,000-seat

sports arena. To say the least, the soorts arena concept

was still current. 4 3 In mid November, the eiqht-member

Columbus sports arena task force members picked a consultant

for the arena's feasibilitv-study after more than two hours

of debate on 15 November in Department of Development

offices. Touche Ross & Company, a Cleveland consulting firm

with a Cclumbus office, was recommended by acclamation on a

second vote. If approved by Columbus City Council, the firm

would do the work in three phases for not more than S75,000.

The first phase of the study, to cost S25,000 would

determine the potential of building an indoor arean in

Columbus, and it would take about 30 days. If the potential

was not what it should be, the study would be terminated and

the remaining $50,000 would not be aoprouriated. However,

if the potential was judqed to be qood the consultinq firm

would proceed with an in-depth feasibility study to

determine the arena's size, costs, financing, uses,

management needs and other requirements. Although task

force members chose a consultant who promised to tell them

if the idea wouldn't work, one member expressed the

43 Columbus Dispatch, 16 November 1977.
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prevailing attitude, saying, "We're after a first-class

big-city project." And though ultimate financing of

construction was not clear, task force members indicated

they believed it would have to be a county-wide project.

With Christmas three weeks away, consultants for the

center would be ready to recommend construction contracts

for the $28 million project at the 14 December meeting of

BCC. 4 4 Galbreath and Company would have recommendations for

BCC board members from approximately 200 separate bids which

came in November on parts of the convention center proposal.

In January 1978, Galbreath associates planned to oresent

preliminary drawings of the proposed center hotel to RCC.

The drawings would let board members know what Galbreath

thought the much-discussed hotel should look like. At this

time, the firm continued to talk only with Rvatt Rouse and

Western International hotel chains about manaqinq the

center's hotel. The company also was still searching for

mortgage money for the estimated $33.5 million hotel among

Connecticut General, Equitable and Prudential insurance

firms and Brooks Harvey investment brokers. "The situation

is the same as before. There is nothing new," A. Charles

Brooks said. If the BCC board accepted the orooosed hotel

drawings, design and financing work would proceed, he added.

44 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 6 December 1977.
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Awarding contracts on 14 December would keep the convention

facility - to be called the Ohio Center - relatively on

schedule toward a mid-1980 completion, according to Tipton.

On 14 December BCC approved convention center

contracts totaling $32,300, with about one million dollars

more budgeted. 4 5 Simultaneously trustees officially named

the facility - Ohio Center - and adopted a logo. With

official groundbreaking ceremonies set for 27 January 1978,

Galbreath and Company planned to start work as soon as BCC

lawyers approved the contracts. One remaininq obstacle was

the removal of the railroad tracks which ran through the

site. Another was that some trustees were dissatisfied with

the contract. They were concerned that the center now was

projected to cost one million dollars more than RCC had

funded for. Earlier estimates for the facility were

approximately $29.3 million. A Galbreath representative

assured them that careful selection of alternate bids for

electrical, heating, air conditioninq, and other systems

would cut one million dollars from the cost. Rut trustees

were wary and wondered why the cost was higher than

projections. Board members had not been qiven prior

indications of what the contract totals would be. But with

the explanation that perhaps one million dollars could be

45 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 15 December 1977.
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pared from the total, they voted 7-0 (Galbreath was absent

and the labor official left before the vote) for approval.

Meanwhile Galbreath and Company would begin work during the

last week in December 1978. Also BCC had operating reserves

of nearly two million dollars to ahsorb losses during the

first few years of the centers operation. 4 6

As 1978 began, grou ndbreak inq was "qo" for 27

January. But if one million dollars couldn't be cut by

mid-March from the $32.2 million guaranteed maximum cost

contract, the contract could be cancelled. 4 7  Tipton's

response was that he would not return to "Daddy" (BMI) for

more money since that organization had "already given a

handsome sum." Also at the time, he estimated RMI's S37.2

million donation had grown to $41.7 million. Also during

this time it was revealed that the board's concern in the 14

December meeting stemmed from the fact that Tipton had

unexpectedly sprung on them the recommendation for the

"guaranteed max contract." In response to that overture,

Tipton wrote a letter to the board members on 1q December

informing them that "In reviewinq (the board meeting) I

believe that my presentations on the ... contract and its

impact upon our overall RCC financial status was, at hest,

46 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 16 December 1977.

Columbus Dispatch, 8 January 1978.
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somewhat confusing." He asserted that at the time of the

meeting, he had received no contract from Turner, and

Galbreath had Turner's "expression for willingness to enter

into the contract for $32,249,300. "Hence, it was not

possible for our lawyers to have reviewed the contract nor

to have presented it to the board beforehand." Tinton went

on to assert that if the board had delaved acceptance of the

contracts, which already exceeded estimates bv 10 percent,

many of the bids would have been subject to escalation

clauses. He also said the BCC budget estimate for

convention center construction had been $29,233,000 with an

additional S2 million budgeted for investment in the

proposed hotel. The hotel's two million dollars was shifted 0

to the center after the higher bids were received. But this

still left the budgeted funds more than one million dollars

short, he wrote. Tinton also explained "The initial

financial exposure of BCC is not great during the first q0

days" of the contract. And if need be, he said, the

contract could be voided by paving Turner "for the cost they

have incurred at the date of termination, which would

consist mainly of excavation costs." With 8CC again under

fire, board chairman Heffner stated

I think you ought to do a little positive thinkinq
instead of negative thinking. We want to wrinq a
million dollars out of it and that is just a
normal calm and prudent thing. Our goinq in
position was that we don't anticirate any of the
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space going out at all...- think we're orettv
cotton-pickin" close in the ball park when all you
have to do is wring out $1 million. I think we
can do it.

That past August Heffner had said

All the dollars weave (BMI) given away have kind
of put a crimp on the cash flow...The $80 million
(in "charitable donations", weve had to
distribute kind of tav anvbody's -:heckinq account.
If you'd see our latest reoort, then you'd be
rockin' around with a tin cur. neloinq us...We
anticipate there would be no money (from BMI) and
there would be no need for it...We're going to do
the job we set out to do with the dollars we have
available. (That) will leave us with several
million in reserve for operatinq deficits we
anticipate in the first years of operation. If
you find many companies as liquid as we are,
Columbus would be a bigger and progressive town.

WI At that time, one who had many years of experience with

multimillion dollar orojects said

It's possible they can trim off a million dollars
while they're building it, but chances are vou ll
add more than that by things that were left out.
It's very unusual that you cut a million out of a
contract on a job that complicated without having
that offset by a lot of additions. The guaranteed
max doesnot necessarily mean that's the final
cost...maybe it'll work out.

But despite continuinq difficulties, A. Charles

Brooks, with John W. Galbreath & Coinpanv continued with

planning. 48 On 11 January, the fizm announced that drawings

of the proposed hotel would be presented at Battelle

Commonso upcoming board meeting. Brooks said in oreparation

48 Columbus Dispatch, 11 January 1978.
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"We'll show them what we want to build and the cost."

Schematic drawings of "everything," includinq the hotel's

layout, looks and room design, will be offered. Previous

descriptions of the hotel indicated it would contain 14

floors, just over 700 rooms, and would cost about $33.5

million. Meanwhile Brooks declined to comment on the

accuracy of those figures until after Battelle Commons

trustees saw the schematics. If preliminary drawinqs were

approved, the hotel developers would move to working

drawings and possible financing arranqements, he added.

Brooks wouldn*t say if potential hotel financiers were

"waiting in the winqs" for the schematics to he approved,

cautioning "one step at a time." Meanwhile, qro: ndbreaki,,

for the convention facility had been delavei 41aiin., Kom 30

January til 10 A.M. 3 Februarv. Havinq been earlier

rescheduled from 27 January, to 30 January, the new

postponement was necessary to permit officials, including

Mayor Tom Moody, to attend. Turner Construction Companv,

general contractor for the Ohio Center, would be siqning its

first subcontractors shortly accordinq to Tipton. TiDton

said the general contract with Turner, to erect a convention

center for no more than $32 million was siqned 5 januarv.

BCC had budgeted avproximatelv $31 million for the center.

I

Ia - I
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Stipulations agreed to by Turner and BCC called for S1

million to be sliced from the contract within 90 days by

selection of alternate systems and other cost cuttinq moves.

On Thursday morning, 12 January, BCC trustees

approved plans for a 660-room, 20-story hotel at an

estimated total cost of $34.5 million.49 Originally, the

hotel had been planned for 700 rooms. The 660 fiqure,

Brooks said, represented "an acceptable compromise" between

the designers and the Hyatt Corporation. Brooks said Hyatt

was "ready to enter a management contract for the hotel."

The next step would be to secure financinq for the hotel,

SBrooks added. Brooks told the board, the hotel could be

started in June. All nine trustees were present, and eiqht

approved the preliminary drawings. Daniel M. Galbreath

later told a news conference although financing for the

hotel "is on the back burner now," several major insurance

and investment firms have shown "e great deal of interest in

this project." Approval of the drawinqs meant the next

steps were to sign a letter of intent with a hotel

management firm and then present firm fiqures to potential

mortgage lenders. Galbreath said he had "$4 or S5 million

in equity money" - the difference between the mortqaqe and

full hotel cost, already lined up. "You're going to see

49 Columbus Dispatch, 12 January 1978.
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something different than you saw several months ago." In

response to the delay in formal groundbreaking, Brooks said,

"We're under construction right now." Brooks said surveyors

were already on the site, and "depending on the weather

we'll be pushing some dirt, regardless of when you hold your

ceremonies." Grover C. Heffner, B(CC board chairman,

explained the latest delay in the ground breaking was caused

by various dignitaries who had been invited to the occasion

but couldn't be present until February 3. Paul Werth

Associates, Inc., would be in charge of the ceremonies, and

had scheduled the ground breaking for 10 a.m. With the

festivities planned, Brooks informed the trustees he hoped

within 60 days to be able to recommend how $750,000 could be

pared from the $32.2 million guaranteed maximum cost

contract the trustees had signed for construction of the

center itself.

But alas, the sports arena concept remained as it

surfaced also in January when a sports arena advocate took

the first legal step toward forcing a citvwide June vote on

a $29.5 million bond issue for a 20,000-seat indoor arena.
50

The advocate officially requested the city attorney's office

file suit against the City Clerk. The suit's purpose was to

force commission of the sports arena ordinance adopted bv

50 Columbus Dispatch, January 1978.

4I
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City Council in July 1977 to the countv auditor for

certification of a millage rate. It also would compel the

clerk to forward the ordinance to the Franklin County Board

of Elections for submission to the voters. The request to

the city attorney was prescribed by Section 73 of the City

Charter and Section 733.58 of the Ohio Revised Code, which

ordered the city attorney to file suit aqainst "any officer,

board or commission (that failed) to perform any duty

required by law." The contention was that the City Clerk

and City Council were required by law to submit the S2q.5

million question to the voters because all initiative

petition requirements had been met bv the citizens' qroup

for a sports arena. That group presented 12,301 signatures

on initiative petition forms to the City Clerk's office on

11 July 1977, and the group wanted the issue on the November

8 ballot. The board of elections had verified the petitions

had the minimum number of valid signatures required, and the

City Clerk said charter requirements for initiative

petitions had been met. City Council, as required by

charter, adopted the initiative petition and must

solicit...the county auditor for certification of a millaqe

rate within 110 days of the November election. The state s

Uniform Bond Law stipulated proposals authorizing municioal

debt must be submitted to the county auditor at least 1.10

days before an election so a millage rate could be
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county auditor was 20 July. "We believe that council had

time between their meeting on 20 July, when they knew our

signatures had been validated and the 110-day state bonding

requirement still could be met, to complete adequate studies

prior to the 1977 November election," the citizens" group

official said. "The months of August, September and October

of 1977 could have been used to finalize studies which would

have made it possible for persons to vote intelligently on

the issue in the November election," he explained. A

councilman who disagreed, maintained there was insufficient

time to do the studies. Since then, a Sports Arena 'Iask

Force had been formed by council and it had authorized

studies to be made. "We recoqnize council's right to

conduct studies for the purpose of providing the electors

with pertinent information, but stronglv object to the

political process being abused," the organization's official

said. He further charged city officials were setting "a

very dangerous precedent depriving citizens of due process

after filing an initiative petition in compliance with all

regulations of the City Charter." If the city attorney

didn't act within 10 days, he would institute a taxoaver's

suit as prescribed in Section 74 of the City Charter and

Section 733.59 of the Ohio Revised Code. Re also cited

sections of city and state law which quaranteed he would be
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reimbursed for court costs if he is proven correct. Resides

visiting the city attorney's office, the concerned citizen

sent letters to the mayor and City Council members informing

them of his intentions. City officials had opposed his

efforts, they said, because they believed any arena should

be funded countywide rather than citvwide, they Questioned

its price tag, and they believed namerous feasibilitv

questions were still unanswered.

" Friday, 3 February 1978, about 10:25 a.m., ground was

broken for the new Columbus Convention Center finally, as

public officials and community leaders of all ranks mingled

and shivered in the cold. 5 1 Thus construction had begun.

The "official" ground breaking for the Ohio Center got under

way as Columbus Mayor Tom Moody; Daniel Galbreath,

coordinator for the convention and adjacent hotel

construction; and Grover C. Heffner, chairman of BCC board

of trustees stood beside the giant scoop of a shovel.
I

Master of ceremonies for the event was Grover Chester

Heffner. In the short ceremony, Te ffne r, BCC boa rd

chairman, in his role as master of ceremonies, lauded BCC

and the BMI contributions to the project. 1MI president

Sherwood Fawcett also attending, said in a speech, that

Heffner *s comments reflected favorably on Heffner's iob

51 Columbus Dispatch, 3-4 February 1978.
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security. in a rare public appearance in connection with

the center project, and speaking on behalf of his

organizations 6100 employees worldwide, he extolled BMI's

$36.5 million munificence. But he didn't mention the legal.

history behind that davs event. Fawcett felt the project

"much more than a convention center...It will he a place for

community activities...a terribly complex construction

project...a project which will break even and eventually

operate at a profit." Mayor Tom Moody managed to capture the

spotlight at the expense of Tipton though, by commenting

solomnly, "I'm glad to see this day." Congratulating Tipton

on his accomplishment, the mayor said with svmpathv, "Clyde,

I've come to know what criticism is." "But you have managed

to keep the BCC ground breaking on the front pages of the

newspapers, and on the radio and television, for three

years." "You did it." The mayor's comments were followed

with considerable laughter and applause. In a fitting

gesture, Heffner had Tipton to lead the crowd to the

breaking site. Thereafter, the scoop was plunged into the

ground and lifted back up, and to oblige photoqraphers, the

maneuver was repeated several times.

A

'71
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The official qroundbreaking for the Ohio Center had

taken place with "everything but the elephants," accordinq

to a government official. 52 Spirits were hiqh, and with the

city having undergone poor weather and strikes in the vast

few weeks, the event appeared as the first positive note for

BCC in 1978. But to many, the probie.-0laqued construction

might still have some troubles ahead. One of those involved

the proposed sports arena. Initiative petitions seemed to

demand a vote on the matter and this could lead to

entanglement. And - as far as the public then knew, at

least - the dimensions and ooeration of the hotel were still

undetermined. The hotel was essential to the development,

many felt, and hopefully its construction would also be

started soon.

Later, in an unexpected turn of events on 21 February

1978, Clyde R. Tipton, Jr., with tears in his eves, resiqned

as president of BCC. 5 3 Tipton submitted his resignation to

the board shortly after being re-elected to a one year term.

President of the non-profit develooment corporation since

its formation in January 1975, Tipton explained completion

of planning and the beginning of construction were the

reasons for the resiqnation.

52 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 4 February 1978.

53 Columbus Dispatch, 22 February 1978.
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As BCC moves into the next phases of its
activities (the actual construction of the Ohio
Center), I have determined that the organization
can be better served by a new president who brings
to the project dimensions and skills different
than mine. I just felt that since ground has been
broken and the project is underway, it would be
best, for the long term of BCC, to have a new
app roach... Ce r ta in ly, it was an emotional
moment...! think, despite some adverse comments
that we've been less than full-speed ahead, that
weve done a credible job and I'm proud,
naturally, I'm proud.

Shortly after, Grover Chester Heffner, BCC Board chairman

announced the board would contract the Cleveland executive

employment firm of Hedrick and Struggles, to recommend

prospective candidates for the job. Heffner expected the

board would pick a successor "probably by April." Tipton's

estimation was the replacement process would take two to

three months, and he would remain with the organization to

help orient his successor. Although he would return to

Battelle Memorial Institute, he had no other job offer and

had not formulated plans for his future career. Heffner said

We'll be looking for someone who has experience in
* convention center operations..Phere was no

pressure from the board for him (Tipton) to
quit..! have great respect for him, and we are not
unhappy with the progress he has made with the
project.

Neither of the two, Tipton nor Heffner, would venture a

guess on whom Battelle Memorial Institute (BNMI) president

Sherwood Fawcett would appoint as a trustee to take Tipton's

4 place. Although Heffner would say that while SM1 would make

4
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the appointment, Tipton's successor would vrobablv not be

president also. Heffner also didn't believe Tioton's

resignation would result in any drastic revision in the

plans for the center.

Tipton, however, did depart with some deqree of face

saving. For prior to presenting his resiqnation to the

board, in its annual election meeting, he was re-elected to

a one-year trustee's term. Heffner, a close associate of

Tipton's had no plans to step down. In that meeting all

other board members were re-elected as were the firm's

corporate officers. Also in that meeting, a Galbreath

representative reported additional reductions in the

estimated $32,249,300 cost of the center structure. The new

reductions had lowered costs to $31,315,800, takinq $704,900

off the original projected cost for center construction.

In the aftermath, Clvde T--Pton, Jr., was proud of

what he'd accomplished, although he would admit there were

probably other people better qualified than himself to make

the civic complex work. 5 4 Upon resigning he stated

My immediate plans are straight-forward...! didn*t
resign this job to take another position. lm
resigning because I felt it was for the good of
the company...Ttts got to run and it's got to run
successfully...Clyde Tipton miqht be a nice quv
and not without qualifications, but there's a heck
of a lot of other guys around who know more about

54 Columbus Dispatch, 23 February 1978.
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this business than I do, so I decided to qet out.
It's like your own children. As a parent, you de%
everything you can for them when they're qrowinq
up. But when they graduate from high school, you
send them off to colleqe or jobs or other thinqs
where they can better themselves on their own.
That's kind of the way I feel about this. T feel
a new guy will bring some scales and dimensions to
the job that I don't have...My major problem was I
could not appreciate the comlexitv of this
thing...I knew thb city and the state would be
involved, but who could have predicted the
problems that we've had with Penn Central and that
Penn Central would go bankrupt?..I'd be less than
honest if I said I'm not darn proud of what we've
done...We created a whole new company out of whole
cloth. There wasn't any prototype. We started
from scratch. We'd like to have done thinqs
faster, of course...Given the same script with the
same knowledge, I'm not sure I would do anything
differently than I did...Most of the thinqs we did
appeared to he reasonable and reasonably pragmatic
at the point in time we did it. I am by nature an
optimistic person.

Tipton cared and was also apparently aware earlier that he

would "resign," for in December 1977 he had prepared a

five-year "white paper" and presented it to the board to man

out the center's future. Power had converged. The crisis

of trust and confidence had ended.

As the month ended, Lawrence R. German, corporate

director of personnel development for BMI was named to the

board of Battelle Commons Company to replace Tipton. 5

German would fill out Tipton's term, which expired in

February 1979. German was appoin ted by Sherwood L.

Columbus Dispatch, 2 March 1978.
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Fawcett, 13MI president, with tne BCC boardos approval.

13attelle still reserved the right to name three of the nine

trustees. Commenting on German's appointment, 3CC chairman

Grover C. Heffner was careful to point out German would be a

trustee and not president. "It means that the new President

will not be a board membe:." The new president would be

"someone with operational experience and who is close to

development." "He ought to be someone who can walk on

water."

Summary

The period between June 1977 through February 1978

would be a major turning point for the future of the Ohio

Center. Significant dspects of that period and lessons

learned were summarized in this chapter's "Interlude." To

continue, on 3 February 1978 ground was finally broken for

the center, four years after the "Battelle Alternate" was

conceived. Incident to that event, BCC President Tipton, in

the eyes of various interests in the community, would not be

a master of applying for grants, would not be a superb

manager and technocrat, and would not serve well as a major

link between the public and private sectors. He was not the

master at holding a coalition together nor perceived as

skilled in the greatful art of compromise. As a consequence

he would "resign voluntarily" in February 1978. The choice

among alternatives would be Galbreath and Company. Policy
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had been leqitimated. In August 1977, the policv decision

was announced that that firm would "coordinate and

interface" the entire convention center complex. Policy

decisions are announced in forms other than ordinances or

mayoral speeches.

I
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Chapter Seven

WILLIAM B. LILLYMAN: A NEW MAN AT PROJBCT OPERATION MOST

An acre of performance is worth the whole world of
promises.

James Howell

Concerted Act ivitv

At the end of the first week in March 1978, planning

the center's hotel continued. While a review of the

proposed Ohio Center hotel by the Capitol Square Commission

was canceled, plans for the structure remained basically the

same as those approved by BCC on January 12, 1978. A.

Charles Brooks of Galbreath Company announced commissioners

postponed the meeting because Daniel M. Galbreath, principal

officer in the firm headed by his father, could not attend.

"We presented it (the hotel) to the commission once and

members asked us to come back for another review. We intend

to," Brooks noted. At this tirr Galbreath was "working

closely with Hyatt (Hotels) nearly every day." No contract

had been siqned for the chain to m-'nage the hotel vet but

Brooks indicated "as far as we're cencerned, it's Hvatt."

"The president (of Hyatt) was here last week and we want to

1 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 3 March 1978.
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make sure we have an interior design acceptable to them," he

added. Brooks was also optimistic about financing. It

seemed that a few national insurance firms might offer to

advance mortgage money for the hotel's construction.

Estimated cost of the hostelry was $34.5 million. "We're

trying to define the first mortgage and the (remaining)

equity," Brooks stated, al.so saying "They're quite

interested in making an offer." The actual amounts and

terms of the loan remained to be decided. Brooks would go

on to deny local speculation though, that local financial

institutions had once again become actively interested in

lending the mortgage funds.

Meanwhile a Galbreath Company staffer announced he

would not apply for the job vacated by Tipton. 2 The staffer

who had in the past been executive director of the Columbus

Metropolitan Housing Authority (CMHA) and upon joining

Galbreath several months ago, was mentioned as a potential

* successor to Tipton. Forces in the community had begun to

mobilize before February. In fact in early November 1977,

the staffer had been hired by the Galbreath Company to

*I assist with development of the Convention center, according

2 Ibid.

I
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to a report buried in the back pages of one of the local

newspapers. 3 The staffer had exited CMHA after a dispute

with his board over management methods in September 1977.

Upon joining the Galbreath Company he announced he joined a

team which would work with BCC on the hotels development.

Hired by CMHA in June 1977, he had once been deputy director

of Mid-Ohio Planning Commission. ks now concerned the

position as BCC president, the staffer stated in early

March, "I'm not joining to be a candidate." "I was

interested, but that was before I came here (to Galbreath).

"I'm learning too many things here and it's too good a job,"

he said.

Meanwhile, retail space in the center was being
43

leased at a rate ahead of schedule according to Tipton. "We

have probably 40 to 50 letters of intent, and we'll be

converting some to leases in t're near future. But that

doesn't mean we'll have that many leases," he announced.

Also by mid-March, work was going forward on the Third to

High streets connector, one of the first major construction

projects of the Ohio Center. As the third week of March

ended, activities were proceeding so smoothly with the

3 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 5 November 1977.

4 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 3 March 1978.

5 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 16 March 1978.

L-A
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Galbreath Company now in control, Board President Heffner

announced BCC's March meeting was cancelled because there

was nothing of importance to discuss.6 The next meeting was

scheduled for 18 April. Rancorous conflict is neither good

nor bad in a community for its impact may range from

destructive to creative. It may on the one hand tear apart

and immobilize cities or lead to cartharsis. On the other

it may point out the need for change. It is often creative

when grievances have surfaced and as a result stimulated the

emergence of new (or different) leadership and more

effective policy direction. Sometimes new or rather

"established" political forms are born or re-emerge to
~b

enhance citizen satisfaction and confidence.

Meanwhile the nationwide search for "someone who can

make things happen" as BCC president was well underway.7

Heidrick and Struggles had orders to find someone with

experience in managing convention center and hotel

4 facilities. The new overseer would be tasked with operating

and marketing for the center. At the time, neither the

executive employment agency nor BCC would provide

4information on the cost of the search or the new president's

salary. The manager of the agency announced "Anytime you're

6 Columbus Dispatch, 22 March 1978.
7
Columbus Dispatch, 21 March 1978.

I
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looking for someone dealing with assets and people, you're

looking for someone who can make things happen. Making

things happen is still the most important job

qualification." While BCC wanted "Mr. Ideal," both Heffner,

BCC board chairman, and the executive-employment firm's

q official were emphatic that the specific job quJ.lifications

they devised would not be binding, o Uso both would keep

quiet about salary details and the employment firm's fee.

Tipton's salary which had never teen disclosed, had been

long a rallying cry for those in the opposition. However,

there appeared to be general knowledge that depending on

authorized expenses, the salary ranged between $50,000 and

$60,000 annually. Heffner nor the hiring firm's officials

would make the salary and the hiring fee public knowledqe

for the reason it might hinder the new president in his job.

"We want him to start with as clean a slate as possible,"

the agency head stated. "To cite a specific figure would be

misleading," he noted while adding "It might have an adverse

effect on how the community looks at the man in the job."

He continued, "We're trying to optimize the guy's chances of

success." Heffner, cautiously cominented, "I don't want you

to mousetrap me into making it impossible to get the best

man available." It was revealed, however that Heidrick and

Struggles' fee would equal 25 to 30 percent of the

executive's first-year salary plus telephone and travel

I
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expenses associated with interviewing candidates in the

national search. The search, according to the agency's

president was targeted at 100 to 200 potential candidates.

The information needed was job interest and qualifications.

Potential candidates would be identified by examining

professional and trade publications which listed people in

such jobs by using contacts in various fields, and by asking

people in the industry about likely candidates. Advertising

wouldn't be done, and the candidates would not be told

immediately that the job was to be with BCC. At this time

Heidrick and Struggles had narrowed the field of candidates

down to 10 or 15, the firm's president said. From this

number, the best three or four would be selected and sent to

BCC for a final interview. One important criterion this

time was the new president must have experience in the

"hospitality industry." Tipton, a former BMI vice president

had no such experience. Also, the new president wouldn't be

4a member of the BCC board of trustees.

Following several years of delay and revision of

plans, ground had been broken, and the convention center

[ building expected to cost $31.2 million was underway. The

hotel, expected to cost $34.5 million, and convention center

were forecast to be completed by Spring of 1980, according

to a BCC prospectus.
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By the end of March 1978, new shapes were taking form

at the old Union Station site.8  Telephone lines were

protected in the construction site area, stone piers of the

old High Street viaduct were partly dismantled, a new

concrete pier carried the new viadact, and piers were in

place for a road connecting High and Third Streets.

By mid April 1978, owners of three small retail

stores became the first to lease space in the Ohio Center's
9

planned shopping area. Clyde Tipton, still president of

BCC, predicted the leases would be the first of "a steady

stream." BCC plans called for 50 to 60 stores and

restaurants to link the center and the proposed adjacent

hotel. The Emporium and Unique Things were the first

retailers to sign leases. Hill Sign Company had leased

space for a gift boutique shop. According to Tipton, six

additional store owners were close to signing leases. "With

the first leases I think we'll get some additional interest,

people will realize they can be signing up," Tipton

announced.

Meanwhile, Ohio Center building was on target for its

r mid-1980 completion, according to the BCC official. 1 0 The

8 Columbus Dispatch, 30 March 1978.

9
Columbus Citizen-Journal, 13 April 1978.

lIbid.
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next critical date for the project would occur in mid-June,

when the removal of ConRail tracks must be completed to

facilitate construction of the basement parking garage.

Tipton stated, "Great cooperation" among BCC, Columbus city

government, and ConRail had overcome winter weather delays.

The problem they were involved with concerned existant

railroad tracks which ran through the planned center site

seven feet above the lowest grade of the two-level garage.

"It's a low, 10-foot span, so it's critical they (the

tracks) be out of there" to allow construction to proceed,

Tipton explained. A city hired contractor would prepare a

new roadbed for the tracks to be located north of their

present location. ConRail would do the actual relocating,

and already in place was a concrete crash-wall to separate

the relocated tracks from the convention center. Also

parking garage excavation was under way, and support girders

for the elevated Third to High streets connector, which

would run through the site, were being erected. In

addition, the new North High Street viaduct was being

constructed. With the project's implementation now smoothly

progressing, Tipton announced design development drawings

for the hotel would be presented at the next BCC board

meeting. A. Charles Brooks, of the Galbreath Company,

announced the schematics would be refined versions of those

seen previously presented to the boe i. Included in them 1
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would be an elevated walkway to serve as a possible hotel

connection. Underneath the walkway would be a portal park

to be constructed by the city just across relocated Naghten

Boulevard from the hotel. Galbreath Company plans also

included consultants' recommendations for four elevators to

serve the hotel. BCC trustees had wanted to know if more

would be needed. Trustee's doubts about the hotel's

proposed tinted glass skinned exterior would be answered as

well. Brooks also announced Hyatt Corporation had submitted

a management form which was presently being reviewed by the

Galbreath Company. The form, however, wouldn't be presented

to Battelle Commons trustees' for approval at the next

meeting, as Hyatt and Galbreath officials were still

negotiating. Brooks announced also that there was no new

information about the search for the S34.5 million to

construct the hotel. Having previously noted the firm was

discussing the matter with several national insurance

companies, he stated, "I still ar ticipate being into the

ground (for the hotel) by the middle of the year - and

that's not too far away." "Obviously you can't be into the

ground without financing, he concluded.

As the hotel planning process continued, Daniel M.

Galbreath told BCC trustees in the 18 April board meeting

that Aetna Life and Casualty Company appeared anxious to
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finance finance construction of the hotel. Good news comes

in batches, for he went on to announce, "Two other big

lenders are in the same ballpark" with mortgage proposals

for the convention center companion. He would later

identify the interested financiers as Connecticut General

Life Insurance and Prudential Insurance Company. "We met at

length Friday (14 April) in New York with Aetna, "Galbreath

revealed. "They presented a mortgage and equity package

we ve been shooting for, but before we left they offered to

do (even) better." The "ballpark" figure was an approximate

$27 to $27.5 million mortgage package and $8 to $8.5 million

in equity financing. "Now it's important for us to make a

decision on who we'd like to see as equity owners," he

stressed. In support of a Galbreath recommendation that

equity financing be provided locally, the BCC trustee from

Nationwide Insurance, pledged $2 to $2.5 million from his

organization. "And BCC, if we can afford it, should

participate," he recommended. The other members of the

board consented and Galbreath and the board's chairman would

work on the details.

Galbreath also reported Hyatt hotels, which now

appeared certain to manage the hotel, might also become an

equity owner. And although local interests had not come

ii
Columbus Citizen-Journal, 19 April 1978.

I
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forward yet, they too could get involved as equity

participants in order that the project remain on schedule

for the April 1980 completion date, Galbreath said.

Financing details and working drawings for the hotel should

be ready by June.

Also at the meeting, Heffner announced Heidrick and

Struggles, Inc., would soon submit reports on the

candidates. Initially, it had been reported interviews by

the firm would take a month, and then negotiations with the

successful applicant would follow. At the Tuesday meeting,

trustees also approved installation of a fluidized bed

boiler to serve as the center's main source of heat. The

boiler could burn a variety of fuels such as natural gas or

fuel oil. It would be backed with an auxiliary fuel oil

boiler. A member of BCC's consultant firm of Kramer, Comer,

Passe, and Racher, could not recommend the fluidized bed,

however, since the boiler was a "prototype." The president

of Johnston Boiler, Ferrysburg, Michigan, argued

persuasively, the method had been tested. The board

approved the boiler costs of $250,000 to be paid back in

less than two-and-one-half years. If successful, the

fluidized bed would burn cheaper low-sulfur coal. Also

expensive additional pollution controls would not be

required. Also at the meeting, changes in the hotel design,

describes as "subtle" by Prindle and Patrick architects, and
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recommended by Hyatt, were presented. The corporation had

recommended a specialty restaurant and cocktail lounge be

placed on the first instead of second level, and a glassed-

in coffee shop and an atrium cocktail lounge be transposed

to the second floor. Also an architect reported that white

exterior materials for the upper floors of the six-sided

hotel hadn't been selected yet. Bronze or "smoke" tinted,

moderately reflecting glass panel was anticipated.

In mid May 1978, and on other fronts, attempts by

convention center interests to obtain a "no-strike" labor

agreement for the Ohio Center project failed.12 The effort,

quiet and behind-the-scenes and with widespread support, was

terminated when Turner Construction Company executives

decided not to formally request the agreement with labor

organizations. The decision was apparently made by national

level Turner officials who felt such an agreement might

complicate labor relations elsewhere. As background BCC and

Galbreath Company officials had requested a "no-strike"

agreement from the National Building and Construction Trades

Department of the AFL-CIO department. Having discussed the

proposal with officials of Columbuso Building and

Construction Trades Council in the past winter,

representatives of Galbreath and BCC then contacted the

12 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 16 May 1.978.
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president of the AFL-CIO department in Washington, D.C.

Anticipating no problems at the time, he supported the

concept. In 1978, eight of the eighteen area building

trades in Columbus were renegotiating contracts. Tipton,

ebullient over the possibility of a "no-strike" settlement,

cautioned that the approval process ..ias "a very involved

procedure" for each local union plus the national must

endorse the agreement. Columbus labor leaders also

concerned about the importance of completing the project in

mid-1980 had begun mobilizing support for the agreement.

Then Turner Construction Company made the decision not to

request it. The Ohio Center construction project manager

responded the suggestion "never crossed my desk. We

normally don't have something like this." Perhaps it was

not needed for he revealed Ohio Center was an Operation MOST

project. This meant that Columbus building trade unions and

management had agreed to settle jurisdictional disputes

without strikes. Project agreements usually pertained only

to large government jobs.

As May drew to a close, Tipton was to make another

proposal.13 The proposal was made to a city councilman and

suggested joint management of the Ohio Cen".':r and the

proposed sports arena. Touche Ross and Associates had now

13 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 25 May 1978.
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projected if the city built the sports arena, the arena

would incur a first-year operating deficit of more than

$800,000. Also at this time sports arena backers had been

successful in getting the proposed $29.5 million bond issue

on the 6 June ballot. 1 4 Touche Ross also suggested the Ohio

Center and the sports arena could share parking revenues.

q Battelle would receive all parking revenues under the

present lease agreement with the city, but if the two joined

together in management and parking revenue for the two

sites, the $800,000 first-year deficit could be cut in half.

As a consequence Tipton announced intentions to interest the

councilman in renegotiating the present financial agreement

between the city and BCC. The key points to be renegotiated 6-

would be parking revenue and joint management. The outgoing

BCC president also expressed BCCAs willingness to consider

managing not only the convention center but the sports arena

as well. He did feel, however, that BCC would have to be

"very careful in its discussion" on parking revenues because

BCC had to meet its own minimum parking revenue projections.

BCC, according to Tipton, had discussed extensively with

various interests the notion of a different lease agreement.

Any change, though, would have to be approved by both BCC

trustees and City Council. The councilman, chairman of the

14
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soon to be disbanded Sports Arena Task Force would discuss

the offer at the next task force meeting.

At that Friday 26 May 1978 meeting, the Columbus

sports arena task force endorsed the proposed $29.5 million
15

bond issue to finance a 20,000-seat indoor sports arena.

The vote was 5-0 to support the is.-ue, with two members

abstaining. The City Counci-man wih had pushed for the

endorsement, then referenced the BCC proposal for

renegotiation of its contract with the city. He argued that

if successful, the sports arena might share in the parking

receipts on the convention center 3ite. Also, he noted,

Battelle might agree to jointly manage both the center and

the sports arena.

Meanwhile, an international bakery became the sixth

tenant to lease space in the center's shopping mall. 1 6 BCC

President Tipton announced the signing of a lease with

Mandas and Sons, Patisserie for a bakery shop. Other

lessees included Unique Things and the Emporium, two

boutiques; You Name It, a custom-made sign and gift shop,

the Tim West Pipe Shop, and a shoe shine parlor. All

expecting to open in the spring of 1980.

* 15 Ibid.

16Ibid
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In the 9 June meeting of the BCC board, trustees

heard progress reports on convention center construction,
[ 18

the search for a new president, and hotel financing. Board

trt:stees were informed first that work was 53 percent

complete on the High and Third Streets connection. Also to

that date, 32 percent of the Ohio Center foundation was

complete. BCC board chairman Heffner announced the

presidential search committee had met three candidates and

would soon meet two others. Priorities would be assigned to

the qualifications of the interviewees within the next

month. Dick Lasko, BCC vice president, reported the signing

of the six leases and informed trustees negotiations were

being finalized for 10 more and in total, deta4.ls were being

worked out on 20 of the 50 shops BCC had planned for the

complex. Next, board member Galbreath reported application

for first mortgage money hotel had been made, noting also

that architectural plans should be completed by late July,

and the first draft of a management contract had been sent

to Hyatt officials. The board in other action approved

contracts totaling $3,554,220 for Ohio Center work. Pre-Con

Company contracted for $1,291,000 for architectural precast

work, and Madias Balan, Inc., for $1,155,920 for dry wall,

painting and ceilings. The meetinq was concluded with

18 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 10 June lq78.
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trustees approving $23,560 for High-Third connector project

contracts.

In June 1978, information was revealed on the

building of the High-Third Street connector.19 During 1976,

Columbus Engineering ConsultantL, Ltd., (CEC) and BCC

established criteria for the High-ThJzd connector, taking

into account the needs of many organizations and agencies.

These included the City of Columbus Engineering Departments,

the Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission, the Central Ohio

Transit Authority, the architects for the convention center

and hotel, and railroad officials. Then the major

configurations for the connector were established for

Battelle to be followed by the decision to proceed on a

"design-build" basis. The process required the contractor

to provide design as well as construction for the project.

Reportedly, the result was an estimated savings of three

years from planning to completion-.. Then in January 1977,

BCC requested contractual bids for design and construction.

Having received several proposals BCC awarded the contract

to the Kokosing Construction Company. CEC would serve as a

consultant to Kokosing in design development. Construction

was initiated within a few weeks witn completion scheduled

19 Columbus Engineering Consultants, Ltd., 21 June

1978.
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for the fall of 1978. The separateM overhead roadway would

connect the main east and west traffic arteries to the Ohio

Center, and was supposed to unify the proposed facilities

for the Central Ohio Transit Authority, a future AMTRAK

station, and a Traffic Management Center for the Ohio

Department of Transportation and the City of Columbus.

Interesting aspects of the project were a pedestrian

concourse, which would pass under the bridge and over the

railroad relocation and passenger platform which also ran

under the connector, and a $3 million dollar price tag.

During the penultimate week in June, Galbreath

appeared on the verge of completing hotel financing, and

Nationwide Insurance Companies would apparently become a

major lender for the proposed hotel sharing in equity

financing with Hyatt Corporation executives and several

others.2 0 Heffner, 8CC board chairman announced Nationwide

would "come in with a pretty healthy amount." "But there

will be other people, a consortium with more than

Nationwide." Frank Wobst, member of the BCC board, also

announced discussions were being held on the package, and

predicted more information would be available within a week.
4

He added it appeared "Nationwide and others would supply the

equity," and some of these others, with the exception of

4 20 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 22 June 1978.

4
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H!vatt, could be local lenders. 'he plannod 6;O-rnom hot-el

was estimated at $36.5 million, with mortgage money, about

$27.5 million, expected to come from a major insurance

corporation, probably Connecticut General. Eight million

dollars remained to be financed as equity ownership capital.

"There are a number of approaches. Une spreads it (equity)

more, the other keeps it to a very sm-ll group. I prefer

the larger group, quite frankly," Wobst proposed. A senior

Nationwide vice president for investments announced his

company was placing itself on record as prepared to make the

i.nvestment in the hostelry. Commenting further the

insurance official said "We're still in the process of

working out details, the specific amounts. We will invest,

provided all the pieces fit." He would consequently deny

rumors that the decision to invest caused disagreement among

Nationwide board members. But some felt Nationwide decided

to make the investment because it had the most to lose if

the center failed. The giant insurance corporation had

recently dedicated its 40-story tower and plaza across the

street from the convention center site. It also owned a

great deal of property in the area.

As July arrived, Columbus could savor the fruits of
21

some of its long planning efforts. For Columbus was

21 Columbus Dispatch, 1 August 1978.
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building an $80 million convention complex that planners

believed might lure meetings away from Cleveland and other

cities. The downtown Ohio Center was making innovations,

one that Cleveland hadn't made. In addition to the center,

an additional $20 million in public improvements were being

made in the area, paid for by a modified tax-abatement

package. Moreover the exhibition hall and mini-mall complex

would include a 660-room Hyatt Regency Hotel which it was

announced would be larger than any hotel in Cleveland.

BCC vice president Lasko announced, "Frankly, we're

going to take business away from Cleveland, Cincinnati and

other cities." While Lasko had booked 26 events into 1981;

Februarys, he said, were filled for 10 years. Also, the

Ohio Center would open debt free, unlike competitors

elsewhere. Lasko felt Columbus would successfully compete

with larger facilities in Cleveland, Pittsburgh and

Indianapolis, and with the comparable Cincinnati complex and

the smaller Dayton center. In support, he announced, "We're

a regional facility and can handle 95% of the business

available to us. "

As part of Columbus' success story, after early hotel

development plans failed, John W. Galbreath Company lined up

Hyatt, a successful operator of convention hotels. As

4 related to Cleveland, Columbus' Galbreath had owned Erieview

property for nearly two decades, ar ' hadn't developed a

!,
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hotel envisioned by Cleveland officials. In 1977, Hyatt

Regency proposed for that city by another developer for the

city's lakefront was killed by then Mayor Dennis J.

Kucinich. The mayor wanted the hotel built elsewhere, and

without tax abatement. In Columbur:, Ohio Center had full

abatement on the new buildings for years. Also, Brooks

of Galbreath Company announced equi,.y in the $35 million

Hyatt Regency - Columbus would be owned by Hyatt and several

local investors to be announced later. Brooks felt if

similar circumstances existed in Cleveland, a Hyatt could be

built there. At one time, Brooks said, Stouffers" had

considered a Galbreath site in Cleveland but decided to

participate in converting the old Sheraton-Cleveland into
a

Stouffers Inn on the Square. Across from Columbus' proposed

new Hyatt sat Nationwide Insurance Companies. An Incentive

for that organizations $70 million project, also developed

by Galbreath, was tax abatement. Nationwide had a unique

arrangement though - it deposited an amount equal to its

abatement in a trust fund each year for 20 years, and the

city of Columbus could use that mony to finance $20 million

in related constructions. The city was also creating a new

park that might include seals, lions, or other attractions

and would install a system of enclosed elevated walkways

connecting Ohio Center, the park, and Nationwide Plaza. In

addition, a new High Street viaduct over railroad tracks,
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the relocation of six sets of ConRail tracks through the

Ohio Center site, the widening of one street, the building

of another to connect with nearby interstate freeways, and

adding street lights and landscaping were all ornamenting

Columbus' Downtown. The abatement-trust fund concept is

known as "tax increment financing." It had been used inq
California for 25 years and now was used in Minnesota and

other states. The Nationwide-Ohio Center package was unlike

4 anything done before in the state, according to Columbus'

development director.

At the Friday, 21 July 1978 meeting of the BCC board,

members were told the $8 million equity financing for the

hotel should be secured in about a week, according to board

chairman Heffner. "Within the next week or so we expect to

have all the front-end equity," Heffner noted. Galbreath

had previously indicated that six to eight of the city's

leading businesses and the Hyatt Corporation were

interested. Based on Galbreath's report, Heffner said he

expected no problems with the base mortgage package. This

was to come from Aetna Life Insurance Company and would

4 consist of $27.5 million.

With the Ohio Center complex rapidly becoming a

success story, an even more important announcement was made

on 21 July. William B. Lillyman, then director of the

Huntington, West Virginia Civic Cert.!r had been elected

I . •L
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president of the BCC by the company's trustees to replace
22

Tipton. Lillyman would assume his new position in early

September. According to board chairman Heffner, the board's

interest was in a president with experience, one who could

open a convention center and bring it through construction

to the operational stage. Lillyman had served as director

of the Huntington Civic Center since April 1975. In that

position, he developed final plans and was in charge of

construction of the center which opened in September 1977.

Lillyman had also been director of the Hartford, Connecticut

civic center from 1968 to 1975, playing a key role in site

selection, facility planning, financing and operation of the

center. He also worked closely with the Hartford Convention

Bureau. As a small aside, the roof to the Hartford Center

had collapsed under heavy snow on 18 January 1978, although

it was no fault of his.

Interestingly, the local press had run a story on the

Hartford Civic Center's collapse during the month of

January, seven months prior to Lillyman's appointment. 2 3

According to the story, the roof of the Coliseum collapsed

before dawn dumping tons of steel, ice and snow onto an

empty arena. Six hours before the center was filled with

22 Columbus Dispatch, 21 July 1978.

23 Columbus Dispatch, 18 January 1978.
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thousands of basketball fans watching a University of

Connecticut basketball game. Nobody was injured, as 15

persons, most of them security officers, in a small

adjoining section of the $70 million complex, escaped

unharmed. The game had ended at 10:15 p.m. and the roof

collapsed at 4:18 a.m. A bitter mayor ordered an

investigation to determine why the three-year-old facility,

hailed as one of the best, had fallen apart. "I don't think

it was a natural disaster," he said, adding "It was

supposedly built to handle New England weather. I think

there was something wrong with how it was constructed. If

it happened after 15 years, maybe...but not after three

years."

Returning to the present, though, the newly chosen

president of Battelle Commons Company on the day of his new

appointment, wanted to get the Ohio Center off the ground
24

quickly to avoid escalating construction costs. He

*0 expected to assume his new position before 1 October and his

first task, he announced would be to review all construction

contracts for the center, includinq the proposed Ohio Center

hotel. Since the previous week, Lillyman had made four

trips to Columbus conferring with Battelle Commons officials

on preliminary reviews of construction agreements.

24
Columbus Citizen-Journal, 22 July 32178.
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Commenting early he said

I found out it is a viable program with great
potential...I plan to work directly on promotion,
publicity and marketing. rI am] thoroughly
committed to the growth of the central business
district. It is my intention to get the project
on-line and under way.

The day after Lillyman's appointment, the "fourth

estate" stepped in.25 Apparently the new president of BCC

was prompted to resign in 1974 as director of the Hartford,

Connecticut Civic Center following charges of wrongdoing.

He regarded the charges as "petty and miniscule." Lillyman

was considered a "top-notch guy" and "the best in the

business" by his former and current employers. They too

regarded the charges in Hartford as ridiculous. He said of

the Hartford controversy, "I'm too qood in my profession to

continue with that kind of haggling...so I left." Replacing

the often-criticized Clyde R. Tipton, the new president

announced he was "thrilled with the prospect of directing

plans for the Columbus convention center." Lillyman,

describing the charges in Hartford as "an issue that's been

put to body," argued in agreement with others that the man

who inspired the allegations was after his job. "If I went

back there, I would do it exactly the same," he would say.

While an independent audit of Lillyman's work in Hartford

25 Columbus Dispatch, 18 January 1978.
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showed "poor administrative judgment" in some instances, it

found no evidence to support charges he misused city funds.

Nor did the audit show his independent dealings involved a

conflict of interest. Additionally, a Hartford City Council

fact-finding commission concluded in July 1978 that Lillyman

was not responsible in any way for the engineering defects

which caused the $30 million Hartford Civic Center roof to

collapse. When Lillyman resigned the Hartford city manager

initially refused to accept the resignation, but Lillyman

insisted on quitting a month later. The City Council also

supported him and hired him for six months as a civic center

consultant after his resignation. In August 1974,

Hartford's City manager said Lillyman's "image has been

damaged and his usefulness infringed upon." An ex-public

relations director for the civic center had made the

allegations against Lillyman. As a consequence he was fired

soon after Lillyman left. He subsequently filed a $2.1

million suit against the city. According to Hartford's

deputy mayor, the "disgruntled employee," was "after

Lillyman's job and leaked charges to the press." The major

charge against Lillyman concerned conflict of interest

questions. He had done outside consulting work for the

K Philadelphia firm that designed the civic center alledgedly

on city time. The audit exonerated him: he had permission

from city officials, in writing, to - the work which he
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said took only one day. Hartford's city attorney also ruled

there was no conflict of interest.

The accolades for Lillyman far outweighed the
26

criticism that surfaced in Hartford, though. The Cleveland

executive employment agency that conducted the nationwide

search for a new BCC president had thozcoughly looked into

the charges in Hartford. The official in charge of the

search said, "We felt an obligation to look into that in

sufficient detail to assure ourselves there was no blemish

on his record." He noted the charges "were of no

consequence," also pointing out Lillyman had a "very high

reputation in the industry." The firm had found in Hartford

that Lillyman played a key role in locating the civic center

in downtown Hartford, a move that had significantly boosted

downtown business. Heidrick and Struggles officials

previously had said the new president should "start with as

clean a slate as possible...to optimize the guy's chances of

success." But the official predicted Lillyman would do an

excellent job for Columbus. Lillyman, he reported was among

the top two candidates of 200 looked at for the job. He

also reported his agency knew Lillyman had been offered the

job in Huntington for some time before he decided to accept

when problems surfaced in Hartford. Lillyman also received

26 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 22 July 1978.
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support from Huntington, and officials there were still

trying to persuade Lillyman not to leave. "A shock wave hit

town when he started working on the construction and design

of our arena," the Huntington Mayor said. And the $10

million civic center there "really got off the ground under

Lillyman." The mayor supported Lillyman by saying he

(Lillyman) was able to book events at the civic center that

previously "weren't available to us at any price." "It's

just unbelievable that he's leaving; we hate to see him go."

In Hartford, additional and similar comments were made in

Lillyman's behalf by city officials. "The city was sorry to

see him resign. He was a proud man," said one. Also noting

Hartford city officials regarded the charges as "petty and 0

miniscule," he went on to say it was unfortunate that the

charges "undermined Mr. Lillyman's effectiveness. It was

slander on his character." Officials contacted regarding

Lillyman also blamed the folded Hartford Times newspaper for

"blowing the charges out of proportion." The argument was

that the newspaper, financially troubled, used the issue as

a ploy to increase circulation.

Locally, the BCC board, well aware of Lillyman's

background, gave little credence to the Hartford
27

controversy. According to the board chairman Heffner, "The

27Ibid.
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whole thing is ridiculous; all this over an office box

lunch." He noted the board had "nothing but the utmost

enthusiasm" for Lillyman. "He was the best man that we

could find." Lillyman expected to begin work in Columbus in

September, depending upon when a successor could be found

for him in Huntington. "My primary c. jective at Ohio Center

will be in convention dollars," Lillyman would say. A key

consideration in the convention center plans he also felt

would be to stimulate further growth in the Downtown area.

He also felt "there's a possibility down the road" that

condominiums could be built near the complex.

Strong support also came from Huntington's press and

city officials. After he announced that he was leaving for

greener pastures in Columbus, Ohio, city officials,

journalists, and others publicly lamented Huntington's loss,

saying it would be hard to replace the talented
28

administrator. Perhaps a news comentary best captured the

feelings in that city:
29

The unexpected resignation of William Lillyman as
Director of Huntington's Civic Center is a blow to
the entire region. More than any one
man...Lillyman can take the credit for making this
area big time in entertainment...with bigger and

28 Huntington Advertiser, 26 July 1978; and Huntington

Herald Dis2atch, 23 July 1978.

29 "News Commentary," WSAZ TV; Huntington-Charleston,

West Virginia; 21 July 1978.
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better shows coming to both Huntington and
Charleston as a result. And Lillyman proved to be
an excellent administrator.., accomplishing the
unheard of feat of making a profit in a public
facility...Benefitting all taxpayers. More than
that, Lillyman cared deeply about the civic center
and the public who come to various events there.
He puts in long, long hours...He developed an
excellent staff that performs very
efficiently...Another rarity in the field of
public employment. You just had to guess that a
man that skilled would be lured away by a new and
bigger challenge..,and guaranteed financial
security for life. Huntington was fortunate to
benefit from Lillyman's talents for a few years.
His shoes will be big ones to fill. But we can
hardly let him leave without paying him a debt of
gratitude. He deserves a big thank from all of
US.

Lillyman, who resigned from the Huntington facility

on July 21, outlined his new position in Columbus during an

international association of Auditorium Managers convention

in Louisville in August. 30 He had been in the industry for

the past 18 years, and had built an impressive track record,

starting with his first building in Virginia Beach, Virginia

and moving on to Monroe, Louisiana; Hartford, Connecticut;

and then most recently, Huntington. At RCC Lillyman would

serve as president and chief executive officer of BCC,

overseeing operation and marketing for the Ohio Center.

Tracing the unusual history of the $37 million complex,

noting that it was given to the city of Columbus by Battelle

Memorial Institute (BMI), Lillyman said BMI had guaranteed

30 Amusement Business, 12 August 1978.

I a ~ . - d N | i H i Bam- H -
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the city that BCC would operate the Ohio Center for eight to

ten years at no cost to the city taxpayers. As evidence of

the promise to open debt free and remain in that condition,

Lillyman said he would have a $2 million fund to carry the

building through its first three years of operation. "This

money comes from the original grant, " he stated. "We will

positively have no bond to retire to pay for the building."

Also explaining that for the past five years, BCC had a

president with no background in the arena industry, "They

finally got to the point where they wanted to look for a

professional," he commented. Elaborating further, Lillyman

said that his arrangement with BCC was very similar to that

of the president of Hyatt Management Corporation which

managed the Baltimore Civic Center, the Baltimore Visitors

Convention Bureau, Louisian Superdome and the O'Hare

Exposition Center in Chicago. In his new position, he would

report to a board chairman, nine regular board members and

two representatives from the pc itical sector, who acted

only in an advisory capacity. Reflecting that the board's

composition was heavily weighted toward the business

community, including banking and insurance interests, he

enthusiastically remarked, "I love the concept." "It

effectively removes the political constraints that most

managers must deal with daily." Lillyman also was profit-

oriented and had a commitment to developing the inner city
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of Columbus. He predicted that within the first three years

of operation, the Ohio Center "will be in a wash situation

and conceivably making a profit." Moreover, since BCC was a

non-profit organization, any profits generated would be

plowed back into improvements for Ohio Center, he felt.

Backing up the prediction, Lillyman pointed to Huntington:

He brought the building in on time and on budget, and

following its first full year of operation it posted a

$30,000 net profit after depreciation. In Columbus,

Lillyman planned to actively co-promote and would operate

its own box office and concessions departments. Saying the

hotel would be financed by private investors and BCC would

lease the retail units, he stated, "I see a real pattern

developing," which started with HMC. "Now I no longer have

to operate under the constraints I had before. I now answer

to business leaders who are profit oriented. I have a

feeling we're on the threshold of a whole new concept in

this industry." Lillyman set three goals:

-get the building up and in operation.

-develop and market retail units.

4 -develop on-site condominums within the next 10
years to induce people to move back into the inner
city.

In early August, Ohio Center had a new man coming on

board in a month or so. On another positive note, A.

Charles Brooks of Galbreath Compar announced a $27.5
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million loan from the Aetna Life Insurance Company of
31

Hartford, Connecticut, had been accepted. The loan hinged

however on $8 million from local investors to provide equity

for the project. According to Brooks, Aetna was pleased with

the equity package and "everything looks good." "It

apparently looks like we're there,," he said while declining

to name the local investors. HR? wanted Galbreath to do it

since "It's his baby." Galbreath, reportedly was out of the

country.

Positive movement continued as bookings were being
32

made for conventions at the complex. This indicated to

some that Columbus would be much more competitive as a

convention center city in the future with Cincinnati,

Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and Indianapolis. Twenty-six events

were scheduled for 1981, and officials felt the influx ot

more convention visitors to the city would boost the

economy, not only to merchants in the vicinity of the center

but in the entire Downtown sector. Nearly a decade had

passed since Columbus voters approved the $6 million bond

31 Columbus Dispatch, 2 August 1978.

32 Columbus Dispatch, 4 August 1978.
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issue to purchase Union Station and railroad yards for the

convention center complex. And while the finished product

was not yet visual at this stage of development, structures

were rising on the site.

As the ball kept rolling, Galbreath Mortgage Company

confirmed on 16 August that it had completed $27.5 million

in permanent mortgage financing for the Hyatt Regency-

Columbus hotel. 3 3 The loan with Aetna Life was made to the

Ohio Center Hotel Company, Ltd., an Ohio limited

partnership. Total cost of the luxury hotel was estimated

at $35.5 million. Completion of the equity financing and

disclosure of the participants reportedly would be revealed

on Tuesday 22 August, by Daniel M. Galbreath at the Battelle

Commons Company board meeting.

As Lillyman prepared to take charge, it appeared he

would do so with a dubious distinction: he had lived in two

cities that had experienced similar snow disasters involving
34

civic arenas. As previously mentioned, Lillyman in the

[4 past directed the Hartford, Connecticut civic center, where

the 10,000-seat sports arena was destroyed. Coincidentally

he was moving to a city where a similar disaster had taken

place. The Columbus Auditorium frequently used for sporting

33 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 17 August 1978.

3 Columbus Dispatch, 10 August 1978.
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events, with a capacity of 8,000 and built in 1897, was at

the northeast corner of Goodale and Park Streets. On 4

February 1910, and later that night following a wrestling

match, a heavy snow fall occurred. The load proved quite

heavy, and the timber roof collapsee with "a long, rolling

crash. "

By mid-August, BCC had added twc more businesses to

the list of tenants for the 75,000 square foot, 50-shop

retail mall planned for the Ohio Center convention

35
complex. Outgoing president Tipton announced that Gordon

St. John Ltd., one of Columbus' top-line men's clothiers,

and the Lynn Drug Company, a Columbus-based pharmacy chain

had signed. The two additions raised to 11, the number of

tenants committed to occupy shops, boutiques, restaurants,

or entertainment facilities in the convention center. Also

announced was ownership of the Ohio Center hotel would
36

likely be a partnership by prominent Columbus businessmen.

Apparently the remaining $8 millxi-n equity ownership would

be split among the holding companies of City National,

Huntington National and Ohio National banks, Nationwide

Insurance, Lazarus or the Federated Department Store chain

and Hyatt. While asked about the equity participants named,

35Columbus Citizen-journal, 15 August 1978.

36 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 18 August 1978.
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president Clyde R. Tipton, Jr., said "Thatos not

inconsistent with some things I've heard, but no one had

said to me, that's that package." Frank Wobst, president of

Huntington National Bank, and a BCC board member, also

hadnot seen the completed financing arrangements. "We

indicated six or eight weeks ago we'd be interested in

participating and assume we will if the circumstances are

right," Wobst noted. He agreed hotel financing had become

"a community project," for

4 More than anything else, one delaying factor in
the hotel was the difficulty in finding equity
investors acceptable to all groups involved that
had sufficient cash. As BCC we wanted the right
ownership and a long-term commitment to the city.
Getting a number of leading local corporations
involved demonstrates the community commitment.

Consensus on a Community Project: Local Equity
Investors with Sufficient Cash

At the 22 August BCC board meeting, it was revealed

Downtown economic interest would own small-sized pieces of

the Ohio Center hotel. 3 7 At the meeting Brooks of Galbreath

Company unveiled the list of equity investors. The

investors approved by Hyatt and the Galbreath Company,

included no surprises, and several BCC board members headed

the businesses involved. As previously mentioned Aetna Life

Insurance of Hartford would lend $27.5 million. Daniel

37 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 23 August 1978.

I
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Galbreath, consultant for several months now had been

negotiating for the mortgage and , -uity package. The other

major agreement reached was as follows. The A. N. Pritzker

family of Chicago, principal Hyatt stockholders, and the

Galbreath organization of Columbus would be general partners

in the hotel. As general partners, they would assume

unlimited risk for the development and its future.

The complete list of equity investors, the amounts

they were contributing, final hotel drawings and lease would

not be presented until the September 26 BCC board session

though. Suggesting there would be no changes in the 660-

room hotel, Brooks also remarked, "We're quite pleased to

report the financial package has been accomplished without

reservations," and "The equity package is a limited

partnership, with two general partners, the (A. N.) Pritzker

family or its representatives and the Galbreath family or

corporation." Brooks expected limited partners to include

.Nationwide Insurance

.First Bank Group (CNB)

.BancOhio/Ohio National Bank

.Huntington Bancshares (Huntington National Bank)

.Borden, Inc.

.Federated Department Stores, Inc. (Lazarus)

- .- .Buckeye Union Insurance

.State Auto Mutual Insurance Company
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.Columbus Mutual Insurance Company

.The Ohio Company

• BCC

Along with Pritzker and Galbreath, Nationwide might be one

of the leading investors, as board chairman Heffner joked

with a Nationwide official during the meeting about

Nationwide's $3 million share. Brooks also pointed out "We

asked two or three others (to invest) because of the

community nature of the project. If they agree, we'll

announce their names in the future." With financing nearly

completed; Brooks anticipated a construction contract from

Turner Construction Company by the end of September and

start of construction by 7 October. According to BCC vice

president Lasko the multi-million dollar complex was

scheduled to be in operation in May 1980. And following a

convention "shakedown" period, the first convention would be

held in August 1980. Lasko also reported to the board, 32

4 of the center's first 60 weeks of operation were booked.

Also 11 r_?tail stores had been signed for the Ohio Center,

with three others near final agreements and 12 more in

preliminary stages of negotiations. "We're doing very well

for this time. We've got about 30 percent of the (retail)

floor space leased," he said.

A general, soon to be without an army, outgoing BCC

president Clyde R. Tipton, Jr., inforn.! the trustees in ong
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of his last acts, various adjustments in the contract for

the center had reduced construction costs to $31.36 million,

in contrast to the $32.25 million approved by the board in

December. He did emphasize though the cost could fluctuate

during the course of construction. At that meeting trustees

approved in principal Hyatt's management agreement for the

hotel, calling for a 80/20 percent split of profits, the

larger share to the owners, learned reopening of North High

Street was still about a year off, and were informed

relocation of railroad tracks through the site had been

delayed again, until 15 September, but that work continued

around them.

With hotel financing nearly completed, Lillyman

announced, if he had his way, conventioneers and

suburbanites would soon be flocking to a Downtown

revitalized by the Ohio Center convention complex.38

Scheduled to take charge on 3.8 September, he decried

arguments which contended the center's multipurpose building

was designed too small, saying "I expect the project to be

successful or I wouldn't have taken the job." In his

experience he had watched new civic centers generate "all

types of growth in the peripheral areas downtown." "I've

been in the industry 18 years, and I'm committed to the

38 Columbus Dispatch, 8 September 1978.
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central business district," Lillyman commented. On the too

of his agenda when he arrived would be beefing up the

management staff with financial and marketing people,

starting to work with the Columbus Convention and Visitors

Bureau to attract convention business and reviewing the

construction plans to see if "a good project can be improved

upon." He anticipated any improvements would be "very

minor," and was "definitely not" considering expanding the

multipurpose building. He also planned to market the space

already panned in the center, and would consider expansion a

possibility only if business was good enough to warrant it.

When finished the $31.36 million multipurpose building would

have 65,000 square feet in the balcony, and the $35.5

million hotel would have 660 rooms. One of the best features

of the complex according to Lillyman was the hotel's

connection to the convention hall. Convention goers, he

explained, didn't like to have to travel a few blocks from

their hotel to a meeting, restaurant or stores. He also

predicted the mix of retail business in the Ohio Center, the

hotel and the conventioneers would make the area "a real

people place" that could also compete with suburban shopping

centers. In short, the facilities planned for Columbus were

excellent and would create a demand among those planning

convent ions. "The days of the old convention delegate

coming into town and really whooping ic up are a thing of

Ii
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the past, mainly because of the IRS," he noted. "If they

want to have meetings and accomplish something, Columbus

will be a visable place for a convention." In his analysis,

Cleveland, Cincinnati, and Dayton were his main competition.

Lillyman was also strong on Colutbus' eating establishments

and planned to use the restaurants is a selling point to

convention delegates. While the main business of the Ohio

Center would be conventions, he also planned to attract some

big-name entertainment which might call for special seating.

In Huntington, he had brought in a seating design to build a

tiered seating arrangement that could be rolled out into the

flat exhibition space and rolled back. As concerned a

sports arena in the Ohio Center complex he was cautious

preferring to study the city more closely before making a

decision.

Outlining more of his plans as he took over, Lillyman

said, "r'l1 probably be very low key at the next meeting

simply because I haven't had enough time for review. But it

won't be long after that I l1 be go io in with

recommendations."39 Giving the impression of a itan eager to

get to work, he said "We closed a major trade show in

Huntington (W.Va.) last night and I moved into an apartment

here at 2:00 a.m. today. He also brought with him a

39 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 19 September 1978.
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stylistic change. "effectively today our emphasis is on

Ohio Center. The switchboard operator answers, 'Ohio

Center, A not 'Battelle Commons Company.'" While BCC

trustees had adopted the name with reservations because it

lacked specificity, Lillyman like it. "It's up to the staff

to see that Ohio Center is known nationally. I*ll be

recommending to the board an advertising campaign in

connection with the Columbus Convention and Visitors' Bureau

to clarify that," he commented.
4

According to Lillyman, he had heard confusion in the

meetings and convention industry about what Columbus hoped

to accomplish. And while rumors had cropped up he said,

Properly designed and aimed at a midwestern regional market,

Ohio Center gave "every reason to believe we'll be

successful." In the argument over whether to build for a

national market, "Someone had to bite the bullet and Clyde

Tipton did, for the long-range benefit of the community."

4 q"I'll recommend some modifications but in all, the program

is well-thought out." Having arrived, he would also do some

restructuring himself by augmenting his staff with

experienced center technicians to include a treasurer, an

operating manager, stationary engineers for boilers and air

conditioning and stage, concession parking and publicity

managers, and a soon to be recruited administra-'!ve

assistant. But based on 18 y --s experience with

40
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multipurpose convention facilities, he would try to keep

overhead down by limiting permanent supervisory staff while

emphasizing employment of senior citizens, students and

handicapped persons for the part-time jobs at the center.

His prediction was the Ohio Center when completed in 1980

would be talk of the town.

Lillymans arrival and taking over on 18 September,

signalled Clyde Tipton's departure as BCC president. And on

Tuesday evening, 19 September, Tipton was honored at a

private dinner at the Inner Circle restaurant in Columbus.4 0

Board members honored him with a farewell toast.

By the final week in September 1978, the sales

manager for Hyatt Regency hotels, announced requests had

been pouring into Hyatt's corporate office in Chicago, with

up to 65,000 room reservations through 1995.41 In a meeting

with the BCC trustees, the sales manager informed them he

hoped to have an office opened near the construction site by

1 November. Saying the interest shown by potential

customers had been "very exciting," he also viewed Columbus

as the number one city in the country for regional

association meetings of large organizations. The city was

convenient to New York, Washington, and Chicago, cities

40
Columbus Dispatch, 20 September 1978.

4Columbus Dispatch, 26 September 1978.
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where the largest firms and associations were headquartered.

The manager also informed trustees information forwarded to

Hyatt officials by the Columbus Convention Bureau had been a

great help in planning the hotel, adding that the bureau

appeared to be better organized than convention bureaus in

many other cities. In that meeting he presented a series of

sketches for the interior design and furnishings of the 20-

story hotel, costing $35.5 million. At the meeting the

board voted to name the center's exhibit hall Battelle Hall

and wanted to name the High-3rd Street connector Ohio Center

Way. William Lillyman, the newly installed BCC president,

said the Battelle Hall designation would h used in state

and national advertising. In other business, board members 0

were told that 10 of the 40 contract packages for center

construction would go to minority firms. Eight of the firms

were from Columbus, one was from Dayton, and the other from

Cleveland. Lillyman said the contract totaling nearly $1

million, would be about five percent of the total project

cost.

Also in that meeting, the last for the trustees in

September, a Galbreath representative told BCC trustees that

construction bids for the $35.5 million hotel would be in by

week's end. 4 2 At the meeting Brooks also reported that two

42 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 27 September 1978.
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more financial backers, Midland Mutual and Motorists Mutual

insurance companies had joined equity financers as limited

partners. Equity ownership of the hotel was now in the

hands of two general partners and thirteen limited partners.

Other news indicated the center itself was now five percent

complete although it was two percent behind schedule. BCC

staffers, however, felt the lag could be made up to meet the

targeted completion date of May 1980. Also BCC staffers

reported a net reduction of $692,000 in the $32.2 million

center construction contract and still hoped to cut another

$324,000 to bring costs down to the budgeted $31.2 million.

As part of that effort, Turner Construction Company, picked

by Galbreath to direct the construction would receive 25

-ents per dollar saved, with BCC getting the remainder.

Also, Lillyman, the new president vowed to find more ways to

cut building costs, saying "We intend to bring it in on the

money." On an added note of progress ConRail tracks had been

relocated. This meant the High-Third connector should be

completed by July 1979, in conjunc'ion with, or slightly

ahead, of the opening of the new High Street viaduct.

Trustees, with a Lillyman admonition in mind that names

"either come back to help or haunt you" in marketing,

rechristened the High-Third connector, "Ohio Center Way";

Naqhten Street as "Nationwide Boulevard" and the facility's

main exhibit room "Battelle Hall." Trustees also were
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informed by Turner Company's affirmative action

representative that 5 percent of the construction money for

Ohio Center was going to minority subcontractors. Also

about 20 percent of the laborers and 14 percent of the

journeymen on the site were minority group members. Before

the meeting ended, trustee Robert Lazarus, Jr., questioned

representatives of the Central Ohio Transit Authority and

BCC staff on planning for use of the Ohio Center as a

transportation magnet. In response, COTA and BCC staff
4

insisted the capability would exist to handle future express

bus connections, the projected 1-670 expressway, and a

downtown High Street transitway.

During the first week in October, Turner Construction

Company reviewed bids submitted by the 28 September deadline

and had "heard nothing from them to indicate any

problems."43 By the second week in the month, it was

predicted, officials of the John W. Galbreath Company and

Turner Construction companies would know if the bids on the

hotel were within budget. Approximately $23 million was

available to construct the facility which would be operated

as the Hyatt-Regency Columbus. Furnishings, including room

interiors and restaurant equipment, plus architects fees and

interests, would push the total to the $35.5 million figure

43 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 5 October 1978.
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estimated earlier by Galbreath. Brooks, the Galbreath

representative said "If it's (the lowest bid received) over

funds available, I can't believe it will mean going back out

on the streets (for new bids). It would mean adjustments in

the building itself." Brooks was '-ti1l hopeful construction

L could begin by the end of the month. If so, the hotel would

remain on schedule for an August 1980 opening. In addition

to awarding construction contracts, legal work including

filing mortgages of record must take place before hotel

groundbreaking. When the Hyatt-Regency Columbus did open in

the Ohio Center, its average room rate was expected to be

WY $44 daily. When completed, it would be 20 stories high,

with 660 rooms, and could complement the adjacent Ohio

Center convention and multi-purpose facility.

At October's end, Brooks announced construction on

the convention center hotel should begin in November if all
44

went as planned. The Galbreath Company had reached a

tentative agreement with general contractor Turner

Construction Company, and "We're within funds available" for

the $35.5 million hotel, Brooks annoanced. Officials did

not want construction of the multi-purpose building, begun

earlier in 1978, to get too far ahead of the hotel. They

hoped both facilities would open around 1 August 1980.

Columbus Dispatch, 31 October 1978.
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Turner had now taken about 200 bids from would-be

subcontractors for work ranging from excavation to

electrical work, with about 16 subcontractors to be

involved. Brooks noted though, a lot of paperwork had to be

finished before construction could begin.

At the end of November's first week, Columbus'

Downtown hotel operators jubilantly predicted the positive
45

impact the new Hyatt Regency would have on their inns. To

attract overflow visitors who couldn't be accommodated at

the Hyatt as well as those who didn't wish to pay the

expected higher room costs, managers of many of the city's

hotels were refurbishing their hotels, at a total cost of

about $7.5 million. There were 1366 rooms in the city's

five major central area hotels.

Meanwhile, the prediction was the Ohio Center and

Hyatt-Regency Columbus hotel should open together on 8

September 1980.46 Battelle Commons Company President William

B. Lillyman telling the company's board of trustees this is

the third week in November, was now also concerned with

outfitting the two buildings, a task which would take some

time. Lillyman also told the board, center and hotel people

had met in Chicago and reached an oral agreement of

45Columbus Disp.tch, 9 November 1978.

46 Columbus Dispatch, 21 November 197.

'4
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cooperation. "It won't be easy to mesh, but I think

relations will be good," he said, but "We will be able to

operate with the hotel." In the meantime, about 30 percent

of the retail space in the center had been leased, and

fourteen leases had been signed. Future tenants included a

cocktail lounge, a bath boutique &1d a German fast-food

restaurant. Several board members mentioned the importance

of getting a bank as a tenant, and Lasko responded "We're

determined to have d bank in this building (the Ohio

Center)." Lillyman's proposed administrative budget for

fiscal 1979 included $280,000 for salaries and wages, twice

the previous year's outlay. Apparently, the higher figure

would result from creating several staff positions which he

had recommended.

In a minor reorganization during this period, Richard

T. Lasko was promoted to vice president and treasurer of BCC

with the board approving the promotion4 7  In his new

position, Lasko, to report to the president, would be in

charge of all construction and fiscal affairs at the Ohio

Center complex and would also be in charge of the company's

investment portfolio. His immediate subordinates would be

the director of operations and the director of finance, who

would be appointed as the Ohio Center approached completion.

Columbus Dispatch, 24 November 1978.

L ..... ... .
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"He's the best versed person on what the aims and goals of

Ohio Center are, "Lillyman announced.

By early December partners in the proposed Hyatt

hotel were nearing readiness for groundbreaking. On 5

December 1978, the BCC board was expected to approve a lease

agreement with the hotel's 15 partners. 48 The next day,

Brooks was hoping to close contracts on the $27.5 million

mortgage. According to the lease agreement for the

hostelry, expectations were it would bring in $125,000 per

year after the hotel was built. The partners would begin

paying rent in three years, and Battelle Commons would

receive a percentage of the hotel's net cash flow. In the

contract's fourth year, it was projected, Battelle should

get about $109,000. In the fifth year it should receive

$305,000. And after the fifth year, the hotel should be

making a substantial contribution to the center's support.

Brooks also revealed the Continental-Illinois National Bank

and Trust Company of Chicago would finance the $27.5 million

construction loan, with Aetna Life and Casualty Company of

Hartford, Connecticut, holding the first mortgage. Aetna

would reimburse Continental when construction was completed.

All this action brought groundbreaking for the $35.5

million Hyatt Regency Hotel at the Ohio Center closer. For

448
48Columbus Dispatch, 6 December 1978.
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later in the special meeting, BCC trustees formally named

the Hyatt Hotel Corporation as manager of the 660-room

hotel, as well as approved the design. 49 The board, in

addition approved a sublease agreement for the hotel site,

and agreed to invest $200,000 of its own money to become a

limited partner in the hotel. All that remained prior to

ground breaking was the closing of the $27.5 million

mortgage. Brooks hoped details of the financing could be

worked out by the week*s end. Also a consultant had been

hired to design the portal park on the southeast corner of

High and Naghten Streets and pedestrian walkways to link the

park, Nationwide Plaza and the hotel, said board member N.

Jack Huddle, the city's development director. And the

development and recreation and parks departments had

contracted for the design work.

Also announced in early December was several major

national conventions had been booked into the center, which

was not due to open until May 1980 and at least 100 other

groups were termed "solid prospects" by Robert W. Bashor,

president of the Columbus Convention and Visitors Bureau.
50

This success was attributed by him to an aggressive sales

program backed with slick promotional materials, produced

Columbus Dispatch, 7 December 1978.
50 Columbus Dispatch, 8 December 1978.



and directed by what he called "the best staff in the

country. If you don't do it first class, you might as well

save your effort, because somebody else will. This is a

very competitive business," he explained. Although

reluctant to name the prospects out of fear someone might

steal them, he did provide a few of those whom he had a firm

commitment from. These included

(1) The National Federation of Business and

Professional Women's Clubs, with over 3,000
delegates, booked for 1981.

(2) The Ohio State Restaurant Association with
over 7,000 delegates, booked for 1981.

(3) The prestigious American Society for
Information Sciences, approximately 2,500
delegates, booked for 1982.

And he said in addition, "Over 200 groups had expressed

interest in booking their conventions into the Ohio Center,

and at least half of those were solid prospected." Although

the $32 million convention and retail centers were important

tools for him, Bashor would argue, "the bureau does more

.than sell the center, it sells the entire city of Columbus."

The bureau, we will recall, assembled a promotional package

advising the prospective conventioneer to "consider

Columbus...we've got it all together."

- lw,, lr.l ,M l.w - .th.-- mn m .. .A.
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As 1978 drew to a close, the convention center

complex was on its way, but some questions remained in the

minds of some civic leaders. 1 The argument was, if Columbus

was to be a major competitor for conventions, it must have

the capacity to house people and to display events. The

Ohio Center, now under construction, would provide some of

these essential ingredients for conventions. Along with an

auditorium and exhibition space, a new hotel would adjoin

the project. But these structures wouldn't render Veterans

Memorial as surplus value. On the contrary, county

officials operating the West Broad Street memorial building

were making plans for expansion. Vets Memorial trustees

would meet with Franklin County Commissioners in January

1979, to expand the exhibit area, and the board had recently

purchased an adjacent 3.68 acres to expand and provide the

necessary parking facilities. Sometimes, the interests of

those in tangible resources are less easily satiable than
52

are interests in symbolic reassurance. County officials

emphasized they were not considering a sports arena

addition, though, and ironically, such an arena was part of

the original planning for the post-World War II memorial.

51 Columbus Dispatch, 20 December 1978.

5 2 Murray Edelman, "Symbols and Political Quiescence,"
American Political Science Review 54 (September 1960):
696.
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But inflation and delays ate away at the $4.5 million bond

issue and also a subsequent one for $1.25 million causing

plans to be pared. The building opened on Armistice Day,

November 11, 1955. Thus, now to accommodate organizations

demanding more exhibit space, the county desired to expand

the memorial. Trustees and commissioners apparently didn't

q do it earlier because they wanted to be assured they would

not endanger success of the Ohio Center. Now, it was felt

though, the exhibition buildings would complement each

other. A new hotel also was planned for the Capitol South

development which was expected to be an attraction itself.

As the new year began, Robert W. Bashor, president of

the Columbus Convention and Visitors Bureau, announced an

intense promotional and advertising campaign had been a

factor in interesting at least 200 new convention groups to

Columbus. Columbus was a major force in the national

convention and trade show market in 1978 and provided "high

visibility" to the city's many attractions and meeting

facilities for consideration by the country's thousands of

site selection officials. Reportedly, 1978 constituted one

of the finest years in Columbus convention history. BashorI
credi. the city's two-year-old bed tax, a percentage of

S5Columbus Dispatch, 28 Jar iary 1979.

4
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which was channeled to the bureau, with making possible

increased bureau promotion, activity, and service.

Back in March 1976, the CCVB began considering that

once the convention center was built, it ought to be

prepared to engage in the highly competitive convention

business and the time to start getting ready was right
54

then. In explanation there was a presistent effort then

underway to strengthen and expand the Columbus Convention

Visitors Bureau, Inc. The Convention Bureau therefore began

seeking more financial assistance from the city government.

In 1975, the assistance totaled $65,000, in 1976, $40,000,

and although there was a possibility that a moderate

additional a,.-:opriation would be made, officials weren't

certain. The Convention Bureau actually, though, had its

sights set on 1977 and thereafter. It argued persuasively

that convention business would bring dollars to Columbus

citizens. In 1975, it asserted, for example, 400,000

delegates attended 805 conventions in the city and spent an

estimated $40 million while in the city. But for

conventions to come to a city, they had to be booked three

to ten years in advance, and a booking was realized only

after a major sales effort on the part of the would-be-host

city. While nobody denied that sales efforts required

Columbus Citizen-Journal, 20 March 1976.
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expenditure, the city was hard-pressed financially, and city

officials said they needed every dime of revenue they could

get to pay their bills. The Convention Bureau's hopes for

more assistance were based on the logic of the argument that

some of the collections from the citys "bed" tax should be

invested in bringing more visitors to the city. The three

percent "bed" tax which became effective in 1969, was

assessed on the price of a hotel and motel room. In 1969,

the tax produced $389,000, and by 1975, the annual

collection had increased to $722,000. But all collections

since the start of the tax had gone into the city's general

operating fund. Convention Bureau supporters wanted part of

the tax earmarked to the Bureau to help it line up new S

convention business. Proponents pointed out that other

cities had similar taxes and were investing all or a portion

of the proceeds in that endeavor. Louisville, for example,

had a three percent room tax, and the city invested 100

percent of this in its convention bureau. In 1975, that

amounted to $600,000. Both Cleveland and Cincinnati had

three percent room taxes, and each earmarked 50 percent of

collections to its convention bureau. In 1975, that meant

$240,000 in Cleveland and $200,000 in Cincinnati. The

proposal to adopt a similar plan for Columbus had not been

enthusiastically received by city officials, but at the same

time, they had not ignored or reje, 3d the idea. Three
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possible approaches were being studied. One, which appeared

favorable, would reserve to the city a designated portion of

total bed collections, with anything in excess of the

reserve to be divided equally between the city and the

Convention Bureau. For example, the city could reserve to

itself $300,000 of a year's collections. If collections

totalled $700,000, as they did in 1975, the city would

retain another $200,000 and earmark the remaining $200,000

for the Bureau. This approach had the advantage of

providing a built-in incentive for the Convention Bureau to

line up more convention business, since its allocation would

increase with growth in total collections.

By April 1976, to some it seemed it would take more

than money to accomplish the job that needed to be done to
55

sell Columbus as a choice convention city. Not that it was

not a fine convention city, but with the new Downtown

Convention Center on the drawing boards the future appeared

brighter. The prospect offered th2, CCVB a challenge and the

opportunity to launch an energetic sales campaign. The need

to know well in advance what it had to sell was a good

reason for the convention bureau to make a strong, positive

sales approach to Convention Center planners. Also, there

began to appear reasonable assurance some of the additional

5 Columbus Dispatch, 19 April 1976.
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money the convention bureau needs for that job will be

forthcoming. Columbus City Council was considering sharing

its hotel-motel tax (bed tax) revenue with the convention

bureau. Heretofore, the city had supported the bureau

convention-seeking activities from general revenue.

Inasmuch as conventions brought much of the $700,000 bed tax

revenue to Columbus, there now appeared to be a logical

inclination on the part of city officials to assist the

convention bureau from that source. By May of 1976, the

CCVB push was still on, as the Downtown area was rapidly

growing in beauty, and plans for a new Convention Center

were underway. It was argued the city had the makings for a

great convention city but a big building was no good unless

it was kept in use by conventioneers. Someone must start

selling Columbus now, and that should be the CCVB*s job.

The bureau got its allocation of the bed tax in 1977 and had
56

begun its vigorous push.

With great things predicted and still a hint of

controversy as the year began, a diesel shovel had begun

moving dirt on the convention center site for the hotel.

The ceremonial groundbreaking was scheduled for Tuesday, the

second week in January, but actual work began the day after

Christmas in 1978, the same day the director of development

56 Columbus Dispatch, 28 January 1979.
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and construction for John W. Galbreath and Company finalized

the mortgage.5 7 Storm sewer trenches were being built.

On Tuesday 9 January 1979, in 12 degree cold, the

official groundbreaking for the hotel was held. 5 8 Those at

the occasion included the president of the hotel management

firm, Hyatt Hotels Corporation; Mayor Tom Moody; chairman of

the BCC board; and Daniel M. Galbreath, associate of the

hotel developer, John W. Galbreath and Company.

As work continued, in late January it was announced

that construction was a month behind schedule on the Ohio

Center convention and exhibition complex.5 9  Galbreath's

construction manager told the BCC board that delays in

deliveries of structural steel and mechanical and electrical

equipment were holding up construction. With the center now

18 percent complete, the construction manager felt the

month's delay could probably be made up by the end of 1979.

Meanwhile, an audit review by Ernst & Ernst gave BCC

management a clean bill of health in a report presented to

the board. One of the audit partners said, "We think the

organization is doing a good job with the people it has.

It's significant given the personnel changes." Board

57Columbus Dispatch, 4 January 1979.

58 Columbus Dispatch, 10 January 1979.

59 Columbus Dispatch, 23 January 1979.
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members also agreed to present an annual report to the

community, with one member suggesting the report be less

cluttered than it was the last year. President William B.

Lillyman, responding assured the trustees the report would

be readable and aimed at the average citizen.

As the month ended, and although the convention

center was less than 20 percent finished, Lillyman began

looking toward development of the other half of the Ohio

Center site. 60 "I can't envision exactly what's going to

happen on the other half, but I'm of the opinion that you're

probably looking at another $70 million in construction

there before its all over," he said. His prediction was

the Ohio Center would spur other major developments in the S

north downtown area. "This has a rippling effect. I've

seen it happen in three other cities. People want to get on

the bandwagon." "I look for announcements to be made of

major commercial developments in the peripheral area very

soon," he announced.

With the hotel started, it was learned, as February

approached, BCC would probably have to pay $100,000 to

demolish threee city-owned buildings in the way of the Ohio
~61

Center parking lot. The 2,000-car lot was to be built on

60 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 29 January 1979.

61 Columbus Dispatch, 30 January 1979.
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about 19 acres of land north of the convention and

entertainment complex northeast of High Street and

Nationwide Boulevard (formerly Naghten Street). "The city

believes we should take the building down," said Richard T.

Lasko, now vice president-treasurer for BCC. "Our position

is, if we must, we must." The city it will be recalled, was

leasing the land to Battelle for the Ohio Center, Hyatt

Hotel and parking lot for $1 a year. The three city-owned

buildings were an Exxon gas station, a Lazarus warehouse,

and the home office of Bogen Heating and Air Conditioning.

The city had purchased the three buildings within the last

two years at a cost of about $840,000. Part of the Bogen

building was in the path of a sewer project, and demolition

was scheduled for that summer. BCC wouldn't have to

demolish the rest of the buildings until the spring of 1980,

Lasko said.

In early February 1979, the list of retail occupants

had grown considerably. 62 It now included: Schmidt's

Sausage Haus; LaBath Boutique; Gorden St. John Ltd., a men's

store; Lynn Drug Company; Marshall's, a card shop; Mandas

and Son, pastries; Unique Things, boutique and gift shop;

Pipes and Tobacco Ltd.; the Emporium; Hill Signs, Inc.;

62 Partners: Landmark & Ohio Farm Bureau Employees, 12

February 1979.
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Frank Wilbur Hale II, a shoe shine shop; Aliki Ice Creams

and Dimitrios Restaurant. According to a BCC assistant the

developers were trying to attract such businesses as a movie

theatre, a beauty shop, a barber shop, possibly a disco and

a bank. Phase 1 was well underway, and phase 2 of the plan

was being considered. Work in that phase would develop the

northern part of the 28-acre parcel of land. It was to have

a large green area with office, retail and commercial

facilities, additional parking and another hotel/motel

surrounding it in an environment conducive to residential

development.

Beginning to show creativity of his own, Lillyman

announced an innovative proposal also in February. 63 The 0

proposal was to add 8,000 seats to the main exhibition hall

of the Ohio Center and would bring in more than $125,000 in

additional annual revenue. "That would actually be a

minimum figure," Lillyman said, as receipts from parking and

concession stand sales would help push the figure even

higher, although he could not say how much. He priced the

proposal at $1.4 million and felt it would be approved. The

money for the seating plan was available - money which

Lillyman said was already available as part of the center's

63 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 12 February 1979; and

Columbus Dispatch, 11 February 1979.

4.
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equipment fund. The new seats would be telescopic platform

seats which would fold up into the balcony and portable

seats on the hall floor which could be rolled into storage

areas. Though the first priority of the center would be to

host trade shows and conventions, the new seating proposal

would allow the staging of entertainmrerit events such as ice

shows, music concerts and wrestling. He said during the

first year or so of operation, one couid expect bookings in

the center to be 60 percent trade shows and 40 percent

entertainment. In succeeding years, the trade show figure

would rise to almost 70 percent and entertai.nment bookings

would drop to 25 percent. Lillyman believed entertainers

could fill about 30 to 50 open dates a year and bring in

extra money. He hoped the shows also would increase traffic

in the center's retail core and the attached Hyatt Regency

Columbus hotel. The shows mainly would be one-nighters with

musicians, entertainers, and even professional wrestlers,

but the facility could seat 6,000 for ice shows and 7,000

for basketball games (shades of a sports arena?). No major

changes would have to be made to the building to accommodate

the seating. The $1.4 million would not pay for a

basketball floor and related fixtures though.

In explanation, Lillyman said big-name acts bypassed

Columbus at the time because there was no facility, other

than St. Johns Arena, with enough seats to make a concert
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profitable.6 4 He had discussed in detail his plan with two

seating manufacturers. Tiered chairs would be upholstered

on the seats and have plastic armrests. Floor chairs would

be fully upholstered. In about 8 hours a crew could set up

or take down the main floor's 3,200 tiered seats and 1,200

floor seats. The tiered seats would fold into units that

could be rolled into storage areas, leaving the 65,000

square foot main floor completely clear. Another 3,600

tiered seats would be installed permanently in the four-

sided balcony and would telescope against the walls into a

space less than 5 feet wide. The balcony was designed to be

33 feet wide with 30,000 square feet of space. A similar

seating arrangement worked well in the Huntington, West

Virginia Civic Center, which Lillyman managed before coming

to Columbus. He credited the flexible seating with helping

that facility turn a profit in its first year of operation.

The main hall, on the top level of the Ohio Center, had a

35-foot-high dividing wall that could create smaller

auditoriums that would seat 1,500 or 4,000. The plan was

hailed by one civic booster in the community as "very

sensible" with "many practical applications."

In mid-February 1979, Lillyman struck a blow for

equal opportunity as he signed the Griffin Brothers of Ohio

64Ibid .
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State football fame to lease space in the Ohio Center for

Athletes' Foot, the chain of sports apparel shops they

served as corporate officers. 65 Their signing upped the

percentage of leased retail space in the center to 25

percent. But even more import&i1- as concerned Black

involvement in the project, President Lillyman introduced

Leonard L. Love to the board in its meeting on 20 February,

as BCC's director of finance, a new position Lillyman had

created. 66 Love, general accounting supervisor for the R. G.

Barry Company, would be responsible for financial analysis,

budgeting, accounting, and investments. He also would

establish financial procedures for use by the center's Hyatt

hotel and other phases of the convention center operation.

He would report to BCC Vice President and Treasurer, Richard

T. Lasko, and begin work on 19 March. Love s appointment,

according to Lillyman, was the culmination of a nationwide

search that eventually led him back to Columbus. The

position had been advertised nationally. Lillyman was "just

delighted to have a man of his caliber." Love was a

graduate of University High School and Franklin University.

65 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 15 February 1979.

66 Columbus Dispatch, 21 February 1979.
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Certain other activities took place at the BCC 20
67

February board meeting. It was reported the High Street

viaduct, closed since the fall of 1977, would reopen by the

end of the summer. In other action, Lillyman told the board

of his plan to seek bids for 8,000 portable seats for the

main exhibition hall. The $1.4 million project cost could

q come from the existing equipment budget, he said. Added

events would offset the costs. "I asked myself whether this

will increase the versatility of the center, and the answer

is yes, and do we have the dollars to do it, and the answer

is yes," Lillyman would say. "Anything that can be done in

Madison Square Garden, we will be able to do here, except

hockey," he said. The added numbers of people brought into 6

the Ohio Center also would benefit the Hyatt and the retail

shops doing business in the center, he noted. Although no

formal action on the seating proposal would be taken by the

board until Lillyman got specific bids, which probably

wouldn't be for a month or more, board members appeared to

support the concept. "I think the concept is great, if we

can afford it," said board member Robert Lazarus, Jr. The

board would have to vote on bids for the seating project.I

On the same day of the board meeting, the sales

director for the Hyatt hotel felt the latest convention

67Ibid.
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booking for the Ohio Center and Hyatt Regen-y proved that

convention center planners hadn't had their heads in the

c clouds. 68 The sales director said, "It indicates how well

Hyatt and the center can do." "we're certainly on target in

our predictions for the first couple of years." The

convention that had him in smiles was the 1982 annual

meeting of the Council of Educational Facility Planners, a

group with headquarters in Columbus that had met in other

cities because of the lack of a suitable local facility.

"One reason Hyatt came here," he said, "is that Columbus

does fantastic convention business in the state. But our

goal was to go after regional and national business and this

shows we can do it." Hyatt had then guaranteed 500 to 550

rooms for the 800 to 1,000 persons who would attend the

planners council convention September 25-30, 1982. The

council., which had members who were school system officials,

engineers, architects, and campus planners would meet in

Baltimore, Maryland in 1979, in Dallas in 1980, and in

Denver in 1981. "We have looked to Columbus over the years

but there has been no facility under one roof that can

provide the lodging, conference space, and exhibit space,"

the executive secretary of the council said. The expansion

of the Port Columbus air terminal that would dovetail with

Columbus Dispatch, 20 February 1979.
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the convention center completion in the fall of 1980 was

also a factor in the choice of Columbus as the council's

meeting place. "A lot of our members come from the West

Coast and for them it takes a full day to get in here. The

new airport will offer better access and, we hope, better

schedules," he said. Other tentative oookings of national

groups included the National Auto Parts Association in

September 1981, the International Telephone Credit Union

Association in May 1982, and the National Pre-cast Concrete

Association in February 1983.

Also, in March, reasons for some of the construction

difficulties were amplified.6 9 Work had been slowed by the

six-month delay in relocation of the ConRail tracks. It

resumed a normal pace in the winter of 1978-79. Where 600

feet of parallel lines blocked progress inside a 60-foot

wide strip intersecting the job site, excavation and

foundation work were completed eight weeks after track

removal concluded in September 1979. As the only unfinished

part of the main building's foundation work, its conclusion

permitted the winter assault by subcontractors that by the

summer 1979 should achieve completion of the structural

frame of the $35.5 million multi-purpose civic center.

69 Construction Digest, 29 March 1979.
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In its report to the community in March 1979, BCC

summarized events of the past year's activity.7 0 In that

report was the company's financial statement.

ASSETS October 31
1978 1977

Cash $ 111,758 $ 216,087
Certificates of deposit 23,000,000 11,815,000
Notes receivable 1,000,000
Accrued interest receivable 1,293,658 987,339
Prepaid insurance and other assets 21,111 28,206
U.S. Government Agency bonds (approximate

market of $10,680,344 in 1978 and
$26,762,653 in 1977) 10,841,202 26,848,540

Furniture and fixtures, less allowances
for depreciation of $7,079 in 1978
and $4,183 in 1977 10,262 12,103

Construction and architectural costs 9,999,766 3,371,481
$46,277,757 $43,278,756

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES

Accounts payable and accrued expenses $ 1,068,573 $ 375,785
Fund balances

Construction 42,920,911 40,423,086
Administrative 2,288,273 3,479,885
Commitments 45,209,184 42,902,971

$46,277,757 $43,278,756

STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
Years Ended October 31, 1977 and October 31, 1978

Construction Administrative
Fund Fund Total

Balance of November 1, 1976 $38,518,809 $ 2,717,537 $41,236,346
Investment income and

other 2,404,277 185,075 2,589,352
Expenses (deduction) (500,000) (422,727) (922,727)
Balance at October 31, 1977 40,423,086 2,479,885 42,902,971
Investment income and

other 2,497,825 163,910 2,661,735
Expenses (deduction) (355,5221 (355,522)
Balance at October 31, 1978 $42,920,911 $2,288,273 $45,209,184

70 Columbus Citizen-Journal, 8 March 1979.
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STATEMENTS OF ADMINISTRATIVE FUND REVENUES AND EXPENSES

Year Ended October 31
1978 1977

REVENUES
Investment Income $150,714 $164,383
Other 13,196 20,692

163,910 185,075

EXPENSES
Compensation and taxes thereon 141,545 159,138
Professional fees and services 119,608 125,512
Insurance 46,141 66,572
Office and business 48,228 71,505

355,522 422,727
EXCESS OF EXPENSES OVER REVENUES $191,612 $237,652

Also in early March, the Ohio Nurserymen's

Association had signed the final lease for convention space

71in the Ohio Center. The organization would bring 2,000

persons into the main exhibition hall in January 1981. The

lease also called for the association to hold its convention

at the Ohio Center for the following four years as well.

And 4r mid-March, while COTA's planning committee was

painting a gloomy picture for bus service in Franklin County

if the one-half percent sales tax increase wasn't approved

by voters, positive things were still happening in the Ohio

Center area.7 2 A model of a new Downtown park to honor and

be named after Former Columbus Mayor M. E. Sensenbrenner was

unveiled. The planned .9 acre park's model unveiled to

71 Columbus Dispatch, 2 March 1979.
72
7Columbus Dispach, 13 March 1979.
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Sensenbrenner by Mayor Tom Moody and Recreation and Parks

Director Melvin B. Dodge, would be developed on the

southeast corner of North High and Naghten Streets, across

from the Ohio Center. The park estimated to cost $2.6

million, would feature a triangular conservatory, a scenic

pool, and overhead walkways connecting it to Nationwide

Plaza and the Ohio Center. The ccnservatory would contain

types of flowers, plants and some birds, said Dodge. The

park would be under construction in the summer of 1979 and

be completed in 1980, Dodge said. The park would be paid

for by Nationwide Insurance Companies through the capital

improvements fund set up in lieu of real estate taxes for

property improvements on the plaza site. The special fund

also was being used to finance the new High Street viaduct

and the Naghten Boulevard construction. The local

architectural firm of Feinknopf, Macioce and Schappa was

designing Sensenbrenner Park.

During the last week in April, construction of the

Ohio Center and the 20-story Hyatt Corporation hotel was on

schedule, the BCC trustees were told on 25 April. 7 3 Retail

leasing space in the center was about 45 percent complete.

Contracts had been signed for 19 stores and restaurants, and

contract negotiations with seven other potential leasees

Columbus Dispatch, 26 April 1979.
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were in the final stages, board members were told. The

Hyatt Corporation had more than 200,000 room nights booked

for the hotel through 1984. In another announcement, though

the president of Nationwide Insurance Companies, said his

firm was considering building a hotel on property next to

the Nationwide Plaza at Chestnut and High Streets.

But, warnings were issued that same day that

construction of a second hotel near the Ohio Center could

stymie plans to attract a hotel into the Capital South

project area.74 The city had already invested $18 million in

that area. In a closed-door session of the board, developer

Daniel M. Galbreath and City Council President M. D. Portman

expressed concern about the Nationwide proposal. The

proposal called for building a 400-room hotel on land owned

just west of the convention center. With the Hyatt Regency

now under construction, at the beginning of the meeting BCC

officials were openly enthusiastic about the possibility of

another hotel being built close by. But in a later

executive session, Galbreath and Portman warned that if

Nationwide went ahead with its plan, it might hurt the

4 chances of getting another hotel in the Capitol South area.

Galbreath told the board, "I'm concerned that another hotel-

going up here could put a hole in the Capitol South project.

Columbus Citizen-Journal, 26 April 1179.
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Things are moving up here on the North End, and now Capitol

South has to be our No. 1 priority." Portman agreed,

reminding the board the city had put up $18 million to buy

the land for the massive three-block redevelopment project

south of the Statehouse. "We have to make this go. Our

reputation is on the line," Portman argued. The Nationwide

president, also a member of the BCC board, at first told the

board Nationwide was seriously considering building a hotel

on its land between High and Front streets, north of Spring

Street. But after the executive session, he became less

positive, saying if Nationwide builds anything on its land,

WJ "it most probably will be an office building." Likewise,

Heffner said later, "I think we need another hotel, but if

it's built down there (in the Capitol South area) rather

than up here, that's great too." Meanwhile the Capitol

South's executive director responded he had not contacted

Nationwide or any city official about the possibility of a

second hotel being built in the north downtown, and he

envisioned the hotel for Capitol South area would not be

directly competitive with one Nationwide might build. At

the time he hoped "within the next couple of months" to hire

a hotel developer who would analyze proposals from several

hotel chains that had expressed interest in his area. It

was also revealed Galbreath had talked with Madonna about

the John W. Galbreath Company becoming the hotel developer
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for Capitol South, but no commitments had been made. The

expected groundbreaking date for a hotel in the Capitol

South area was late 1980.

Meanwhile, Veteran Memorial's interest began to start
75

controversy. The day after the Nationwide proposal, the

Veterans Memorial. long-range planning committee announced it

would interview architects in May 1979, for the job of

designing a 100,000 square foot addition to the building.

The $3 to $4 million expansion proposal was contained in a

report submitted to the Veterans Memorial board in March and

adopted 12 April. While no construction date was mentioned

in the report, the facility's management said "I'd like to

see it started by fall." Noting the board had not decided

whether to build the addition, he said "There's a lot of

cost factors that are going to be looked at." The report

also called for the addition of 400 parking spaces possibly

through construction of a parking garage, and for future

4 consideration of the construction of a hotel. The Robert

Weiler Company, which prepared the report, recommended that

the 100,000-square-foot addition consist of a 65,000 square

feet of unobstructed exhibition space, 20,000 square feet of

related service area and 15,000 square feet of meeting

rooms. Copies of the report were sent to Franklin County

75 Columbus Dispatch, 27 April 1979.
Ii
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commissioners. Because Veterans Memorial did not have

sufficient capital to finance construction of the proposed

addition, the Veterans Memorial board was expected to ask

county commissioners to issue bonds to cover construction

costs, although the county commissioners had not been

formally approached since January wien the commissioners and

Veterans Memorial board members met to discuss the

expansion. The exhibition, coupled with the facility's

existing 45,000 square feet of exhibition area, would give

the facility a total of 110,000 square feet of exhibition

space. The Ohio Center, going up at the northern end of

Downtown, was to have 95,000 square feet of exhibition space

but 30,000 square feet of that space would be in a balcony

area, and therefore less desirable, the report said. The

head of the board's expansion committee, said in January

that the enlarged exhibition area would not be in

competition with Ohio Center, which would attract more

affluent groups of exhibitors. Veto Memorial's manager said

"Personally, I think both facilities will have all the

business they can handle. The report read

There is no question that the convention and
exhibition in Columbus is such that both
facilities could operate successfully. We feel
that one of the important facts that this
feasibility study has confirmed is that the
ultimate success of the Ohio Center will in no way
be jeopardized by an expansion of the exhibition
space at Veterans Memor ia I... Many people,
including Mr. Bashor, are of the opinion that the
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Ohio Center is very severely 'underbuilt'...These

people have a firm belief that the Ohio Center
should include somewhere in the neighborhood of
150,000 square feet of exhibition space.

Also,

There have been preliminary discussions concerning
the possibility of locating a hotel on the
Veterans Memorial site. We are of the opinion
that an on-site hotel should be considered only if
an addition is made to the existing space. In
addition, we are suggesting that this be withheld
for future considerations so that an accurate
determination can be made of exactly what is
presently in the planning stages with regard to
future Downtown hotels.

Two days later, BCC officials responded they were

worried about possible competition from the proposed
76

expansion at Veterans Memorial Auditorium. Lillyman,

president of BCC, said, "The timing is bad. Why would they

try to duplicate the 65,000 square feet (of exhibition

space) , which is what we've already got?" Lillyman also

- feared space in the addition would rent for less than

similar space in the Ohio Center, reasoning the county-owned

* Veterans Memorial could finance the building with publicly

backed bonds with cheaper interest than private financing.

G. C. Heffner, BCC board chairman, agreed, saying "Nobody

can compete with public dollars." "I'd like to see a whole

analysis of how they'll pay their debts." "I think that one

of the things that's vitally important is that they don't

7
7Columbus Dispatch, 29 April 1979.
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use public dollars to compete qith private dollars," he

continued. His argument was private borrowers got money at

interest rates of about 10 percent compared to about three

percent for publicly backed revenue bonds. Meanwhile, a

Veterans Memorial planning committee was to interview

architects in May for the job of desiqg.ing the $3 million to

$4 million, 100,000-square-foot addition. Lillyman

responded also that the size of the Ohio Center "has not

been a deterrent to getting business," adding "If there is a

definite need, heck, we can expand." BCC had 13 acres on the

other side of the railroad tracks that bordered the north

P side of the center, and Lillyman said he would not be so

uneasy about the announcement of the Veterans Memorial

expansion if the Ohio Center was already open and operating

successfully. Daniel M. Galbreath, whose company was a

general partner in and developer of the hotel being built

next to the Ohio Center, said he wanted to see the report

recommending the addition to the auditorium, also

suggesting, "I hope the ultimate judgment (on whether to

build) is based on a spirit of what's best for the community

as a whole."

Amidst the controversy, a bit of humor was allowed in
77

a BCC board meeting at the end of April. Conventioneers

Columbus Citizen-Journal, 30 April 1979.
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who visit the Ohio Center when it opened in the summer of

1980 would be able to dine on chow mein, sauerbraten,

lasagna and finish up with a nice baklava, but they would be

out of luck if they wanted a good old American burger and

Fries. The center now had three ethnic restaurants,

Oriental, Greek, and German signed up for space in the

convention center, and negotiations for inclusion of an

Italian shop were expected to be wrapped up soon. But what

if one's taste runs more to a "hot 'n juicy," wondered one

board member. "Are we trying to get a fast food operation?"

Lasko's response was BCC was tryinq to "bring an ethnic

flavor to the restaurants in the Ohio Center." McDonald's
S

is strictly ethnic - it's American!" insisted another board

member. Lasko reminded the board only about 45 percent of

*the retail space in the Ohio Center was spoken for, and

there was still time for a hamburger magnate to get in on

the action.

As May arrived, Franklin County commissioners who had

now received copies of the plan began a wait-and-see
78

attitude about Veterans Memorial expansion. Commissioners

briefly discussed the proposal at a staff meeting but

decided to take no action with one commenting, "We'll wait

and see what transpires this week." He also remarked the

78 Columbus Dispatch, 1 May 1979.
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Veterans Memorial board did not have the $3 million to $4

million it would take to build the addition. The board, if

it decided to build the addition, was, however, expected to

ask county commissioners to issue bonds to pay for the

expansion. "If they get us involved, we better be talking

to each other first," he noted. He also expressed concern

about reports that the board was interviewing architects for

the job.

In further response, a Franklin County Commissioner

said Veterans Memorial should not be expanded until after
79

the Ohio Center is completed. He feared an expanded

IV J Veterans Memorial would compete with the Ohio Center and

create financial difficulties for both facilities. At the

meeting during the last week in April, memorial board

members said they would go ahead with plans to ask

architects to present proposals for the addition, but they

also would keep Ohio Center officials advised of their

progress. According to the commissioner, area businessmen

were concerned about the impact an expanded Veterans

Memorial would have on the Ohio Center. He also said,

I think we have to take a wait-and-see attitude.
What would be wrong with waiting until the Ohio
Center is open and operating to find if there is a
definite need? I think Vets had an obligation to
wait. The community has backed the Ohio Center.

Columbus Dispatch, 15 May 1979.
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I would hate to see competition created that would

kill both of them; and that's a real possibility.

While Veterans Memorial board members maintained the

addition would not compete with the Ohio Center and would

have sufficient business to keep it operating, one area

businessman complained to the commrissioner that the

feasibility study lacked sufficient detail to prove either

point. County commissioners were not expected to issue the

bonds without proof that the facility would not compete with

the Ohio Center.

Summary

Throughout this chapter, we've focused on

implementation activities: con tinu ing acquis it ion of

resources, interpretation, organizing, and extension of

benefits. Importantly Ohio Center's construction was beinq

implemented. But implementation often minqles with imoact:

especially when governmental officials or others outside

government continue to pursue tanqible phys'cal benefits;

also when interests get involved to shape detailed

implementation decisions in ways pleasing to those seeking

influence. As to the first, with the Hvatt Reqencv barelv

on its way up, a BCC board member proposed construction of a

second hotel near the Ohio Center. As to both conditions,

the plan to expand Veterans Memorial applies.

I m i m o imm "i-=' lm
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A curious phenomenon in this study was the role

played by the Columbus Convention and Visitors Bureau (CCUrB)

throughout this process. Normall~v an important allv in

prevailing redevelopment coalitions is the citv's convention

and visitor's bureau. Its main task is to promote the city

and mobilize public support in favor f downtown investment.

Curiously, the opinion of the CCVB wdsn't solicited on Ohio

Center until August 1977. Presu maolv the nature of

communications between the individuals within the

organization responsible for implementation (BCC) affected

the relationship. This relation was improved, however, when

BCC's character changed in Auqust 1977.

But while BCC board members and Vets Memorial backers

have resources to compete in this process, success to others

comes slower. Sports Arena advocates, for example, have

faced considerable obstacles in attempting to qet an item on

the agenda and access the process. In 1971, a snorts arena

was mentioned in ballot language that enticed voters to

approve Union Station's purchase. We see in this chapter

that advocates of the arena were unable to place a bond

issue on the ballot until June 1978. In 1975, 8CC officials

remarked "We are not negating the need for a snorts arena in

the central Ohio area. However, the Battelle Commons Qoal

is to attract a growing convention business in Columbus." In

July 1977, the citizens' initiative petition requirements
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had been met to place the issue on the ballot. Columbus

City Council, through various means--missing the (late to

file the bond issue resolution required bv state law,

conducting a feasibility study, appointing a task force--

prevented the issue from getting on to the ballot. Not

until May 1978, would sports arena backers be told the bond

issue would be on the June ballot. And this occurred only

after a suit was filed against Citv Clerk to force the issue

on to the ballot. This brief analysis is not to suggest

that Columbus needs a sports arena. What is important is

that some interests face difficulties when trying to get a

problem on to the agenda of qovernment. The analysis also

reveals some paradoxes interests must work through to elicit

a favorable public reaction even when they are knowledgeable

of the rules, processes, substances, timetables, and

4resources.



CHAPTER EIGHT
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It is easy to be wise after the event(s).

Lnglish Proverb

At the time the research was zompleted, the Ohio

Center program remained in the implementation stage of the

policy process. Hence, conclusions drawn from this

examination of urban redevelopment policy and this specific

project in Columbus will be tentative and somewhat

premature. However, the scope of this research is the

formative period of Columbus's "new" redevelopment policy

begun in the 1970s. As a result, defensible

generalizations may be made which reflect only these early

stages. Also, since similar programs will continue into

the future, generalizations based on These policy stages in

Columbus may provide useful insigbts into future issues and

probable consequences in other communities. The time

period of this research extends roughly from March 1969

till June 1979.

586
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The New Redevelopment Agenda

As we have seen, federal policy dealing with

redevelopment dates back to the Housing Act of 1949 which

established the urban renewal program. For the most part,

over the years, however, the national government has played

a generally indirect part expecting local governments to

solve their own social and economic problems. 1  And today,

at a time when local governments continue to face difficult

community development decisions, the federal government has

opted for an even less direct involvement in community

development policy than it has had in the past. To be sure

the federal government has provided money and encouraged

planning and coordination, but the local communi- is the

major battleground where the 3 rubl, fo. program

priorities is thrashed out.

One of the principle criticisms of Ohio Center

development in this study was why it took so long to

implement construction of Ohio Center? The essential

answer is that the processes by which policy statements are

made, approved, and implemented are so complex and slow.

But, modern standards of efficiency and economy of effort

still beg the question. Perhaps part of the answer lies in

history, for numbers of months are often required to

I"

IStone, Whelan, and Murin, Ur :i Policy and
Politics, p. 279.
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complete various major urban redevelopment projects

(TABLE 6 ). And those in Columbus familiar with

"Flytown/Goodale" and "Market-Mohawk" know policy processes

are slow. To begin, it might take considerable time to get

an item onto the agenda: the concept of a new convention

center in Columbus was suggested back in 1961. Further,

such huge new programs, given the lack of federal largesse

today, required urban policy makers to focus on

sophisticated resource strategies out of the need for

constant coalition and majority building in order to

formulate and legitimate policy. Finally, in Columbus it

may be that the nature of communications between the

individuals and organizations responsible for

implementation was having impact.

In 1976 the Columbus Mayor's Council for Economic

Development met and adopted five general goals for Columbus

and Franklin County. The five goals were to

.Maintain a positive growth rate for Columbus
and Franklin County.

.Maintain the economic vitality of the Columbus
Downtown area.

.Establish programs to reduce unemployment in
Columbus and Franklin County.

.Increase the economic vitality of the Inner
City and minority participation in the economic
growth of Columbus and Franklin County.
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TABLE 6

MONTHS NEEDED TO COMPLETE MAJOR URBAN RENEWAL PROJECTS

% OF STAGE
ACTIVITIES LAND SITE LAND
COMPLETED ACQUI- RELOCATION DEMO- IMPROVE- DISPO-

SITION LITION MENTS SITION

100 48 54 54 126 132

75 32 35 36 80 122

SO 16 26 27 52 75

25 10 is 19 42 57

SOURCE: National Commission on Urban Problems, Building the
American City (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1968),

-| Table 13, p. 167; in Caputo, Urban America, p. 128.

I

I - I : - I - - -

l I
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.Determine, develop and sustain a six-year economic
development program.

To accomplish the goal of maintaining the city's economic

vitality specific objectives were

.To increase the development: location, and expansion
of those uses in the downLown area (such as office
headquarters, hotels, convention centers,
professional sports facilities, etc.) which will
attract dollars generated outside the region into the
local economy.

To increase the development, location, and expansion
of public facilities (such as city, state, and
federal offices, a civic center complex, and major
cultural facilities) in the downtown.

.To provide and encourage those activities which
contribute to the development and use of the downtown

WJ on a 16-hour per day basis.

.To encourage the inclusion of housing in
multi-purpose projects in the central business
district to support downtown activities.

.To reduce downtown land use incompatibility.

.To improve accessibility to downtown.

Although the idea of a convention center to enhance the

economic vitality of the city had been conceived much

earlier, the idea was now an articulated goal.

As these goals relate to Ohio Center's development,

the setting of goals in Columbus' is unique insofar as this

kind of activity relates to a sequence of formal

specifications. Normally, and although various stages of

the policy process interact, one would expect the goals to
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be articulated prior to Ohio Center's objectives, which

were ennunciated in 1975. In Columbus, however, various

aspects of data collection, design, advocacy, and decision

making preceded the official articulation of goals. As

also related, one influential person told the writer, while

both were in a sitting room with expensively carved

paneling, at one time

This town was pretty well divided in about three
different segments as far as the top leadership
was concerned. The Wolfe family was going this
way. The Lazarus family had pretty much done
what they wanted to do on that. And then there
was the rest of us. And that really isn't the
way I think you should run a railroad. So I
just invited everybody to a luncheon, a small
but effective group of the top leadership
around. I didn't have anything I wanted to sell
them or anything like that. First time around 0
they didn't have any idea of what I was up too.
Second time around I started talking a lot about
Columbus. And third time, I said one of you
ought to hold the next luncheon. And we decided
we wanted to keep on getting together that
way.. .And somebody jokingly referred to the
family.

Also and as related, a high ranking city development

department official informed the writer

The Housing and Community Development Act of
1974.. .was a very significant piece of
legislation..for the one reason it said that
cities, you've got to plan your own futures, and
if you don't, you're not going to get any
money. So it forced everybody to develop a
rational planning process. And I think its been
very good...been a good experience for
Columbus...for the first time, local government
is proceeding in a rational manner to examine
its priorities.
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In 1974, Congress created the Community Developmment

Block Grant Program to replace such old programs as Model

Cities; urban renewal; grants for water and sewer projects,

open space, urban beautification, historic preservation,

and neighborhood facilities; and loans for public

facilities and housing rehabilitation. But community

development policy meant different chings to different

people. And quickly the new block grants came under attack

on two counts: "inequities in the formulas for distributing

money to cities and within cities, and the failure to

promote broader social objectives, such as citizen

participation and the dispersal of low-income housing. '2

Cities could easily spend their grants on new stadiums and

convention centers to enhance central business districts

while neglecting totally the needs of the proverty

population.

As early as 1968, Columbus had brought in planners

who would identify ten major projects downtown proposed to

absorb the projected demand for downtown uses between 1968

and 1975, all linked to achieving strategic downtown

goals. But it was difficult to formulate and approve

community development goals in Columbus until 1976.

Factors included in the original community development block

21bid.9 p. 280.
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grant formulas included population, overcrowded housing,

and the extent of poverty. Then in 1977, to benefit cities

in the east and midwest to a greater extent than the

initial formula did, renewal of the program took into

account physical deterioration, aged housing stock, and

population losses, in determining grants. However, even

with the election of a new mayor in Columbus in 1972, there

was controversy in the community over the formulation and

approval of new redevelopment goals and objectives.

Although a master planning effort in Columbus had

outlined the potential and future agenda of government in

the area of redevelopment policy in the spring of 1968, a

commitment among business leaders and city officials

wouldn't come until the early 1970s. At the start of the

1970s, the city had no continuous planning process, and its

development department allegedly produced proposals that

did nothing but collect dust on shelves. Then came Ponte's

"Action Program for Downtown Columbus," as a document

around which business and city officials might make a

commitment. But even though Ponte's proposals had been

evaluated as sound, rational, and the kind needed for

Columbus in the 1970s, the orientation wasn't yet on joint

development. As late as January 1976, shortly before

promulgation of the city's economic development goals, a

number of business and civic leader,- expressed opinions
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about Columbus' growth. There appeared unanimous consensus

the city had tremendous assets, but assessments varied over

its image: a diversified economy, a good annexation policy,

low unemployment, Downtown development, good government,

and a high quality of life. A predominant worry was no one

could confidently point out the d'rection the city was

taking as it grew. The city lacked goals. Also the city's

development remained subject to conflicting jurisdictions

of several public and private organizations.

Beginning in the Spring of 1975 and gaining

considerable momentum in 1976, economic development goals

W , would be formulated and approved. But in that process

considerable debate over the language used to state the

goals supported earlier predictions that controversy would

arise when specific programs were considered.

But given the wealth of arguments going on at the

time, central business leaders were still not focused

clearly on what the goals would be. Various interests

questioned, for example, whether the economic development

plan should set goals for the city, the county, or the

five-county metropolitan area. Ultimately, though, the

goals would be aimed at "Columbus and Franklin County" to

'maintain a positive growth rate" "to include economic

development." It seems then that one hypothesis offered by

Stone, Whelan, and Murin is confirmed: the consensus that
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(prevails among American citizens is so generalized that any

of a large number of disparate actions could be justified

as being in accord with its precepts.

One of the specific organizations in Columbus which

did not embrace the "new" redevelopment policy initially

was the Columbus Area Chamber of Commerce (CACC). Perhaps

though the nature of the chamber in the Columbus area in

the early 1970s wasn't the rah! rah! booster type. And in

early 1978, CACC leaders began openly discussing the whole

purpose and structure of the organization, suggesting at

the same time it become more aggressive. As part of this

mobilization effort, one could sense crystallization in the

business community as before the decade ended there was a

new board chairman and president, both very active in

community affairs. To add, the Convention and Visitors

Bureau, with new allocations from the bed tax, also

launched a selling campaign, joining in with the Chamber's

Central Ohio Economic Development Council.

While some in the business community might have

reacted to the new policy direction with doubt and

detachment, the preceding suggests a decline in the

salience of these attitudes. Generalized public sentiment

towards these developments also appear declining. The lone

4 requirement for active public support for the "new"

redevelopment phase took place mainly November 1971 when

4
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voters were required to approve $6 million in funding "to

purchase the union station site." According to the

pluralist proposition advanced by Dahl and others, perhaps

it is easy to "mobilize slack resources." But as Stone,

Whelan, and Murin hypothesize this is not creating policy

nor exerting influence. Later in 1i74, members of the

convention center commission would entertain the idea of

mobilizing "slack resources" again, but would decide

against the strategy.

In mid 1979, prior to the writer's departing

Columbus, the city's mayor would call on the Metropolitan

• Committee to resurrect itself to join with the

administration in designing a set of bond issues to finance

a variety of public projects. The committee was

instrumental in securing the city's first bond package for

$24,700 in 1945 and sponsored 45 over the years totalling

hundreds of millions of dollars. Traditionally, Columbus'

voters had approved capital improvement bond issues every

four or five years, with the most recent in 1963, 1967,

1971, and 1975. The 1975 package totalled between $220-290

million that included $40 million to be financed from

income taxes, $98.8 million from sewer system money, and

$80.2 million of water division money.

While the 1980 amount wasn't known, it was estimated

the city's income tax base could support an additional
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$30-40 million of debt (the city income tax had yielded $60

million in revenues during the previous year)

The November 1971 bond issue provides a special test

of popularity however. Based on reports concerning the

difficulty in financing the center, most voters linked

center approval with that of approving a sports arena as

well. It is usually the case that the electorate must make

certain broad choices directly, such as voting on bond

issues or tax rates, even though they haven't demanded

them. The vote was required because the city charter

required a vote on each proposed capital improvement

project. The Union Depot package was but one of a number

of capital improvement projects the city would submit in

November. The Ohio Center Commission had made it clear the

$6 million would be sufficient only to acquire the land

from the Penn Central Railroad. But as a result of the

wording of the bond issue proposal on the ballot, and a

somewhat misleading media campaign, the electorate would

think it was buying bricks and mortar as well as land for a

convention center/sports complex. Later, it would be

suggested the voters approve a bond issue in 1973 when the

center's building commission ran out of money. However,

they wouldn't be put to the test. This reconfirms an

earlier hypothesis: the mobilization or nonmobilization of
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"slack" resources may only exert a temporary kind of

influence. Voters wouldn't disapprove a bond issue; others

would find the finances.

Another delaying factor in the convention center was

the complexities associated with ,cneral political, social,

and economic conditions of the timeF.

One of the initial questions associated with

convention center building was chat of financial

resources. Bricks and mortar aren't made out of garbage or

good intentions. By 1971, this problem had been seen and

defined in Columbus when the Ohio Center Commission

formulated and articulated plans for the center's

construction to city government. As aforementioned, to

acquire land, the commission advised the city the Union

Depot property could be bought for approximately $6

million. The commission advised further city income tax

money could be used to acquire land but it would not build

the complex, nor could it operate the complex once it was

built. The commission recommended, instead, this money

come from secondary sources, such as parking lot revenues,

mortgages revenue bonds space rentals of the exhibit hall

or sports arena, sale of 3iL rights for private

development, property and hotel taxes, and federal funds
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available for transit development. Later that year, the

public thinking it was buying bricks and mortar approved

the $6 million bond issue.

In October 1973, with formulating and legitimating

activities in motion, city officials and community leaders

must come up with funds to construct the center- The

Convention Center Building Commission was struggling.

Between that time and the summer of 1974, various

alternatives were proposed to finance the center's

construction. These included general obligation and

revenue bonds and even a countywide tax. However, citizens

weren't approving such taxes in those days. But, sometimes

not all relevant information on the problem and possible

solutions is available. Additionally a lot of policy

formulation and approval is invisible. Between 1969 and

1975, a series of alternatives would be formulated which

would result in a coalition that would reach a decision on

how to finance the center's construction.

Beginning in 1969, we see that in addition to

popularity, we also confirm the notions that legality and

the exercise of formal authority are vital resources in

policy processes. At that time a Franklin County Probate

Judge began filing a series of legal actions to force

Battelle Memorial Institute to give up much of its

accummulated wealth. Later that spri-, the Ohio Attorney
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General became part of the irvestigation. Also it was

revealed Battelle might come under scrutiny from the

Internal Revenue Service and the United States Congress.

In 1973, the Ohio General Assembly passed Chapter 1728 of

the Ohio Revised Code, title "Community Redevelopment

Corporations." This chapter ,oV111 permit private

developers to receive substantial real estate tax

abatements on new projects in blighted or deteriorating

urban areas. And they could do so for up to 20 years on

commercial developments and 30 years on residential

developments. During the summer of 1974, the "Battelle

Alternate" surfaced: the research firm would give up to $36

million to a new corporation to build and operate a

convention center. In January 1975, the Battelle Commons

Company became that organization. Sometimes only one

alternative receives serious attention and consideration.

Over time, an elaborate coalition of interests was

mobilized to result in an eventual ccmpromise leading to

Battelle's financing the center. Equally important though

is we confirm Stone's hypothesis TLhat some groups are able

to use their resources not only , influence the outcomes

of specific decisions but also to shape the processes

through which decisions are made. Moreover, given the

above description, it becomes clear that inequalities are

dispersed.
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The problem of resource acquisition didn't end with

financing the center's construction, however, because

monies were needed also for the hotel. The failure of

Battelle to mobilize resources toward this effort would be

one of the factors leading to the selection of the

Galbreath interests to coordinate and interface the entire

project. As Stone and others hypothesize, the developers

could now bring special skills and knowledge into the

process. Once the essential support was gained, financing

for the hotel was obtained quickly as the Galbreath company

mobilized the additional support necessary to provide the

resources. With federal largesse now limited, to be

successful huge redevelopment projects clearly demand

complex, sophisticated, strategies of coalition building,

compromise, and continued maintenance of such coalitions.

While the ballot in November 1971 would provide a

special test for voters, they thought their "purpose" was

one "for acquiring real. estate. . . and to redevelop said

real estate as a transportation, assembly and activity

center, including facilities for mass transit, parking, and

exhibition hall complex, a sports arena and other related

or compatible uses." As related, very early on there was

no effective vehicle to counter any misunderstanding of the

downtown redevelopment program. Even when Clyde Tipton,

Jr., a former vice president at Batte- " Memorial Institute
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was named to head the Battelle Commons Company to redevelop

the union station area out of a compromise agreement, there

was no fanfare. Through the early stages of the convention

center project, editorials and articles in both the

Columbus Dispatch and Citizen -Journal showed strong

support of the project. Over time this would change as a

feud developed between Board member Wolfe and President

Tipton. After the Great Arch and Venturi International

controversies, the Dispatch particularly would launch a

campaign to discredit Tipton. Eventually Tipton would be

replaced with one more qualified than himself in the

amusement business. But in the process, one wonders

whether Tipton was in close harmony with decision makers or

whether he was a protest leader given the extent he was

whipsawed. After the local political situation became

mudied, the Dispatch in particular became a primary

dependable source of information and interpretation.

The "new" redevelopment officials themselves also

contributed to the lengthy evolutionary period associated

with implementation of the center's construction. In San

Francisco, California, Mayor George Christopher appointed

M. Justin Herman to direct the San Francisco Redevelopment

Agency which assumed a highly positive role in developing
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the Yerba Buena Center in San Francisco. 3  The agency in

San Francisco became the center of a coalition involving

other institutions which also shared an interest in

redevelopment. Herman used the full powers of this agency

to mobilize the press, the business community, and the

mayor's office behind his plan. in San Francisco, Herman,

director of a semiautonomous body with vast amounts of

independent legal, financial, and technical powers and

resources, independent of general municipal government,

with its own board of directors, and possessing the power

of eniment domain, was a potent force. Important allies of

the agency included the San Francisco Convention and

Visitors Bureau, the Hotel Employers Association, and the y

San Francisco Chronicle and Examiner. Tipton had similar

resources but not nearly the same support. But also,

opportunities for profit don't always correllate with an

agency's clearance preferences, determination of clearance

sites, size, and redevelopment plans prior to expressions

of interest by potential redevelopers. This is basically a

reversal of what would appear as a normal sequence of steps.

The choice of the Union Station site to build Ohio

Center, presumably a location with great commercial

potential and a place where the transportation system had

3 judd, The Politics of Americ i Cities, pp.
366-371.

i mI i Il "
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great potential development and future expansion, was not

made by those who would be selected to finance and build

the center. A railroad station was not the easiest place

to build a convention center. And while Battelle would be

induced into financing and building the center, it took

considerable time to get someone co Zinance and build the

hotel. And then when it was decided Galbreth would

interface and coordinate activities of both projects, many

early plans were scrapped to accommodate the newer

interests involved. Original assumptions that the -site

would be easily acquired and the construction financed

facilely were not totally correct in Columbus.

Finally, debilities in governmental support slowed

progress in the center's construction. The "Battelle

Alternate Plan" was agreed to in mid 1974, however the

Columbus City Council didn't legitimate agreements between

the city and BCC to authorize the latter to redevelop the

Union Station site until June 1976. Earlier, when the

Convention Center Building Commission was near bankruptcy,

neither city nor county government wanted to sustain its

economic lifeblood. Federal authorities also cancelled the

$6 million plus UMTA request. Also. Columbus Development

Department officials were often at odds with BCC and it

wasn't until construction implementation began that the

city's development director became a figure at BCC board
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meetings. Throughout the project's protracted evolution,

we witnessed continuous contoversy between city planners

and Battelle officials.

Effects on Maintaining the City's Economic Vitality

The 1976 Economic Development Act set five goals:

Maintain a positive growth rate for Columbus and
Franklin Count.

Maintain the economic vitality of the Columbus
Downtown area.

Establish programs to reduce unemployment in
Columbus and Franklin County.4

Increase the economic vitality of the Inner City
and minority participation in the e'onomic growth
of Columbus and Franklin County.

Determine, develop and sustain a six-year economic

development program.

As partial fulfillment of the city's economic

development goals, the building of a convention center was

listed as an objective. Public objectives for the

convention center which were listed for the center in 1975

are as follows: 4

1 1. Develop a multi-use activity center through

the private sector that is turned over for
public disposition at such time that its
operational viability has been demonstrated.

4 Urban Consortium, Columbus Development Sites,
1975.

*1
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2. Develop an activity center that operates as
the primary generator of convention activities
as an integrated component of the Downtown
fabric.

3. Provide for future expansion of development
into multi-uses of a downtown and high density
orientation with particular attention to indoor
sports and mass transit terminal facilities.

4. Develop quality facilities with direct
pedestrian connections which, in combination
with the Nationwide Plaza and Federal Office
facilities, provide a nucleus for continued
revitalization of the northern sector of
Downtown Columbus.

The actual as opposed to the intended effects of the

"new" redevelopment on economic revitalization has become a

major cause for citicism of urban redevelopment policy in

many communities. Critics contend that revival of

central-city business districts presents a series of

economic, social, and political problems. To determine

whether what is going up in downtown Columbus will trickle

down would require a comparison of 1980 and 1990 census

data on certain economic conditions before and after the

"new" redevelopment. In 1980 the Ohio Center was near

completion, Capitol South was being developed as were other

areas downtown, and the 1-670 freeway was being planned.

By 1990, given the city's plans, it will be possible to

compare in terms of many precise indices the effects of

Downtown redevelopment on the city's economic vitality.
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But even with the limitations of the data, it is

possible to develop a strong hypothesis supporting

criticism of the "new" urban redevelopment. Utilizing

selected categories of data, one can speculate and

construct a broad outline of the extent to which "new"

redevelopment and particularly Ohio Center will enhance the

city's economic vitality.

The main criticisms of the "new" redevelopment on the

economic vitality in communities are

1. Whether or not the cost of tourism outweighs
the economic benefits for a significant number
of cities has never been calculated -- there is
a general lack of reliable information on
existing convention business in the future; and
it is likely that downtown economic interests
always benefit, but it is also likely that 9
taxpayers sometimes suffer a net loss.

2. Often, land to accommodate tourism replaces
land which could be used for housing, schools,
or recreation; and in spite of the argument that
increased convention trade will serve as a
catalyst for further urban growth, conflicts
arise concerning the benefit of proposed
projects to entrepreneurs versus the interests
of small businessmen and residents, and the
justification of cities' subsidizing future
profits of businessmen by offering tax
incentives to build or redevelop sites.

3. In their rush to attract affluent residents
the cities will lose the cultural uniqueness
which has characterized them in the past.

4. Even if revitalization is successful,
measured by economic standards, it does not
itself solve the "urban crisis," insofar as that
crisis is defined in the relation to levels of
poverty, unemployment, crime, and slums.
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How do these criticisms pertain to the enhancement of

economic vitality in Columbus? A very common problem with

facilities such as Ohio Center in other cities has been

those organizations promoting them have overstated the

centers' revenue potential and understated their costs.

The Ohio Center was to be "an activity center that

operates as the primary generator of convention activities

as an integrated component of the Downtown fabric."

Similar to other such developments, it was sold on the

promise it would revitalize the Downtown, and also provide

economic benefits to all by the creation of new jobs in the

service and industrial area as well as the creation of new

taxes.

It is possible, however, the Ohio Center, in the

1980s will cost the city of Columbus several million

dollars in tax support. Today the center is up and on its

way to becoming a multi-purpose activity center based on a

mix of nearly $80 million of public/private allocations.

Under special arrangements between the city and Battelle

Commons the land was leased to Battelle Commons for only

$1.00 per year for up to 75 years for development

purposes. After 15 years the lease contains options for

termination at five year intervals, but the lease can be

terminated when both the city and Battelle agree to do so
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( based on profits and cash flow accruing from the

redeveloped area and its operational costs. When and if

the center will be turned over to the city is at this stage

unknown given the vagueness of objective #1.

There are other developments in Columbus which may

also cause the city of Columbus to lose tax support. Many

of the large Downtown projects in Columbus are being

granted tax abatements as incentives for development. In

addition to Ohio Center, these include Nationwide Insurance

Companies, and the Capitol South Development. Nationwide's

tax increment financing with the city is quite unique. It

pays taxes, but the revenues are plowed back into

redeveloping its surrounding areas. The Ohio Center

Project and Capitol South are in essence exempt from paying

property taxes for 20 years. There are pros and cons to

this but the argument for is that the value added by these

developments will in the long-run compensate for the

short-term loss of revenues. Tax information for the Ohio

Center site between 1963 and 1975 is shown in TABLE 7

The city no longer receives these porperty tax revenues.

Also information contained in an unpublished report

received from the city finance director's office reveals

the effect of tax abatements (TABLE s).

I l ldl l H H a a Hl m mmm - .
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TABLE 7

TAX REVENUES, OHIO CENTER SITE
1963 - 1975

ASSESSED VALUE FOR TAX

YEAR TAXATION PURPOSES REVENUES

1963 $ 597,010 $21,194

1969 $ 626,800 $26,639

1975 $1,843,870 $73,018

SOURCE: Urban Consortium, Columbus Development

Sites (1975)
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TABLE 8

THE EFFECT OF OHIO REVISED CODE :728 CORPORATIONS
ON THE PROPERTY TAX SUPt-ORT OF

COLUMBUS PUBLIC SCH')Ol.S

NATIONWIDE PLAZA

rax valuation-land S ,373,143.33
improvements 22.137,500.00

1978 taxes due 3831,958.92
1978 taxes paid -64,135.44
!978 abatement

(paid to Columbus) 5767,823.48
Additional tax revenue generaced

by adjacent garage -40,969.68
Net decrease in potential property

tax collection S726,853.80
Loss In potential revenue to

schools (75% of tax) S545,140.35

MOUNT VERNON

Tax valuation-land S 140,270.00
improvements 2,590,280.00

L978 taxes due $I01,94i.99
1978 taxes paid 17,240.59
1978 abatement S 34,701..0
Net decrease In potential property

tax collection $ 84,701.40
Loss in potential revenue to

schools (752 of tax) S 63,526.05

OIO CENTER
No tax abatement to date because

land was tax exempt before
1778 Incorporation $ 1.13

CAPITOL SOITH

N,, raxos will he abated until
prIvaro ,onstruction boein.-3 0,00

TOTAL 1978 property taxes diverted
from Columbus Public Schools
due to current ORC 1728
agreements $608666. .0

SOURCE: City of Columbus. Office of the Finance Director. Spring 1979.
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The above all sum to property tax increments which

essentially would not be collected in the redevelopment

area for 20 years. And obviously this money could be put

to other uses, but there would be no new taxes in these

areas.

Another criticism is that ft is highly unlikely

public facilities such as Ohio Center pay for themselves

and benefit the citizens. Battelle Commons officials have

long claimed the center will open debt free. And as a

consequence should make profits. Convention center

officials in other cities argue these facilities don't make

profits. Perhaps Ohio Center is unique though. This is so

because it received $80 million in "private" financing.

But on the other hand the monies pumped into the project by

the city are largely derived from bonds which almost always

turn out to load an open-ended general obligation upon the

tax payer. Measures of the center's eventual economic

success can be based on how Columbus ranks in the national

convention market in terms of projected convention trade,

numbers of conventions and delegates, revenues collected

and attractions.

One of the interesting findings in this research was

that while many small- and medium-sized cities are

competing for a share of the business, large cities, with a

multitude of entertainment, cultural, and commercial
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attractions remain the primary drawing cards for

conventions. 5  TABLE 9 ranks the top twenty convention

cities by their expected share of the convention market

between July 1978 and June 1979. Also in 1978, Time

Magazine listed the top ten convention cities and graphics

(TABLE i0).

qIn comparison to the preceding, in 1978 groups

visiting Columbus according to CCVB figures totalled 815

(810: 1977), the year's registered convention delegates

totalling 394,057 (304,000; 1977), and generated an

estimated $50 million. In 1978, Columbus' five major

Dowtown or central area hotels had 1366 rooms. When the

Hyatt Regency is completed the total will rise to 2,000.

There are also plans for a new hotel in Capitol South, and

of course Nationwide Insurance Companies have their plans.

* Veterans Memorial has 45,000 square feet of existing

exhibit space and proposes to add 65,000 square feet to

that. Finally, the Ohio Center has an estimated 95,000

square feet. Will Columbus be competitive in the national

market? This is the consumation devoutly wished in some

corners. On the basis of the evidence provided above,

Columbus is no Atlanta. A startling statistic, however, is

5Judd, Politics of American Cities, )p. 374.

I | | n m ~ n i m n m u l Ni a
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TABLE 9

PROJECTED CONVENTION TRADE, J.S. CITIES

TOP 20 CITIES % SHARE OF TOP 20f CITIES % SHARE OF

FOR CONVENTIONS TOTAL EVENTS IN TO!AL 'ITENDANCE TOTAL ATTENDANCE

TOTAL EVENTS (EST. MARKET) (EST. MARKET)

July 1978-June 1979 July 1978-June 1979

1. Chicago/Oakbrook/

Rosemont, Ill. 4.8 i ve, fork, N.Y. 9.1

2. New York, N.Y. 3.5 2. "riaj o/(akbrook/

3. San Francisco/Oakland 
3.2

3. Jailas, "'ex. 5.4

4. New Orleans, La. 3.2 4. tlata, Ga. 3.8

5. Metropolitan
Washington, D.C. 3.1 3. Los ;,ngecs/Anaheim 3.8

6. Atlanta, Ga. 2.6 6. San Fran:isco/Oakland 3.6

7. Los Angeles'Anaheim 2.4 7. 'Iet, Orlqnas, La. 3.4

7. Dallas, Tex. 2.4 8 )enver, Colo 3.0

9. Miami/Miami Beach/ 9. !,iuston, Tex. 2.9
Hollywood, Fla. 2.1

1L. Las Vegas, Nev. 2.8

9. Saint Louis, Mo. 2.1 !1 Kansas City, Kansas/Mo. 2.7

11. Kansas City, Kansas/Mo. i.0
12 Detroit/Dearborn, Mich. 2.4

12. Houston, Tex. 1.7
13. Metropolitan Washington. D.C. 2.1

12. Las Vegas, Nev. 1.7
14. Miami/miami Beach/

14. Detroit/Dearborn, Mich. 1.6 Hollywood, Fla. 1.7

14. San Diego, Cal. 1.6 1S. Saint Louis, Mo. 1.6

16. Boston, Mass. 1.S 16. Phii3delphia, Pa. 1.4

16 Denver, Colo. 1.5 17 Atiantic City, N.J. 1.4

18. San Antonio, Tex. 1.3 18. foston, Mass. 1.3

19. Philadelphia, Pa. 1.1 19. 9an Diego, Cal. 0.8

20. Nashville. Tenn. 1.0 20. Louisville, Ky. 0.8

20. Seattle, Wash. 1.0

SOURCE: Adapted from world Convention Dates. 63. No. 9 (August 1978), p. 3. Published by

Hendrickson Publishing Co., Hempstead. N.Y., in Didd, Poli:tic. of kerican Cities, p. 378.
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TABLE 10

TOP TEN CONVENTION CITIES BY NUMBER OF CONVENTIONS, DELEGATES ATTENDING.

REVENL'UES, AND ATTRACTIONS OFFEFED rN 1978

CITY # CONVENTIONS ,t DELEGATES REVENUES ATTRACTIONS

I. New York 875 3.75 million $600 million 100,000 hotel rooms
360,000 s.f. exhibit space
in Coliseum

750.000 s.f. exhibit space
planned in new center

Culture, cuisine, communi-

cations. and superstores.

2. Chicago 1.203 2.4 million S515 million 44,000 hotel rooms

1.1 million s.f. exhibit
space at McCormick Place

370,000 s.f. elsewhere

Opera, theatre, museums,

restaurants, shopping,

nightlife

3. Dallas 1,189 1.6 million S363 million climate, sports,
hospitality

4. San Francisco 905 804,000 $296 million 25,000 hotel rooms

341,000s.f. of exhibit

space - museums, opera.

symphony, theatre,

restaurants, cable cars.
atmosphere, views, wine

country

5. Atlanta 775 800,070 S212 mflLton 28,000 hotel rooms

1 million+ s.f. exhibit

space - cordial citizenry.

historic sites

6. Washington 350 7flO,n00 47. 35,000 ,.L.1 roots.

250,000 s.f. exhibit

space - museums, monuments,

performing arts, political
contacts, capital glamor

7. HouSton 340 630.C0 $166 million 30.000 hotel rooms

1.3 million s.f. exhibit

space

Astradome, shopping

8. Kansas City 524 618,000 S133 million 17,000 hotel rooms

186,000 s.f. exhibit

space

steak houses, symphony.

shopping

9. Las Vegas 400 600,000 S225 million 42.620 hotel rooms

550,000 s.f. exhibit
space

shows and gambling

10. New Orleans 770 535,000 5139 million 20,000 hotel rooms

330,000 s.f. exhibit

space

superb cuisine. nightlife.

Superdome

SOURCE: Data adapted from Time Magazine2 18 December 1979, p. 5Q.

i
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that if all cities having 50,000 square feet or more of

convention space got an equal share of the trade, each

would have less than six bookings.
6

It is important to note also that Columbus can expect

far fewer jobs from this type facility than has been

promised by its backers. And those that will be provided

will be low-skill jobs which usually account for 65% of

employment in such industries. 7  Other jobs may include

professional, managerial, clerical, and sales categories.

But what the impact of the convention center will be

on Columbus' economy is difficult to trace at this time.

It is expected however to generate tax revenues even using

the roughest estimates of how tourists contribute to

municipal tax bases. It is anticipated this and similar

projects in Downtown Columbus will serve the fii.ncial

interest of downtown business and of city officials to

secure new development given the interests involved. Urban

redevelopment projects, to name a few, have centered around

the construction of a new convention facility in cities

such as New York; Chicago; St Louis; Washington,

6judd, The Politics of American Cities, p. 383.

7U.S. National Tourism Resources Review
Commission, Destination U.S.A., Vol. 1, p. 106, in
Judd, The Politics of American Cities, p. 378.
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D.C. and Wichita -- expected to increase revenue, business,

and jobs. As in Columbus, it was anticipated these

projects would expand development of multi-uses downtown

and encourage high-grade residential developments. To

continue, the center will undoubtedly generate convention

activities and be an integral part of the Downtown fabric.

But, whether the facility will be the "primary" generator

of convention activities may be impacted by Veterans

Memorial Auditorium. Should the latter be expanded it

could become highly competitive. As to high-grade

residential development, much depends on Phase II of Ohio

Center, and other projects. But with plans for

multi-family dwelling units and developments in Capitol

South, this will probably come about. The sports arena and

transit terminal facilities have been sources of

controversy. Whether a sports arena will ever be built and

become an epoch-maker will require further mobilization of

effort.

Some Effects of Efforts to Revitalize the Downtown

A politics of economic growth has a persuasive logic

as it relates to societal impacts. When a city's leaders

pursue economic growth it is not entirely out of

self-interest, and it would be misleading for anyone to

characterize them as purusing only their self-interest.

Members of Downtown progrowth coaliti-, s usually feel that

I
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q their investment activities are what is needed to solve the

city's social problems. Indeed, the argument goes that the

city's survival depends upon economic vitality. To raise

the revenues necessary to provide quality public services

and the jobs which can rid the city of social inequalities

(low incomes and poverty), investment is necessary and

Irsufficient. A representative o numerous business

interests told the writer that Downtown development

activity would definitely revitalize the city. Also

They will bring more people Downtown; they'll
bring more vitality Downtown; and
inevitably.. .residential development.. .I think
it's all going to be a bonus, a plus, a real
improvement for Columbus.

Another key decision maker opined

These projects will be completed, and they will
work, and they will be contributive to our
Columbus society.

In explanation, Dennis R. Judd writes 8

The assumption is that investment leads to more
jobs and a larger tax base. This, in turn,
raises the incomes of city residents and
improves the public service which can be
provided by city government. Higher incomes
lead to increased spending and consumption,
which of course improves the general well-being
of city residents. Better public services
result in public improvements and neighborhood
services such as police protection, education,
streets, and so forth, which, in turn, result in
a general improvement in the quality of
neighborhood life. Increased spending and
consumption create a favorable business
environment which, of course, encourages

8judd, Politics of American Cities, p. 365.
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investment, and on around the cycle again. The
obverse of this model would be declining
business investment, a decline in jobs and
taxes, lower incomes and fewer services, and so
on, so that the city becomes worse and worse.
Following the logic of this model, it is easy to
understand how downtown business interests
equate their own investment decisions with the
general public good and why they become
infuriated when "minority factions" get in the
way.

While assumption of economic and social improvement

are neither challenged nor altogether substantiated, often

little attention is given to overall social and economic

liabilities of these kinds. Inequalities may be dispersed,

but often the effects are cumulative.

One of the questions asked in this study was would

the center enhance revitalization and the economic activity

leading to new jobs in the city. The overwhelming

response, was yes the convention center in conjunction with

the city's other redevelopment efforts would. Certainly,

the decision to divest Battelle of $80 million led to a

redistribution of sorts. Also, there were numerous

construction jobs provided. And BCC officials have spoken

generally of the immense economic benefits that would be

forthcoming to the community. But one of the things the

writer could never find during the course of the research

was an explicit statment of the exact impacts this new

facility would have on the city. Perhaps as others argue,

whether costs exceed economic benefits in this industry has

I - I ' ni - i i - I - I
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never been rigorously calculated. 9  As in Columbus, there

usually is a general lack of reliable information on

present and future convention business, and the extent of

trade and projections of economic benefits are usually

based on guesswork. In many areas, as was found here,

cities are investing on the basis of insufficient

information, scarce sampling, and sketchy studies. If the

growing pool continues, some cities might lose out. One

reason is cost is growing increasingly favorable for

convention sponsors, but unfavorable for individual

cities. And, even large city convention centers lose money.

To continue, earlier the point was made, convention

centers provide jobs, but perhaps, jobs that are primarily

for the unskilled. Reflecting back briefly on Columbus'

goals, one sees the desire to establish programs to reduce

unemployment. As to whether this program and similar ones

in the Downtown will enhance the economic well being of

people, George Young hypothesizes there is a saturation

level for tourism in a given locality, and if this level is

exceeded the costs of tourism begin to outweigh the

benefits thereby producing an unintended consequence.1 0

Young makes two points: Low wage employment needed to

91bid., pp. 381-82.

10Ibid., p. 353.
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q service the tourist and convention industry can threaten

the local employment structure, and tourism may provide

less in revenue than it costs in services. What this would

mean for Columbus in the first place is that if convention

center jobs offer only subsistence wages, and hence do not

appreciably increase overall wage income of the city or

provide much income tax revenue, the jobs will offer little

incentive for advancement, and the labor force is left

unimproved since turnover rates are high. And with these

jobs being less than career intensive, workers may incur

problems supporting their families, and we could look for

increased government welfare support. On the second point,

visitors to Columbus will require city services such as

police and fire protection, airports, transportation and

sewers. If there are increases in these services

associated with Ohio Center and other projects, Columbus

may find itself subsidizing tourism and

convention-generated jobs as well as providing services

which might drain city revenues unnecessarily.

Another goal in Columbus is to maintain a positive

growth rate. Throughout this research, one of the major

concerns expressed by Columbus' citizens was the problem

with its school system. Many, assuming a positive

correlation between the city's growth rate and the quality

of its schools, feared the afflueni might not come to
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Columbus. One of the potential liabilities of Columbus'

"new" redevelopment policy may be the city's school system

which is funded through property taxes. The city's tax

abatement policy for Downtown developers, discussed earlier

may have a secondary yet visible and perhaps unintended

impact upon the school system.

As related, in November 1978, C'lumbus' independent

public school systems were faced with a closing unless it

received an emergency state loan of more than $8

million.11  The school received an $8.6 million loan from

the state. 12  In 1979, the school system facing a $11.6

million deficit might not make it to school closing. 13

Local banks bailed the system out. 14  In October 1978, the

president of city council recommended the city investigate

the legality of using city funds to help the financially

strapped city school system.1 5  The councilman, in response

to a Columbus School Board resolution, wrote to the city

attorney,

11Ohio State Lantern, 22 February 1979; and New
York Times, 20 November 1978.

12Columbus Citizen-Journal, 29 June 1979.

13Ohio State Lantern, 28 March 1979.

14Columbus Dispatch, 16 May 1979.

15Columbus Dispatch 19 October 1978.
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Inasmuch as the schools are pressed for funds,
the matter of reimbursing the school system for
payments, in lieu of taxes, in the amount that
is lost to that system through tax abatement
should be considered.

City officials rejected the idea on the grounds it was

misleading to believe the school system lost money through

tax abatements. New construction, it was argued, would

generate larger amounts in tax payments. In May 1979, a

bill was proposed in the state house that would allow

schools to impose an unvoted income tax against individuals

if schools borrowed state money and couldn't pay it back

otherwise. 1 6  The compromise reached was if schools running

out of money had to borrow state funds, meeting certain

other requirements, they could go to the voters for an

emergency tax of up to one mill to continue operating and

pay back a loan, with the tax being imposed for up to four

years. 1 7  Columbus's school system had borrowed state money

but would not turn to the emergency tax to ease financial

problems. Voters in Columbus had refused real estate tax

increases to finance their local schools in November 1976,

November 1977, June 1978, and March 1979.18 Perhaps as an

1 6Columbus Dispatch, 7 May 1979.

1 7Columbus Dispatch, 6 June 1979.

1 8 Ohio State Lantern, 22 February 1979 and 28
March 1979.

6
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added explanation though, voters express strong

predispositions on public expenditures involving social

citizenship issues.

As related, on 19 April 1976, a federal judge in

Columbus began hearings on whether Columbus public schools

were illegally segregated.19  In early 1977, he ruled that

Columbus had been knowingly segregated ds a result of local

school board decisions. Higher courts later upheld the

judge's decision. Government at all levels have spent more

on education than any other domestic programs. In some

cities this no longer seems to be one of the important

] essentials. In general, urban school districts in both the

north and south have struggled with the problems of racial

balance in the schools for nearly 30 years; yet today it

remains one of the single most difficult policy questions.

But back to the point, decreases in property tax revenues

are correlated with decreases in the school system's

operating revenues in this city. The justification of

cities' subsidizing future profits of economic interests by

offering tax incentives to build on redevelopment may have

unintended but direct consequences.

On another point of contention, Columbus has been

remarkably consistent in following its preexisting urban

19Columbus Business Forum, January 1977.
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redevelopment policy. In the 1950s and 1960s site

clearance was the approach. In the 1970s site clearance

still continues. In many cities today the site-clearance

emphasis has given away to restoration and renovation.

Those following the recent trend of preservation to

maintain a creative balance fear principally a loss in the

cultural uniqueness of their cities. Whether or not this

approach is accepted, generally, however, depends upon the

individual city and on the particular activities of those

creating redevelopment policy. For similarly to those

trying to get a sports arena on the agenda,

preservationists in Columbus have faced several barriers to

political influence. In support of the revisionist

hypothesis, it is not easy to mobilize slack resources, and

even if such resources are mobilized public officials have

an array of tactics to limit effectiveness. The Union

Station arch episode and its attendant politics is clear

enough in this regard. This episode also clearly shows the

relationship between recruitment and appointment processes

and the extent to which groups have a voice in influencing

downtown redevelopment activity. To add, such institutions

as the city's nonpartisan elections and at-large

constituencies are usually associated with lessened

response to neighborhood groups and minorities in other

communities. As Lawrence J. R. Herson .,,s noted, the legacy
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of the reform venture was rich in purpose and ambition but

resulted in consequences probably neither planned for nor

anticipated. On the other hand such structures are often

especially responsive in seeing policy preferences from

Downtown business groups adopted. If the reader briefly

reviews chapters covering formulation, legitimation, and

implementation in this dissertation, he/she will observe

that large numbers of interests which might otherwise be

concerned about access to promote their points of view on

Downtown developments were not involved. Members of

various neighborhood organization, community groups, and

poor people's organizations informed the writer they were

not involved in the planning nor implementation of Downtown

policy programs. As related to this, one of Columbus' most

influential businessmen told the writer

I've seen a few instances or two when the
deliberations were pretty closed. And that was
a real knotty one when you were trying to get
something up and moving. I can truthfully say
though anybody could have said things and have
it heard in the whole process. There is not an
insensitivity as toward any group of people.

The leader of a Black neighborhooo development association

in explanation of non Black involvement explained "those

are white people's projects," however. Perhaps some of

these people feel they do not have routine access to

official bodies, nor do they have official standing.
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Perhaps, though, there is a broad representation, for

the Mayor's Economic Development Council represents a broad

spectrum of interests in the community. Also the BCC board

of trustees had one Black member. In addition the BCC

restructured to include two non-voting city of Columbus

representatives. But is this influence? Perhaps not. The

general feeling from the interviews was that only the

Downtown interests saw their policy preference adopted.

Besides throughout the early policy stages in Ohio Center's

development, decisions were made by a group of nine men who

often met in "executive" sessions. Not until late in the

activity's development was the city even allowed to have

representation on the board. And even then, city

representatives attended meetings in a non -voting status.

As a summary point, a criticism closely related to

the preceding discussion on preservation is that Columbus'

continued attachment to certain preexisting standards is

anachronistic. Earlier in this study, Columbus was

compared with other communities which are involved in or

have undergone redevelopment activity. Atlanta,

Pittsburgh, Louisville, and Kansas City were mentioned to

name a few. The most readily observable point of

similarity within these communities is the existence of a

prevailing coalition, although often temporary, within the

redevelopment community. For what 8;; been observed in

I d m m i'ml i iu i ..
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most is that traditionally established interests have

greater access to and more influence in formulation and

legitimation processes. And in each instance this

coalition has been brought together as a partnership of

shared interests, usually, to promote policies of economic

growth in the community. But there are some sharp

contrasts between these cities and Columbus even though

they have been compared in terms of time-tables for

development and application.

Unlike many of the other cities, Columbus has

maintained and enhanced its economic base through an

aggressive annexation policy. Also the city with its

diverse economic base isn't and hasn't been a major

industrial center and as a consequence isn't unionized.

Relatively homogenous, it is only recently becoming

racially diverse. Finally, city government has often

boasted of its balanced budget each year. And while the

city's school system has experienced problems, city leaders

have not had to call in Felix Rohatyn, "Mr. Fixit," from

New York's Municipal AssisLance Corporation for

consultation.20

20 "Mr. Fixit for the Cities," Newsweek, 4 May
1981, pp. 26-35. For beleagured cities, Rohatyn
recommends a Reconstruction Finance Corporation to
lend needed capital to struggling cities and
businesses, and tight management, 4age restraint, and
investment at the local level.
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A brief view of some findings from other cities

follows:

Kansas City: 2 1  An estimated $30 million is needed to

repair 254 bridges and replace 18 others. The city has

budgeted only $300,000.

Cleveland:2 2  In 1981, the city was forced to cut services,

lay off 450 municipal workers and postpone needed capital

improvements. School system was kept operating in April

1980 only by a $33 million bailout from the state.

Population is now 574,000 down by 27 percent from 1970.

$47 million in debt. Needs $900 million to improve basic

water services.

Detroit: 2 3  Nearly bankrupt. Began 1981 fiscal year with

$119.6 million budget deficit and will start fiscal 1982

short another $150 million. Frozen out of the bond

market. Unemployment rate is nearly twice the national

average. Middle-class residents have fled the city, and

about half of the residents who remain receive some form of

public assistance. Mayor has instituted a program to raise

2 1 U.S. News and World Report, 18 May 1981, p. 84.

2 2 1bid., and Newsweek, 4 May 1981, p. 35.

2 3Newsweek, 4 May 1981, p. 33.
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income taxes for residents and commuters, hiking bus fares

from 60 to 75 cents, cutting wages 7 percent for police and

fire fighters and 5 percent for other city employees,

reducing the city work force by 1,249 trimming many city

programs and selling $100 million worth of special deficit

bonds. Powerful municipal unions are angrily resisting the

pay cuts.

St Louis: 24  Population now 453,000, only half of what it

was in 1950. Approximately 300 manufacturing plants,

employing 58,000 people, have closed or moved since 1970.

Will end fiscal 1981 with a $10 million budget deficit, and

W,. city officials expect a $70 million shortfall in 1982.

Will lose about 1,500 city jobs - nearly one-fifth the work

force. Has only 61 square miles. With metropolitan area

around the city thriving, new office towers and downtown

malls are planned to attract suburbanites.

Louisville: 2 5  Three square miles of downtown sewer system

damaged by the dumping of harmful chemicals in 1977 were

racked by explosions in February 1981. A three-square mile

section of the sewer lines near the center of town were cut

off. And all north-south arteries Lor a 14-block area were

cut. Layoffs are in prospect. 1880, 1900, and 1970-era

24 1bid., p. 35.

2 51bid., p. 35.
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sewers were blown up. $40 million needed. Federal

emergency aid will cover 75 percent of the $40 million and

Louisville may be hard pressed to come up with the balance.

What is found in these cities are dire conditions of

political, social, and economic importance which must be

supported by political power if urban decay is to be

stopped. In these instances governments might be compelled

to advocate and provide a continuous arbitration system

under which public policy is never regarded as being in

final equilibrium. Most interests must at least be

considered by the decision makers. Perhaps these kinds of

concerns, rather than an involvement which is tied to

applications for benefits motivated a close public/private

relationship in these communities. Equally revealing is

the following table which shows how older cities have lost

millions of tax-paying residents (TABLE II). Columbus is

not losing population at these rates. In general, while

many older cities are struggling to rebuild and are

coordinating their political and economic strategies for

survival, Columbus is marching into the post-industrial

world of computers and semiconductors in grand style.

To maintain a six-year economic development program

to enhance the Downtown Columbus would also maintain

economic vitality of the inner city and minority

participation. Presumably this mear-, helping the small

| 'i | I b i l a i no m m m m . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .
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TABLE 11

CENTRAL CITY POPULATION LOSS

BETWEEN 1970-80

POPULATION PER CENT CHAN4GE

CITY 1980 SINCE 1970

St. Louis 453,000 -27.2

Cleveland 574,000 -23.6

Detroit 1,203,000 -20.5

Philadelphia 1,688,000 -13.4

Baltimore 787,000 -13.0

Boston 563,000 -12.0

Chicago 3,005,000 -10.8

New York 7,071,000 -10.4

SOURCE: Adapted from Newsweek, 4 May 1981, p. 28.
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businessman and Blacks as well. The old urban renewal

projects were notorious for their negative impact on small

businessmen and Blacks. Perhaps the economic development

goals of today are equally conflicting.

For the politics of least resist3nce will be played

out at the southern end of Downtown unless the policy

preferences of small businessmen are listened to. The

decision to build Ohio Center itself did not displace

people other than a few small merchants. Perhaps though

its building angered a few preservationists who preferred

the Old Union, Station be renovated to function as a

convention activity. 26  But indirectly the center may

impact in that its companion development at the south end

of town may displace small businessmen as it comes to life

as a "people activity." The city has pumped about $20

million into the project, and on 25 June 1979, it was

announced the city's most influential development interests

had agreed with the Capitol South Urban Redevelopment

Corporation to construct a $40 million, 550-room hotel. 27

This added to some $35 million in office buildings that

would be built in the site-clearance area. Already under

construction was a $5.3 million urban center expected to be

26Columbus Dispatch, 1 August 1978.

27Columbus Citizen-Journal, 25 June '979.
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completed by Christmas 1979. Conflict has occurred over

that development raising a variety of issues related to

financing, tax abatements, and the perceived close alliance

between business and public officials. Given that this

project will be implemented in all likelihood, one should

watch for the following effects: the movement of small

businessmen out of this area i n numbers relocated,

relocation assistance provided by government, and the

quality and vitality of the business once relocated.

There are other indirect impacts from the "hub" of

activity though. For example how will Downtown

redevelopment activity in Columbus impact the Black

community? Some anticipate the Mt. Vernon Avenue Plaza to

be the catalyst toward development in Columbus' near east

side. Former President Carter visited the Plaza for its

dedication in 1978 stressing its importance. Some even

expect, as one involved in that project told the writer,

the plaza to benefit as motorists travelling between the

airport and the Downtown, on the proposed 1-670, stop off

to shop. This may occur. But as millions of dollars

resulting from local formulating and legitimating

activities are going in Downtown and at the airport, the

Mt. Vernon Plaza defaulted in its near $14 million

development in the spring of 1979.28 While some relate the

28Columbus Dispatch, 22 April 1979.
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Plaza's problems to the nature of its implementing

organization, there has been considerable controversy in

the community over this project. Primary issues in

contemporary urban politics often involve the

revitalization of business districts and neighborhoods.

But while business has prospered in general in

Columbus, it might be argued, minority business has not. 29

As background, between 1978 and 1979, approximately $100

million was spent by the city on various goods and

services, while less than $2 million of that went to

minority business owners. In order to rectify this

situation, and at the urging of one of the city's two Black

City Councilmen, the city agreed in June 1979, to formulate

legislation to council to hire a consultant to design a

program to help existing minority entrepreneurs compete for

city business as well as to create new business. Past

efforts in this direction included the city's creating an

office of contract compliance in 1975 and a minority

business development section within the Department of

Development. The contract compliance office aimed its

efforts toward insuring that contractors hired by the city

were equal opportunity employers while the minority

business development section had done such things as help

2
I 2 gcolumbus Citizen-Journal, 29 June 079.

i,
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minority business companies meet bidding requirements and

obtain necessary bonding. While the city has made some

efforts to direct business to minority companies, a city

council member noted "none of it has come together." The

new consultant was expected to do two things: (1) find

existing minority contractors and sippiiers and show them

how to get a piece of the action; and (2) show the city how

to encourage the development of new minority businesses.

To continue there also was a strong feeling around

town, that the powerful business and corporate interests

had been somewhat detached from the poor. In support of

this view, a leader of a large organization concerned with

the poor argued that some of the more prominent people in

Columbus had forgotten his organization:
30

When I first came here there seemed to be a
willingness on the part of liberal businessmen
to actually do something about the problems of
poor people in the inner city, particularly,
Blacks. Those people now seem more interested
in their profit and loss statements. . . I'm
very disappointed. I think all of the plans for
bricks and mortar projects won't be worth a
tinker's damn if you don't do something about
people problems first.

And, the poverty warrior made it clear he was referring to

the Convention Center and Capitol South development

projects and others.

30Columbus Citizen-Journal, 20 April 1979.
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In addition, an Ohio State University professor

expressed the view that wide ribbons of freshly-built

freeways and gleaming new office buildings weren't always

beautiful to Columbus Blacks. The professor called freeway

construction and urban renewal things which can "dislodge,

dislocate, disorient and otherwise disturb Blacks."

Speaking at an Afro-American heritage setting, he went on

to say 31

Without exception, these things (freeways and
urban renewal) run through poor neighborhoods.
The destruction of Black neighborhoods separates
family members and destroys feelings of
community involvement. The most important
institution uprooted is the church.

The point of intensity has been reached.

Of ominous proportion to many in the Columbus

community, is the possibility the 1-670, if it is built, .,.

addition to other positive and negative outcomes, will rip

through Black residential areas in the near east side.

Neighborhood organizations have mobilized against the
"4  approximately $200 million expressway link, and as the

writer left Columbus, the controversy remained in the

formulation and legitimation stage.

In the case of the 1-670 freeway proposal, citizens

have had considerable access in formulating and

legitimating aspects of that proposal. That situation is

31Columbus Citizen-Journal, 26 Octoler 1977.

4 i ii i l i -l i i l i i - m i l
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unique, however, and may reflect the presence of factors

beyond the control of implementers: The federal government

requires citizen participation in the planning process of

new highways in communities. But many times, even with an

effective voice, government and other organized interests

may proceed as if the sole task is application. And some

meighborhoods may fall victims to such extensions. Access

does not necessarily mean influence. While there are

arguments for enhanced mobility and the need to link the

Downtown to the airport, it seems though, highways may

continually be built through paths perceived as being least

resistant unless neighborhood policy preferences are

adopted. Civic Legitimacy has not yet been provided this

project. According to one who will play a prominent role

in the 1-670 decision process, the individual placing the

1-670 proposal on the agenda

went to various parts of the business community,
went to various segments of the neighborhoods to
be affected, including significant leadership of
the Black community, and they all rather liked
the idea because it served a couple of
purposes. It would link Downtown to the
airport, it would provide a much needed
transportation corridor from the center city to
the northeastern part of the county, and we have
enormous numbers of the people in the
northeastern part of the county who work or shop
in Downtown and who have che traffic or create
the traffic which is being routed on a variety
of streets through. To the Black community in
the near center city, it offered an opportunity
for linkage because essentially, Broad, Spring,
and Long are their only linkages now. And since
Mt. Vernon was improvidently cut off brought by
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the freeway construction some years ago - and
that was a real battle, long before my time - it
opened some promise of economic development
opportunities in that Black community, so it was
wide spread approval as we started out. Since
that time, there has been some vociferous, but
not substantial in numbers, the kind of
objection from members from the Black
residential community farther east, which are
actually quite nice residential communities,
high grade housing stock, upper-middle income
Blacks who are very proud of what they've
accomplished and of what the neighborhood is.
And they've objected. There have been a few
opportunists all over the place who have also
joined with those people in legitimate protest.
And its been through extensive hearings on
behalf of the federal government and the ODOT.
And, 4n fact, as a result of those hearings,
additional studies have been made and we are now
in the process of awaiting some of those
additional studies, trying to minimize the
impact on the residents.

In terms of previou:, impacts on the Columbus

community resulting from decisions to build highways, a

Black citizen who had long observed very carefully past

trends in Columbus told the writer concerning 1-71

Coming down through here, the street alignment
was Hamilton Avenue, Lexington Avenue, Jefferson
Avenue. What was Lexington Avenue was a
complete wipeout in this part of the city.. .And
the area in the Linden area that is impacted on
was in an area in which Blacks first moved into
the city. You had the fresh imps: tion on Blacks
there. You had here the alignmer t.. .was sought
of snaked around two Black landmarks down in
this part of the city. They snaked around
Shiloh Baptist Church at Mt. Vernon and St. Paul
A.M.E. Church right here on Long Street. It
abuts both properties. On the west side of 1-71
touches the land boundary of St. Paul over here
and the East side of it at Shiloh. But they
realigned the rights of way to !:eep from wiping
those two Church nbols out.
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But they deadened Mt. Verron Avenue at a point
that negated.. .disrupted the traffic flow from
Downtown Columbus to the oldest business section
of the city which had been inherited by Black
entrepreneurs. Mt. Vernon Avenue was the
business hub of the old railroader community.
White railroaders lived in the area adjacent to
and around the Mt. Vernon Avenue businesses.
For years, Mt. Vernon and 20th was one of the
busiest business centers at community level
anywhere in the country, for generations. The
impact of the freeway was almost instantaneous
on Mt. Vernon. You could feei the loss of
traffic there because it steered people around
and away from a street that the traffic coming
from the Downtown Columbus w1o drove right
through Mt. Vernon Avenue going east, because
Mt. Vernon Avenue took you right through
Eastgate across into Bexley...And you know the
old kinds of thinking that people have...that
particular enterprise, they had an East Market,
a fresh produce facility that some of your truck
gardeners and the farmers on the perimeter of
the city would bring their goods in to sell in
the East Market for years. And it was one which
attracted folks from all over the county in to
do their shopping, and particularly throughout
the Black areas of the city, people liked fresh
greens, fresh meats, and that kind of thing. It
was a big attraction. We maintained that for
many years until the erosion of traffi.: into the
area by the terminal of Mt. Vernon.

And as also related

The 1-71 strip came down the center of the city,
and it came or went right through parts of the
Black community. In fact, the alignment
impacted almost throughout its course upon
existing houses of the Black community. There
has been no public highway construction in the
center of this city that has not had its major,
preponderant impact upon Black families, Black
homes. Nearly all...every urban renewal project
of any consequence in the city has disrupted the
lifestyle of some Black families. Somehow or
another we wind up close to where they are
building freeways or highways. They
systematically...talking about how Linden was
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developed, somehow or another, we moved into
Linden just in time for somebody to plan some
highway construction. And of course you know
people make these 10, 15, 20 year plans, the
Development Committee and this kind of group.
They do this long-range planning, then the
mortgage and banking interests make it possible
for Black people to acquire properties in those
lands that they are going to ultimately
quit...the housing patterns in Columbus have
been the most scrategically planned patterns you
can ever conceive of... vested interests in this
community timetabled every phase of development
-- as much as a chemist in a laboratory puts the
ingredients in a formula.

To get to the point, yet another CBD versus

neighborhood issue has been raised by critics. Pointedly,

to maintain and enhance the economic vitality of the

Columbus community, yet another highway must be built with

its associated impacts. Of even more importance though,

the caual observer can conclude, as in the case of Capitol

South, the political process favors those who are

associates in forming and overseeing public policy.

Neighborhood interests using the 1-670 proposal have been

categorized as "protesters," and as the process continues,

the mobilization of "slack" resources in face of a threat

may not be necessary and sufficient if these people cannot

dramatize the issue in such a way that they can activate

those who do have power to support their cause. The casual

observer also notes opponents have organized in the

community, gotten media coverage, allied with those who

have important resources and gained a sympathetic mass
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a .dience. Yet when this wri:e deprcted Columbus, L1ic

controversy continued in the formulation/legitimation

stage. But "what's good for businass is often good for the

city."

Commenting on 1-670 potential impacts, an influential

Columbus citizen told the writer, however,

We have not been able to honestly do a very good
job of taking care of dislocations in the past.
So there's a stigma against highway
construction. It's an organized effort to keep
it from going on, and I'm not sure how many more
major projects that involve dislocation are
going to be pulled off. I use 1-670 as an
example...we can say the same thing about 315
going north, and I've seen the other development
around it. If we had cone a little better job

11U in relocating people and holding the cost of
dislocations for those people, there wouldn't be
as much of a stigma again, as there is right
now. So, I would like to see us include in the
cost of the project the overall project cost,
the social costs, monies as well as the common
project cost that you would have. And then
start with the...how many groups were involved
in the planning. Some of them, I think were
done without sensitivity to the social costs
aspects. There was an inpul, probably because
it was a forced input; they were forced to pay
attention to it, and in many instances, I felt
it was too late in the planning process.

A study prepared by the 1-670 joint Development Task

Force, makes a statement about specific opportunities for

the application of the city's economiL development goals: 3 2

321-670 Joint Development Task Force, 1-670 Joint

Development Reconnaissance (Columbus: Mid-UETi
Regional Planning Commission, March 1977).
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1. The Mayor's Economic Development Council has
established five goals for the Columbus
Metropolitan Area. Goal Number 4 is
particularly applicable to 'increase the
economic vitality of the Columbus
Inner-city....' There are many opportunities
for increased economic development and further
redevelopment. The good base that already
exists can be used in conjunction with the added
economic impetus generated by 1-670 to spur
further development. Existing positive
attributes of the corridor include:

A. Mt. Vernon Plaza

B. Mt. Vernon South

C. Ohio Center

D. Ft. Hayes Education Center

E. Strong industrial/commercial base near

Joyce Avenue. S
F. ConRail facility expansion plans

G. Available vacant and underdeveloped land.

While there are "existing positive attributes of the

corridor," TABLE 12 hypothesizes in impressionable fashion a

distribution of effects associated with 1-670's effort "to

increase the economic vitality of the Columbus Inner city."

I ! -a ...
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TABLE 12

1-670 ALTERNATIVES BY

SUMMARY OF RESIDENTIAL AND BUSINESS DISPLACEMENTS

ALTERNATE ROUTE

EFFECTS NO-BUILD H I J HJ JH
Households

Displaced 8 155 177 137 211 137

Owner Households
Displaced 7 84 95 72 121 72

Tenant Households
Displaced 1 71 82 65 90 65

V1
Persons

Displaced 29 762* 564 734* 700 732*

Number of

Elderly Displaced 2 347 65 324 45 326

Businesses 3 19 28 24 20 23

Employees 94 571 505 988 439 958

Institutions 1 7 8 10 8 8

Total Project 50 230 284/ 239 223 244
Cost $millions 313

*300 elderly

SOURCE: Data adapted from City of Columbus,
"Involvement 670: The 1-670 Newsletter," No. 25, 7 April
1978.
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Without providing more extraneous detail, the

"preferred alternatives" are HJ and JH. However, this is

not the most important point since costs at the terminals

must also be included. But most important, what has been

overlooked has been government relocation assistance, gains

in numbers of homeowners following relocation, and the

quality of housing/rentals/businesses after relocation. At

a minimum the building of 1-670 through the East side of

Columbus will have impact.

While impacts vary, projects appear not to have had

an unintended impact upon public officials. One of the

questions asked in this research concerned whether or not

relations between the mayor, council, and the bureaucracy

would be affected, as well as their electoral fortunes.

The general response was "not unless the projects failed."

Based on the evidence, the mayor, council, and the

bureaucracy have all supported the projects. How can they

fail? As Dennis Judd argues3 3

Since city government itself lacks sufficienrt
resources to remedy either the social or the
economic problems of the city, city politicians
are forced to pursue economic growth in the hope
of improving the tax base. The health of the
central city is thus defined as the business
investment which can be attracted. Local
political leaders have little alternative. If

33Judd, Politics of American Cities op. 365-66.
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they fail to join a coalition of financial
institutions, they are left bereft of the
necessary resources to accomplish any useful
policy. Since the business coalition is the
only centralized source of power in city
politics, city officials can hardly afford to
ignore its strength.

Also and in relationship to the above, a Columbus city

political official informed the writer

The reason that I am pro-business is because
business provides jobs, and jobs make income, nd
it takes people to earn money. There is no
source of money that comes to the city to give
to the neighborhoods unless you have business
and jobs. So I suppose that I can be
legitimately characterized in the trickle down
theory. The fact is that business cannot
compete in a downtown area; it cannot amass
land, it cannot provide public transit, it
cannot make the kinds of investment necessary

T unless it has some help. And the biggest help
that we give is Number One, the ability to amass
land in quantities that are necessary to attract
business.

In 1979, Columbus' incumbent mayor ran for

reelection. The challenger voiced concern over the mayor's

inordinate support of Downtown vs neighborhood needs, areas

needing help being the Milo Grogran area and the south

side. 34 The incumbent mayor was reelected.

A point of interest concerning the entirety of the

Downtown's development is worthy of note. An expert in

urban planning made the following remarks to the writer:

3 4 Columbus Dispatch, 4 February 1979.
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Why [would] a city the size of Columbus
undertake two major redevelopment efforts, both
of which may be big enough that they can't be
pulled off and do them so far apart. If you
would start at Nationwide Plaza, which is across
the street from the soon to be built convention
center, and start walking south til you got to
the area which is going to be Capitol South, you
would have walked through an area that is as
long or is longer as the area is in the
principal downtown area of Chicago which has six
million people. There are not any cities with
a million or two million in America that have a
downtown with high-rise office buildings and
other kinds that we are talking about in these
two areas that is that large and extensive.
Furthermore, much of the development in the
Downtown Columbus has moved out east Broad. So
in addition to going north and south, some
people are playing around with east and west.
So what Columbus has done in a development
manner is moved toward a dispersed multi-center
downtown. But Columbus is less than a million
people. In fact it is less than 800,000 people.

But as a principal figure in one of the city's agencies

told the writer

Well the convention center and Capitol South are
both Downtown projects - a part of the
realization that communities all over the
country have made sure we're only as strong as
that central core. Most communities call that
Downtown, but that always has been where the
action is, and I think it always will be where
most of the action is. It's the viable meeting
place, shopping place, or whatever, simply
because it is centrally located. And, again it
has a terrific infrastructure. Its got all
those arteries coming in from all
directions...We're interested in the Downtown.
We should be carrying out public and private
actions to make sure we don't lose the viability
of it and again restore it to its maximum
potential.

Hi - IH H B HH d b a b ~ m u .. ,.. .
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CONCLUqIONS

To conclude, I will Present some final notions

related to the overall pattern of decision-makinq observed

in the urban redevelopment policy-mak inq process in

Columbus, Ohio. Essentiallv, decision-makinq in Columbus

can be reviewed in terms of "Rincs of Decision Makers."

FIGURE 1 depicts this basic set of relationships.

I. The greater the economic stakes, the more business and
financial interests in the Columbus community are compelled
to compete for and control the rewards of political action.

At the center of the urban development policy process

in Columbus is a core qroup of decision makers who make all

siqnificant decisions which immediatelv or prospectivelv

WI alter, expand, or contract the existinq Pattern for

allocating scarce public resources in the area of urban

redevelopment. As related, Dahl found in New Haven3 5

In initiatinq and coordinatinc the redevelopment
of the city, then, the leadership was chieflv
official, and the most important center of direct
influence was the Mavor and his redevelopment
team.

To continue, Dahl defined three lealership oatterns:36

1.. Covert integration bv Economic Notables: In
this Pattern the too leaders consist of a unified
group of Private citizens who arrive at agreements
about policies bv covert negotiations and
discussions carried on in the orivacy of their
clubs, homes, business firms, and other private

35Dahl, Who Governs, p. 137.
3 6 Ibid., p. 184-188.
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Local Public

Federal, State/ Coun y .Officials: Electe&,.,,,ppoi ted, Bureaucracy
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Makers)

FIGURE 1 -Rings of Decision Makers: Columbus, Ohio
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meeting places. Leaders qain their influence from
their wealth, high social standinq, and economic
dominance. Usually the leaders are wealthy
executives in important business firms.

2. Executive-Centered Coalition: Top leaders are
more likely to comprise a coalition of public
officials and private individuals who reflect the
interests and concerns of different seqments of
the community. In this view, a coalition is
generally formed and the policies o the coalition

q are coordinated larqelv by elected leaders who
draw on special skills and resources of influence
that leaders without public office are not likelv
to have.

3. Rival Sovereiqnties: Tn this svstem each
issue-area is controlled bv a different set of top
leaders whose goals and strategies are adapted to
the particular segments of the community that
happen to be interested in that specific area.

What Dahl found in New Haven was the Executive Centered

Coalition. Mv observations in Columbus are different.

In Columbus, a core group of business and financial

leaders were observed in close proximitv with publitc

officials in forminq and overseein oublic policy. This was

especially so in the case of Ohio Center's develooment as

Private interests competed for investments. rolumbus citv

government had no formal representation on the Battelle

Commons Board until Rummer 1977, and all meetinqs and

deliberations were closed to the public. Moreover, it was

not until Galbreath interests would "coordinate and

interface" the center's construction was the process made

more open. What are we to conclude' Given the concern to

promote economic growth in Columbus, "keep up the tax base,"
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and create a favorable climate for business activity, there

has been a natural tendency for business and financial

interests to be at the core of planninq and implementation

of major redevelopment projects in the city.

While this leadership pattern is sugqestive of

"covert integration bv Economic Notab'es," perhaps it is

appropriate to label this group as a "Business Centered

Power Bloc," given the community of interest expressed

above. Who are these people?

There are many sophisticated ways of identifvinq a

power structure, but a simple way is to identify the set of

relationships among communitv roles, durable over time,

through which relationships scarce resources (of substantial

scope and volume) are allocated (involvinq decisions by

governmental aqencies) in a communitv. Accordinq to the New

York Times 37

Few fundamental decisions are made about the
city's future without the blessings of a very
small but hiqhlv influential group: John
Galbreath, the wealthy land develooer who, in
addition to owning the Pittsburgh Pirates, owns
most every building here that rises more than 10
floors; the Lazarus family, which founded the
area's largest deoartment store; and the Wolfe
family, which owns The Columbus Dispatch, the
citv's largest newspaper, orints the Citizen-
Journal and owns the Ohio National Bank
(BancOhio), a radio station and the Ohio Company,
which specializes in marketing municipal

New York Times, 20 November 1q78.
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securities. The remaininq power is held bv a
group of top executives of the Nationwide
Insurance Companies and the prestiqious Battelle
Institute.

According to other studies, the controllinq nucleus of the

citv's resources appears to be three groups who control

extensive economic interlock inq c irectorates of major

financial, industrial, and communications enterprises.38 The

first of these qroups is said to contain one of the larqest

bankholdinq companies in the country. The holdinq companv

has had controllinq interest at one ti'me in twentv banks, a

state bank, savinqs and loan institution, and an investment

company. In addition, the holdinq company has controllinq

interest in the local media, a shoe comoany, and real

estate. The second network of interests is said to be

centered around a national bank which has a holdinq comoanv

that includes at least two other banks. qutposedlv,

utility, research, some small industries, and larqe

retailinq interests are tied toqether through boards of

directorship. Finally, the third qroupina of interests,

centered also around a national bank, ties tocether the

interests of larqer heavv ind stries, several small

38Hencv Barlow, "Community Power and ;ecision-makinq in
Urban Communitv," (Ph.D. dissertation, Ohio State
University, 1968); and Curtina B. Moreland, "The Black
Community of Columbus: A qtudv c4 the qtructure and
Pattern of Power in a Midwestern Citv," (Ph.D. disser-
tation, University of Illinois, lQ7*7.
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industries, and a national real estate developer. A study

done bv the Columbus Monthly in !976 concluded generallv

that the city was dominated by businessmen, who were mostly

in banking, retailing or insirance. 3 q The governor made the

list because of his personal style and knowledge anA use of

power, and the mayor because of his official position.

Significantly the study concluded that labor, blacks, and

women remained without real clout and relativelv speaking,

so did politicians and lawvers. Mv findings did not differ

markedly from these studies.

2. Only a small number of persons in Columbus have much
direct influence, in the sense that they successfullv
initiate or veto proposals for redevelopment policies.

Dahl in New Haven ruled out a model of urban

political organization based on either overt or covert .

leadership bv an economic elite. In fact, he concluded the

business and financial leaders of New Haven were not as

active in the making of most Hecisions as might he expected.

He also found that the elected oolitical leaders of the

community (especiallv the mavor) and the party officials

were important participants in most oolicv decisions. 4 0

qtratificationists such is Flovd Hunter, Community Power

39 Max Brown, "Power in Columbus," Columbus Monthly

(March IQ76) : 24.
4 0Dahl, Who Governs, pp. IqO-220.
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Structure (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,

1953) focus on the political importance of wealth and arque

a qroup's place in the structure of influence is determined

by its economic positions. F.arlv stratificationists found

public officials and politicians to not be a part of the

leadership and had to work with the business conmunitv to

get anywhere. Hunter observed business to be actively

involved in local politics. In finlinq a pattern of

business dominance, he found business promotinq oroiects,

takinq part in election camnaiqns (covertly) , and

engineering annexation ant reorqanization plans.

What I am qettinq at here is there appears to he a

subordinate level of Dower in Columbus. And those at that

level are locally elected and appointed officials and

bureaucrats. Dahl referred to these Peon le as

"subleaders."41 This subordinate level of power in Columbus

includes its mayor, council members, and members in the

bureaucracy.

As a partial explanation, Oahl concePtualizes four

groupinqs of mayors based upon their hackqrounIs:
42

Patricians: well-educated, leqally trained,
members of well-established New Haven families.

41Ibid. , p. 163-65.

42 bit., at. 11-86.
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Entrepreneurs: heads of the laraest and most
prominent New Haven industrial and commercial
firms.

Ex-Plebes: men from working-class, ethnic
E-ackgrounFds who were able to caoitalize on the
larqe ethnic population's suport.

New Men: one who builds on an ethnic base hut also
has awider suoport as a result of his advocacv of
reform Droq rams - oart icu la rv urhan
redevelooment.

q As an extension, Donald S. Bradley and Mayer N. Zal- 4 1

s-ggest a new category:

Political Administrator: one who has demonstrated
administrative and manaqerial abilities, however,
cannot he counted among the too leaders in the
industrial, commercial, financial, or social
affairs of the city.

At best, Columbus' mayor durino the lQ70s was a

"Political Administrator" whose administration was dominated

by the ethos of "the good of the community." A lnaw-ier and

former judge, the new mayor was brought in durinq the earlv

1970s, when the venerable M.E. Sensebrenner fell into

disfavor with princioal conservative interests in the city.

Shortly after the new mavor's election, we observed

4 3Donald S. Bradlev and Mayer N. Zald, "From Commercial
Elite to Political Administrative: The Recruitment of
the Mayor of Chicago," American Journal of Socioloav 7n
(Seotember 1965) : 1.3-167; in William A. Schulze, Urban
and Community Activities (Duxburv: North Scituate,
1974) O. 286.

I
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emerqence of the massive downt-o ,n redevelooment o~roqram.

Based on this analvsis public~ officials in the Columbus

community carry out the decisions kit others.

3. Columbus city qovernment'-s relations with national,
s tpte , and county governments are a dimension c 4

governmental structure that has u)rofound implications for
the resources and policy OD 'or~ available to city

q officia' 5.

Martin Grodzins, "The Fede-al System," in the

President's Commission on Nation-~i Goals, Goals for

-Americans (Pnqlewood Cliffs, N.J.: Piet-OFal l~O) has

written our federal system of covernment is more like a

"marble" cake than a "laver" cak--. What this means is ofts-n

~ V.)there is no clear division of cower amponq the various levels

of qovernment, and qovernment functions are sharedI hy all

the levels. Also under our system of checks and halances,

* no governmental. unit can make decisions in isolation from

other units. Thus our thirri lav-er of kev actors in our

decision rings is comnrised cl- ele cte ( and aooointed

off ic ials and bureauc rats in co!ntv, state, and national

government.

A classic ex amp le o'f h~s mu ddIled effect of

qovernment occurred when city, co,.i'tv, state, and federal-

organizations coalesced earlv in Ml-4o Center's dlevelooment

with one common commitment: to 1 ivest Battelile of its huge

holdinqs. quch a s-istem of ocwer once mobilized3 shows

clearly the interdeoendence of thtes e levels. Rut also as a
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distinguishable cateqorv of oarticivants, county, stato, and

federal officials and bureaucrats can constitute a set of

imoortant contestants in the citv*s life - sometines

impeding or slowinq down the oolitical orocess. Rarlv in

the develooment of Ohio Center, Battelle Commons Center and

the citv battled AMTRAK and UNTA. AnA, as the writer left

Columbus, the county and city were contestina the orocosed

exansion of Veterans Memorial AuAitorium. T0 show a final

implication of the federal relation, the author has oointed

out in Qreat detail shove how the lack of federal larqesse

has impacted the redeveloonent policy orocess in Columbus.

4. The vattern of oolitical activity reoresented by lack of
orqanization, distorted perception, interests in svbolic
reassurance, ritualistic experiences, and quiescence is a
key element in the ability of business interests in Columbus 0
to use political aqencies in order to make qood their claims
on tanqible resources and cower, thus continuinq the threat
to the unorganized.

In another rinq of the concentric circles which tie

the orocess in Columbus toqether are fndividuals outside the

Policy process altoqether. Theme popole aren't core

decision makers, nor are they Imotemntors of oolicv. In

cosmarison, nolicv imolemntors aren't involved at the

fundamental level, but they are imortant to the core

decision makers: those at the core level must feoenO uoon

the implementors to determine the osce and direction of

policy administration. As for others in the communitv, the

pluralists arque, however, that rsnA r.nurces* can he
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mobilized. Rut to interests in the lack comunitv and ooor

neighhorboods this isn't creatina oolicv. 4 key observation

mad* in Columbus was many outside the ooliev poces here

were interests in the black and oor comunittes who dtdn't

see their policy preference@ backed. Associated factors

with their situation were t cssen, accountabilitv mona

oublic officials, oolitical recruitnesit orocesses, the close

alliance between qowernment offfriees and the business

community, and other obstacles to oolitical influence.

S. Those in Columbus who estahlish the obIic mends also
exercise important power throuqh telr cmaettv to orevent
issues from enterinq the oolitical qvo* .

Where there exists aqeand-eettna bw ooverful vested

interests and the existence of a wetematic bias that

prohihits certain policy questions from beine debate"

oublicly, the oolitical orocess often works to the

disadvantaqe of many in the comnunltv. tn Columes. one

observation was there exists a paricular lro so ottonq

that it controls which tooics are raised for wiblic

discussion. Past actions intluenc active decisions coustne

anticiostion of similar remoonses in the future. Peoole in

Columbus who live in the t-410's cotential osthwev ore

tundamental victims of nondecision. '"ose ho will make the

decision to buil ill not have to he oresent nor



particiDats in Wrious oolittcal debate. Manwh ie. ounto

the decision ts sode* the cit iwens in that area are

classified as emaqinq in orotests %ehavior.

6. The policy process in Columbus is slow but it tends to
have a cumlative bias favorinq orLorilv business interests
that cnbv close associations with the citvs eovernmentat
officialst Minoritv and ml business Interests 4o not
benefit in the redevelooment pol1ev orocess in otbumhus.

Ihis orooosition needs no further exolanation Oiven

the orecedinq data.

In enrat *env conflicts within uran communities

regult from the mat of economic forces on the social

svszeas oroducinq 4evelounts and much of the conflict that

urban decision makers must manae. qovetimes, to he sure.

there Is potential that either the economic evotes will

ovetwholo the political wstem or vice verse. w also %now

that where man *rouos and interests he access and

influenew into the Oitltal esveto, the sconilc s ste

haust ealsed total control of a comlunitv's oolitics. '%at

In somv arse the olurallst notion of etmocrae to its

fullest @*tent has been only oartiallv realized. Often

times, the puralists" exoeetations, for euols, Nae two"

contradicted. %here this is the case, a first *tea toarfA

revitalization, in the urban eomnuitv iould b@ Wvar4 a

hP ntied for of oluralise. An Iomlicit *saimtion Is a

city** c It Itev mow have smaeth Inq subetstive to

contribute to that citvs oolicv ormoesees.

S" -- " m llltl l ~
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Porem worthy of future stadv in Cbusu totud~e

in soutlon to the iumats, or Ouio Eonter. the CaLtolI %ut%

uarban redeeloomnt oroleat. and the ocomosed 1-670 fre*Mv.

As one can interoret from this stauv them are tmortent

elemnts in Colubs One rede,.lorment oo. fteacc

bore can PC"oIse the colitical saient -St anin 040th GsW4V

Of Variouws ameotS Of the sOtliaw OrOCGSs Mod the iMSt it

has onthe aomuitv. *ben the writer left (obs the

Cloicol Soth PrOmomi wasn to a st&qe %*or* formulation and

laqitimat ton ftnter.Inq 1d with IiNleffetat ion. to oontrast.

the 1-670 Promomil remined io a controversial Mormultiton

Ad ltiintio stage. The iswsts of them tw eroeram

will revel am about .evormwt fesonsiveess to obi

needs to Colmbu.



APPUSTI A

Interview Tnstrumnt - Geral

A. mat i yoor nam?

a. now old ato your?

C. Mat is your merital status?

D. Mat is your address?

.Now long ha, you lived in Columus?

T. Mat Is the hiqhIet qrad. you cometeod in school (e.g.
bIqpb school eosr of yeers of o l , s gradatoe or
profebsional sobool)?

0. Wat clloge and/or professional deceeso if m . do you
hold?
N. It you have a religious preference. is It CathoLic*

Jewis Protestant or som other?

I. Mat Is your coupstioe?

J. mt joriedietion do you hove in your oooaupeton?

X. mat Is your salary In lour position?

L. Soft consider thimelves to be mebers of political
partles, while others do not. mold yoe consider oursellf a
ODlmrt, IndelpeMdent. Republ lcan ot wbat?

N. If beongI to a political patty, do you consider
arselm stJlrong party saber or not a very strong party

meabet?

PART II. I would now llke to as% pou a series of questions

*i about your political backgrounds

A. Bave you ever been elected to a public office?

1. It reo, what office and when were you Olected?

2. If no. have you ever run for a public office?

0l
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a. Meve you ever hold an appointed government position?

C. Move you been appointed to other govetament positions?
II so. what were they and when?

D. briefly describe tor m the nature of your political
involvement ver the last to Fears.

PM I. As a part of qy research. to Seeking to Identify
as iny tadivials e I Gan who 'a give me detailed
intormetioe ae eonaity dvolopmoec patterns as they rolate
to the building of the 1-470 Froeay. the onestruction of
the (, Convention Contecr aa the Capitol South
"Gostruoti fon Project.

A. Please identify fag s as may -- eO aes you a who
might provide se with detailed atuel ineomtton
concerning tho" project.

G. Mich of these individuals do you think muld be of
greatest help to m?

C Mich of these individuals do you think would be of least
help to WT

PAMT IV. Now I would le to ak you a few questions
comeraing the history of urban redevelopment In the city ofcoluusu.

A. Going bak as far as you can, Would you tcfee for se the
%ey stages, in the growth OW development of Columbus as an
arban c€mnmitlo I would be partioularly interested in
events and Individeals wh, have had a role in asping the
pattern of grth that bas prevail*e4 to COluu.

D. Mat bas been the response of the demeratic and
republices parties to these develop" to?

C. Mat has been te response of tre business oamunity to
these developments?

9. Mast ba bee the response of the civic and social
elo*m to In the %bite co sity?

3. at has been the repono of the Civic and social
elefnto in the bae commnity?
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1. Mhat has been the resonse of elected and appointed
officials to these develoments?

PART V. 1ow I Would like to turn to a discussion of the
development project(s) mentioned above.

A. Could you tell me the key factors that entered into the
decision to construct the (1-470 Pceevay/Ohto Convention
Center/Capitol South edevelopment Project) in Columbus?

a. Indicate to we the Organisatioe that were vitally
tuvolved in the initiation of this project and describe for
me as extensively (coeleltelyl as you can the nature of
their involvmsnt.

C. aby do You think these organiations wore involved?

* D. at did they he to gain or lose by the construction or
noncon truation of thie expreseswy?

a. v would you qaqe the iapeat of each of these
orqanisationaon a decllon that was made to construct this
projeat? old you say they Woud have a great tqiact.
modest ipiact. or we" Impact? Please explain. 0

P. U1at has been the Contineing role of eac% of these
orgamisations in the Implemetation of Ols proiet?

a. msy do you feel they ae played the role that they bate
relative to this pcojet?

ft. ftat fta been ue impact ti the Implementetitn preos of
these orqanilsation? No can you mplain ths'

* 1. to atteqting to clsieve their qoals. did thee
organisation* establ sh alliances with oter orqanizatlins?

J. tt so# what were thse oganitatlons ad precisely bow
did tes alliance ftnction?

W . %hat did use alliance aftlve? Uby!

L. with read to the project we have b" diseaselg, could
you IdeatIty for m the ey individuals Involved in the
initiation and iMpIMentation of the proloft?

14. were these individuals ftuntoninq Mn the IntercstB of
t"eeelvee or in the Interest* of tho -1afitatione to Stich

S



they belonged? It they furnat toned in the interest of the
organization. In what way did tbey work to promote the
Intevests, of these oggantsat Lonss

a. It they Worked to their individual interests, what
individual goals Were they trying to achieve and what
Strategies did they adopt In trying to ahieve them?

0. to what have these individuals infloenoed the
Character of dto-akng that boa prevailed with respect
to the protecwt?

1P. mold you plese aitssme-- e if you eon" to bow
this individual eercised this I10"

0. Oboe Individuals and Organ izations havean playe" a
sign0ificant roe in the initiation and iq'Leinntation of
this project Obos veted interests wouldi so" to su*ggt
that Ohey ught to %ave play"d a roo?

it. Now an "o sepia I their noivlvmn and or 1,46 or
Influence with respeot to thi pro"ec?

PART Vt. to general* froe lout point of view, obat
remsoWe woud 4 . te are, critical to the soosev of
groups and/or I1Iqwaseekin to inf lsere Ito policy
making as it relates to comnity redevelcpmsuntr

A. Vo woud ou def ine the Oo1.ws power struiature?

a. mld you molder political powr tn Columbus to be
huighly oentralined or dispersed?

C. MOe NoUd you aonsider to be the %ey actors to the
decislomek ngproves tn Colmbo?

PANF V11. t miud like to ago you wee qoest ions aout your
own poeept ion of redevelpmnt trends in ftlous.

A. 00 1" thina the prmot Pro 4 .ats will toad to a
t@VitalISatleet Of the dntOWn area? (f t 1es. wVOT9

a. 00 Iou think they, will Increase economic~ activity to
Cole.a including the creat ion of new jobs in the service
and/er Industrial atee?



C. %at impact if mny viii those projects have on present
patterns of noiqborbood settement in Columbus?
opemttically. viii these projects load to the outmigrotion
of middle iae. wbtto to the suburbe or in contrast, vil
they load to Wo6 whites being oomestreto4 in the osntre
city?

D. will these projects load to a breaking up of racial
bogenelty of the black omunity?

black camin Ity?[,UtI tne stetl's or e*hbnco *oomc activity in the

r. mat do you feel vii be the political inpat of the*e
projeotap

a. Wold they strethen the power be of the Domratic
* paty,

a. Will they OWN* the power of the myor vith repeat to
the City OaN i and e ho bereaCrealy or on te other trai
vili OWey dilate t power of the uyor?

1. will they sengtben or ~ee the political position of
the black ome ity in Colobs?

J. Mat $9me W of te white eoonmnty viii benefit and
Why?

-. U eeginOto of tsw whits omwnIty will not benefit ed

L. wil I tae projects t i cq)olmims too dop nt Upon
federal Suppo t?

a. ft it wete Pssible to sop out plian for the
rodeeelopmmnt of lol1bso over ale, t @a"** Wld you
Suggest be sade a*'?

1. Glee9 t0e pr9eset trends you %a* described ove, oVat
do you foresee a" th fed stal hamrtater of Oolelbi
9oll, eoiNomac sod polit al postore two decades from
now?

0. Are there a Sa ry aMnte you iW to ste reqardln
th qW09*i0ol s we" bw aleow-slng?

0



Interview Instuent K8fluetist

1. he mentioned proviosiy or ressarob oooss, th
@omimity developmtn I.W tyProcess as it relates to the
buildtagof the 1470 PCewy the vanstruct ton of the OhiLo

commm weaotere OWdth Capitri South lsosstrutt or
Project. Vsat first* I Would like to .sk You sows questions
about the history of arbas rndsvOlopmnt to the city of

0. 3110(1). whst 4. r-aoosidw to %awe been the 'toy
stages In the growth ad dvelspra of ftlms as an eho
oatmty? t wom-d be psittlqalarly interesited to 0040ts
whiob have, had a cote Is shiapin the pattern or growth that
mas prevet led in oliamee.

b. Mat do yea reel bas bee. the gerneral comunty
Irespomise to thee developuetas

2. fit we =Itomed as a tr..dt With reqeot to the thrce
pfo)5@tso 1470* OC~v CM) omild you welaia to se how
they rfit into the inty teen"~rn to5 Columbs
unat yea have dlwassed aboe? we ye say that these are
enteasais of thn old# or wre they bsw Initiatives'T

3. c"ld yo tell so the hey cafos ahiob entered into the
6"ins to imitlate ad iapleme.t Pusrs for the V-470

~~ fan? about the Ohio C*nter. mdin finally the
== oo"h bouetuo t er)et?

4. 1 %ave a list of possible, roles ftat. todivideal astoes
my, hae pla Is toe d"oi9400-66414s Presses Withi respect
to thse pro wl . dIMAGIM to these Coles# how w1100ld IMIS
descrtbe lost role? mfist provided)

a. Oaisios-eesee - lfloesn L19 deisions acordiaq to
an Isdividami 'a ewe soalmation of **at the see are.

6. k01"040e sle actng 4001elorn amoodiag to
euplialt IfteteeIm" from as oisat loe o pe taoeo.

o. aqrt - "vist"g pot ie-,aes OR the bests of
ItIOe01004 Possessed to the field of seban
devlet/rmdeIepmt
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d. Broker - attemptineg to bring together divergent
views to arrive, at a policy which to acceptable to all.

0. Innovator -acting as a genr.*ator of now ideas and
proposals.

f. Orseer -either providing resources for the
carrying out of=deelosint/edvelopment progrsw ot the
roeviev of perfor o*eof those who are carrying them out.

g. Administrator - carrying out decisions made by
others.

S. 11f only one role identified) would you sythen that
this is the rot* that You have played mest *ftenf

G. Mold you say that von have, played anw ot the*e other
roles with som frequency 1If so* would you pleaoe
describe thea for me aloo?)

7. What factors let laencs your decision to get involved to
help get established?

S. What special reoures did you marshaltoi order to
enhance your effectiveness in the "aking of decisions
regard iing this/these, projects?

9. Mat is your assesiiot of your success on hav ing an
Impact on the decision-miat lg process with respect to eIther
one of the projeats or all of theis? Do you think that you
were, reatly effective. mnodestly effective# or not erffctIve
at &1 ?

to. Now do Iou acount for this lmpact?

ll. tn attempting to Influence decisions within this area,
did you cooerate with other groups snd/or individeals? If
so, who wete these groups and/or individuals?

12. Myp did you tl It necessary to cooerate with them?

1). Mat objeCtives did you 9"% to achieVe In Involving
Yourself in Uhs/these project*?

14. OW did Iva ccnsider the realitation of these objectives
to be so important?
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15. Can you identify other individuals who played a role in
making this/these decisions? If yes, who were these
individuals and precisely what role did they play?

16. what impact do you feel they had?

17. now would you characterize the decision-making process
relative to this/these projects? Would you say that the
process was or (e.g. anyone who wanted to have impact
could play a role or CLOSED or perhaps a combination of the
two? Please explafn.

18. %bat obstacles had to be overcome to get the project off
the ground? What strategies were used to overcome the
obstacles?

19. As related to the proceding question* r now wish you
would answer a few specific questions concerning the three
projects relative to some problems which may have arisen in
the planning and implementation of them.

20. with respect to 1-670, some have raised questions
regarding specific freeway alignments in terms of potential
social, economic, and aesthetic effects (e.g. residential
impact, dislocations, relocatinn compensation, and
convervation and preservation).

a. Wiat is your response to these concerns? Do you

feel that they are valid or invalid?

b. Now do you feel these problems will be handled?

21. Some have also questioned the basic need for the freeway
in light of other alternatives (e.g. reverse traffic flow
arcrngements, street improvements, etc.. or nothing).

a. Bow do you feel about these concerns?

22. Finally and with respect to 1-670, some people think
that the transportation planning process associated with
this project has been inattentive to citizen demands and
inputs (e.g. secrecy, lack of information, unwillingness to
listen to suggestions), while others feel it has been
adequately responsive.

a. What is your assessment of this situation? If feels
process nonresponsive. why do you feel this way? if feels
process is responsive, would you please describe how it has
been responsive?



Z.Age there otusor pobOfe oich you havo tae.1 Whiht.I
Wme owt 184sed? It ye.. please state them.

14. Wth cospect to the conention Center, a !number ot
publeam hame also artisefs

a. "poftedly. @O0 initial probles concerned site
selt oo of where the Ifecitity woruld be Locot*d.

D. Obeid You say that cis was a pribloe?

a. an too *date 4001 Poo say CA* sit* selectioni was

4. OD,~r tot 444 "NJt se* with t%lo seotion? M~y?

lei~. ft- "Wd vo *"s te apprat th~at woe tsod to
f I ame. site s4qwiaitte fe totCA pwolectl (e.g. 14 01311on
ssmd leass "Wrowed or votef5v.

a. e I". foe 414 you) age.. ar 41seroo *it% this

14. Raw wold lea a*"s thie appec t*ht was 8se4 to

gottlo.m of a @%ttabl* 4amatlcit.

Not ~e @Ibet *httqrativet remsidor"W V~ go* *%t woe*e

I$. sows coe tist tow *"toeQMs era ft.cme*ry to

*.to lost y 10r Iftqe .tt' tt'@vfto1' 9$5eatift to*
aa"t"uWat with to9Poct to vthiS ptalvct, 00 y fv..2 '?et
they *t w roomesty' uby' 1*1 fot' ploose amplat'n.

29. ftt a period Of tis. *pVVM4t1.1v I" OW f$14 700, .oiW
felt that. tp* c"00"tte on "tot @tooet19*004 ersip*"A~
oe~M.Iaatiomal prblom wfcf s'f Save v~eultq4 in
cmuaration 401&**-. los At f#4*tsl dollars to fitomeC
oithot aqmwtt of 4Wo4opsimh1 v. q. ttsR~oett1 1 *n4
ismorted .vv.~essOry oppolit ia. go tho ot?,r hoond, 9000
*i~me4 that* cometn at Ift"014sbt Siftieultiot wftic'S
*iqvht be atomist4l with~ a"v 4ouco ptotCt.

a. mot it r *ceme

ELj
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b. Do you feel that these problems impeded or enhanced
developmental activity vith respect to this project? Please
explain.

30. Co vou feet that the centers se (90,000 s.f.) will
enable t to compete effectively in the convention market?
It yes# why? If no. why not?

31. Now would you &as*es the oaeticipation of city
governmeat in this project? ould ou say that it has been
effectively tivolved throughout t. aroject's history? If
so. how? (e.g. some have c€ paeln.d about the city's
nonvoting representation on the Saztille Omon Company's
board of Trustees - what tI your cesponse?)

32. ritnlly. sow have felt that minoritLes and
r Opresentat ives of mall eusiness have not been
signifiently involved in %ey phases of planning asecated
with the Initiation and lepleaentation of this project.

a. Mat is youC repOoSe to this oitlatM? Mold you
say that it to valid or invali:? MuId you say that

O attempts were sod to Involve these Concerns?

33. arte there other eomsiderations which you vih to raise
regarding this project?

34. In regard to soe specific proms which have been
possibly associated with the Capitol ftmth Peoostreotion
Project, -m bave considered thi city qoernmnt's posture
as being overly responsive i n aiqli d"velopmntal activity
with teepet to this project (i.e. city qranting $IO tillion
lon for land am"IsItlone, While Ot'rs have considered the

,toee ot city nOlveamt eential.

a. Mat 1s you viw f earS.nq this Iitter? Please
euplaifn.

b. Msy d Iou feet that CitV 9oemt has played the
role it fas with tese t to this project?

IS. An leme hea also been raised nootetlnq the 1d-e1ney
Of a peohie project On a pw ivsto cmlI'rst on Cuaded throu
endlec lo sed rostcee.

i. o wo- see this as belnq a ptables? Why! Why not?



36. Do you feel that the provision of tax abatement
incentives will enhance 4evelopmental activity in this area?
Why? Why not?

37. Some people feel that the provision of tax abatements.
while spurring developmental activity, also results in the
local school system s lose of revenues.

a. %hat is your response to this concern? Pleas.
explain.

36. %hat to your assessment of the effects on smail
businessmen and property owners in this area? Would you say
that they will receive adequate dislocation compensation?
Why? Why not? (e.g. unfair treatment, unfair property value
apprails ).

39. Pinally, and with regard to these specifice, how would
you gauge the input and Involvement of minor it lee and the
poor In the Initiation and implementation of this project?
Mould you say that their activity has ben characteriaed by
involvement or noninvolvement? 8M can you explain this
situation?

40. Are there other concerns which you feel should be
raised? If so# wbat are they? S

41. In term of these proect what reaction was tere to
initial plans from the Myor's office, various agencies of
city government...other governmental units ti t%*e Columbus
metropolitan area...state qovernment...federal government?

42. 4hat was the reaction and'or involvement of various
interest groups? Which groups reacted and Were
inv oved?...Now wore they Involved?...Did they agree or
disagree with the proposals? Why? DId these groups have
any Ispact on final plans?

43. It the declsion had to be made on thisithose projects
again, wbat canqet woald you propose be made?

44. In ge~eral, what do you se as the basic
weatnemeetremgths of patterns of redvelopeont taing
plac in €oIoub?

4S. Pertaining to the previous question, I'd like to an you
a final series of questiona about your own petception of
rdevlopment trends in Columbe.



46. Do you think the present projects viii lead to a
revitaizuation of the dow town area? It yes, why? or why
not?

47. Do you think they wili Increase economic activity in
Colunbus, Including the creation of new obs in the service
and/or industrial ore"?

48. Wat Ipact it any viii thes p:ojects have on present
patterns of no Ighbochood setlement in Columbu s
Specifically* viii theose projects leeS to the outaigration
of middle clase whites to the suburbs or in oontrast, will
they lead to more whites beinq coneuirated In the central
city?

49. will these proj cts lead to a breaking up of racial
i o eneity of the black inunity?

50. Will they stitle or enhance econosic activity in the
black €cunity?

S1. Mat do you feel will be the political iaot of these
projects?

52. ill they enhance the power of tte mayoc with resect to
M city council and the breaucracy, or on the other hand

e11 dilute the power of the mayor?

S). Will they strengthen or weaken the politi l position of
the black cmunity in Colambus?

54. that semants of the white comanity vilt benefit and
why?

55. Wat segments of the white comunity will not benefit
and why?

56. Now will these project* affect the relationip between
Columbus and the fedetral qovernswnt?

a. Nov will they affect the relationship between
Colu s and the stat* overnment?

b. Bow will they affect the relationship betw n
Colubus and other governmental units in the Columbus
metropolitan area?
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S7. If it w*r possible to &4p out plans for the
gqdvelop nt of Columus over again. what changes woutd you
suest de and why?

SO. Given the present trends you have described above. what
do you foresee as the tundamntal character of Cotumbus °

aomiale economic, and political posture two decades from
now?

S9. Are thee other tndividuals whom you feel would be
helpful to w In this study?

60. Age there any ummry comnts or sugest lon you wish
to mek regarding the questions w've been discussing?

i'
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Interview Insetruiment - Loader* of
Coommnuty Organizations

I. I'd Ilke to begin, by asking you wbat important @inity
projects you feel you Uwve had important input into the last
two years? rive, years? Ton years? P10866 explain.

2. Olow I would Ilke to as you a seriee of questions about
your political backgrounds

a. 8ave you ever beent elected to a public office? tt
yes. what of lce and when were you elected? tf no bow@ you
ever run for a public office?

b. Bave, you ever beld an appointed qovernement position?
If yes, what office and whe?

a* Bev* you been appointed to other governiment
positions? tf so* what were they and when?

d. briefly describe for mes the nature of your political
Inwolvement over the last 10 years.

3. As imentioned previously.r my research concerns omimnity
developmient patterns as they relate to the build ing of the
1-470 freeway* the construct ion of the Ohio Convention
Center, and the Capitol South Peconstruction Project. But
first,, t would Ilke to ask you some questions about the
history of urban redevelopment in the city of Columus.

a. Going back as far as you can, would you trace for m
the key stages In the growth and development of Coluus as
an urban cominnity. I would be particularly Interested in
events and individuals who have had a role in shapinig the
pattern of growth that has prevailed in Coluftus.

b. Met has been the response of orqaninat ions in which
you 've been involved to these developmients'

Now C~d Ilke to turn to a discussion of the three
development projects imentioned above.

4. irtot could you explain to so how each project fits
into the coaminity development trends in Colufus that you
have discussed above? to it an extension of th~e old, or is
it a new Initiative?

674
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It. iat kind of relationship has Your oCganisatto,
maintained with thee other individuals and/or
organisations?

20. Iud 7 y sy the planning and implemntation Process
has been r tively open or relatively closed to Individual
and group participation?

21. 1ld you please ewylain the pattern of deciLon-Sacking
that has prowa led Vith n this policy arena. That Is to say
please eaplain to w precisely how docieions have been mde
and what groups and individuals hove been most influentLal
in mk ing them?

22. gave there been any groups or individuals loft out of
this process that you feel should have been included? 14ho
were these gCoupS/indivIduals? Now can you eplain their
exclusion fro the decision-making process?

23. Nov I would like for you to &naer sm specific
questions concerning problems which my have been associated
with the planning and implementation of this project.

24. ith respect to t-670. mo have raised questions
regarding specific freevay alignments In terms of their
potential social, economic, and aesthetic effects (e.g.
residential ispeat dislocations, relocation cospensation
and conservation and preservation).

a. 11bat Is your response to these considerations? Do
you feel that they are valid or Invalid?

b. Do you feel that these problems wilt be handled?

25. Some have also questioned the basic need for the
freeway, and other alternatives have been offered (e.g.
reverse traffic flow arrangements, street iprovements.
etc.)

a. Bow do you feel about these concerns?

26. finally, and with respect to t-670, som people think
that the transportation planning process associated with
this project has been inattentive to citizen demands and
inputs (e.g. secrecy, lack of information, unwillingness to
listen to auggestions), while others feel it has been
adequately responsive.



a. Sleat to your assessment of this situation? it
noArosponsive. why do you feel Vis way? tf feel* process
to responsiev would you please indicate or descrIbe bow it
has been responsive.

b. Ase there other oonsideations which t have not
raised which you eel that should be? tf so, please state
the*.

27. with respect to the Cebnt1m Cntec a nauec of
problems have also atsens

a. leportedly, one initial problem concerned where the
facility Woul be loCated. On wh&t base would you say the
site iotton was cbosen?

b. D you or did you agee with the selection? Why?
My not? Please explain.

23. low would you asess the approaches that wers used to
finance site acquisition and the oenter's construct ion
costs? (e.g. 86 million bod issue approved by voters. $)7
million provided as a charitable contribution from Sattelle
eomeial Institute, and hotel financing through private

sources). no you oc did you agree with these approaches?
*6y? Uhy not?

29. Sow comtend that tax abatemento are necessary to
catalyze these types of development* while others do not.
what are your feelings with respect to granting tax
abatements with respect to this project? D you feel that
they were necessry? My? Why not? Please explain.

30. ft a period of time, specifically tn the mid 702, soma
felt that the Convention Center experienced leadership and
organizational problems which say have resulted in
construction delays, less of federal dollars to finance
other aspects of development (transcenter) , and inccurred
unnecessary opposition. On the other hand some viewed these
concerns as unavoidable difficulties which might be
associated with any much project.

a. Mhat is your assessment?

b. 0o you feet that these prolems ispeded ot enhanced
developmental activity with respect to this project? Please
explain.



31. Do you feel that the centes *s*, 90.000 s.f. vil
enable it to conplete, effectively in the onevention market?
If yes. why? ft no. pleas. explain.

33. Mov would you asses" the participation of city
government in this project? wuld you say that it has been
effectively involved throughout the project's history?

9.g. sow people have soplained about the city's being
reluctantly appointed to the sattelle Common'ns Soard. while
others have suggested that they should have been minimally
involved). why do you feel the vay that you do?

33. Finally, some have felt that minori t Les and
representatives of Mal I bus ines have not been
significantly involved in the key phases of planning
associated with the initiation aW implementatlon of this
project.

a. %bat to your response to this criticism? Muld you
sav that it to valid of invalid? oud you say that
atteapte were mode to involve these concerns? Are there any
other considerations whlch you feel should be raised?

34. In regard to some specific problems which have been
possibly associated with the Capitol South Ioconstruetion
Project, some have considered the city government's posture
as being overly responsive I" aiding developmental activity
with respect to this project (i.e. city granting i. million
loan for land aoCqUisitiont eminent domain proceedings
associated with lad aoquisition proceedings) while others
have considered city involvement essential.

a. Mat Is your view regarding this matter? Ptease
expla in.

b. May do you feel that city government has played the
role it has with respect to this project?

3. An isome has also been raised concerning the dependency
of a public project on a private corporation funded through
undisclosed sources.

a. Do you see this as being a valid criticism? 4hy?
Why not?

36. 0o you feel that the provision of tax abatement
incentives will enhance developmental activity in this area?
Why? lby not?
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37. So#m people foos that th0 pCoVtIol of tSX adbateMn
incostie,. wbile uparring delopment ecttvity, also
resuits in the o hoe systems loss of revosee
because of tax free lrovomnts.

a. mat to your response to this criticism? PlOeas
expla in.

Is. Finally, and vith regard to t4i- specifices w would
you ga0e the 17"t and lsolves*nr of minor it i o the
poor in the nit titc and tsplmnemMIn of this projOct?
Muld you say that their activity us teen ch aracterised by
involvement of noninvotvient' kCf can you explain this
situation? Mat other ocnaiderations should be calsed?

39. in g9eeral from your point of vtew. what resoucaes do
you feel are critical to the scauesa of groupe aWd/o
individuals soking to influeoce poliaymakl "g it relates
to comunlty redeVelopment?

40. Inally. I would like to ask you some questions about
your own perception of redevelopment trends in coleuts.

a. First, do you think the present projects will Lead
to a revitatisation of the downtown orea? tf yes, why? If
no. why not?

41. o you think they vill increase economic activity in
Columbus. Including the creation of new jobs in the service
and/or industrial area?

42. %bat impact if any will these prolect hav on present
patterns of n ihborhood Settlement in Cot -Nas8
Specifically will these projects lead to tho outaigration of
middle as," wites to the Suburbs or in contrast, will they
lead to Nore whites being 00naentrat*4 in the central City?

43. *11 these proteats lead to a breaking up of racial
homeneity of the black ommunity?

44. Will they stifle or enhance economic activity tn the
blac% Commnity?

45. %hat do you feel will be the politc101 iaMct of these
projects?

46. Would they strengthen the power bUss of the DesocratiC
party?
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